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Introduction
This course has been designed to cover the key roles and
responsibilities of airline cabin crew, to provide a high standard of
foundational knowledge for cabin crew candidates. It aims to
cover much of the requirements of the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) relating to cabin crew training, so that
students can utilise this knowledge whichever airline they work
for. It also incorporates the basic requirements for many national
aviation authorities so that students will learn the most relevant
and up to date information.
This course is based on the competency framework for cabin
crew developed by ICAO. The course provides the knowledge
base required for initial cabin crew training. It describes generic
processes and equipment and specifies the areas where the
specific procedures are covered by airline training. The benefit for
such an approach is that it equips the graduates of this course
with the foundational knowledge that will allow them to easily
master aircraft and airline specific procedures.
The course consists of ten modules. Module 1 starts with the
evolution of airlines and air travel. Students will gain an insight
into how airlines have grown and adapted to worldwide air travel
since the early 20th century and some of the latest advances in
passenger comfort and service offered by airlines and aircraft
manufacturers. The module also covers how airlines are
regulated and what is expected of cabin crew and how they fit into
the airlines organisational structure.
Module 2 gives students the opportunity to learn and understand
how an airport operates and how passengers get to the aircraft. It
gives an overview and familiarisation of aircraft cabins and
explains how an aircraft flies. It also explains how flying can affect
the human body and what this might mean for some of the
passengers or crew.
Module 3 provides a detailed description of the activities that
cabin crew perform. This description is placed in the context of
the duties of the flight crew and how the two teams should
interact. This module also gives an overview of communication on
board an aircraft.
In modules 4 and 5, students will learn how aircraft and medical
emergencies are managed on board an aircraft and some of
the safety, emergency and medical equipment that airlines are
required to carry. The major part of any airline training
programme relates to these two areas, so this area will
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specifically help any student in their studies once employed by an
airline.
Dangerous Goods training is an ICAO requirement and module 6
ensures that the elements required are covered in sufficient detail
for cabin crew. By studying this module students will understand
what dangerous goods are, the regulations surrounding their
carriage on board aircraft and what to do if they find Dangerous
Goods onboard the aircraft.
The world can be a dangerous place and there are many
individuals and organizations who attempt to disrupt air travel
through acts of sabotage or interference. Module 7 gives students
an insight into some of the current security measures and the
reasons for them and puts security into the context of the cabin
crew role.
All airlines require cabin crew to provide a satisfactory level of
customer care and service onboard the aircraft. Modules 8 and 9
will provide students with an awareness of how to provide
excellent customer service and how service of food, beverages
and in-flight retail goods is carried out onboard.
Having gained a full understanding of the role, responsibilities
and tasks required of cabin crew, module 10 looks at how a cabin
crew member can manage the physical and mental demands of
the job and ensure that they are able to continue to forge their
own career path within the airline industry.
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Introduction to the Airline Industry

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

•

•

Describe the milestones in
the development of the
airline industry and how they
impacted the role of the
cabin crew
Explain the role of
international and national air
transportations regulatory
organizations and how they
affect the duties of the cabin
crew
Describe how cabin crew
interact with various airline
departments to ensure the
delivery of best traveling
experience

The focus of this module is the context in which cabin crew
perform their duties. We will describe three key areas that have
an impact on the role of the cabin crew. First, we will provide a
historical overview that will highlight key milestones in the
development of the airline industry and how the role of the cabin
crew evolved over the years. In this overview we will also point
out the major challenges and opportunities with which the airline
industry is faced.
Second, we will focus on the regulatory environment of the airline
industry. From the early stages of development of the industry the
international community recognized the need for standards and
regulations that would ensure the safety of air transportation.
Many of the safety standards and regulations in the airline
industry have in fact a direct impact on what tasks are cabin crew
expected to perform and how these tasks need to be performed.
In the third lesson we will describe the organizational context in
which cabin crew operate. Although cabin crew spend most of
their working time away from the company headquarters they
need to interact effectively with a number of departments in the
airline. The quality of the service delivered depends to a great
extent on the cabin crew's ability to collaborate with various
departments.
A firm understanding of these three key contexts, the airline
industry, the regulatory environment and the airline organizational
structure is foundational for the concepts covered in the rest of
the course.

Module 1—Introduction to the Airline Industry
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1.1

Overview of the Airline Industry

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

List major factors that
impacted the airline industry

•

Describe recent trends in
the airline industry

•

Identify various forms of
service offered by airlines

•

Describe current efforts in
improving the quality of
service

Implementation of new technology has simplified significantly air
travel at many airports. Therefore for many passengers the
aircraft's cabin crews are the only airline representatives that they
meet in person. Although there are thousands of other staff that
work tirelessly behind the scenes, passengers experience the
service offered by the airline through their interaction with the
cabin crew. This also means that the role of the cabin crew is
affected by the work of other departments in the airline and at the
airport. In this lesson we will describe the broader context of how
the airline industry has developed and the factors that shaped the
role of the cabin crew. We will look at some current challenges
and opportunities facing the industry. In the last part of this lesson
we will outline the main categories of airlines and levels of
services.

1.1.1 Milestones in Aircraft Manufacturing
Flying has inspired the human imagination for millennia.
However, with the first sustained and controlled flights in the early
1900s the dream was closer than ever. When early airships and
airplanes took passengers for short rides, the stage was set for
one of the most dynamic developments of the 20th century–the
airline industry.
The world's first recorded scheduled airline service was launched
in 1914, flying a seaplane from St. Petersburg (Florida, USA) to
Tampa. This 18 mile service took 23 minutes. Although the airline
charged at that time $5 for a one way trip and $10 for a return
flight not many people could afford it. Three months later the
airline had to close down. However, the main benefit of air
transportation was evident. The trip from St. Petersburg to Tampa
took only 23 minutes by plane, but 11 hours by train.
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Figure 1.1.1a—Men sitting in the seaplane “Benoist” - Saint Petersburg,
Florida (State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory,
http://floridamemory.com/items/show/24388)

Key Learning Point
With the end of World War I
thousands of military airplanes
became available for civil use.

The next major milestone came with World War I. The war has led
to significant investment of resources in the technological
development of airplanes. During World War I more powerful
engines were developed. As a result military aircraft became
twice as fast as the pre-war aircraft. In addition, the increase in
engine power made possible construction of larger aircraft. With
the end of the war thousands of military airplanes were
refurbished for civil use. In several European countries, such as
Germany, France, and Great Britain, almost 20 small passenger
airlines were created using bomber planes. During the 1920's,
scheduled commercial air services were introduced in Africa,
Australia, Japan, Mexico and most South American countries.
Another significant development was the airmail. Airplanes were
used to carry mail as soon as they became a reliable means of
transportation. However, the first regularly scheduled airmail
service was in 1918. The United States Postal Service initiated a
route between Washington, D.C. and New York City. Soon the
service was extended to other routes and it wasn't long before
parcels and cargo transportation were included. Passenger
routing service in the U.S. was developed mostly by airline
companies flying mail between major cities.
The first transatlantic non-stop flight took place on May 20th,
1927. This flight from New York to Paris showed the world that
long non-stop flights were possible and resulted in massive
investment into building a global airline industry.

Module 1—Introduction to the Airline Industry
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The first major step in building a long range airplane could be
considered the Boeing 247. The aircraft entered service in 1933.
It had many aerodynamic and technical features that improved
speed and safety. It was the first twin-engine aircraft able to fly on
one engine. Most importantly, the Boeing 247 incorporated
design elements that enhanced customer comfort and well-being,
such as the thermostatically-controlled, air conditioned and
sound-proof cabin. The aircraft could cross the U.S. from east to
west in 19½ hours. This was eight hours faster than its
predecessors. Despite its undeniable merits, the Boeing 247
could carry only ten passengers who were seated in five rows
with a seat on each side of the aisle.

Key Learning Point
The DC-3 launched in 1936 was
designed with a galley to enable
hot meals to be served to
passengers.

Key Learning Point
The introduction of aircraft with a
pressurized cabin meant that the
aircraft could fly above many
weather disturbances and faster
than ever before.
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In 1936 the Douglas Corporation built the DC-3, the first aircraft
which enabled airlines to fly passengers for profit. An early
modification of the aircraft was designed to carry 21 passengers.
In addition, the DC-3 was designed with a galley to enable hot
meals to be served to passengers. This aircraft rapidly became
one of the most popular aircraft of its time and some of these
aircraft are still flying today.
Aircraft, such as DC-3 and others built in the 1930s, had one
significant limitation–the altitude at which they could safely fly.
Low air pressure on altitudes higher than 3,800 m (12,467 feet)
above sea level causes serious physiological problems to crew
and passengers. The solution was to build aircraft cabins in which
air pressure could be controlled by the aircraft systems. The
general term used for aircraft with controlled air pressure in the
cabin is–pressurized cabin.
The first commercial transport aircraft with a pressurized cabin
was the Boeing 307 Stratoliner. The introduction of aircraft with a
pressurized cabin meant that the aircraft could fly higher and
faster than ever before. The Boeing 307 Stratoliner entered
service in 1940 and had capacity for a crew of 5 and
33 passengers. It could cruise at an altitude of 6,000 m
(19,685 ft), well above many weather disturbances.

Aviation Training Program

Figure 1.1.1b—Passengers on board the Boeing 307 (State Archives of
Florida, Florida Memory, http://floridamemory.com/items/show/36872)

The jet era started in the late 1940s, as aircraft manufacturers
raced to build the first pressurized-cabin jetliners, allowing superfast travel at high altitudes. The UK-based “De Havilland”
company built the first passenger jet aircraft in 1949, which
entered service in 1952. This allowed high and fast transatlantic
travel, but the fleet was grounded following many accidents after
just a couple of years. While De Havilland worked on investigating
and redesigning the aircraft, Russian manufacturer Tupolev
launched the TU-104 which became the first successful jet airliner
and the only one in service between 1956 and 1958.
The development of such jet airliners as the Boeing 707 led to
significant increase in the number of people travelling by air. In
fact, the year Boeing 707 entered transatlantic service 1958, it
was the first year that more passengers travelled by air across the
Atlantic ocean than by ship. Boeing 707 had the capacity from
140 to 189 passengers and a range of 4,600 to 10,650 km (2,860
to 6,617 miles).

Module 1—Introduction to the Airline Industry
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Did You Know?
Boeing 747 held the passenger
capacity record for 37 years.

The next major step in the development of the airline industry was
the launch of the Boeing 747 in 1970. This aircraft was two and a
half times the size of the Boeing 707. The four-engine 747 uses a
double deck configuration for part of its length. The Boeing
747-400 series can accommodate 416 passengers in a typical
three-class layout, 524 passengers in a typical two-class layout,
or 660 passengers in a high density one-class configuration. The
aircraft is still in service and is operated by many airlines around
the world.
The new horizon for air passenger transportation in the late
1960s early 1970s has been the development of a supersonic
aircraft. Among various attempts the most successful has been
the Concorde. The aircraft was developed jointly by the French
Aérospatiale and the British Aircraft Corporation and was
launched in 1976. Concorde was in service for 27 years until
retired following a fatal accident after take off in Paris in 2000.
Concorde flew regular transatlantic flights in less than half the
time of other airliners. However, the price for these flights was not
accessible to a wider customer base. With only 20 aircraft built,
the development of Concorde was a substantial economic loss.
The latest aircraft manufactured highlight the key priorities of the
airline industry. The Airbus A380 started service in 2007. The
double-deck A380 is the world's largest commercial aircraft flying
today, with capacity to carry 525 passengers in a three-class
configuration, and up to 853 in a single-class configuration.
Overall, the A380's two decks offer 50 per cent more floor surface
than any other high-capacity aircraft. According to the
manufacturer, A380 provides the lowest fuel burn per seat–which
allows airlines to substantially reduce carbon emissions.
Furthermore, the A380 is the quietest long-haul aircraft flying
today, generating 50 percent less noise on departure than the
nearest competitor–as well as three to four times lower noise
when landing, all while carrying 40 percent more passengers.
Airbus estimates that in the next 20 years 26,921 new passenger
aircraft will need to be built (Airbus, 2012).
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Did You Know?
The long-range design of the
Boeing 787 has allowed airlines
to consider an additional 450
city pairings that could not be
previously connected by nonstop flights.

Boeing's latest passenger aircraft is the 787 or Dreamliner. This is
a long-range aircraft that holds the world record for the longest
flight (19,142 km; 11,894 m) for an airplane in its class. The 787
Dreamliner uses 20 percent less fuel than today's similarly sized
airplanes. Thus the 787 provides airlines with unmatched fuel
efficiency, resulting in exceptional environmental performance.
Another interesting development is the Boeing 747-8
Intercontinental. The aircraft has 467 seats in a three-class
configuration and a 14,815 km (9,206 m) range. Its newest
engines allow for 30 percent smaller noise footprint, 15 percent
reduction in-service carbon emissions. Boeing's forecasts a longterm demand for 34,000 new airplanes which means that the
number of airplanes will double by the year 2031 (Boeing, 2012).
The forecasts from Boeing and Airbus indicate that the airline
industry will experience major development in the next two
decades. In terms of implications for cabin crew, the double
number of aircraft means at least twice as many cabin crew will
be required to serve those flights.

Figure 1.1.1c—A380 cabin first class compartments (Airbus,
http://www.airbus.com/galleries/photo-gallery/filter/a380/cache/0/?p=21)

Both Airbus and Boeing work hard to increase fuel efficiency and
decrease carbon emission and noise. These are major concerns
for the industry as a whole. By burning less fuel, aircraft are
operating more efficiently and leaving a smaller carbon footprint.
The race is under way to find jet engine fuels which can be manmade rather than rely on the already stretched global oil supply.
In an effort to burn less fuel and reduce operating costs, many
cabin interiors have been redesigned and refitted in order to
weigh less. The lighter the aircraft, the less fuel it burns. Weight
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savings have been made wherever possible and such
innovations include:
•
•
•

Changing catering carts to lighter weight versions which can
weigh up to 30% less;
Reducing traditional catering items such as meal trays and
replacing with recyclable paper/card;
Removing equipment that is seldom used.

It is estimated that an airline can save between USD130 and
USD360 worth of fuel each year for each kilogram of weight that
is reduced on board and aircraft.

Key Learning Point
The official target is to cut the
aviation's net carbon emissions
50 percent by 2050 (compared
to 2005).

All these and other efforts are taken in order to cut costs and have
a more environmentally friendly industry. In fact, under the
leadership of the International Air Transportation Association
(IATA) a comprehensive strategy has been developed to cut the
aviation's net carbon emissions 50 percent by 2050 (compared to
2005). IATA has set the most ambitious environmental targets of
any industry. To read more about this strategy visit the web page
at http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/environment/Pages/index.aspx

1.1.2 The Evolution of the Airline Industry as a
Global Industry
The world's first airline was Deutsche LuftschiffahrtsAktiengesellschaft (German for “German Airship Travel
Corporation”). It was founded in 1909 in Germany and used
airships to provide services. Early flights were sightseeing tours.
Only later it started to offer scheduled services from Berlin to
southern Germany.
In the 1920s a number of airlines were established in various
parts of the world. Several airlines founded during that period are
still in operation today–Netherland's KLM, the Australian Qantas,
Colombia's Avianca, and the Czech Republic's Czech Airlines.
However, the early decades were challenging. Aircraft capability,
limited infrastructure, cost of operation and public perception of
safety made air travel affordable only to a small minority.
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Figure 1.1.2—LZ7 Zappelin Passenger Airship (US Library of Congress,
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/ggbain.09494)

Until 1952 airlines were offering only First Class travel. However,
with the introduction of the Tourist or Coach Class, fares became
generally 20–25 percent cheaper. At the same time, in the Tourist
Class configuration of the cabin, the aircraft could accommodate
an average 25 percent more passengers, compared to the First
Class seating arrangement.
Following the success of the Tourist Class fares, many airlines
launched a new class of service–Economy Class. Fares for this
class of service were about 20 percent lower than in the Tourist
Class. Lowering of fares made air travel even more affordable,
allowing greater numbers of people to take to the air. The
introduction of the Tourist and Economy Class set the stage for
the development of a truly global industry.
The introduction of the Tourist and Economy Class paved the way
for additional diversification of services provided by airlines. In
fact, the airline that you will be working for may use the same or
completely different terminology. Airlines strive to identify and
provide services that suit best the needs of their passengers. For
instance, the UK airline easyJet offers its passengers on all flights
across its European network the ability to purchase a cup of
Starbucks coffee whilst on-the-go. Offering Starbucks coffee may
not require a great investment on the part of easyJet, but for
many passengers this is a pleasant treat.
Turkish Airlines was the first in the world to offer free high-speed
wireless Internet to its passengers on intercontinental flights.
Long flights have their own challenges, as passengers become
more tired they may be more agitated. By offering access to highspeed Internet, the airlines not only allow their passengers to do
their work, entertain themselves or simply keep in touch with their
Module 1—Introduction to the Airline Industry
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friends, but also to have a different perception of their flight
experience. For passengers the flight does not seem so
exhausting. For cabin crew it means a more relaxed environment
on board the aircraft as passengers are kept busy and
entertained.

Key Learning Point
Airlines able to develop
customer-oriented services will
succeed and dominate the
industry in the 21st century.

The diversity of services offered by airlines and the number of
changes in cabin configuration to create a more relaxed and
pleasant flight experience cannot be described within the limits of
this course. Even if we tried, by the time you read these lines that
list may well be outdated. However, one aspect is absolutely
certain–the airline industry is a service industry. Airlines able to
develop customer-oriented services will succeed and dominate
the industry in the 21st century. This certainly cannot be achieved
without a properly trained and supported cabin crew.
Another important development in the airline industry is the
creation of a seamless travelling experience. Most airline
passengers can purchase one ticket and travel from anywhere to
anywhere. Although the trip may involve several airlines, the
passenger does not need to deal with each airline separately.
Moreover, the passenger does not always have to check-in for
every leg of the journey or retrieve their bags and carry them to
the connecting airline for check-in.
The seamless travelling experience is possible because airlines
form partnerships. There are several forms of partnerships.
Airlines may have an interline agreement that allows one airline to
issue a ticket for a flight operated by another airline. Another form
of agreement is codesharing. In this case the flight code is of one
airline but the actual flight is operated by another airline. The
benefit for the passenger is the number of options they have.
They can pick up the time or the flight that best suits their needs.
The airline through its agreement connections makes all these
options available to the passenger.
The third form of agreement is airline alliances. When airlines join
alliances they are able to develop a more integrated form of
cooperation between alliance member airlines that allows them to
offer better and expanded range of services with the same
resources. Passengers have additional options and benefits from
flying with airlines that are part of the same alliance. There are
currently three main airline alliances in the world: Star Alliance,
Oneworld and SkyTeam. It is estimated that airlines forming
these three alliances account for more than 70 percent of the
world's scheduled airline traffic.
The benefits of airline agreements and alliances are undeniable.
However, airlines offering joint services face certain challenges.
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The level of cooperation between airlines sometimes affects the
services they offer. For instance, airlines joining an alliance strive
to offer comparable levels of service. The passenger who
purchases a ticket for a journey that is delivered by two airlines
expects a consistent level of service. If one airline delivers a
mediocre service the passenger will try to avoid such an itinerary
in the future. This is a loss for both airlines.

Key Learning Point
An important aspect in the
development of the airline
industry is the emphasis on the
total travel experience and not
just the flight.

Another important aspect in the development of the airline
industry is the emphasis on the total travel experience and not
just the flight. Recognizing that the passenger's experience with
an airline starts closer to home, some airlines offer their first and
business class passengers a limousine from their home to the
airport. Once at the airport, some airlines have created their own
check in facilities and lounges to provide a far more comfortable
and controlled experience for their customers to enjoy before
setting foot on the aircraft.
With the wide adoption of web and mobile technologies major
efforts are undertaken to create as smooth a travelling experience
as possible. Using a web site for checking-in for the flight has
become a normal practice in some areas. Airports employ mobile
technologies to track passenger movement and anticipate large
numbers of passengers needing a specific service, be it security
or customs control.
Under the leadership of the IATA a new initiative is developed
that will make security screening at airports much more efficient.
The project Checkpoint of the Future is designed to enhance
security by focusing resources on the greater risk areas. At the
same time, this approach will reduce queues and intrusive
searches. As a result passengers will spend more time in the
airport on activities that they enjoy.
IATA's Fast Travel Program is providing self-service options in six
areas of a passengers' airport journey - representing annual
savings of up to US$ 2.1 billion for the industry. By creating
uniform standards and recommended practices, IATA facilitates
industry adoption of these projects–and a better travel experience
for the customer. To learn more visit the Fast Travel program's
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/FastTravel
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1.1.3 The Evolution of Airline Cabin Crew
The world's first recorded cabin crew member was Heinrich Kubis
employed by the German Airship Transportation Corporation Ltd
in March 1912. This early airline operated airships in Germany on
both sightseeing trips and scheduled services from Berlin.
Heinrich Kubis worked alone on board the early airships, but as
they grew bigger, he was joined by assistants and cooks. These
massive airships were fitted with luxurious passengers cabins,
which bear no resemblance to today's aircraft, with lounges and
dining rooms more like cruise liners.

Figure 1.1.3—Dining room on board the Hindenburg airship (Bundesarchiv,
Bild 147-0640/CC-BY-SA)

The most notable airship was the Hindenburg, capable of carrying
72 passengers. The airship entered passenger service in 1936
and successfully crossed the Atlantic 36 times. However, the
Hindenberg burst into flames at Lakehurst New Jersey, USA on
6th May 1937 as it attempted to land after a three day flight from
Frankfurt. As the airship fell closer to the ground, Kubis
encouraged passengers and crew to jump to safety before
jumping himself. He survived the disaster without injury
(Grossman, n.d.).
On April 2nd 1922, The Daimler Airway, a predecessor of British
Airways, began operating from Croydon UK to Paris France,
using “cabin boys” whose duties included checking passengers
in, and weighing and loading mail and luggage. They also offered
passengers general comfort and reassurance. In the late 1920s a
small lunch service was introduced.
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Key Learning Point
The main reason for hiring
nurses as stewardesses
seemed to be air sickness,
which was a given on the more
turbulent flights.

The year 1930 brought about a new direction in cabin crew, as
Ellen Church became the first “stewardess”, flying for Boeing Air
Transport (later to become United Airlines). Ellen Church was a
registered nurse who took flying lessons. After meeting with
Steve Stimpson of Boeing Air Transport for an airline job,
Stimpson decided to create a “stewardess” position for registered
nurses. The main reason for hiring nurses as stewardesses
seemed to be air sickness, which was a given on the more
turbulent flights.
Stimpson hired Ellen Church as Chief Stewardess and seven
additional nurses to represent the airline. They were called the
“original eight”. On May 15, 1930, Ellen Church launched a career
as the world's first stewardess flying from Oakland, California to
Chicago, Illinois.
Soon other airlines followed Stimpson's lead hiring “air
hostesses” (Eastern Airlines 1933). Swissair was the first
European carrier to hire an air hostess in 1934, a woman by the
name of Nelly Diener.
In the US at the time of the great depression, the job was one of
very few that permitted women. This led to a large number of
applicants for such positions. When Transcontinental and
Western Airlines advertised 43 available positions in December
1935, they received 2000 applications. The role became a female
dominated one and cabin crew were employed on strict physical
criteria. A New York Times article in 1936 stated the requirements
as follows:
“The girls who qualify for hostesses must be petite; weight
100 to 118 pounds; height 5 feet to 5 feet 4 inches; age 20 to
26 years. Add to that the rigid physical examination each
must undergo four times every year, and you are assured of
the bloom that goes with perfect health” (New York Tomes,
1936, April 12).

Did You Know?
The air in the A380 cabin is
changed every 3 minutes, and
the temperature can be selected
between 18 and 30 degrees.

Certainly the current airline industry has parted with some of the
stereotypes present in the early practices. Most airlines do not
even use the term “stewardess”. The most common terms are
“flight attendant” or “cabin crew”. Both terms a gender neutral and
reflect the current understanding that both male and female
professionals can and should be part of the cabin team. However,
cabin crew are expected to offer first aid and assist in medical
emergencies. The original intent in hiring nurses–and at that time
only women were nurses–was to be able to offer medical
assistance.
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Key Learning Point
Already by the 1950s
government and regulatory
agencies began to recognize the
role cabin crew plays in
emergency situations when
specific safety procedures need
to be performed efficiently.

The attitude to physical appearance has also changed. Airlines
do not have the same limitation in terms of the weight and height
of their cabin crew. However, certain expectations about the
physical health and power of the cabin crew are still in place.
Already by the 1950s government and regulatory agencies began
to recognize the role cabin crew plays in emergency situations
when specific safety procedures need to be performed efficiently.
In studying accidents and safety procedures over the years, it
continued to become apparent that the cabin crews were crucial
to the safety and security of passengers in emergency situations.
Both government and regulatory agencies define the primary
responsibility of the cabin crew as maintaining safe conditions in
the airplane cabin, teaching passengers safety procedures and
assisting passengers during emergency situations. Only
secondarily, the cabin crew serves passengers food and
beverages and dispenses items for comfort and entertainment
such as pillows, magazines and headsets.

1.1.4 Different Types of Airline
The diversity of services offered by the airline industry has led
some airlines to focus more on one segment of the passenger
transportation market. Airlines are often classified by the market
segment or the type of services that they offer. The four main
types of airlines that we will discuss in some detail here are:
Scheduled, Charter, Low-Cost and Corporate airlines.
However, before we discuss the distinctions between these types
of airlines in detail, we need to make two qualifications. First,
although there are airlines that offer exclusively chartered
services, a number of airlines that have scheduled services offer
also chartered services. The same applies to the corporate
segment. Second, Low-Cost Airlines (LCA) used to offer a service
that was more clearly distinguished from the service offered by
the so-called Legacy Airlines. However, recent developments in
the service offered by some Legacy Airlines makes that
distinction less obvious.
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Scheduled Airlines

Key Learning Point
Scheduled airlines are those
that operate flights to a
published timetable which is
open to direct booking from
members of the public.

Scheduled airlines are those that operate flights to a published
timetable which is open to direct booking from members of the
public. A scheduled airline may also offer charter services when
requested; however, this is secondary to their core business.
The aviation environment is heavily regulated and to fly a service
from one country to another requires an agreement between the
two countries. This is known as a bilateral agreement. These
agreements specify that only certain locally registered airlines can
operate the services. As a result, some Governments were forced
to start their own airlines in order not to lose out on business to
foreign airlines. Some countries have also set up their own
airlines in order to improve tourism and the economy. These
airlines have become known as the national flag carriers as they
were owned, all or in part, by the government.
Prior to 1978, the industry operated in a way in which fares and
routes were regulated by governments, with airlines competing
heavily on service in a generally high cost, high fare environment.
Air travel was largely inaccessible to the general public and only
wealthy consumers and business travelers could afford to fly.
The late 1970s was a bad time economically for the U.S., which
faced economic stagnation and rising energy prices.
Policymakers were looking to stimulate the economy by
deregulating industries. To enable this, the U.S. domestic air
travel market was deregulated in 1978 and airlines were allowed
to set their own prices and schedules.

Did You Know?
The world's shortest scheduled
air service is from Westray to
Papa Westray in the Scottish
Orkney islands. The flight
operates six days each week
and takes just two minutes!

With deregulation the US paved the way for more freedom and
competition in scheduled airlines and many privately owned
airlines evolved. With the increased competitive environment,
many governments also sold their shares in the flag carriers to
private investors. This has resulted in more freedom for airlines
and more variety of choice in both services and fares for the
passenger.
Working as cabin crew for a scheduled airline can be more
predictable depending on the routes flown. On board services are
designed according to the airline's market position. Consistency
is key to maintain the airline's reputation. Basic salaries are
generally higher than charter airlines and monthly income can be
more stable throughout the year as flights are less seasonally
affected.
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Charter Airlines

Key Learning Point
It is often more cost effective for
holiday companies to carry their
clients to vacation destinations
by hiring charter airlines.

Holiday companies (tour operators) require aircraft to carry their
passengers to their holiday destinations. As these companies
specialize in carrying large numbers of passengers to the same
destinations on a regular basis, it is often more cost effective for
them to hire an aircraft and crew to carry them on their behalf,
rather than use regular scheduled services. This allows the
holiday company to set a price for a holiday including the airfare,
transfer and accommodation.
When a holiday company needs to set up its seasonal holiday
program for sale to the public, it researches the airlines offering
their services and forms a contract with them. Some larger
holiday companies operate their own airline in order to do this.
Others use a variety of charter airlines to carry out flights on their
behalf.
One of the largest holiday companies in operation today is TUI
Travel PLC, based in Europe. This global holiday company
operates in 180 countries worldwide and earned revenues of
GBP 14, 460 m in 2012. With a holiday company of this scale, it
would be difficult to have many different contracts with different
airlines to provide consistent services, so the company purchased
eight airlines and formed the Airlines of TUI Travel Group. In
2005, these eight charter airlines were all rebranded and painted
to form a consistent marketing name and service, providing
services almost uniquely to TUI Travel.
Smaller specialized holiday companies do not have the funds or
structure to operate their own airline, so they generally use
independent charter airlines. There are a variety of charter
airlines available, for example, Small Planet Airlines is the fastest
growing charter airline in Europe and is based in Lithuania. It
operates a fleet of 8 aircraft and in 2012 carried 0.7 million
passengers.
Today many established scheduled airlines also offer charter
services to maximize the operation of their aircraft, while others
specialize in the charter market and offer their services to many
different holiday companies.
There are advantages and disadvantages of working as cabin
crew for charter operators, depending on your viewpoint. For
example, cabin crew may be waiting on standby, or reserve, for
long periods and then called to operate at short notice, or if the
airline is associated with a holiday company, the work can be
seasonal. This means that crew is likely to be employed for the
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busy summer period and then laid off for the slower winter
season, while travel is not in such high demand.
The services that are offered on board a charter aircraft will vary
according to the price and agreement with the holiday company.
A luxury holiday company offering a round the world itinerary will
require luxury service, first class meals, silver service trained
crew and even changes to the aircraft interior, whereas a cheap
package holiday company may require as many seats as possible
and a low cost service. This all adds to the variety of working for a
charter airline.
Generally, charter operators need to supplement their revenue as
much as possible in order to offer cheaper deals to the holiday
companies. All profits from in-flight sales are retained by the
airline and there are many bonuses, incentives and high
commission rates paid to cabin crew for selling as much tax free
goods and gifts as possible. As salaries are often lower, this
allows cabin crew working for charter companies to match
salaries with their scheduled counterparts.
Low-Cost Airlines

Key Learning Point
Low-Cost Airlines generally offer
reduced fares that include only a
seat on a flight.

Low cost airlines evolved as a result of the US deregulation in
1978 and are becoming more popular throughout the world today.
Their business models vary, however, they generally offer
reduced fares, with customers choosing to pay additional fees for
services and items that are generally included in scheduled
airlines fares.
As they sell most tickets direct to the public either online or
through telephone call centers, they are not sold through travel
agents and are not members of the International Air Transport
Association (IATA), but they are still subject to the same rules and
regulations as all other airlines within their country of operation.
Working as cabin crew for a low cost airline can be varied, and
typical on board services are aimed at generating as much
additional revenue as possible by selling additional food, tickets,
tax free and gift items, car hire, train tickets and sometimes even
lottery scratch cards.
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Corporate and Private Jet Airlines
Businesses and wealthy individuals sometimes have their own
aircraft at their disposal to fly between appearances and business
engagements. Their flights are not available to the general public.
Working as cabin crew for corporate or private jets is extremely
varied and different skills are required to adapt to the passengers
carried. Private jets also often operate with one cabin crew
member.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have described some of the key factors in the
development of the airline industry and how they have impacted
the role of aircraft cabin crew. The main responsibility of the cabin
crew has been and still is passenger safety. The specific duties
and procedures may differ depending on the type of aircraft.
Cabin crew receive training specialized for each type of aircraft
that they operate on. This training is provided by airlines on a
regular basis.
The secondary responsibilities of the cabin crew have to do with
passenger service. Some key principles and strategies are
common to passenger service offered by all airlines. However,
airlines offer a diversity of services depending on how they
understand the needs of their passengers. In this course we will
cover the fundamentals that are relevant for all airlines and any
level of services.
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Progress Check 1
1. Which of the following was the first aircraft to have an air
conditioned cabin?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The Boeing 247
The Boeing 307
The DC-3
The TU-104

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the measures taken by
the airline industry to reduce the amount of fuel burnt?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Redesigning aircraft cabin interior
Reducing traditional catering items
Removing equipment that is seldom used
Removing in-flight entertainment systems

3. The main reason Ellen Church was hired as a “stewardess”
was that she was
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

A licensed pilot
A registered nurse
Weighed 102 pounds
Five feet four inches

4. The term “national flag carriers” refers to what type of airline?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Owned all or in part by the government
Airlines allowed to carry the flag of their country
Airlines operating flights only within one country
Airlines that carry a country's government dignitaries

5. True or False: Low cost airlines evolved as a result of the US
deregulation in 1978.
(a) True
(b) False
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1.2

Regulatory Context of the Airline Industry

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the regulatory
environment of the airline
industry

•

Identify the role of
international and national
organizations in regulating
the airline industry

•

Describe the conditions and
limitations of Air Operator
Certificate

•

Describe the role of the
operations manual

•

Explain how the regulatory
context impacts the
performance of flight and
cabin crews

Key Learning Point
As a trade association, IATA's
aim is to help airlines by
simplifying processes and
increasing passenger
convenience.

The duties and responsibilities of the cabin crew are highly
regulated. It is the responsibility of the airline to provide the cabin
crew with the latest version of its regulations. Because airlines are
integrated in a global industry the basic regulatory principles are
the same for most airlines. In the first part of this lesson we will
describe the key international organizations that provide a
platform for all airlines and governments to collaborate together in
developing the basic regulatory principles. In the second part of
this lesson we will focus on national regulatory agencies. The
content covered in this lesson is very helpful for understanding
how the main regulatory bodies interact to create a truly global
industry in which people from so many different cultures
collaborate to create a safe and enjoyable travelling experience
for the airline passenger.

1.2.1 The International Air Transport
Association
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is the airlines'
trade association. IATA was formed in 1945. It is the successor to
the International Air Traffic Association, founded in The Hague in
1919, the year of the world's first international scheduled
services. Today IATA comprises 240 member airlines
representing 84 percent of the world air traffic.
As a trade association, IATA's aim is to help airlines by simplifying
processes and increasing passenger convenience. To appreciate
the impact IATA has on the airline industry you need to look at
how air travel was organized several decades ago. At the time,
passengers purchased airline tickets mostly from travel agents.
Because each airline had its own ticket format, travel agents had
to keep a stock of each airline's tickets. This practice had its fare
share of challenges. So the first step was to have a standard
ticket form that could be used for every airline. The work of travel
agents was simplified because they had to issue only one
standard ticket form. This made it easier for the passenger to
locate the necessary information because all airline tickets were
the same form.
Currently the airline industry has moved to 100 percent electronic
ticketing. It is estimated that electronic ticketing saves the airlines
about US$ 3 billion a year. Moreover, an electronic ticket is more
convenient for passengers who no longer have to worry about
losing tickets and can make changes to itineraries more easily.
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Numerous other examples can be described where the
leadership of IATA has made a significant impact on reducing the
cost and improving efficiency. The organization achieves its goals
by providing a collaboration platform for airlines and developing
industry-wide standards.
Although not a regulator, membership of IATA requires an airline
to demonstrate that it complies with all aspects of the IATA
Operational & Safety Audit (IOSA). This provides a detailed list of
requirements, standards and recommended practices for all
member airlines to adhere to. Some of these standards relate to
the role of cabin crew and require the airlines to have
documented procedures in their manuals that the cabin crew
apply. For example, regulation CAB 2.3.4 requires that airlines
should ensure cabin crew members receive a periodic line
evaluation or check while performing their duties during line
operations. CAB 3.1.7 requires that cabin crew members, prior to
being assigned to duty, should not be affected by factors that
could impair human performance such as pregnancy, illness,
blood donation, or deep underwater diving.
IATA also manages a Cabin Safety Task Force (CSTF) which
creates guidance material for airlines to operate safely. Meetings
with member airlines are held twice a year. During these
meetings recent cabin safety related incidents are presented and
discussed. CSTF members work together to create practical
guidance on how to prevent and manage problems when they
occur. CSTF is a recognized forum where cabin crew and cabin
safety experts share best practices so that all member airlines
can learn and improve.
For instance, in a recent meeting CSTF members discussed
evacuation procedures. They focused on safety during aircraft
evacuation. Passengers evacuating an aircraft often have to use
an inflatable slide. In order to evacuate quickly and safely
passengers should leave their luggage on the plane. However,
not all passengers are willing to do so. One airline developed a
video presentation that showed the dangers of trying to slide with
one's luggage. CSTF members had a chance to discuss and
brainstorm ideas of how to overcome this challenge. There was
no official recommendation taken, but the experience shared has
helped all participants better understand the nature of the
problem.
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1.2.2 International Civil Aviation Organisation
The need for each country to manage its airspace was
recognized even before the first international flight. However, the
First and Second World Wars made that need even more
pressing. The safety and security of passenger aircraft could be
achieved only by establishing international agreements.
Moreover, pilots on international flights needed to interact
effectively both with air navigation systems and airport authorities
in foreign countries. The best strategy was to develop a set of
standards that would be accepted by all countries.

Key Learning Point
ICAO was created in 1944 to
promote the safe and orderly
development of international
civil aviation throughout the
world.

Did You Know?
IATA assists airlines in handling
ticket payments internationally
through travel agents and airline
reservation systems. In 2011 it
handled $294 billion worth of
airline payments through its
billing and settlement plan.

A specialized agency of the United Nations, the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) was created in 1944 to promote the
safe and orderly development of international civil aviation
throughout the world. ICAO sets standards and regulations
necessary for aviation safety, security and efficiency, as well as
for aviation environmental protection. The organization serves as
the forum for cooperation in all fields of civil aviation among its
191 member states.
ICAO also develops standards, recommended practices and
procedures relevant to the training of cabin crew and the
operation of aircraft. The distinction between standards and
recommended practices is an important one. ICAO does not
prescribe how cabin crew should perform each procedure.
Although standards and recommended practices are developed
in collaboration with representatives of all the member states,
each country decides how certain standards are implemented.
Moreover, each airline has some liberty how standards and
recommended practices are applied.

1.2.3 National Aviation Authority (Civil Aviation
Authority–CAA)
The designation of the national aviation authority in each country
may differ. However, its main function is the same. The national
aviation authority adopts and develops standards and regulations
that are followed by each airline in the country. Moreover, national
authorities may also apply regulations to foreign airlines that
operate into or out of their country. The national aviation authority
has direct impact on the work of the cabin crew by its approval of
two foundational documents for each airline: the Operations
Manual and the Air Operator's Certificate.
For an airline to operate, it has to provide the Operations Manual.
In this Manual the airline describes in detail all policies and
procedures that it will use. Each airline submits its Operations
Manual to the national aviation authority. The Operations Manual
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is a highly detailed document which covers everything the airline
does, including its organisational structure, its processes and
procedures in normal and emergency situations, the training of all
staff and everything else to do with maintenance and operation of
its aircraft. It is normally published in many different sections and
the parts that are relevant to cabin crew are required to be issued
to each cabin crew member.

Key Learning Point
The Operations Manual is the
ultimate authority that prescribes
what duties cabin crew should
perform and how each
procedure is to be performed.

The Operations Manual is the ultimate authority that prescribes
what duties cabin crew should perform and how each procedure
is to be performed. Because the Operations Manual reflects
standards and recommendations developed by international
regulatory bodies and the national aviation authority there is a
great deal of similarity between the Operations Manuals of all
airlines. This is especially true in the area of security and safety
requirements. At the same time, there are differences in the
Operations Manual and the procedures that cabin crew is to
perform when flying on different aircraft.
Once the national aviation authority has reviewed the airline's
funding, aircraft, procedures and the Operations Manual(s) and is
convinced that the airline complies with all national and ICAO
regulations, then it issues the Air Operator's Certificate. This
document allows an airline to operate aircraft as long as it
continues to follow the procedures in the Operations Manuals.
In order for the airline to obtain and maintain its Air Operator's
Certificate, it has to demonstrate that it has:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Sufficient personnel with the required experience for the type
of operations requested,
Airworthy aircraft, suitable for the type of operations
requested,
Acceptable systems for the training of crew and the operation
of the aircraft (Operations Manual),
A quality system to ensure that all applicable regulations are
followed,
Appointed key accountable staff, who are qualified and
responsible for specific safety critical functions such as
training, maintenance and operations,
Carriers Liability Insurance,
Sufficient finances to fund the operation,
Sufficient ground infrastructure, or arrangements for the
supply of sufficient infrastructure, to support its operations
into the ports requested.
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Did You Know?
There are around 147 Different
National Aviation Authorities
currently in operation throughout
the world?

The national authority carries out regular inspections of the airline
to ensure that it is still operating in accordance with the terms of
the Air Operators Certificate and the procedures detailed in the
Operations Manuals. Cabin crew regularly encounter authority
inspectors on board the aircraft and have to demonstrate that
they are able to carry out procedures correctly. If the inspector
sees that cabin crew are not following procedures, they issue a
finding or observation to the airline to take action to prevent it
from happening again. This is called non-compliance and the
authority sets a deadline for the airline to correct the noncompliance. If an airline has many non-compliance findings, the
authority may suspend the Air Operators Certificate until it can be
sure that the airline is able to comply.

1.2.4 The European Aviation Safety Agency
The national aviation authorities in the European Union joined
together to form the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in
2002. The purpose of EASA's mandate is to standardize the
regulations between the EU member states, so that the same
levels of safety can be assured to a passenger no matter which
national authority issues the Air Operators Certificate.
The agency's responsibilities include:
•
•
•

•
•

Expert advice to the EU for drafting new legislation,
Implementing and monitoring safety rules, including
inspections in the member states,
Type-certification of aircraft and components, as well as the
approval of organisations involved in the design, manufacture
and maintenance of aeronautical products,
Authorization of third-country (non EU) operators,
Safety analysis and research.

EASA regulations and rules must be adopted by the national
aviation authority for each member country.

1.2.5 Aviation Security Regulations
Each country or state has a national security agency responsible
for setting rules and regulations relating to airline security
procedures and policies. The national security agency should be
distinguished from the national aviation authority. The aviation
authority is concerned with the safety of flights. The security
agency, on the other hand, ensures that airports and flights are
operating without any unlawful interference. The regulations
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developed by the national security agency vary from country to
country but generally include:
•
•
•
•
•

Key Learning Point
The difference in security
regulations between countries
can create problems for
passengers who may
accidentally breach the rules.

Carriage of sky marshals,
Screening of baggage,
Security checkpoints and searches,
Passenger screening and profiling,
Regulations on the carriage of liquids, gels and pastes.

These rules not only apply to airlines based in the country, but to
all airlines flying in or out of the country. The difference in
regulations between countries can create problems for
passengers who may accidentally breach the rules. For example,
a passenger flying from London to Hong Kong and connecting to
Australia must first follow the UK regulations which do not allow
liquids in containers of more than 100 ml past security
checkpoints. Once through the checkpoints, passengers can
purchase a bottle of water from an airside shop and take it on
board for their journey.
When disembarking in Hong Kong, passengers go through
another security checkpoint at which the same rules apply, so the
bottle of water they purchased in London must be consumed or
disposed of. However, as Australian regulations do not allow
passengers to carry bottles of water on board any flight to or from
Australia, passengers should not purchase a bottle from an
airside shop in Hong Kong to take on board.
These same rules also affect cabin crew who sell tax-free goods
to the passengers on such flights and cabin crew needs to be
aware of the different requirements for passengers in transit to
another destination. For example, a bottle of alcohol sold on the
first part of their journey might be confiscated during security
checks, or in the above case immediately before boarding a flight
to Australia. Often, but not always, this is permitted if the tax free
purchases are given to the passenger in a sealed plastic bag
which must remain sealed throughout the transit. It is therefore
important that cabin crew are familiar with these regulations in
order to provide the correct information to passengers and avoid
them getting into trouble with security staff.
Generally cabin crew are aware of these regulations and can
inform passengers of what to expect at the arrival airport. On
some flights cabin crew are expected to conduct general
information sessions for all passengers as to specific regulations
in the destination country. Sometimes this may not refer to
regulations but cultural norms that visitors are expected to
respect.
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Access to aviation is governed by international laws and
standards. Since 2007, European Regulation 1107/2006 provides
to travel by air to passengers requiring special assistance and
persons with reduced mobility. This ensures a consistent and
seamless service from airlines and airports across Europe.
European Regulation 1107/2006 is enforced in UK law through
the Civil Aviation Regulations 2007. The Disabled Persons
Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC) is an independent body
established by the Transport Act 1985 to advise the UK
Government on the transport needs of disabled people. The
Equality and Human Rights commission in the UK provides
detailed information to passengers on what can be expected and
there are severe penalties for airlines who do not comply with the
requirements.
Similar regulations are adopted or being considered in countries
all over the world. Airports and airlines are taken steps to ensure
that passengers with reduced mobility are provided all the
necessary assistance that they require. We will discuss this topic
in more detail in a later module.

Lesson Summary
Everything that the cabin crew do on board the aircraft is
regulated in one way or another. Cabin crew are never expected
to know which regulation relates to which procedure, but by
following everything that is detailed in the Operations Manual/s,
they will ensure that they comply with all of them. Cabin crew
must therefore remain familiar with the content of their manuals
and any changes that are made to ensure that they are kept up to
date at all times.
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Progress Check 2
1. The main role of IATA's Cabin Safety Task Force (CSTF) is
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Provide safety training for all cabin crew
Enforce the safety standards for all airlines
Develop safety procedures for evacuating the aircraft
Create guidance materials for airlines to operate safely

2. Which of the following is NOT a function of the national
aviation authority?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Approval of the Operations Manual
Issuance of Air Operators Certificate
Inspection of cabin crew performance
Development of recommended practices

3. True of False: The Air Operations Certificate is issued by the
national aviation authority and cannot be suspended under
any circumstances.
(a) True
(b) False
4. The regulations developed by the national security agency
apply to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Airlines based in the respective country
Airlines flying in to the respective country
Airlines flying out of the respective country
All airlines that operate flights in and out of the respective
country

5. By which of the following organizations is regulated the
carriage of sky marshals?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

National security agency
National aviation authority
IATA's Cabin Safety Task Force
European Aviation Safety Agency
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1.3

Organizational Structures in Airlines

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
•

Describe the main elements
of an airline organizational
structure

•

Identify airline entities
involved in the organization
and management of the
flight

•

Explain the function of
airline entities responsible
for managing the work of
cabin crew

Cabin crew generally perform their duties far away from the
company's base. Therefore their ability to understand how the
airline operates and interact effectively with various departments
in the company is absolutely essential. In this lesson we will
describe the main departments that have a direct impact on the
work of the cabin crew. All these departments have a range of
responsibilities, but we will focus only on those that affect directly
the work of the cabin crew. In the first part of this lesson we will
provide a high level overview of the key departments. In the rest
of the lesson specific functions of these departments will be
described that impact the work of cabin crew.

1.3.1 Overview of Key Positions in an Airline
Each airline has to demonstrate to the national aviation authority
that it has the right people in the right place to operate safely, in
order to be issued with its Air Operator's Certificate. While each
airline is slightly different, each has an organizational chart
outlining the key Accountable Managers detailed in its Operations
Manual. Typically, the following job roles and personnel relevant
to aircraft operations are described:
1. Director of Flight Operations. The person with overall
responsibility for all aspects of safe operations of the aircraft.
2. Head of Flight Operations/Chief Pilot. The person with
overall responsibility for all pilots' performance and training.
3. Head of In-flight Services. The person with responsibility for
everything inside the cabin, e.g. cabin crew performance and
training, product and service.
4. Head of Security. The person with responsibility for all
security policies and procedures throughout the airline.
5. Head of Operations Control. The person with overall
responsibility for all processes relating to movement of
aircraft and crew on a day to day basis.
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Figure 1.3.1—Example of organizations chart

Key Learning Point
Although the role of cabin crew
is known as a “remote
workforce,” it is expected that
they can interact effectively with
the departments that are
responsible for managing flight
activities.

Definitely each airline has many more departments such as
finance, marketing, communications, etc. However, the ones
mentioned above are the most relevant because in one way or
another they impact the work of the cabin crew. Although the role
of cabin crew is known as a “remote workforce” (i.e. not based in
an office), it is expected that they are familiar with the general
organizational structure of the airline and can effectively interact
with the departments that are more directly responsible for
managing flight activities.

1.3.2 Cabin Crew Training
When cabin crew candidates are employed by an airline, the first
department that they have regular contact with is the airline's
Cabin Crew Training Department. This team is responsible for
designing and delivering training courses that meet the
requirements of ICAO and the National Authority.
The length of training can vary between airlines. It can last from
two to four weeks or more, depending on the size of the airline
and the number of aircraft to be qualified on. Throughout the
training course trainees are managed and coached by the
instructors and required to pass regular (in most cases daily)
examinations and final examinations once all training is complete.
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Once qualified as cabin crew, they are required to have regular
training at least once each year. This is known as annual
recurrent training. Regulations also require that cabin crew have
further training at least once every three years - tri-annual or
36 month recurrent.
IATA recommends that airlines carry out additional line
evaluations of all cabin crew members on a regular basis. These
line evaluations normally comprise of a training instructor
assuming the position of a cabin crew on one of the flights, to
check cabin crew understanding of procedures and policies on
board the aircraft. Normally in these situations cabin crew are
required to satisfactorily answer verbal questions on safety
equipment and procedures.
It is important that cabin crew take training seriously and adopt a
constructive attitude in order to ensure their knowledge and skills
are up to date.

1.3.3 Rostering
Once cabin crew candidates have passed all examinations and
are qualified to fly they are assigned a timetable or roster. A roster
is a personal calendar with all the details of a crew member's
flight assignments; usually for a period of two weeks to a month,
depending on the airline. The roster is normally provided to each
crew member with around ten days advance notice, which gives
them enough time to plan their rest time and journeys to and from
the airport. The roster explains the report times, departure time,
flight number and arrival time for each trip. It may also advise of
the other crew members assigned.
A rostering department is responsible for assigning the flights to
each crew member, but it isn't as simple as just picking someone
to operate a flight. The person who assigns a crew member to a
particular flight or series of flights has to ensure that the crew
member is qualified on the aircraft type and that their training is
still valid. They then have to make sure that the flights are
assigned correctly, following any legal requirements of the
national authority, as well as any agreements the airline has with
its crew workforce.
The rostering department is the team that cabin crew contacts if
they have any queries or problems with the flights and trips
assigned to them in advance of the day of operation.
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1.3.4 Crewing/Operations
The crewing/operations department is responsible for maintaining
the flying programme on a day to day basis. These
responsibilities include reassigning flights to crew members,
planning which aircraft operate which flights and arranging back
up in the event of delays or changes.
Once a crew member is working through their roster, there are
likely to be changes as flights get delayed, cancelled or
reassigned. For example, if the cabin crew were scheduled to
arrive back at base at 07:00, their next flight may have been
rostered to depart at 20:00. If, however, they are delayed and
arrive at 11:00, they might not be able to operate the evening
flight as they would not be able to have the required number of
hours rest. Their 20:00 departure will therefore be reassigned to
another crew member.
There will be periods when each crew member is assigned a
standby or reserve duty. These are pre-assigned times when a
cabin crew member has to be ready for duty at short notice, either
at home or at the airport. The Crewing/Operations department is
responsible for choosing the most suitable person from standby
to operate a flight if another cabin crew member is unable to
report for duty.
The crewing/operations department will be the team that cabin
crew have most contact with throughout their flying career.

1.3.5 Cabin Crew Management

Key Learning Point
While onboard an aircraft, the
Senior Cabin Crew Member is
the manager of each cabin crew
member.

Each airline has its own standards of performance that a cabin
crew member must maintain. These requirements include
grooming, attitude and customer service, as well as the standards
of safety that are outlined in the training requirements.
While onboard an aircraft, the Senior Cabin Crew Member is the
manager of each cabin crew member and will usually write
reports on the performance of the crew, providing feedback to the
Cabin Crew Management department on each crew member's
performance and ability.
The Cabin Crew Management team are therefore responsible for
providing feedback to the crew member and sorting out any
personal issues that may arise.
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1.3.6 Inflight Services

Key Learning Point
The Inflight Services department
is responsible for everything that
the passenger experiences on
board the aircraft.

Did You Know?
The world's largest airline
catering company, LSG
SkyChefs based in Germany
produces around 527 million
meals per year.

The Inflight Services department is responsible for everything that
the passenger experiences on board the aircraft and has a varied
range of responsibilities, which are too detailed to include in their
entirety in this course. The following are some of the key
responsibilities that may directly affect cabin crew in their role on
board the aircraft.
Meals/Catering–Each meal that an airline offers has to be
designed by a chef, presented to the catering company, the
ingredients bought (usually in very large quantities over a period
of time), tested for their ability to cook correctly in the ovens on
board the aircraft, adjusted to fit into the plates and costed to fit
the budget the airline provides. A contract has to be agreed with a
catering supplier to supply all of the meals for each flight operated
from each airport, as well as ensuring that the correct catering
equipment is available at each departure airport; otherwise the
cabin crew will run out of equipment to serve the meals in flight.
Beverages–This department chooses the beverages that are
served on each flight and ensures that the right amounts are
loaded. This can vary by destination according to what is popular
in the country or region. For example, European flights may
require more coffee, whereas Asian flights may require Green
Tea/Jasmine Tea instead. Similar considerations are made
regarding the provision of alcohol, according to the route, culture
and in some cases religion.
Catering equipment–The right amount of galley equipment has
to be loaded on each flight and it has to be fit for the purpose.
Catering trolleys which contain meal trays, drinks and products
must be maintained between flights to ensure that they continue
to work properly. The Inflight Services department is responsible
for making sure that this equipment is repaired where necessary.
Galley Loading–Once a contract is assigned, the airline will
provide details of the galleys on each of their aircraft and advise
the catering company how the galleys must be loaded. Correct
galley loading is important as it affects the overall weight and
balance of the aircraft, therefore cabin crew should not move
carts and trolleys from one galley to another before departure.
Cleaning–Usually, as the department responsible for the cabin
interior, the Inflight Services team sets up a cleaning contract with
cleaning companies at each airport and define exactly what level
of cleaning is required each time the aircraft arrives.
Product–This department is usually responsible for the
management of all loose items provided for passengers in the
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cabin, including pillows, blankets, headsets, amenity/comfort kits,
and cabin dressings. These are items that differentiate the airline
from its competitors, so it is important that these are chosen
carefully and provided consistently on all flights.
Tax free/Retail–The Inflight Services teams are also responsible
for selecting the items to be sold on board through tax free or
promotional sales. They review these regularly to make changes
to the range of products in order to maximize sales. For example,
if an item rarely sells, it will be removed and replaced as space on
board is very limited.
Inflight entertainment–If the airline has inflight entertainment
(IFE) installed on its aircraft, it is normally the Inflight Services
team that are responsible for choosing which films and programs
are shown and on which flights. They also choose the audio
entertainment and programming to suit their audience. Programs
are either uploaded onto onboard computer systems, or provided
in cassette format to the airline. As there are very strict controls
required to prevent these movies from being stolen and copied,
cabin crew have to ensure that all procedures are carried out
properly in order to protect the movie cassettes from theft.
Cabin crew regularly provide feedback to the Inflight Services
Department and suggestions for improvement to any of the
meals, drinks or other service items provided for passengers.

1.3.7 Safety Department
ICAO recommends that all airlines operate a Safety Management
System and this recommendation has been adopted by most
national aviation authorities. In order to have a Safety
Management System, the airline has to set up a Safety
Department to carry out the necessary work.
The Safety Department is generally responsible for:
1. Setting the safety policies and procedures for the airline,
2. Identifying and managing the safety hazards and risks that
are evident through operating aircraft,
3. Checking that the policies and procedures are effective and
consistently applied throughout the airline,
4. Promoting safety awareness among staff - including cabin
crew.
Cabin crew are always an important part of a Safety Management
System, because they are the eyes and ears of the safety team.
Cabin crew comments, questions and reports from flights are
always useful to help the airline understand where the policies
and procedures might need improving or changing, and give
Module 1—Introduction to the Airline Industry
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useful information to help the safety teams identify where other
improvements might be necessary to improve the safety of the
cabin environment.
For example, imagine the Inflight Services Department have
widened the range of tax free goods on board the aircraft and are
selling a small Penknife on board. These are not allowed under
security regulations, so there is an important conflict to be
addressed. It is only the cabin crew who will recognize this
problem on board and they must therefore report it directly to the
safety department for action.

Key Learning Point
If a serious incident occurs, the
cabin crew are usually required
to attend a debriefing carried out
by the safety department, as
well as to submit a safety report.

If a serious incident occurs which affects the safety of the flight,
the aircraft or its passengers and crew, the cabin crew are usually
required to attend a debriefing carried out by the safety
department, as well as to submit a safety report. The debriefing is
the opportunity for each crew member to give their account of
what happened, what they did and the consequences of their
actions. Each crew member's account is equally important as it
paints a picture of the event to the investigators so that they can
understand correctly what went wrong and what went right, so
everyone is required to attend.

1.3.8 Engineering/Maintenance
This department is responsible for the maintenance of the aircraft
and cabin, including seats, lighting, entertainment systems,
carpets, toilets, and safety equipment. The cabin crew are
responsible for noting down all faults that they discover on board
during a flight in the Technical/Cabin Log before landing. The
maintenance teams retrieve the logbook from the flight deck after
landing and systematically repair all the defects that the cabin
crew have listed.
Each time the maintenance teams repair a fault, they write details
of their work in the cabin log.

Did You Know?
The three largest airlines in the
world (by passenger numbers
carried and by number of
aircraft) are all based in the
USA.
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It is therefore very important that cabin crew write clearly and
accurately in the cabin log so that maintenance staff can
understand the fault correctly and make the required repair.

1.3.9 Airport Ramp Services
This team is responsible for managing the processes involved in
turning the aircraft around after it arrives at the airport. Cabin
crew are an important part of the aircraft turnaround procedure
and deal with these teams regularly in everyday operations.
Although airport ramp services personnel perform a variety of
tasks related to the aircraft's preparation for take-off and after
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landing, the roles that cabin crew encounter while on board the
aircraft are detailed below:
1. Turnaround Coordinator (TCO) or Ground Dispatcher
This person has overall responsibility for overseeing all the
processes involved in aircraft arrival and departure, including
baggage and cargo loading and unloading, fuelling, cleaning,
catering, water servicing and passenger boarding and
disembarkation. Cabin crew must work closely with this
person to coordinate activities in every arrival and departure
in order to maintain an on-time service.
2. Passenger Services Agents
These are the staff who manage the passengers' journey
through the airport on departure, from check-in to the
boarding gate and on arrival from the aircraft to the baggage
reclaim area. Cabin crew liaise with these staff whenever
there is a problem with seating passengers upon boarding
such as seats being assigned to two passengers by mistake,
or when trying to manage seat swaps if a passenger doesn't
want to sit in their assigned seat.
3. Security Service Providers
Although airports are responsible for providing staff to carry
out security screening inside the airport terminals, airlines are
usually required to guard their aircraft while they are on the
ground. This is carried out in many different ways, but often
airlines contract security providers to provide additional
security screening and support at each airport. Cabin crew
liaise with these security contractors at any time they have a
security concern while on the ground, for example when a
passenger is showing signs of suspicious behavior, or when
passengers have carried items on board which are not
permitted to be carried.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have described the airline departments and
contractors that cabin crew have to interact with while performing
their duties. It is important that cabin crew are well familiar with
each department and their role in ensuring a safe and pleasant
flight. Many of these departments have very specialised
functions. Others may seem less important. However, the safety
of the flight and the quality of the travelling experience is the
outcome of all entities working together and doing their part the
best they can.
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Progress Check 3
1. The person with overall responsibility for all processes
relating to movement of aircraft and crew on a day to day
basis is known as
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Director of Flight Operations
Head of Flight Operations
Head of In-flight Services
Head of Operations Control

2. During “line evaluations” cabin crew are expected
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Receive feedback about their customer service skills
Test the communication line with the flight deck
Perform emergency evacuation procedures
Answer questions about safety equipment

3. True or False: A rostering department is responsible for
assigning the flights to each crew member.
(a) True
(b) False
4. Which department is responsible for loose items, such as
pillows, blankets, etc., provided to passengers in the cabin?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Product
Inflight Services
Crewing/Operations
Inflight entertainment

5. Which of the following needs to be noted down in the Cabin
Log?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Passenger unruly behavior
The menu for the flight
The number of passengers on the flight
The malfunction of the inflight entertainment system
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Module Summary
In this module we have focused on the context in which cabin
crew perform their duties. The airline industry has experienced a
very dynamic development during the last century. The
technological development of aircraft and infrastructure has been
one of the dominant aspect in the industry. Although civil aviation
is the safest mode of transportation, safety concerns have
impacted the role of cabin crew from the early decades. Safety is
the main responsibility of the cabin crew to this day.
The emphasis on safety means that cabin crew duties are highly
regulated by international and national authorities. In the second
lesson we have described the regulatory environment of the
airline industry. The general picture described helps one better
understand how regulations are developed and adopted. The
cabin crew have all the regulations that prescribe their duties in
the Operations Manual. It is the responsibility of the cabin crew to
keep the Manual updated.
In the last lesson of this module we have looked at the
organizational context in which the cabin crew work. As the front
line employees of the airline, cabin crew are the ones that deliver
services that are in fact supplied by many departments and
subcontractors. Cabin crew need to understand this infrastructure
in order to ensure the best services are delivered.
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Apply Your Learning
1. As we described in the first lesson of this module, airlines are
constantly working to identify new services that they can offer
to their passengers. Can you conduct a web search and
identify three new developments in passenger service that
you were not aware off? We recommend an interesting article
by Callum Tennent entitled Five Aircraft Cabin Experience
Trends to Watch out for. See www... to read the article.
2. The national aviation authority in every country plays a
significant role in ensuring the requirements and
recommendations of ICAO and IATA are followed by airlines.
Can you find the website of the national aviation authority in
your country? How does the agency define its mission? What
resources do they provide for airlines?
3. IATA's project Checkpoint of the Future represents a new
approach to passengers experience in the sense that it takes
into consideration the whole journey experience and not just
the actual flight. IATA has produced an eight-minute video
that explains in more detail the project. See www... to access
the IATA web page and watch the video. What other area of
passenger experience do you think can be improved?
4. Southwest Airlines is one of the earliest and the world's
largest low cost carrier. Take a tour of the airline's website
(http://www.southwest.com/) and try to identify five key
distinguishing factors from a legacy career such as British
Airways (www.britishairways.com). Can you explain what
market segment is each airline trying to reach? How does this
affect their service level and price structure?
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. a
2. d
3. b
4. a
5. a

Progress Check 2
1. d
2. a
3. b
4. d
5. a

Progress Check 3
1. d
2. d
3. a
4. b
5. d
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2

Air Transport and Flight Operation

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the key elements
of the physical layout of an
airport

•

Explain the stages in
passenger processing
during departure and arrival

•

Describe each stage of a
regular flight

•

Describe the main
components of the aircraft
cabin

•

Explain the role of each part
of the aircraft in controlling
the flight

•

Explain the impact of high
altitude on the human body

Although cabin crew have a distinctive set of activities to perform,
their work is part of a larger process of passenger transportation
from one airport to another. This means that cabin crew's
performance is impacted by the work of a number of other service
personnel. Therefore in this module we will begin by describing
how passenger transportation is organized at the airports. Since
almost all airports follow the same processes, the procedures
described here are applicable to any airport. Moreover, we will
describe a system of codes and time reference that makes it easy
to understand the schedule of a flight regardless of the part of the
world that it originates from or its destination.
The next stage will be to understand the processes involved in
the operation of a flight. A key element here will be the
preparation of the aircraft for the flight. Again this is a process
where a number of services are doing their own part and cabin
crew not only need to know what they are expected to do, but
also how all the services interact with one another. The second
aspect covered here has to do with the stages of a flight. This has
direct implications on when and how cabin crew perform their
duties.
Since most of the responsibilities of the cabin crew pertain to the
aircraft cabin we will describe the elements that comprise the
configuration of a cabin crew and the main pieces of equipment
and fixtures that are used by cabin crew during the flight.
Moreover, we will explain how airplanes fly and the parts of the
aircraft that make this possible. Because flying at high altitudes
has certain impacts on the human body, we will also share some
insights on how to cope with such pressure.
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2.1

The Airport and Passenger Processing

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the physical layout
of an airport

•

List stages in processing
passengers and luggage

•

Describe the use of codes
as designations of cities,
airports, airlines and flights

•

Describe cabin crew airport
security check process

•

Identify the standard
measurement units used in
aircraft operation

•

Explain the time reference
system used in aviation

Most of the duties that cabin crew perform are onboard the
aircraft. However, the processes and interactions that take place
in the airport determine to a great extent what takes place on
board the aircraft during the flight. In addition, the cabin crew are
often asked by passengers to provide them with information
about issues related to their flight. Therefore in this lesson we will
focus on key aspects of the airport and support services that
make a flight possible. We will describe in detail the physical
layout of airports and the processes for passenger processing. In
addition, we will focus on a number of aspects related to the
organization of a flight such as airport and city codes and time
references used in aviation.

2.1.1 The Physical Layout of an Airport
All airports have a common basic operational structure. Every
airport has a “landside”, “airside” and “terminal” area. The
landside of an airport is the part accessible to everyone who
comes to the airport. The airside has controlled access and is
kept secure. The terminal, which is divided into arrival and
departure sections, provides a physical structure that serves to
control access to and from the airside.
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Figure 2.1.1—Main sections of an airport

The landside, also called the “groundside”, includes the general
entry areas to the airport, such as access roads and ground
transportation access (i.e., buses, trains, taxis, limousines). It also
encompasses parking areas, car rental businesses, traveler dropoff points, restaurants, stores, currency exchanges and flight
check-in.
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The airside is the side that has controlled access and is
considered to be secure. Airside areas include all runways,
taxiways and aprons leading to the ramp adjacent to the airport
terminal building. Main runways are usually oriented to line up
with the prevailing wind patterns, so airplanes can takeoff into the
wind and land with it. A runway can be surfaced with grass, dirt,
sand, gravel, asphalt or concrete, depending on the size, weight
and type of aircraft landing at the facility.
Planes use taxiways to get from the gate to a main runway for
takeoff and from a main runway to the gate after landing. Parking
areas for aircraft away from terminals are generally called
“aprons”. The area where aircraft park next to a terminal to load
passengers and baggage is known as a ramp (or “the tarmac”).
Due to their high capacity and busy airspace, international
airports have an air traffic control tower located airside.

Key Learning Point
The airport operational structure
has three components: landside,
airside and terminal area.

Large airports for international flights generally have two, three or
more paved runways of 2,000 m (6,562 ft) or longer. Smaller
airports may have only a single paved runway shorter than
1,000 m (3,280 ft). Depending on the national authority, there are
usually minimum dimensions for these paved fields. These
include considerations for safety margins during landing and
takeoff. Typically, larger and heavier aircraft require longer
runways.
The airport terminal is divided into arrival and departure sections.
These can be superimposed one on top of the other if it is a twostory terminal, or located at either end of the terminal building if it
is not. The more modern international airports also provide
facilities such as stores, bars, restaurants, banks, currency
exchange services and travel insurance vendors. These are the
public access areas of the terminal.
Cabin crew at their home airline base report to the crew report
centre which may be airside or landside. Cabin crew at an airport
other than their airline base, may be required to report at the
check-in desk, the aircraft, or other location as advised by their
airline.

2.1.2 Stages in Processing Passengers and
Luggage
In terms of actual physical layout, each airport terminal is unique
since the floor plan depends on architecture, geographic location
and the physical limitations of the site. Other factors come into
play as well, including the commercial traffic that the airport
attracts and the types of aircraft that can land there.
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Each airport terminal has two main sections: departure and
arrivals. We will discuss the main steps of passenger processing
during departure and arrival. Cabin crew need to have a general
understanding of these processes in order to answer passengers'
questions.
Airport Terminal: Departure Section
The main function of the departure section is to ensure that
passengers board the correct aircraft and that they do not carry
with them any hazardous item or materials. Taking into
consideration the number of flights and the number of people that
go through an airport every day this becomes a very complex
process.
In some airports passengers are requested to arrive two to four
hours in advance of their flight to ensure that there is enough time
to go through check-in and security screening. Passengers that
have spent two to four hours in the airport before boarding the
aircraft can become tired and easily irritated. However, if the
airport environment provides them with enough opportunities to
entertain themselves, passengers board the aircraft relaxed.
Therefore, the variety of concessions located in the landside and
airside of the terminal play a significant role in preparing
passengers for the flight.
Check-in–The departure section of the airport terminal is also
known as the check-in concourse. This is the area where
passengers register with the airline with which they made a
reservation. Most check-in concourses follow a similar design
consisting of:
•

•
•

A concourse or long hallway with doors opening from the car
park or roadway outside, through which people enter with
their luggage,
A row of counters, placed parallel, or perpendicular to the
building façade,
A conveyance system for luggage, located at the rear of the
counters.

Passengers may check-in for their flight at the airport, or online
through the Internet. Passengers checking-in at the airport have
to locate their airline counter. During check-in passengers are
assigned a seat number and hand over any baggage that they do
not wish or are not allowed to carry into the aircraft's cabin. At this
point passengers can request special accommodations such as
seating preferences, inquire about flight or destination
information, make changes to reservations, accumulate frequent
flyer program miles, or pay for upgrades. Passengers receive a
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boarding pass that indicates the seat number and departure gate
for the flight.
A number of airlines have self-check-in kiosks at the airport.
Passengers can introduce all the flight details and personal
identification information and complete the check-in process at
these kiosks. Passengers can then print a boarding pass and
baggage tags for their luggage. Usually passengers have to
attach their baggage tags to their bags and deposit them at a
baggage drop-off counter.

Figure 2.1.2a—Aer Lingus self check-in machines at Dublin International
Airport, Ireland. (CC, Marek Slusarczyk)

Passengers checking-in through the Internet can do so on the
airline's web site and typically print their own boarding passes.
Depending on the carrier and the specific flight, passengers may
also enter details such as meal options and baggage quantities
and select their preferred seating. Some airlines offer to send a
mobile boarding pass to a passenger's mobile device, which can
be scanned at the airport during security checks and boarding.
Others send an electronic confirmation with a barcode that can be
presented to the staff at check-in or scanned at the kiosks to
continue the check-in process (i.e., to have boarding passes
issued).
Airlines that offer online check-in have some form of luggage
drop-off at the airport that allows passengers to avoid regular
airline counter lines. This is either a designated counter or a selfservice bag drop-off.
In some cities (eg. Abu Dhabi, Seoul, Hong Kong, Delhi, Kuala
Lumpur) passengers can take advantage of in-town check-in.
Passengers can check-in luggage in designated places within the
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city but outside the airport. This reduces check-in time and
queuing at the airport.
Commercial and Service Facilities (Landside)–Only
passengers who checked-in and authorized employees can go
through the security checkpoint to the airport airside. Therefore
some concessionaires set up stores on both the landside and the
airside of the terminal building designed to accommodate the
needs of passengers, as well as visitors and employees who are
required to stay on the landside of the terminal.
These concessionaires offer a range of services. The amount,
type, and quality of these concessions vary with the size of the
terminal and with local market conditions. A small terminal may
have only two or three such concessions while a large
international terminal may include one hundred or more outlets.
The most common airport commercial services are: porters,
luggage trolleys, restaurants and bars, foreign currency
exchange, banking services, travel insurance counters, etc.
Among the non-commercial cervices offered, most commonly
are: flight information displays, public address systems,
information desks and lost luggage counters.
Security Screening–In the security screening section both the
passenger and the carry-on baggage are checked for potentially
hazardous items or materials. This is done by security screening
personnel using several types of equipment. The most common
are:
1. Radioscopic (X-ray) equipment for most carry-on luggage
and pocket contents,
2. Explosive vapour detectors for carry-on luggage,
3. Passenger walk-through metal detector equipment as well as
hand-held detectors,
4. Manual searches for both passengers and for carry-on
luggage, where the equipment has indicated further
screening is required,
5. Full body scanners are used at some airports for detecting
objects on a person's body, without physically removing
clothes or making physical contact.
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Key Learning Point
Security screening requirements
may vary from country to
country and cabin crew need to
keep that in mind as they may
be required to inform
passengers.

Security screening requirements may vary from country to
country and cabin crew need to keep that in mind as they may be
required to inform passengers. Passengers need to be
encouraged to go through security screening at the earliest
convenient time. Long lines at security screening can lead to flight
delays or passengers missing their flights.
Government Controls (International Passengers)–Outbound
international passengers may be required to go through an
inspection of travel documents before leaving the country.
Government agents check passengers' passport and boarding
card at designated counters. In many international airports this
step occurs prior to the security screening.
Commercial Facilities (Airside)–A wide selection of commercial
facilities beyond the security screening point is available at large
airports. Only when most of the processing has been completed,
many passengers feel comfortable about spending some time in
a concession, without the stress of missing their flight. The
providers of commercial services often duplicate the types of
services and goods found on the landside.
Departure Gate–This is a designated area where the airline
assembles all the passengers for a particular flight. It is from here
that passengers board the aircraft. The departure area is located
immediately adjacent to the exit door. Since the wait may be
lengthy, this area provides rows of seats.
Pre-Boarding Check–The boarding sequence is announced by
the gate attendant. It is customary to board a flight by row
number, starting from the rear seats to reduce congestion in the
cabin and give everyone time to find their seats and stow their
carry-on luggage. The pre-boarding check is the final step in the
processing of departing passengers. Airline attendants or gate
personnel verify each boarding pass. This check can be done
manually, or with a special boarding pass scanner. Personnel
may also verify the identity of the boarding passengers by asking
to see a passport, travel document, or some other type of photo
identity card.
Boarding–There are several boarding options depending on the
airport the type of aircraft:
1. A passenger jet bridge. This is the preferred option as it
protects people from the weather elements, it ensures
security as passengers cannot mix with other people, and it
provides a safety element, as passengers cannot wander on
the apron where an accident with ground vehicles might
occur.
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2. A transfer vehicle, such as a bus or transporter. It is either
parked on the apron adjacent to the exit door, or is mated
directly on the door. The latter option providing the same
degree of comfort, security and safety as a passenger jet
bridge.
3. A walk from the exit door to the aircraft. This option does not
provide protection from the elements and it exposes
passengers to some risk. Ground personnel guide and
monitor passengers for safety and security reasons. This
option is often used at terminals and gates where regional
jets and propeller-driven aircraft operate.
As passengers board the aircraft, they are greeted by the cabin
crew. We will discuss the process in detail in a later lesson.
Airport Terminal: Arrival Section
The arrival section contains fewer steps because all the
passengers have gone through security checks when they
boarded the aircraft. The emphasis during arrival is on
immigration and customs control for passengers arriving on
international flights. Airlines need to take into consideration the
immigration regulation of each country into which they offer
services.

Key Learning Point
The airline is often liable to fines
and penalties if it brings foreign
travellers into a country without
the required documentation.

Immigration–Passengers arriving on international flights
generally have to complete immigration formalities. These
formalities are different according to the country of arrival and the
nationality of the passenger. Some passengers have to have a
visa, some a landing card and others just their passport. Each
country has its own agreement with other countries as to what
documents are required and the airline is often liable to fines and
penalties if it brings foreign travellers into a country without the
required documentation.
Landing cards are often distributed by cabin crew on board the
aircraft to be completed before landing. Otherwise the forms are
available in the immigration hall. Immigration officers check
passengers' passports, travelling authorization, if required, and
may conduct a short interview to identify the purpose of entering
the country.
International agreements may allow countries to expedite
passenger immigration checks. For instance, UK has automated
self-service barriers called “ePassport gates”. The gates use
facial recognition technology to verify the user's identity against
the data stored in the chip of the passenger's biometric passport.
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Figure 2.1.2b—Baggage reclaim hall

Baggage reclaim–Baggage reclaim halls at large airports have a
number of baggage carousels/belts. These are generally
conveyor belts that deliver the luggage from the loading area.
Display screens in the baggage reclaim hall show flight number,
routing and the baggage carousel/belt number. Not all airports
use these devices. Airports that do not have carousels generally
deliver baggage by placing it on the floor or sliding it through an
opening in a wall.
Customs/Quarantine–The customs authority monitors the
amount of goods and cash that is brought into a country. Each
government regulates what goods and the amount of those goods
that a citizen or a visitor can bring into the country without
payment of additional taxes. In addition, governments can
prohibit the import of certain goods or items into the country. This
has an impact on what items the airline can offer in its retail
services on flights to that country. Cabin crew are instructed
about such regulations by their airlines.
Not all countries have a separate quarantine authority at the
airport, but most have a system in place to protect their wildlife
and farming industry. If a passenger brings something into the
country that could contain insects or pests that are not already in
the country, then local wildlife and farming could be at risk of
being lost. Quarantine requirements vary from country to country,
but usually include restrictions on food items such as dairy
products, meat and fruit, vegetables or plants.
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Did You Know?
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
international airport is the
world's busiest airport and has
processed more passengers
than any other since 1995. It
processes approximately
252,000 passengers each day
through 207 departure gates!

Arrivals hall–Arrivals hall is the place where members of the
public are waiting to meet their friends, loved ones and business
colleagues. There are many different concessions in the arrivals
area, most based on catering to the passengers needs on arrival
in a foreign country. These include facilities for onward travel
such as car hire companies, coach and bus travel, railway tickets,
foreign currency exchange, private limousine companies, hotel
reservation agencies and food outlets.

Figure 2.1.2c—Departure and arrival steps in passenger processing

2.1.3 The Use of Codes as Designations of
Cities, Airports, Airlines and Flights
One of the key factors that the airline industry operates as
effectively as it does is its communication system. Thousands of
flights and millions of passengers every day and only rare cases
when passengers board a wrong aircraft. One important
component of the airline communication system is the use of
codes as designations of airlines, flights, airports and cities.
These codes have been used for decades and they have proved
indispensable for an error-free environment.
Cabin crew, like all other professionals in this industry, use these
codes regularly to refer to specific flights and destinations. In this
lesson we have included the codes for the largest airlines and
busiest airports. It is important that these codes are memorized
since every cabin crew comes across them either in the roster or
in other travel documents.
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Airline Codes
When it was first established in 1945, the International Air
Transport Association comprised of 57 airlines from 31 countries.
One of its initial roles was to help airlines manage their ticket
fares and reservations. As part of their role in managing this,
IATA assigned city and airline codes to identify them and this
practice continues today. These codes are used in timetables,
tickets, flight numbers and reservation systems.
Airlines are assigned a two or three digit code consisting of
letters, numbers or both. Generally, the two digit code will be
more frequently used, particularly across IATA member airlines
using the same computerized reservations systems, as these
cannot always recognize three digits.
Here are some examples of two letter airline codes:
Airline name

2-digit
code

Airline name

2-digit
code

Adria Airways

JP

Flybe

BE

Aegean Airlines

A3

Garuda Indonesia

GA

Aer Arann

RE

Gulf Air

GF

Aer Lingus

EI

HAHN Air

HR

Aeroflot Russian
Airlines

SU

Hong Kong Airlines

HX

Aerolineas
Argentinas

AR

Iberia

IB

Aeromexico

AM

Icelandair

FI

Air Algerie

AH

Japan Airlines

JL

Air Astana

KC

Jet Airways

9W

Air Berlin

AB

Kenya Airways

KQ

Air Canada

AC

KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines

KL

Air China

CA

Korean Air

KE

Air Europa

UX

Kuwait Airways

KU

Air France

AF

LANAirlines

LA

Air India

AI

LOT - Polish Airlines LO

Air Malta

KM

Lufthansa

LH

Air Namibia

SW

Luxair

LG

Air New Zealand

NZ

Malaysia Airlines

MH
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Airline name

2-digit
code

Airline name

2-digit
code

Air Seychelles

HM

Middle East Airlines

ME

Air Tahiti

VT

Meridiana

IG

Air Zimbabwe

UM

Mexicana

MX

Alaska Airlines

AS

Monarch Airlines

ZB

Alitalia

AZ

Northwest Airlines

NW

All Nippon Airways

NH

Norwegian Air
Shuttle

DY

American Airlines

AA

Olympic Air

OA

Arik Air

W3

Oman Air

WY

Asiana Airlines

OZ

Rossiya-Russia
Airlines

FV

Atlantic Airways

RC

Qantas Airways

QF

Aurigny

GR

Qatar Airways

QR

Austrian Airlines

OS

Royal Air Maroc

AT

Avianca

AV

Royal Brunei Airlines BI

Azerbaijan Hava
Yollary

J2

Royal Jordanian

RJ

Bangkok Airways

PG

Siberia Airlines

S7

Blue1

KF

Saudi Arabian
Airlines

SV

British Airways

BA

Scandinavian
Airlines System
(SAS)

SK

Brussels Airlines

SN

Singapore Airlines

SQ

Bulgaria Air

FB

South African
Airways

SA

Cathay Pacific

CX

Spanair

JK

Czech Airlines

OK

SWISS International LX
Air Lines

China Airlines

CI

TAM Airlines

JJ

China Eastern
Airlines

MU

TAP Portugal

TP

China Southern
Airlines

CZ

Tarom

RO

Croatia Airlines

OU

Thai Airways
International

TG
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Airline name

2-digit
code

Airline name

2-digit
code

Cyprus Airways

CY

Transaero Airlines

UN

Delta Air Lines

DL

Tunisair

TU

Eastern Airways

T3

Turkish Airlines

TK

Egyptair

MS

Ukraine International PS
Airlines

El Al Israel Airlines

LY

United Airlines

UA

Emirates

EK

US Airways

US

Estonian Air

OV

Uzbekistan Airways

HY

Ethiopian Airlines

ET

Vietnam Airlines

VN

Etihad Airways

EY

Virgin Atlantic
Airways

VS

Eva Air

BR

VLM Airlines (Cityjet) VG

Finnair

AY

Table 2.1.3a—Airlines' two digit codes

Although cabin crew are not expected to learn the two letter
codes for all airlines, it is useful to know some of them especially
those that the airline has codeshare agreements with so that they
can assist passengers who may have questions regarding
onward connections or transfers.
Flight Numbers
For passengers to be able to make their way through the airport
and board the correct aircraft, they have to know their flight
number. This is displayed on the reservation itinerary, ticket,
boarding pass, departure display screens in the departure halls
and at the gate area.
A flight number is made up of the airline's two or three digit code
and the numbers assigned to the flight by the airline. For
example, the airline Finnair has the code AY. Flight number
AY005 refers to the flight operated by Finnair from Helsinki to
New York, departing at 14:10 and arriving at 15:50.
However, sometimes the same flight can have two flight numbers.
This is the case when the flight is operated by an airline that has a
codeshare agreement with another airline.
Finnair has joined with American Airlines to form a codeshare
agreement. This means that American Airlines has reserved a
number of seats on the above mentioned flight that they sell to
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the public through the American Airlines reservation system, at
the fare determined by American Airlines. This is a very common
practice and for Finnair it means that they have already sold an
agreed number of seats and will earn the agreed amount of
revenue for them. If we look at the American Airlines website, we
will see that flight AA6025 departs from Helsinki at 14:10 and
arrives in New York at 15:50. Although a different flight number, it
is exactly the same flight operated by Finnair.
Passengers may sometimes be confused if they have purchased
a ticket thinking that they will be traveling with a particular airline,
to find that they are actually traveling with another airline. It is
therefore important that cabin crew always give their best service
levels to ensure that passengers are consistently cared for in the
best way possible.
Airport and City Codes
Airports are identified through unique three-letter codes. These
codes serve to simplify airline operations where it is necessary to
indicate airport points of origin and destination. For instance, the
duplications in city names around the world (i.e., London,
England in the U.K. and London, Ontario in Canada) would result
in confusion in ticketing and baggage handling if just the city
names were used. The use of codes that are unique to each
airport eliminates a possible source of error.
IATA administers the assignment of new airport codes, or makes
a change to an existing code. Airport codes once assigned are
considered permanent and cannot be changed without strong
justification. Thus, airports have to retain their IATA code even
when the airport's name is changed.
IATA airport codes can be abbreviated forms of the name of the
airport, such as HRE for Harare International Airport in
Zimbabwe, Africa. However, airport codes often do not bear any
immediate resemblance simply because with over 4,000 airports
worldwide it is impossible to make them all instantly recognizable.
All airports in Canada, for example, are prefixed by a “Y”. The
airport in Vancouver is assigned YVR, which is somewhat
recognizable, while YYZ as the identifier for Toronto's Lester B.
Pearson International Airport is less recognizable.
Airports are also often assigned names, such as Charles de
Gaulle Airport (CDG) in Paris, France. Sometimes the name of
the airport can be its location, such as the Islamabad International
Airport (ISB) in Pakistan, or the Los Angeles International Airport
(LAX) in the U.S.A. Or it can be the name of a prominent national
celebrity, such as a politician (e.g., Indira Gandhi International
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Airport (DEL) in Delhi, India; Norman Manley International (KIN)
in Kingston, Jamaica; or John F. Kennedy International Airport
(JFK) in New York, U.S.A.).
Airports may also be named after a famous person associated
with its region, such as Queen Alia International Airport (AMM) in
Amman, Jordan; King Abdulaziz International Airport (JED) in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; Chiang Kai Shek International Airport
(TPE) in Taipei, Taiwan; or Liverpool's John Lennon International
Airport (LPL) in the U.K.
Prominent figures in aviation history also can be a source of
airport names. Kingsford Smith International Airport (SYD) near
Sydney, Australia, for example, is named after the pioneering
Australian aviator Charles Kingsford Smith. Similarly, the SantosDumont Airport (SDU) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil is named after the
Brazilian aviator, Albertos Santos-Dumont, who first flew from StCloud around the Eiffel Tower and back in 1901.
There are approximately 9500 airport codes. Cabin crew are not
expected to know all these codes. However, cabin crew rosters
state the airport codes that the crew members are operating from
and to. This means that cabin crew need to become familiar with
the codes of airports to and from which their airline operates. The
following are the codes for some of the busiest airports in the
world.
Airport

Location

City Code

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport

Atlanta, Georgia
USA

ATL

O'Hare International Airport

Chicago, Illinois
USA

ORD

London Heathrow Airport

London, United
Kingdom

LHR

Tokyo Haneda International

Tokyo, Japan

HND

Los Angeles International

Los Angeles,
California, USA

LAX

Dallas Fort Worth

Dallas, Texas, USA DFW

Frankfurt

Frankfurt, Germany FRA

Charles de Gaulle

Paris, France

CDG

Schipol

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

AMS

Denver International

Denver, Colorado,
USA

DEN
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Airport

Location

City Code

Sky Harbour International

Phoenix, Arizona,
USA

PHX

McCarran International

Las Vegas, Nevada, LAS
USA

Barajas International

Madrid, Spain

George Bush Intercontinental Houston, Texas,
USA

MAD
IAH

Hong Kong Chep Lap Kok

Hong Kong,
HKG
People's Republic of
China

Minneapolis St Paul

Minneapolis,
Minnesota, USA

MSP

Detroit Metropolitan Wayne
County

Detroit, Michigan,
USA

DTW

Don Muang

Bangkok, Thailand

DMK

San Francisco

San Francisco,
California, USA

SFO

Miami International

Miami, Florida, USA MIA

John F Kennedy

New York, USA

JFK

London Gatwick

London, UK

LGW

Newark Liberty

Newark, New
Jersey, USA

EWR

Changi

Singapore

SIN

Narita International

Tokyo, Japan

NRT

Beijing Capital International

Beijing, People's
Republic of China

PEK

Seattle-Tacoma

Seattle,
Washington, USA

SEA

Orlando

Florida, USA

MCO

Toronto Pearson

Ontario, Canada

YYZ

Lambert- Saint Louis
International

Saint Louis,
Missouri, USA

STL

Table 2.1.3b—Airport codes

City codes are also used for cities that have more than one
airport. They are used in ticketing fare construction, for example a
standard published fare from London to Paris will apply on flights
from both London Gatwick and London Heathrow to Paris
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Charles de Gaulle and Paris Orly. By entering the city code in the
computer reservation systems, it widens the agent's search for
available flights.

2.1.4 Cabin Crew Airport Security Checkpoints
All passengers and staff have to go through security screening
before entering the airside area. Security screening areas are
located inside terminal buildings and at airside entry points
around the airport, for catering and aircraft servicing vehicles.
If entering a security checkpoint in a vehicle, for example a crew
bus, all staff will have to leave the bus taking all personal
belongings and enter the checkpoint area. While the staff are
passing through the security screening, security staff will search
the bus. Once the bus has been cleared by security, staff that
have been through security screening may re-board it.
When passing through security screening, the same rules are
applied to staff and passengers alike. These rules may require:
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of laptop computers and mobile phones from
baggage;
Presentation of toiletry items and other liquids in containers of
100 ml or less, in resealable transparent plastic bags;
Removal of outer clothing eg. coats, jackets etc.;
Removal of shoes;
Removal of metal objects and clothing from the body
including coins.

All removed items must be placed in trays and placed into the
X-ray machine, before the passenger or staff member passes
through a metal detecting archway.
At some airports, additional security screening of passengers and
staff is carried out by X-ray machine.
Checked baggage passes through X-Ray machine after entering
the baggage make-up area, while cargo and catering supplies are
searched at various points before being loaded onto the aircraft.
To make your journey through the airport security checks easier
and to avoid delaying your aircraft, you should always pack your
cabin and checked baggage correctly, bearing in mind the
security regulations. Even if operating on a short flight, cabin crew
should always prepare for an unexpected delay or diversion and
will most likely carry some toiletries with them in their crew bag
which is taken on board the aircraft.
Although security regulations can vary between countries, they
are gradually becoming more standardized due to consistent
Module 2—Air Transport and Flight Operation
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lobbying by airlines and IATA. The following rules are becoming
more standard:
Any items containing liquid, aerosol or gel are restricted. For
example:
1. Water and other drinks;
2. Food containing soup, syrup, jam, milk, cream, sauce or
paste;
3. Creams, lotions, cosmetics, oils, perfumes and sprays;
4. Shower gels, shampoos, bubble bath;
5. Toothpaste;
6. Lipsticks, lip gloss and lip balm.
Although these items are restricted, passengers and crew are
normally permitted to carry them in small quantities as follows:
1. Each single item must be no more than 3 oz (100 ml) in size
(not allowed to carry a larger bottle with less than 100 ml
remaining);
2. The combined total of all these items must not exceed 1 quart
(1 litre);
3. All of these items must be placed into a re-sealable
transparent plastic bag which is no more than 20 cm x 20 cm
(8 in x 8 in) in size;
4. The plastic bag must be able to be easily sealed;
5. Generally, if a passenger or crew member carries prescribed
medication for personal use, this will also be permitted
through security if an up to date prescription from a
doctor/physician is carried.
Most drugstores sell a range of smaller items that are able to be
carried through airport security. As these are sometimes much
more expensive, you can buy some empty plastic bottles to fill
with your toiletries at home. That way you can keep one set of
your favourite toiletries in your cabin baggage and refill them at
home.
Security regulations also prohibit the carriage of sharp objects
that could be used as a weapon on board. This includes some
common toiletry items such as scissors, nail files and open
razors. Safety/disposable razors are however normally allowed.
Dangerous Goods are those items which can be hazardous to
health, safety, property or environment and may not be carried on
board. More details can be found in Module 6.
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Use the guidance below to pack the bags safely for each trip.
In the cabin
baggage

In the suitcase

Do not carry

One set of spare
underwear/hosiery

Change of uniform
blouse/shirt

Any items
classified as
Dangerous
Goods

Dry food/snack items Any food items containing
sauces/pastes etc (though
be mindful that some
countries do not permit
you to bring food items in
at all for agricultural
reasons.
Crew
Spare underwear/hosiery
manuals/documents
Passport

Off duty casual clothing

Valuables

Casual shoes

Make-up/toiletries
Swimwear
(subject to the
limitations described
in Dangerous Goods
module)
Hot water bottle/
travel pillow or
blanket

Washbag/larger toiletry
items including sharp
items

Grooming items (not Shoe polish
sharp) such as
hairbrush/comb
Small antibacterial
hand wash

Travel first aid kit

Shoe shine sponge
Table 2.1.4—Best practices for packing cabin crew luggage

When you pass through the security checkpoint you should:
1. Show the security agent your airline Identification Card (ID);
2. Throw away any bottles of water or other liquids which are in
excess of the amount previously mentioned;
3. Remove your laptop computer, if you carry one, from your
bag and place it on a separate tray;
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4. Remove your sealed plastic bag containing liquids and place
it in the tray too;
5. Remove your outer clothing, belt and all metal objects,
including coins from your pockets, placing them in another
tray;
6. Sometimes, you may also need to remove your shoes,
depending on the country;
7. Pass your bags and trays containing the removed items along
the conveyor belt and into the X-ray machine;
8. Wait until the security agent calls for you to proceed through
the metal detector archway.
Once allowed to pass through, make sure the security agent
gives you permission to continue to collect your belongings from
the conveyor. Sometimes you may be asked to step aside for a
physical search which usually consists of a security agent
checking your body for concealed items with their hands.
At some airports, instead of passing through a metal detector,
you may be asked to proceed through a full body scanner
instead, which provides the security agent with a picture showing
if any items or weapons are hidden on your body.
Once you have been cleared through the body search, you can
collect your belongings, put your clothing back on and continue to
make your way to the aircraft.

2.1.5 The Time Reference System Used in
Aviation
Airlines operate throughout the world in all time zones on every
day of the year. To avoid confusion among passengers and
service personnel airlines always indicate in their timetables local
time. For cabin crew it is important to understand the notion of
time zones and local time in order to plan effectively their
activities.
Time is one of the fundamental basic elements of airlines as it is
referred to everywhere in the business:
1. Timetables - Passengers will often choose a particular airline
because of the time of day the flight departs or arrives at
destination;
2. Crew rosters and flight assignments - Cabin crew must be
able to tell the time and read their roster/assignment
correctly, otherwise they may miss or delay their flight;
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3. Aircraft planning - An aircraft will not always operate the
same flight each day, therefore the planning department at
the airline has to know what time each flight arrives, so that it
can assign the aircraft to another flight when it lands, allowing
sufficient time for the aircraft to be cleaned, catered and
serviced.
Cabin crew will often be asked by passengers what time the flight
is due to arrive, so they need to become proficient in calculating
the time across multiple time zones and understanding the
24 hour clock system.
The 24-Hour Clock
The 24-hour clock is the most commonly used time-keeping
format and helps to avoid confusion between morning and
afternoon hours. Midnight to midnight is considered one day and
the day is divided into 24 hours. The 24-hour clock is also referred
to as “military time” (US and Canada), “continental time” (UK) and
“international standard notation of time”. The 24-hour clock
should always be used by airlines.
In a 24-hour clock the hours are numbered from 00 to 23. Military
and emergency services personnel show midnight both as 2400
or 0000. However, digital watches, clocks and computer
equipment that display time in a 24-hour format treat midnight as
the start of a new day and show it as 0000.
12-hour clock 24-hour clock 12-hour clock 24-hour clock
Midnight

00:00

Midday/noon

12:00

1 am

01:00

1 pm

13:00

2 am

02:00

2 pm

14:00

3 am

03:00

3 pm

15:00

4 am

04:00

4 pm

16:00

5 am

05:00

5 pm

17:00

6 am

06:00

6 pm

18:00

7 am

07:00

7 pm

19:00

8 am

08:00

8 pm

20:00

9 am

09:00

9 pm

21:00

10 am

10:00

10 pm

22:00

11 am

11:00

11 pm

23:00

Table 2.1.5—Correlation between 12-hour and 24-hour clocks
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All airlines use the 24 hour clock to manage their flights so cabin
crew will have to be proficient in telling the time using the 24 hour
clock. To calculate the time in the afternoon, deduct 12 from the
hours to convert to the 12 hour system.
Time Zones
Before the invention of clocks, people told the time by the position
of the sun as it passed overhead, using a sundial. This is known
as the “apparent solar time” but is different depending on
geographical location and can vary considerably even within a
country. For example the difference between midday solar time in
Boston and midday solar time in New York is 8 minutes.
With the introduction of reliable clocks in the early 1800s, a
combination of the solar time and the time shown on clocks was
used. As railways were built linking cities throughout countries,
timetables had to be standardized as everyone had to work to the
same time. In 1847, Britain's railway companies adopted a
standard time based on Greenwich Mean Time.
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) was established in 1675 and marks
the time at which the sun passes over an imaginary line, the
Greenwich or Prime Meridian, running from north to south
through the Royal Greenwich Observatory in London. By knowing
what this time was, ships could calculate their own solar time
wherever they were and calculate how far east or west they were.
GMT was legally adopted throughout mainland Great Britain in
1880 and is sometimes referred to as Z, or Zulu time, which was
introduced in the 1950s
Since there are 24 hours in a day, the world is divided into 24 time
zones, starting from the Greenwich Meridian. If you travel East of
London, the time becomes one hour later with each time zone
entered. Standard indication of a time zone which is one hour
later than the Greenwhich Mean Time is GMT+1. Moving to the
West, the time becomes one hour earlier (or behind) with each
zone. The standard indication of a time zone that is two hours
earlier than Greenwhich Mean Time is GMT-2.
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Figure 2.1.5—Map of current official time zones (CC, TimeZonesBoy)

Here are a few examples how the time zone is calculated for a
specific location:
1. If the time in London is 13:00 what time is it in Los Angeles?
Los Angeles is on the western coast of the USA and is in the
time zone that is 8 hours behind GMT (GMT-8). Therefore,
13:00 minus 8 hours equals 05:00 in Los Angeles.
2. If the time in Sydney is 21:00 what time is it in Auckland?
Sydney is on the eastern coast of Australia, in the time zone
that is 10 hours ahead of GMT (GMT+10). Auckland is on the
north island of New Zealand, in the time zone that is 12 hours
ahead of GMT (GMT+12). The difference between the two
cities is 2 hours, therefore 21:00 + 2 hours equals 23:00 in
Auckland.
3. If the time in Auckland is 10:00, what time is it in Lima, Peru?
We already know that Auckland is in the time zone that is
12 hours ahead of GMT (GMT+12). Lima, Peru is on the
western coast of South America in the time zone that is
5 hours behind GMT (-5). The difference between the
two cities is 17 hours. If we subtract 17 hours from 10 hours
we actually arrive at a time in the previous day because
10 - 17 equals - 7. Thus we have to go back 7 hours from
midnight (24:00). Therefore 10:00 - 17 hours equals 17:00 the
previous day in Lima, Peru.
Daylight Saving Time
Daylight Saving Time (DST), or Summer Time as it is called in
many countries, is a way of getting more out of summer days by
advancing the clocks by one hour during the summer only. During
DST the sun sets and rises one hour later than standard time. Not
all countries use DST.
To make DST work, the clocks have to be adjusted manually one
hour ahead when DST begins (during spring), and adjusted back
Module 2—Air Transport and Flight Operation
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one hour to standard time every autumn. There are many
countries that use DST, and many who do not. Currently it is
mostly one hour ahead of normal time but in the past adjustments
of 20, 30, 40, and also 120 minutes have also been used.
DST does not take place on the same day for each country,
therefore for some weeks in a year an airline timetable may
indicate that a flight is shorter or longer than it actually is. This can
sometimes cause confusion with passengers. For example, a
daily flight from London to New York departs from London at
12:00 UK time. With a flight time of seven hours, it arrives in New
York at 19:00 UK time, which is normally 14:00 US time (GMT-5).
The US adjusts to DST one week before the UK. For this one
week of the year, the same flight arrives in New York at 15:00 US
time, as the time difference temporarily reduces to GMT-4 hours
instead of the usual GMT-5.
Co-Ordinated Universal Time
Traveling across many time zones can create problems for
passengers, who are only interested in knowing what the time is
when they leave and when they arrive. All times on tickets and
itineraries are therefore shown in local time, the time at the city
they are departing from or arriving at.
For airlines and crew, however, a standard time has to be used so
that hours can be calculated and tracked properly and operations
throughout the world can be synchronized.
With a scientific approach to telling the time using atomic clocks,
Greenwich Mean Time was identified to be slightly inaccurate as
it does not allow for slight variances in the rotation of the earth,
which requires leap seconds to be added to timekeeping. This led
to the formalization of Universal Co-ordinated Time (UCT) in 1963
as a replacement for GMT and is known to be 100% accurate. It
is used in the Internet, computer memories and now aviation.
The abbreviation UTC is a compromise between the English and
French translations of the term. It is also referred to as Z or Zulu
time.
The International Date Line
The International Date Line also known as Date Line, is an
imaginary line located opposite the Prime Meridian. At this spot,
each new calendar day begins and the date changes as you
travel east or west across it. The date just to the west of the
International Date Line is one day later than the date just to the
east of the line.
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The Date Line is located, more or less, at 180° longitude. The
difference occurs to keep the date line from crossing nations and
allow citizens of the same country to have the same date. It
corresponds to the time zone boundary separating +12- GMT.
If you are operating a flight travelling across the date line,
passengers will often become confused regarding what day they
arrive. For example, leaving Los Angeles on a Friday night,
travelling to Auckland New Zealand, passengers will cross the
international date line heading south-west. When heading
westbound across the dateline add 24 hours exactly and advance
the calendar date by one day. If, however, you head eastbound
across the dateline, you will deduct 24 hours and rewind the
calendar by one day.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at a number of aspects related to
the organization of a flight. Cabin crew may go through hundreds
of airports during their career. However, they feel comfortable and
find easily their way in any airport in the world. The reason for this
is that not only all airports have similar elements, but these
elements are organized in a similar fashion. Therefore, the
concepts covered in this lesson are applicable to any airport.
In addition, we have described the reference system that ensures
airports, cities and flights schedules are clear regardless of the
area of the world that a flight originates from or its destination.
Cabin crew are expected to be familiar with most of the codes
used on the routes served by their airline.
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Progress Check 1
1. At what part of the airport structure is the limousine service
for regular passengers?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ramp
Airside
Taxiways
Groundside

2. What is the general term designating parking areas for the
aircraft away from the terminals?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ramp
Apron
Landside
Parking

3. What effect on passengers boarding the aircraft has the
variety of concessions located in the airport terminal?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Does not have any effect
Passengers feel bad for overspending
Passengers feel tired for spending time shopping
Passengers feel relaxed for having entertained
themselves

4. If the flight offers meal options, the latest time for the
passenger to reconfirm their meal options is
during
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Check-in
Security check
Pre-boarding check
Boarding

5. What is the least preferred option for boarding passengers on
to an aircraft?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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2.2

Flight Operation

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe each stage of flight
departure and flight arrival

•

List all entities and their role
in preparing an aircraft for
the flight

•

Explain the role of various
entities involved in the
management of a flight

The flight of a passenger aircraft is an extremely well organized
set of activities performed by teams of specialized professionals.
Therefore, the failures of one team have major implications on the
work of other teams. In addition, the time that an aircraft spends
on the ground in preparation for the next flight significantly affects
the cost of the flight. Every failure potentially can delay the flight.
Cabin crew are one of the teams that play a key role in this
process. The level of performance of the cabin crew depends not
only on their hard work and professionalism, but also on the
effective work of the rest of the teams. Therefore, in this lesson
we will provide an overview of two important processes and
outline the role of each team in these processes. The first is a set
of activities performed by a variety of teams in preparation of the
aircraft for the flight. The second is the flight itself. We will
describe briefly each stage of the flight and the role of those
involved. It is important for cabin crew to be familiar with each of
these processes, the sequence of the activities involved and
those responsible for each activity.

2.2.1 Activities Performed during Turnaround
An aircraft only makes money for an airline when it is flying, so
airlines keep their aircraft on the ground for as short a time as
possible. The period of time between each flight is called a
turnaround. Turnaround times are generally very short and there
is a lot of activity around the aircraft in order to prepare it for its
next flight. Even before the aircraft lands, the airline will have
prepared for its next departure and make sure that the
appropriate teams are told of its arrival and ready to commence
work on the turnaround.
The flight crew of an arriving aircraft are advised of their parking
space via radio by the airport Ground Control, who are
responsible for the management of all airside ground areas. All
vehicles and aircraft in the airside area are controlled by Ground
Control and have radios to communicate with them.
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Key Learning Point
All members of the arrival team
need to know exactly what is
required so that the aircraft's
preparation can be handled as
quickly and efficiently as
possible.

All members of the arrival team need to know exactly what is
required so that the aircraft's preparation can be handled as
quickly and efficiently as possible. When the aircraft is on final
approach to the airport, usually about eight to ten minutes from
landing, key individuals assemble at the designated stand to
prepare for meeting the aircraft. Ramp services personnel arrive
with their chocks, cones, GPU (Ground Power Unit), belt-loaders,
baggage trolleys, and unloading equipment. The aircraft
technicians are there, as well as the dispatcher or turnaround coordinator.
Also included in this gathering will be individuals from the
following companies or agencies, along with their vehicles and
required equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

Catering,
Cabin cleaning,
Refuelling company,
Potable (drinking) water replenishing,
Toilet servicing.

This arrival team will be waiting around the empty stand, carefully
parked, well back from the lines demarking the edge of the stand.
The aircraft will taxi onto the parking stand. At airfields where
there is no self-guidance system, the ramp services team or
airport company airfield operations team marshal the aircraft into
position. Aircraft marshalling is a method of visual signalling
between ground personnel and pilots for the purpose of guiding
the aircraft into and out of the parking position. In contrast to the
radio communications between the ground personnel and pilots
for aircraft and air traffic control, marshalling involves one-on-one
visual communication. It is a vital part of aircraft ground handling.
The marshaller, sometimes called the signalman, wears a
distinctive reflecting safety vest to permit the flight crew to clearly
identify that he or she is the person responsible for the signalling.
The marshaller usually wears a helmet with acoustic earmuffs
and illuminated beacons or gloves. Illumination is important at
night or in conditions of low visibility. It is the marshaller's
responsibility to signal the pilot to keep turning, slow down, stop,
and shut down engines, leading the aircraft safely to its parking
stand or, at times, to the runway. It is important to deliver the
standard marshalling signals in a clear and precise manner.
Aircraft marshalling signals are standardised and the procedures
for delivering them must conform to ICAO specifications.
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Figure 2.2.1a—Airport marshalling

Some airports are also fitted with automatic guidance systems to
help pilots steer correctly to the gate and ensure that the jetbridge
is able to reach the aircraft door.
No one should approach the aircraft until:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It has come to a complete stop on the stand;
The brakes have been applied;
The engines have stopped; and
The anti-collision light has been turned off.

Otherwise, the aircraft is still considered to be in flight and no one
should approach it.
Wheel chocks are then put in position, at the nose wheel, which is
a single wheel at the front of the aircraft (both in front and behind
it) and on one of the main wheels, usually on the starboard (right
in the direction of flight) side (again in front and behind the
wheel).
Safety cones are positioned around the aircraft as follows: one in
front of the starboard wing tip, and one at the port (left) wing tip,
and one at the tail of the aircraft. This is to ensure vehicles do not
collide with the aircraft.
As the aircraft arrives on the stand, the cabin crew prepare the
doors for arrival. Once the aircraft wheels have been put into
position or “chocked”, external power provided (if needed) and
the safety cones deployed, passenger steps or a jetbridge is
attached to the forward passenger door. Ground staff then knock
on the door for opening.
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The door may be opened from inside or outside the aircraft
according to the airline's own procedures. On most aircraft,
opening the door from outside automatically disarms the
evacuation slides; which prevents injury if a slide is accidentally
deployed.
1. Ground Passenger Service agents board the aircraft,
exchange paperwork with the crew and pass on any
messages for passengers. Where requested in advance,
Special Assistance staff is available to help any passengers
needing assistance to disembark and make their journey
through the airport, e.g. passengers using wheelchairs.
2. At the same time, baggage and cargo teams approach the
cargo doors on the right side of the aircraft to remove
(offload) the baggage and cargo from the cargo holds.
3. A fuelling vehicle may also be present and attach to the
aircraft wing to add more fuel.
4. Catering teams wait for passengers to disembark before
opening the doors in the galley areas to exchange used
catering items.
5. At the same time, cleaning teams board the aircraft and
commence their work.
6. Aircraft maintenance teams will board the aircraft and meet
with the pilots to discuss any faults which may have occurred
during the flight. All faults are recorded and carefully tracked
in the aircraft Technical Log in the flight deck and the aircraft
is not permitted to depart until pilots and maintenance teams
have checked all the faults (defects) appropriately.
During the turnaround, the crew may remain on board in order to
operate the next flight, or there may be a crew change.

Key Learning Point
When running, an aircraft engine
can suck in a person or vehicle,
resulting in death.

Where the crew disembark (deplane), they either follow the
normal passenger arrivals route through the airport, or board a
bus outside the aircraft which requires them to enter the restricted
area. The area outside the aircraft is called the ramp and is an
area of much activity. Cabin crew must therefore be aware of the
following hazards at all times on the ramp area:
1. Rubbish and other loose items can easily be sucked into
aircraft engines and cause damage or fires. As well as
ensuring that personal items and rubbish are not dropped on
the ramp area, every person working at the airport airside has
the responsibility to pick up any loose items and place them in
the nearest Foreign Object Debris (FOD) bin.
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2. When running, an aircraft engine can suck in a person or
vehicle resulting in death. No one should approach an aircraft
with its engines running. Each aircraft is fitted with anticollision lights on the top and underneath the body to indicate
when the engines are running.
3. Do not walk underneath any part of the aircraft as any leaks
of hot water, toilet waste or hydraulic fluid can cause injury.
4. Do not walk behind baggage loading vehicles, or in between
baggage containers as the drivers of these vehicles cannot
clearly see the areas around them.

Did You Know?
It is estimated that each minute
of a delay costs US based
airlines at least $75!

Once the passengers have disembarked and the crew are on
board the aircraft, there is a lot of work required to prepare it for
its next flight. The passengers may already be waiting at the
departure gate to board so it is vital that all the ground activities
are co-ordinated to work together towards an on time departure.
In the rest of this unit we will outline what are the responsibilities
of each team during this period.
Catering exchange–Used catering items are removed by
catering companies and replaced with fresh supplies. The
airline's InFlight Services department provides the catering
company with a plan stating exactly what items should be placed
into each galley position and the catering teams load equipment
exactly as required. Space is very limited and the weight and
balance of the aircraft also has to be maintained, so cabin crew
should not move catering trolleys into other locations.
Cleaning–Teams clean the aircraft cabin, galleys, toilets and
flight deck according to the specification provided by the airline.
The extent of the cleaning depends on the time available. There
are four categories that describe various levels of cleaning:
1. Transit cleaning - This is a minimal amount of cleaning
required if passengers remain on board during a transit stop.
For example, if the aircraft is dropping off some passengers
before continuing to it's final destination. A transit clean may
include some basic cleaning of toilets and emptying of waste
bins.
2. Turnaround cleaning - A common cleaning requirement which
includes a more thorough cleaning of toilets, cabin seating
areas, galleys and the flight deck as well as “dressing the
cabin” for passengers.
3. Nightstop cleaning - This type of cleaning is carried out when
the aircraft is due to be on the ground for an extended period
such as overnight. It enables the cleaning company to take
more care and attention in cleaning than the turnaround
cleans which are done to a strict timeline.
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4. Deep cleaning - Each aircraft has a deep cleaning scheduled
by the airline. This requires a much longer period of time on
the ground and often involves shampooing and drying
carpets as well as changing fabric seat covers.
Water servicing–Drinking water (potable water) tanks are filled
to the level determined by the airline. A vehicle (water bowser)
containing clean drinking water is attached to the aircraft and
pumps water into the aircraft tanks.
Toilet servicing–A toilet servicing vehicle is attached to the
aircraft to drain waste liquids from the waste tanks.
Cargo and baggage loading–Cargo doors are located on the
right side of most aircraft underneath the cabin. Larger aircraft
have an automated baggage and cargo loading system which
manoeuvres Unit Load Devices (ULDs) into position in the cargo
hold. These ULDs are filled with baggage at the baggage sorting
area and then driven to the aircraft where they are lifted by
machine into place before being moved around the cargo hold by
a series of wheels and motors. Smaller aircraft require cargo
loading staff to climb into the hold and move baggage and cargo
by hand from a conveyor belt positioned at the cargo door.

Figure 2.2.1b—Unit Load Device, LD8 (CC, Dtom)

Cabin crew pre-flight checks–If a new cabin crew board the
aircraft, they carry out their pre-flight checks, typically as follows:
All items of safety equipment must be checked to ensure that they
are stowed in the correct stowages and that they function
correctly. Any item that is missing or damaged will be reported to
the senior cabin crew member who will report to maintenance
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personnel so that it can be replaced before departure. If it cannot,
the captain will be informed and the aircraft will not be permitted
to leave until it can be verified whether or not it is legally required
for safe flight. Normally airlines carry more equipment than is
legally required to allow for some items to break without having to
ground the aircraft.
All galley equipment will be checked to ensure that it works
correctly. This includes the ovens and water boilers, faucets and
other electrical items. Catering carts will also be checked to
confirm that the brakes as well as the doors are working properly.
After verifying that the equipment works, the cabin crew make
certain that all required catering items have been loaded by the
catering company.
The cabin is checked to ensure that each seat has a seatbelt, that
the seat cushions are firmly in place and that the seat cushion
covers are correctly fitted. Seat cushion covers are made from
flame retardant fabric which may not provide the required level of
protection if it is not secured to the seat properly. All areas of the
cabin are checked to ensure a safe environment for the
passengers to sit in. For example, no bits of loose cabin moldings
or panels which could injure a passenger, carpets are secured
and not torn, curtains are able to be tied back in the open
position. Cabin lights and emergency lighting may also need to be
checked along with the safety cards in each seat pocket to verify
that they are visible and correct for the aircraft.
Toilets are checked to ensure that they are clean and tidy for
passengers and that everything is secured in place. The flush and
water system are checked along with the toilet smoke detector
system and waste bin. As the toilet is the only place a passenger
can go to without being seen by the crew, additional security
checks are required to make certain that previous passengers
have not left something in there which could be used by someone
else as a weapon. Airline security training covers these checks in
more detail.
The appropriate national authorities regularly carry out
inspections to ensure that cabin crew carry out their checks
properly. This might include a general observation or in some
cases test pieces may be planted to see if the cabin crew find
them and take the correct action to report them to the security
teams and the flight crew.
After carrying out the required safety and security checks, the
cabin crew prepare for the services that they will be offering. This
might include preparing the galleys for service or putting
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additional service items such as headsets, magazines or
amenities in the seating areas.
Flight crew–The flight crew carry out their pre-flight checks in the
flight deck. At some point, the first officer, who sits in the right
hand seat carries out a walk around the outside of the aircraft to
look for anything that might be a safety problem. As the
maintenance teams will already have carried out their checks and
worked on any problems, the first officer's role is to check the
visual appearance of the aircraft and look for fluid leaks and
damage to the aircraft.
Once all checks are complete and the captain is satisfied that the
aircraft is safe to fly, passengers may begin boarding.

2.2.2 Phases of Flight
Cabin crew need to be aware of the phases of flight so that they
can communicate appropriately with the flight deck and report any
emergency. At the same time, some of the responsibilities of the
cabin crew are associated with various stages of the flight.
Therefore, in this section we will provide brief description of each
stage of the flight.
Pre-Flight & Customer Boarding–At this stage the crew
commence pre-flight safety and security checks and prepare the
aircraft to receive passengers. At the same time there may be
ground handling, engineering, catering and cleaning staff on
board and around the aircraft. Some external ground equipment
such as fuelling vehicles, ground power and air conditioning units,
baggage carts and a waste and water servicing truck may be
connected to the aircraft.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew must be prepared
for an emergency evacuation at
any time while on the ground,
despite all the distractions and
services that they are required
to perform.

Cabin crew must be prepared for an emergency evacuation at
any time while on the ground, despite all the distractions and
services that they are required to perform. As many of the exits
may be obstructed by servicing vehicles outside, cabin crew must
be mindful of which exits may or may not be available, and make
sure that they do not obstruct any exits with service equipment
such as trolleys or drinks.
Pushback–With all crew and passengers on board, all external
ground equipment is removed, ground personnel disembark, the
aircraft doors are closed and the flight deck door is locked. If the
aircraft is ‘nose-on’ to a boarding gate, a towing vehicle is
connected to push the aircraft back. One or more main engines
may be running.
At this point cabin crew will prepare the doors for departure and
put everything away for take-off.
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Pre Take-Off/Taxi–With engines running, the aircraft will move
under its own power on to the runway. Depending on the length of
the taxiway and the amount of aircraft traffic, this can take from a
few minutes to over an hour. During this stage, the cabin crew will
carry out the safety briefing and check that all passengers and
equipment are secured ready for take-off, before immediately
securing themselves in their own jump seat.
Takeoff–This stage is from the start of the takeoff roll up to
becoming airborne, e.g. the landing gear is retracted. Takeoff
may be commenced from a stationary position, or the aircraft can
be accelerated without stopping as it turns on to the runway–this
is known as a ‘rolling’ takeoff.
Cabin crew remain sitting on their jump seat with their harness
fastened, while looking around for any signs of danger. They also
think about their safety and emergency procedures just in case
something happens that requires their immediate response. This
is called a 30 second review.

Figure 2.2.2—Aircraft at the beginning of the runway (Airbus)

Climb–This stage starts when the landing gear is retracted and
continues until the top of climb. Climb may be ‘stepped’ to
conform with air traffic control instructions or local noise
abatement procedures or continue uninterrupted.
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Key Learning Point
Cabin crew are allowed to start
their inflight duties after a few
minutes of climb, but must be
careful to ensure that service
equipment remains safely
stowed while the angle of the
floor is steep.

Cabin crew are allowed to start their inflight duties after a few
minutes of climb, but must be careful to ensure that service
equipment remains safely stowed while the angle of the floor is
steep.
In-Flight/Cruise–At top of climb the aircraft assumes level flight,
normally at a height of up to 40,000ft (12,200m) and reach a
speed of up to 625mph (1,000kph). Cabin crew and customers
can normally move about the cabin. The cruise stage extends
until top of descent.
Before Landing/Descent–This stage begins when the flight crew
descend the aircraft and ends when the cabin crew are instructed
to take their seats for landing. In the latter stages of the descent
to the destination airport, all customers, equipment and crew are
secured ready for landing.
Approach–The approach commences when cabin crew are
instructed to take their seats for landing and ends when the
landing gear is lowered.
Landing–The landing stage is from when the landing gear is
lowered until the aircraft has decelerated and vacates the runway.
After Landing/Taxi–A further taxi stage continues until arrival at
the gate. Cabin crew make the arrival announcement to
passengers but should remain seated for their own safety in case
the aircraft stops suddenly to avoid other traffic or similar
obstruction.
Post Flight and Disembarkation–The crew oversee the
disembarkation of the customers and then complete their post
flight safety and security checks. The flight deck door is unlocked.
Ground service equipment, as described in the pre-flight stage,
surround the aircraft.
The takeoff, approach and landing stages are particularly busy
times for the pilots and are known as the critical stages of flight.
Any distraction at this time could have disastrous consequences
and result in a major emergency incident. During these short yet
critical stages of flight, cabin crew must not interrupt the flight
crew in any way. This is known as a sterile flight deck procedure.
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Lesson Summary
Although the main focus of the cabin crew are the passengers
onboard the aircraft, their activities are closely intertwined with
the activities of other teams that prepare or manage the flight. In
this lesson we have looked at two key aspects of a flight:
turnaround and stages of flight. Cabin crew are expected to be
familiar with each of these aspects because their work is directly
impacted by them. Therefore, the sequence of each stage,
activities performed and by what teams needs to become second
nature to each cabin crew. This knowledge will be critical in case
of an emergency evacuation or rapid disembarkation.
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Progress Check 2
1. Which of the following entities informs the flight crew of an
arriving aircraft of their parking space?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Arrival team
Ramp services
Ground control
Turnaround team

2. The marshaller's main responsibility is to
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

.

Ensure safety onboard the aircraft
Help pilots steer correctly to the gate
Attach the jetbridge to the passenger door
Provide assistance to passengers using wheelchairs

3. Shampooing and drying of carpets takes place during which
level of cleaning?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Deep cleaning
Transit cleaning
Nightstop cleaning
Turnaround cleaning

4. Which of the following is NOT one of the pre-flight checks
performed by the cabin crew?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ensure that each seat has a seatbelt
Ensure that no section of the carpet is torn
Ensure that galley equipment works properly
Ensure there are no foreign objects on the ramp

5. True or False: The flight deck door is locked during pushback.
(a) True
(b) False
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2.3

The Aircraft Cabin

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Identify the main pieces of
equipment in the aircraft
cabin

•

Describe different types of
cabin configuration

•

Describe the systems that
control the environment in
the cabin

•

Explain the application of
Minimum Equipment List

The aircraft cabin is the working environment of the cabin crew. A
good knowledge of this environment is absolutely essential for
cabin crew in order to conduct effectively their activities. In this
lesson we will look at various types of aircraft, how the aircraft
cabin is structured and the key pieces of equipment that cabin
crew need to interact with during every flight.
We provide here a generic description of the aircraft cabin.
Obviously each aircraft is configured slightly differently and the
design of each piece of equipment may vary. However, the main
functionality of each fixture and piece of equipment that we will
describe in this lesson is the same in any aircraft.
It is also important to note that the information covered in this
lesson is not sufficient for cabin crew to assume their
responsibilities. Additional training that provides in-depth
familiarity with each aircraft model will be provided by the hiring
airline.

2.3.1 Types of Aircraft
There are many types of aircraft of various sizes and capabilities.
In the most general sense all aircraft can be classified according
to the following three categories:
1. Commercial Transport Aircraft–Cabin crew are employed
by airlines to fly in commercial transport aircraft. These are
large aircraft owned by airlines and used for making a profit
by carrying passengers and/or cargo. Most of these are also
called airliners, a term which refers to an aircraft that carries
passengers and cargo together. Some aircraft are designed
to carry cargo only.
2. General Aviation Aircraft–General aviation aircraft are
smaller than most commercial aircraft and are certified and
intended for non-commercial or private use. They can land
and takeoff at smaller airfields. These aircraft are often used
for personal transportation and enjoyment. Businesses also
own this type of aircraft–often referred to as “corporate
aircraft” and use them to fly employees as needed to conduct
business. General aviation aircraft are also used for
emergency aid and are often used to teach student pilots to
fly. Farming and agriculture also use a type of general
aviation aircraft.
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3. Military Aircraft–Military Aircraft are used for a country's
armed forces. There are many types, sizes and unique
capabilities of this type of aircraft.

2.3.2 Cabin Configuration
Airlines install as many seats as they can fit into the cabin
according to their desired service and comfort levels. For
example, a scheduled airline may install less seats than a charter
airline on the same type of aircraft, as this appeals to the type of
customer they hope to attract.
An airline may also install some unique cabin fixtures, according
to the class of travel, for example some airlines install a walk-up
bar area in their premium cabins for passengers to use during
flight.
The way in which an aircraft cabin is fitted, is known as the cabin
configuration. The diagram below shows an example of a cabin
configuration for an Airbus A380.

Figure 2.3.2a—Cabin configuration of an Airbus 380

Single aisle/narrow-body–Smaller aircraft capable of carrying
up to approximately 180 passengers generally have a single aisle
in the centre of the cabin. The single aisle aircraft is referred to as
the narrow-body aircraft. Galleys and lavatories are usually
installed at the front, the rear, or both ends of the cabin.
Different classes of cabin may be required by the airline and
these may be screened from each other by the installation of
curtains or rigid cabin dividers.
Twin aisle/wide-body–Larger aircraft have two aisles and are
referred to as the wide-body aircraft. The installation of galleys
and lavatories can vary greatly according to the airline's
preference. The aircraft manufacturer determines where these
can be installed and the airline chooses where they want them
according to their own preference and services.
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Figure 2.3.2b—Single and twin aisle cabin configurations

Multiple decks–In addition to having twin aisled cabins, the
Boeing 747 and the Airbus A380 also have multiple decks. The
lower deck is known as the Main Deck, and upstairs is known as
the Upper Deck. Some larger aircraft may also have a lower deck
compartment underneath the main deck which is used for galleys,
toilets or cabin crew rest compartments. The A380 is the largest
aircraft cabin, having two decks with twin aisles on both.

Figure 2.3.2c—A cross section of Airbus 380

Key Learning Point
Passenger seats are arranged
on board the aircraft to the
airlines own requirements.

First and Business class seats–Passenger seats are arranged
on board the aircraft to the airlines own requirements. Where First
and Business class seats are required, they are generally
arranged at the front of the cabin as this is traditionally the most
prestigious area to sit and allows for priority boarding and
disembarkation.
Today, most First and Business class seats have an innovative
design and can be arranged in many unique ways. The aim of the
airline is to provide as much personal space as possible and
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allow passengers who have paid a higher fare to work, rest and
play throughout their journey. A consistent feature on long haul
flights is the ability for the seat to convert into a flat bed to enable
the passenger to sleep, but also convert to a comfortable seat
with a table for dining, include an entertainment system and
electrical power supply to connect a laptop computer and allow
the passenger to work, if necessary.
Aside from these features, a First or Business class seat is also
required to have standard safety features such as a life vest
stowage, seat belt, reading lights and cabin crew call button.
Economy class seats–A more common aircraft seat, the
economy class seat is also required to have standard safety
features such as life vest stowage, seat belt, reading lights and
cabin crew call buttons. Many are also fitted with comfort and
service features such as an adjustable headrest, recline function,
tray table for dining, seat pocket in which to store magazines,
newspapers and the safety briefing information card.
Seat numbering–Airlines choose their own seat numbering
based on their own processes and computer systems, but
typically each row of seats is assigned a number, starting with the
front of the cabin (forward) and increasing as you progress
towards the back (aft). Each seat row may contain up to ten seats
across the cabin and these are assigned a letter, starting on the
left side of the aircraft with the letter A. Therefore, seat 4A is four
rows from the front of the cabin, on the left side next to the
window.
Airlines choose their own lettering for seat number and they vary
between wide bodied and narrow bodies aircraft. To start with we
will look at a standard six seats abreast (left to right) configuration
found on Airbus A319, A320, A321, Boeing 737 and Boeing 757
medium sized aircraft. Starting with the letter A on the left, they
are usually followed with B (centre) and C (aisle), then a central
aisle, then D (aisle) E (centre) and F (right window).

Figure 2.3.2d—Example of seat numbering in a single aisle cabin
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If an aircraft has four seats abreast, they may be lettered
A (window) C (aisle), then a central aisle followed by D (aisle) and
F (right window). This allows the airline to have some consistency
for passengers and computer reservation systems if it operates
many aircraft with different configurations, as the system will
always recognize that an aisle seat is C or D, and window seats
are A and F.
When dealing with wide bodied aircraft, seats may be installed in
a variety of configurations according to the width of the seats.
Generally a Boeing 747 can fit ten seats abreast in a 3 - 4 - 3
configuration, lettered ABC, DEFG, and HJK (the letter I is missed
out in case it gets confused with a number 1).

Figure 2.3.2e—Example of seat numbering in a two aisle cabin

Again, where less seats are fitted abreast in a 2 - 4 - 2
configuration, it is often the middle letters that are missed out,
leaving AC, DEFG, & HK.
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Figure 2.3.2f—Example of an AC, DEFG, & HK seat numbering

Seat numbering is usually printed on the overhead lockers above
each seat row but may also be formed of lighted signs in the
ceiling or Passenger Service Units.
Cabin zones–Large cabins are divided into zones normally
breaking at each pair of doors. These zones are never used to
explain seating locations to passengers, but they are used when
cabin crew are able to adjust lighting, entertainment and heating
in each cabin through the onboard computer systems. Zones are
normally assigned a letter, starting with A at the front of the
aircraft, increasing at each pair of cabin doors to B, C, D and E
depending on how many zones there are.
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Figure 2.3.2g—Main elements of an aircraft cabin

Reinforced flight deck door–The flight deck door separates the
cabin from the flight deck and is required to be bulletproof, with an
electronic locking system which can be opened by the pilots
inside the flight deck only. Cabin crew request access using a
keypad. When the flight crew hear that cabin crew have
requested access, they look at the closed circuit television screen
to identify the crew member, before allowing them to enter the
flight deck. Security procedures are explained by each airline to
its crew.
Galley–Galleys are the food storage and preparation areas in
which cabin crew will work to prepare services depending on the
length of the flight and the type of services the airline offers. For a
full service airline, the galleys may be equipped with refrigerators,
ovens, hot beverage makers, faucets, sinks and sometimes even
a microwave oven. All catering equipment is loaded in the galleys
and is delivered to the aircraft in carts/trolleys and small metal
boxes called airlarders, canisters or bar boxes. Each airline has
it's own preferred name for these boxes which cabin crew should
use. Galleys and their associated equipment will be described in
more detail in Module 9.
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Figure 2.3.2h—Equipment in the galley

Lavatory–Lavatories/toilets are each assigned a number, letter
or code which explains it's location in the cabin. These codes vary
between aircraft but as they are often used in smoke alarm
signals advising cabin crew of a potential fire, cabin crew have to
learn them as part of their airline specific training.
The door to the lavatory can be locked and unlocked from inside
for privacy or from the outside by cabin crew.
Inside the lavatory, one can find:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A cabin crew call button to enable passengers to call for
assistance
A lavatory and flush lever/button
A mirror
A small washbasin with hot and cold water faucet
A smoke detector in the ceiling
A waste bin
An automatic fire extinguisher inside the waste bin area which
activates automatically when heat builds up inside the waste
bin
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Cabin doors–Full sized cabin doors are generally used for
boarding and disembarking passengers. Depending on the
aircraft, it may also be fitted with smaller doors that are used only
for servicing the aircraft by catering teams.
Full sized cabin doors are known as Type A doors and are fitted
with slides/rafts. Smaller doors are known as type C doors and
are fitted with slides.

Figure 2.3.2i—Aircraft door (CC, Christopher Doyle)

Although the design of each door will differ according to the
aircraft type, they will each generally have the following common
features:
•
•
•

•
•

A viewing window to enable cabin crew to check the outside
conditions before opening a door.
A door operating handle which will need to be lifted up or
rotated in order to unlock and open the door.
A gust lock which holds the door in the full open position. This
is in order to prevent the wind from catching the door and
blowing it closed.
An escape device which is either inside the lower part of the
door, or built into the aircraft fuselage outside.
A method of arming and disarming the escape device. In
some cases, the escape slide must be manually attached to
the floor at the bottom of the doorway by the cabin crew.
However, most modern aircraft are fitted with a mode selector
lever which the cabin crew activate before and after each
flight to attach/detach the escape slide and prepare the door
for departure and arrival.
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Some aircraft may have a set of folding airstairs at the main
boarding door instead of an escape device. This enables the
aircraft to fly to more remote airports, or those where ground
services such as motorized steps may be limited.
Emergency exits–Not all aircraft are fitted with emergency exits
in the cabin. These are much smaller than the cabin doors and
are designed to be opened by passengers, although cabin crew
will be trained in their operation by the airline. They are
sometimes very heavy and to open (approximately 175 lbs) may
be a challenge. They need to be lifted into and thrown out of the
aircraft to open. More recently built aircraft have semi-automatic
emergency exits which open automatically when activated by
passengers, to prevent the need for lifting such heavy exits.
Bulkhead–Any permanent interior partition inside the cabin is
known as a bulkhead. Passengers often request to sit in the seats
at the bulkheads as there is no-one in front of them and they may
sometimes have more legroom than other seats. Bulkhead seats
are often assigned to passengers with reduced mobility, or
infants, as there is usually more space.
Cabin divider–A cabin divider is a more temporary structure
dividing a cabin. These are usually installed where the airline
requires flexibility in managing the size of a business class cabin
as it can be moved forward or aft to make a section of the cabin
smaller or larger.
Curtains–Curtains are installed to screen galleys or toilets from
passenger view. These must always be secured in the open
position during takeoff and landing as otherwise passengers
cannot see or find the exits if they needed to.
Overhead lockers–The compartments above passenger seats in
which cabin baggage and safety or service equipment can be
stowed. Some designs include a section for cabin crew to hold
onto during turbulence.
Dogbox/Doghouse–These are small boxes that are designed to
fit behind or under seats and are shaped almost like a small dog
kennel. They are used to store service or safety equipment.
Crew rest compartment–On long range flights, crew will often
be required to take a rest period. Sometimes they will take their
rest in seats that have been reserved specifically for this purpose,
but larger aircraft have a dedicated crew rest compartment which
may be fitted on the main deck, lower deck, or in the ceiling area.
Passenger Service Unit–Above each passenger seat is a
Passenger Service Unit containing reading lights, cabin crew call
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light, ventilation outlets (if fitted) and a compartment containing
emergency oxygen masks.

Figure 2.3.2j—Overhead lockers

Closet–Some aircraft are fitted with wardrobes/closets for storing
larger cabin baggage items and coats. These are normally
reserved for Business and First Class passengers, but on larger
aircraft may also be found in Economy Class cabins.
Cabin Crew Station–Cabin crew stations are areas in which
cabin crew sit for takeoff and landing with emergency equipment
and communication immediately at hand in case of emergency.
Here is a list of equipment that is usually installed at cabin crew
stations:
•

Jump seats are special seats for the cabin crew and generally
are fitted near the main passenger doors. They are very
different from passenger seats and often face towards the
back of the aircraft. They are designed to be folded away
when not in use to take up less space and have a full body
harness instead of a seat belt.
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•

•

•

An interphone handset is installed at each cabin crew
workstation. This allows cabin crew to communicate with
each other while sitting in their jump seat, and to contact the
flight crew. This is especially important in an emergency
situation. The interphone handsets can also be used to make
a Passenger Announcement (PA).
Flight Attendant (Control) Panels are installed in various
places throughout the cabin to control reading lights, cabin
lighting, cabin crew call lights and cabin temperature.
Generally the panel at the senior cabin crew member's
workstation has more variety of controls fitted, and depending
on the size of the cabin other panels may have more limited
choice. For example, the senior cabin crew member can
usually control the cabin temperature from the front of the
cabin, but only the lights can be controlled from the rear.
Area Call Panels are located above each cabin crew
workstation and normally include a set of different coloured
lights. The different colours indicate when a passenger has
called from the cabin, or from a lavatory, or when a cabin or
flight crew member has called using the interphone system.
Red or pink indicates an interphone call. Blue indicates a
passenger call from the cabin. Orange indicates a passenger
call from a lavatory. There may be other colours used to
indicate different warnings or calls, according to the aircraft
type.

Inflight entertainment–If the aircraft is fitted with an inflight
entertainment system, it will also have a control centre for the
cabin crew to control the movies from. The larger the aircraft, the
more sophisticated the control centre. The control centre may be
fitted inside an overhead locker, or may be a purpose built area
near the senior cabin crew member's workstation.
Older aircraft are fitted with projectors and screens attached to
the bulkheads at the front of each cabin, however these are
generally being phased out to be replaced with personal TV
monitors at each seat and TV screens attached to bulkheads. In
some cases, TV monitors are built into the Passenger Service
Units above the seats and will fold down during flight and retract
during takeoff and landing.
Escape path lighting–All aisles are fitted with emergency
lighting near floor level to help passengers and crew to find the
emergency exits in the dark. These lights are designed to
illuminate automatically if there is a failure of normal power
systems as they are powered by a separate battery. Cabin crew
are required to point these out during the pre-flight safety briefing
to passengers so it is important that they recognize where they
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are on each aircraft, as they can be fitted on the floor or on the
sides of the seats. Each exit must also have a fully functioning
exit marker sign above it which cabin crew will point out during the
pre-flight safety briefing.

2.3.3 The Minimum Equipment List
Many of the fixtures in the cabin are provided for safety of the
aircraft and crew. Cabin crew carry out checks of them all before
each departure to ensure that they are working properly. If any
safety related equipment is not working, or is missing, the aircraft
may only be permitted to depart if the Minimum Equipment List
(MEL) is checked first and allows it.
The MEL is a list published by the aircraft manufacturer, giving
details of the minimum amount of equipment that is required for
the safe operation of the aircraft. It gives details of the amount of
equipment that may be missing or damaged, along with any
changes to procedures which may be required to be carried out if
the aircraft is permitted to depart.
For example, emergency exit signs are fitted above each door. If
one of these signs is missing or damaged, the aircraft may
usually be permitted to depart, but only if the door is considered
to be inoperative and passengers are told not to use the exit in an
emergency evacuation. Additionally in some cases, if a door is
damaged or inoperative, a specific number of seats nearest to the
door must remain empty.
Cabin crew are not expected to know all the details contained in
the MEL as it covers every safety related system on the aircraft,
but they are expected to recognize its importance and to ensure
that the captain is advised whenever any faults are discovered in
the cabin, so that the captain may know to refer to the MEL for
permission to depart.
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Lesson Summary
Cabin crew perform most their duties in the aircraft cabin. As we
have briefly indicated in the previous lesson, cabin crew are
expected to inspect the aircraft cabin before every flight.
Therefore, a good knowledge of the aircraft cabin is a key
competency that every cabin crew needs to have.
In this lesson we have provided a very basic overview of the
aircraft cabin. We have focused on key pieces of equipment that
are more pertinent to the duties of the cabin crew. In later
modules we will describe in more detail some of the equipment
and fixtures mentioned here. In addition, every cabin crew is
required to take aircraft familiarization training conducted by
airlines that provides more detailed information about each piece
of equipment that cabin crew may need to use.
At this stage, however, it is important to know the name of each
piece of equipment mentioned in this lesson and its function in the
cabin. This knowledge is foundational for processes and
procedures that will be covered in the rest of the course.
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Progress Check 3
1. The division of the aircraft cabin into zones allows cabin crew
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Explain seating locations to passengers
Adjust lighting and heating for each zone
Offer different menu choices for each zone
Offer different levels of service in each zone

2. Which of the following features are required for both business
and economy class seats?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Life vest stowage
Entertainment system
Electrical power supply
Convert in to a flat bed

3. True or False: Airlines are required to follow the cabin seat
numbering system adopted by IATA.
(a) True
(b) False
4. The different coloured lights located at the area call panels
usually indicate
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Different levels of urgency
Different origins of the call
Different services requested
Different types of emergency situations

5. Which of the following is a fair description main purpose of
the Minimum Equipment List?
(a) It describes the configuration of the aircraft cabin
(b) It specifies the amount of equipment that may be missing
(c) It delineates the responsibilities of the flight and cabin
crew
(d) It specifies the minimum number of cabin crew that
should be onboard
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2.4

Theory of Flight and Altitude Physiology

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Explain the theory of flight
and aircraft flight mechanics

•

Explain the effects of
altitude on the human body

•

Describe the impact on the
human body of a
pressurized cabin

The main responsibility of the cabin crew has to do with the safety
of the flight. More specifically, cabin crew make sure that any
activity in the cabin does not pose a safety risk and, in case of an
emergency, appropriate actions are taken to keep the
passengers safe. Therefore in this lesson we will look at how
airplanes fly and how to help passengers avoid any health risks
associated with high altitude.
From the flight deck pilots cannot see the parts that make an
aircraft fly. Cabin crew, on the other hand, can observe from the
cabin the parts of the aircraft wing that have a direct impact on the
flight. Therefore, knowledgeable cabin crew are in a better
position to notice if any part does not function properly and report
it to the flight deck.
In addition, an understanding of how the changes in the cabin
environment caused by high altitude impact human physiology
equips cabin crew to help passengers cope with the health
challenges associated with the change in air pressure. In this
lesson we will describe such health challenges and share some
strategies for coping with these challenges.

2.4.1 The Four Forces Acting on an Airplane
during Flight
To understand flight, we must be familiar with the four basic
forces that act on an airplane in flight: gravity, lift, drag and thrust.
1. Gravity is the natural force that tends to pull an airplane to the
earth when in flight.
2. Lift is the mechanical force that pushes a plane upward,
against the gravitational pull. The movement of a plane's wing
through the air creates lift.
3. Drag is the force of air opposing the forward movement of the
airplane.
4. Thrust is the force that moves the plane forward. The plane's
engines or propeller create this thrust.
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Gravity and Lift

Key Learning Point
Lift is created by the difference
in air pressure on the top and
the bottom of the wing as the
plane moves along the ground
or through the air.

For any airplane to fly, the weight of the fully loaded airplane must
be lifted into the air. The wings generate most of the lift to hold the
plane in the air. To generate lift, the airplane must travel forwards
through the air. Lift is created by the difference in air pressure on
the top and the bottom of the wing as the plane moves along the
ground or through the air. Overall pressure on the top of a liftproducing wing is lower than that on the bottom of the wing, and it
is this net pressure difference that creates the lifting force. For a
plane to become airborne and to stay in the air, its wing must
create a lifting force greater than the downward force of gravity.
In general, the wings on most planes are designed to provide an
appropriate amount of lift (along with minimal drag), while the
plane is operating in its cruising mode (eg. about 560 miles per
hour, or 901 km per hour, for the Boeing 747-400). However,
when these airplanes are taking off or landing, their speeds can
be reduced to less than 160 miles per hour (259 km per hour). To
accommodate both flight modes (fast and high as well as slow
and low), the moveable control surfaces on the airplane wings
come into use. During takeoff and landing, the flaps on the wings
are extended rearward and downward from the trailing edge of
the wings to make it's surface area larger and create more lift.
Most jet aircraft also have flaps and/or slats on the leading edge
of the wing that extend in a similar manner during takeoff and
landing.
Drag and Thrust
A wing produces lift only if it is moving through the air. The
engine(s) provide the thrust to push the airplane forward through
the air. The air resists the motion in the form of aerodynamic drag.
Increased thrust will move a plane forward faster. As a plane's
speed increases, however, drag increases as well. To oppose
drag, more thrust is required. In a jet airplane, it is the rapid
movement of gases through the jet engine that produces thrust.
The faster the jet engine works, the greater the force of the thrust.
Changing Altitude and Direction
When an airplane is cruising in level flight, it has balanced lift
against gravity and thrust against drag. In order to climb, the pilot
must increase the amount of lift produced by the wing. Therefore,
the pilot increases the plane's angle of attack, that is, the angle at
which the plane flies through the air. The pilot raises the nose of
the airplane slightly so that the wing is at an upward angle to the
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flight path, thereby increasing lift. In addition to lift, this produces
additional drag.
The pilot then increases engine power to gain more thrust to
balance the drag and to ensure that adequate airspeed is
maintained. To descend, the pilot must decrease the engine
power, reducing the plane's thrust. As the decreased speed
reduces the amount of lift produced, the airplane starts to move
downward. Meanwhile, drag increases its effect. This further
slows down the airplane and adds to the rate at which the plane
descends.
To turn a plane, a pilot increases the lift on one wing or the other.
To make a left turn the pilot will increase lift on the right wing,
putting the airplane into a left bank (i.e., the left wing dips lower
than the right one). Lift will always occur at a right angle to the
surface of the wing. It is the lifting force of the wing, which occurs
at an angle to the horizon, which makes an airplane turn.

2.4.2 Airplane's Basic Movements
Airplanes have three basic movements: pitch, roll, and yaw.
1. Pitch is the movement of the plane as its nose moves up or
down and is controlled by the elevators on the horizontal part
of the tail assembly.
2. A roll occurs when one wingtip dips lower than the other and
is controlled by the ailerons on the wings.
3. Yaw is the movement of the plane as its nose turns left or
right and is controlled by the rudder on the tail.
A system of cables, rods, and pulleys leads from the outside
controls to the cockpit controls of the pilot. Newer commercial
transport aircraft are designed with fly-by-wire technology. Fly-bywire simply means that computers on the plane transmit the pilot
inputs into electrical signals that are sent through wires to
actuators that move the control surfaces.
To make a plane pitch, the pilot raises or lowers the elevator, the
hinged part of the horizontal stabiliser. The aileron, the control
surface on the trailing edge of the wing, is used to roll the wings
and cause the aircraft to turn. The pilot operates two pedals that
control the rudder in conjunction with use of the ailerons when the
aircraft is turning.
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Key Learning Point
Airplanes have the same basic
parts regardless of their shape
and size: 1) wings, 2) fuselage,
or body, 3) empennage, or tail
assembly, 4) landing gear, and
5) engine(s).

Airplanes have the same basic parts regardless of their shape
and size: 1) wings, 2) fuselage, or body, 3) empennage, or tail
assembly, 4) landing gear, and 5) engine(s). These parts, with the
exception of the engine, make up a plane's airframe. Before we
learn about how planes fly, let's take a closer look at each of
these main parts.
The figure below illustrates the parts of an airplane and their
functions. The airplane shown is a turbine-powered airliner, which
has been chosen as a representative aircraft. The aircraft
configuration in the figure was chosen only as an example.
Individual aircraft may be configured quite differently from this
airliner.

Figure 2.4.2—The main parts of an airplane

The wings of an airplane extend outward from each side of the
body of the plane, called the fuselage. A wing has a curved top
and a nearly flat bottom. This shape helps create the lift that
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raises an airplane off the ground and keeps it in the air. Wings are
usually metal and cantilever (i.e., attached only at one end),
completely supported by the fuselage.
The wings have additional hinged, lift producing surfaces called
flaps. Flaps are deployed downward on takeoff and landing to
increase the amount of lift produced by the wing. On some
aircraft, flaps are integrated into both the leading and trailing
edges of the wing.
Slats are another type of lift producing surface, installed solely on
the leading edge, which are also used at takeoff and landing.
The spoilers, located on top of the wing, are used to reduce the
amount of lift created by the wing once the aircraft has landed.
The fuselage, or body, of the airplane extends from the nose to
the tail. Most have a tube like shape and are covered with a
lightweight skin consisting of either aluminium or, on newer
aircraft, a composite material. The fuselage contains the controls,
crew, passengers and cargo. Transport aircraft normally have a
flight deck for the flight crew, a cabin for the passengers and
separate cargo compartments.
The engine on most single-engine planes is located in the front
part of the fuselage. On multi-engine aircraft one or all of the
engines are either attached to the wings or are located at the rear
of the fuselage.
The fuel for transport category aircraft is typically carried in the
wings as well as in the fuselage. Long range aircraft may carry
additional fuel in tanks located in the tail section.
The tail assembly, or empennage, is the rear part of the airplane.
Control surfaces on the empennage help to control and
manoeuvre the aircraft. The tail usually has a fixed horizontal
piece called the horizontal stabiliser and a fixed vertical piece
called the vertical stabiliser. The stabilisers' job is to provide
stability for the aircraft, to keep it flying straight. The vertical
stabiliser keeps the nose of the plane from swinging side to side,
while the horizontal stabiliser prevents an up-and-down motion of
the nose.
At the rear of the horizontal and vertical stabilisers are small
moving surfaces that provide a means of controlling and
manoeuvring the airplane. The hinged part of the vertical
stabiliser is called the rudder and is used to deflect the tail to the
left and right as viewed from the front of the fuselage. The hinged
part of the horizontal stabiliser is called the elevator and is used to
deflect the tail up and down.
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The landing gear, or undercarriage, of an airplane consists of the
wheels (or floats) upon which it moves when on the ground. The
landing gear also supports the weight of the plane on the ground
or in the water. Landplanes usually have a tricycle landing gear,
which is made up of a main gear, with as many as 12 wheels
under each of the wings, and a nose gear with one or more
wheels.
Landing gear may be fixed or retractable. A fixed landing gear
remains extended in flight, while a retractable one is retracted into
either the wings or the fuselage after take-off. Fixed landing gears
create drag, which can slow down the speed of the plane, so
most high-speed planes are designed with retractable landing
gear.
An airplane's engine produces the power that makes the plane
fly. Jet engines enable large airplanes to fly long distances at high
speeds. A jet engine takes in air at low speed or velocity. The air
is compressed and then burned with jet fuel in a combustion
chamber, forming a powerful jet exhaust. Before the exhaust
passes out of the engine's tail pipe, it spins a turbine wheel. This
turbine runs the different parts of the engine, including the
propeller or fan which draws in the air at the front.
Smaller passenger aircraft may be powered by turboprop engines
which power an exposed propeller at the front. They are very
efficient at lower speeds of below 725 kilometres per hour, but not
so efficient at high altitudes, therefore they are generally used on
regional commuter aircraft such as the Bombardier Dash 8, the
ATR-42 and ATR 72, carrying less than 80 passengers.
Turbofan engines work in a similar way to turboprops, except they
power a large enclosed fan at the front which enables a larger
amount of air to be drawn in and burned. These powerful turbofan
engines are capable of giving enough force (thrust) to move the
largest aircraft at great speed. Unlike the turboprop described
above, these engines become even more efficient at high
altitudes.

2.4.3 Altitude Physiology
The human body has evolved to live on the Earth's surface. As
with all nature, the human body has adapted to its natural
surroundings very efficiently and our bodies work at our best
while on the ground.
The Earth's atmosphere is all around us and is made of gas.
Dry air contains roughly (by volume) 78.09 percent nitrogen,
20.95 percent oxygen, 0.93 percent argon, 0.039 percent carbon
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dioxide and small amounts of other gases. Air also contains a
variable amount of water vapour, on average around 1 percent.
When we breathe, we are using some of the oxygen from the air
that we breathe in, and when we breathe out we are getting rid of
the gases that we don't need.
Even though the atmosphere is made of gas, the force of Earth's
gravity holds it in place and pulls it downwards. At sea level,
although we can't feel it because our bodies have adapted to it,
the atmosphere “weighs” 14.7 pounds per square inch, or 2.25 kg
per square cm. This means that for every square inch of your
body, there is 14.7 pounds pushing against it, or 10.35 tons for
every square meter! This is known as the atmospheric pressure.
The other consideration here is the density of the air. The force of
gravity pulls the different air molecules down to ground level, so
the air molecules are closer together at sea level. To help
understand this, one can take a cup of strong coffee made with
freshly ground coffee beans. If let to sit for a while, the coffee
grounds will fall to the bottom. This is due to the force of gravity
pulling the coffee grounds downwards. It is the same with air, as
the oxygen, nitrogen and other gases are also drawn downwards
to the surface of the earth.

Key Learning Point
When we breathe in, the surface
area of the lungs inside our body
use the force of pressure and
the density of the air to make an
exchange, taking enough
oxygen into the blood and
passing gases back into the air
when we breathe out.

When we breathe in, the surface area of the lungs inside our body
use the force of pressure and the density of the air to make an
exchange, taking enough oxygen into the blood and passing
gases back into the air when we breathe out. Our bodies are so
efficient at doing this at sea level that we don't even notice it.
If we climb a mountain, as we go higher, the force of gravity on
the air around us is weaker and the air is less dense. Therefore
we might need to breathe faster or more often to get the same
amount of oxygen into our blood as we do at sea level. The
atmospheric pressure at the top of Mount Everest, the highest
mountain on earth is just 4.89 pounds per square inch. That is
3.43 tons for every square meter, about a third of what our body
needs to function as normal.
Modern jet aircraft need to fly at altitudes of up to 40,000 feet
(12,100 meters), where there is about 21 percent of the amount of
oxygen available at sea level. The human body therefore cannot
breathe in enough oxygen to survive. This problem is solved by
forcing air into the aircraft cabin to simulate the pressure to a level
where the human body can function properly.
As the force of atmospheric pressure at sea level is 10.35 tons for
every square meter, it is not possible to make aircraft strong
enough to hold this force inside them against the aircraft surface,
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so a compromise had to be made. Aircraft designers calculated
that the human body can survive relatively comfortably at an
altitude of between 5,000 ft and 9,000 feet (1524 meters to
2743 meters), so the interior of aircraft cabins is simulated to
somewhere inside this range.

2.4.4 Pressurizing the Cabin
Modern jet aircraft use the engines to fly through the air at high
speed. A lot of air is drawn into them and condensed and burned.
Some of this air is redirected into the cabin through air
conditioning units and filters which cool and clean it. As the
engines draw in a huge amount of air, it is very easy to force
some of the air into the cabin throughout a flight and maintain a
comfortable pressure inside the cabin.
During the climb, the pressure inside the cabin starts to drop.
Passengers often have the sensation of the ears “popping” the
same way as if they were in an elevator climbing rapidly through a
tall building. This sensation is caused by the air inside the ears
expanding and pushing the eardrum outwards. This pressure can
be relieved by swallowing, chewing or yawning. When suffering
from a cold, or congestion in the sinuses, the body will find it
harder to adjust and people may find it painful. In more extreme
cases, the eardrums could rupture so it is always recommended
not to fly with a heavy cold. Airlines always carry nasal
decongestant to clear sinuses and provide some relief from the
effects of pressurization.
As the aircraft reaches higher altitudes, the air conditioning packs
are turned on and air starts to get forced into the cabin. This air is
kept inside the cabin and changed at regular intervals by opening
outflow valves, normally situated at the back of the aircraft to let
some air out while fresh air is being forced in.
During the descent, the need for pressurization becomes less, so
the outflow valves are gradually opened to let the air out and
equalize the pressure with the outside atmosphere. Passengers
seating near these valves may hear a slight hissing sound as the
pressure is released. Again the ears will pop as the ear canals
and sinuses adjust.
It isn't just the ears and nose which adjust. Any space inside the
body will expand slightly inflight and this can cause some
discomfort. As the aircraft descends, these spaces will shrink
again which can cause more discomfort to some passengers.
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Key Learning Point
Some medical conditions may
be more acute in flight due to the
reduced amount of oxygen
available.

As the amount of oxygen in the air at altitude is slightly lowered,
less oxygen will be taken into the blood and the body. While many
passengers and crew do not notice any negative effects, there
are some medical conditions which may be made worse in flight
due to the reduced amount of oxygen available. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Blood disorders e.g. anaemia,
Breathing disorders e.g. asthma and bronchitis,
Disorders of the heart and circulation,
Recent injuries such as head injury, fractures and burns,
Illnesses associated with old age.

As already mentioned, with the decreased atmospheric pressure,
any gas in hollow cavities inside the body such as the intestines,
ears, stomach and sinuses will expand by around 30 percent. As
long as the expanded gas can escape from the body there are no
problems, but if there are obstructions, pain or damage can occur.
Gases trapped inside the stomach can normally escape through
the mouth and gases in the stomach will often escape as
flatulence. If gas is trapped in the small intestine it generally
cannot escape so will cause pain and discomfort.
Any air trapped inside the teeth by poor dental work or abscesses
in the mouth will also expand causing pain and discomfort which
can normally be relived by using over the counter pain killers such
as aspirin, ibuprofen or paracetomol.
As the air at altitude is less dense and much colder than at
ground level, it cannot hold as much water or moisture. Water in
the air can be seen as clouds or mist and flying above the clouds
shows that there is little moisture in the air. As the air inside the
cabin is drawn in by the engines from the surrounding air, it has
very little moisture in it. So during flight crew and passengers
have to drink plenty of water to remain hydrated.
The human body will lose around five pints (3 liters) of water per
day through normal activities. At altitude, humans are likely to
lose more than this. The effects of dehydration include poor
concentration, headaches, impaired sleep, dry skin, joint
problems, sore eyes and digestive disorders. Any of these will
mean that cabin crew are not able to perform their job properly, so
it is recommended that cabin crew drink water regularly
throughout a duty.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have described the forces that impact the flight
of an aircraft and the parts of the aircraft the affect its flight.
Although cabin crew are not responsible for flying the aircraft,
they are expected to know how the aircraft flies and the role of the
aircraft parts in this process. The main reason for this is that they
are more likely to see any improper functioning of the aircraft
parts than the pilots. In case of an emergency the cabin crew
need to be able to report which part exactly not functioning.
Flying at high altitudes can create an additional discomfort,
especially for passengers with certain medical conditions.
Children that experience discomfort may not be able to explain to
their parents the nature of their discomfort. Knowledgeable cabin
crew, however, can in many cases identify whether the discomfort
may be caused by changing in air pressure. In addition, they can
warn passengers suffering from sinus congestion.
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Progress Check 4
1. Which of the following is a correct description of how lift is
produced?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

By the aircraft engines moving air
By extending the flaps on the wings
By aircraft moving forward at high speed
By the difference in air pressure on top and bottom of the
wing

2. By increasing the plane's angle of attack the
pilot
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Increases the rate of climb
Increases the amount of yaw
Increases the aircraft's speed
Decreases the amount of drag

3. Where are the spoilers located?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

On the slats
On the flaps
On the wings
On the empennage

4. True of False: Colder and less dense air holds less moisture.
(a) True
(b) False
5. One way of reducing the expanding air pressure inside the
ears is by
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Yawning
Taking pain killers
Taking deep breaths
Breathing more oxygen
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Module Summary
In this module we have described the more immediate context of
the cabin crew's work. The passenger trip starts from one airport
and ends at another airport. These airports can be in the same
country, but they can also be in opposite parts of the world.
Because passenger processing follows the same basic steps,
cabin crew can assist their passengers in almost any airport in the
world.
Flight operation has a more direct impact on the work of the cabin
crew. A number of services work hard to prepare the aircraft for
the next flight. As soon as cabin crew step onboard the aircraft
they need to be aware of all the other teams and activities that are
going on. In some instances they need to make sure they do not
create obstacles for other services. In other instances they should
be prepared to evacuate or disembark the aircraft as quickly as
possible.
When the door of the aircraft closes the work of the cabin crew is
impacted by the stages of the flight. At each stage there are
safety concerns that cabin crew need to keep in mind and be
prepared to take immediate action.
Because most of the cabin crew's responsibilities are performed
in the aircraft cabin, knowledge of the cabin and the aircraft in
general is critical. In this module we have focused only on
equipment and aircraft parts that are directly associated with
cabin crew responsibilities. It is important that cabin crew know all
the aircraft parts and equipment mentioned in this module and
their function.

Apply Your Learning
IATA website offers a resource to find an airline and location code
based on name; or find the airline or location name if you know
the code. For this exercise identify four airlines that operate in
your area and find their codes. Do their codes resemble the
airline name? Also identify four major cities and find the codes of
the airports in these cities. If there are more than one airport
associated with the city the codes of all airports are displayed.
Click the link to perform this exercise: IATA code search
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. d
2. b
3. d
4. a
5. c

Progress Check 2
1. c
2. b
3. a
4. d
5. a

Progress Check 3
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. b
5. b

Progress Check 4
1. d
2. a
3. c
4. a
5. a
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3

Crew Responsibilities and Cooperation

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the organizational
structure on board the
aircraft

•

Explain the role of Crew
Resource Management

•

Identify communication
strategies on board the
aircraft

•

Describe duties performed
by cabin crew from the point
of arriving at the airport to
disembarkation at the
destination

The focus of this module is a set of activities performed on board
the aircraft by cabin crew to ensure that passengers have a safe
and pleasant flight. However, the effectiveness of these activities
depends to a great extent on how well all flight and cabin crew
members are able to function as a team. Therefore in the first
lesson of this module we will provide a general context so that
cabin crew are aware of the organizational structure on board the
aircraft and the activities performed by the flight crew.
In the second lesson we will discuss in detail a set pf principles
applied by all airlines to ensure close collaboration and effective
communication between all flight and cabin crew members. The
application of these principles will be described through a number
of interpersonal skills that flight and cabin crew need to develop in
order to achieve the highest degree of cooperation.
In the third lesson we will describe the duties that cabin crew
perform under normal circumstances. This lesson provides a
clear picture of the workflow of the cabin crew and the range of
responsibilities that they have. It is important that cabin crew have
clear understanding of this workflow because it is foundational for
all specific procedures that are required by the Operations
Manual.
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3.1

Organizational Structure on Board the
Aircraft

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the role and main
responsibilities of the flight
crew

•

Explain the role of the cabin
crew on board the aircraft

•

Explain how the activities of
the ACC's are structured
and managed

•

Provide a high-level
overview of the
responsibilities of the ACC

Key Learning Point
The captain has responsibility
for everything that happens on
an aircraft before, during or at
the end of a flight.
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The well coordinated effort of the flight and cabin crew is an
essential factor for ensuring the safety of the flight and is
absolutely critical in emergency situations. For the flight and cabin
crew to function as a team each team member must be able to
communicate effectively and understand the roles and
responsibilities of other team members. In this lesson we will
provide a general overview of the responsibilities of all flight and
cabin crew members as well as the organizational structure that
governs the activities of all team members during the flight. This
knowledge helps each flight and cabin crew member interact
more effectively with the rest of the team.

3.1.1 Chain of Command
In a heavily regulated working environment such as on board an
aircraft, there has to be a clear structure of reporting and
responsibility, so that every crew member knows what they are
responsible for and can take on the additional responsibilities of a
crew member who becomes sick, injured or incapacitated in
normal or emergency operations. The structure presented in this
lesson is standard throughout all airlines and is a requirement of
the regulators mentioned in Module 1.
The Captain (or Commander) sits in the left hand seat in the
flight deck and is completely in charge of the aircraft, its crew and
passengers. The captain has authority and responsibility for
everything that happens on an aircraft before, during or at the end
of a flight. He or she is the team leader and therefore must
establish an effective crew atmosphere that encourages
teamwork. This requires excellent communication and resource
management skills.

Aviation Training Program

Figure 3.1.1a—A340-600_Airbus_cockpit (Airbus)

In addition to flying the aircraft, while on duty, the captain has full
control and authority over the operation of the aircraft as well as
over all other crew without limitation. The captain is in full
command of the aircraft and crew and all orders and directions
must be followed even though they may be at variance from
written procedure. This is a tremendous responsibility that
requires the captain to be highly trained and very experienced.
He or she must have had thousands hours of flying time, pass
many written and practical tests and have his or her performance
evaluated regularly.
The captain has to be prepared for any situation that might arise
while in control of the aircraft. In an emergency that requires
immediate decision and action. The captain follows procedures
and takes the action he or she deems necessary under the
circumstances to ensure the safety and well-being of the
passengers. It is the responsibility of the cabin crew to follow the
instructions of the captain.
Every flight has at least two active pilots that can fly the aircraft. In
case one pilot does not feel well during the flight, the second pilot
can fly the aircraft to its destination. Therefore besides the
captain, every flight has also a co-pilot.
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The Co-pilot or First Officer is the person assisting the captain
and sits in the right hand seat in the flight deck. Since the first
officer is the second in command and is often the one flying the
aircraft, he or she must also pass many practical and written
exams. The first officer has an independent set of controls and
instruments and flies the aircraft about half the time. In many
cases the first officer flies one leg of a trip. However, some
airports require that the captain perform the take-off or the
landing. In addition to flying the aircraft, the first officer also
assists the pilot with the pre-flight duties by reviewing paperwork
and performing aircraft pre-flight checks.
Some long range flights carry additional flight crew members to
take over when flight crew are required to take rest periods
inflight. For example, on a long overnight flight, to prevent the
pilots from falling asleep at the controls, they may be required to
take several hours rest in a crew rest area. While they are off
duty, another flight crew member takes their position.

Key Learning Point
The senior cabin crew member
reports directly to the captain
and is responsible for assigning
working positions to other cabin
crew, the pre-flight briefing and
management and co-ordination
of all cabin crew duties.

The Senior Cabin Crew Member is the leader of the cabin crew.
This crew member may be known by a variety of terms in different
airlines, such as Senior Cabin Crew, In-flight Supervisor, Purser,
Lead or Number One Flight Attendant. In this course we refer to
this position as the Senior Cabin Crew. The senior cabin crew
member reports directly to the captain and is responsible for the
assignment of working positions to other cabin crew, the pre-flight
briefing and management and co-ordination of all cabin crew
duties.
This position comes with additional training in the areas of
leadership, company policy and procedures and other skills to
qualify someone for the additional responsibility. The senior cabin
crew member is responsible to lead the cabin crew and ensure
safety and excellent customer service. He or she also makes sure
that company policy is followed during the flight. The senior cabin
crew coordinates, completes and prepares important paperwork
for customs and duty-free and prepares reports that summarise
any irregularities or special situations that may have occurred
during the flight.
For large aircraft, some airlines also have a cabin crew member
in charge of each class of service such as first, business and
economy or premium economy, or each deck. While they are
responsible for each of these cabins specifically, they still report
to the senior cabin crew member.
The number of cabin crew on a particular flight depends on the
size and type of the aircraft. Regulations require a minimum
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number of cabin crew for each aircraft. There are three separate
regulations which generally apply:
•

•

•

When the aircraft type is certified, the manufacturer has to
demonstrate that an evacuation is possible using half of the
available exits within ninety seconds. The number of cabin
crew used in this demonstration must also be used by the
airlines that operate the aircraft.
The majority of passengers seated in each cabin zone must
be visible to cabin crew in their take-off and landing positions.
This requirement is known as Direct View.
Some regulators require that there is one cabin crew member
for each fifty seats installed.

The airlines determine the minimum number of required cabin
crew to be carried and this number is approved by the National
Aviation Authority.
Airlines often add more cabin crew based on the number of
passengers on board and the service level required for the flight.
It is not always a good idea for airlines to fly with the minimum
number of cabin crew as some crew may become injured or sick,
meaning that there may not be enough cabin crew available to
operate a flight. Airlines that offer premium cabins such as first or
business class usually carry more cabin crew in order to provide a
more relaxed service to passengers.

Key Learning Point
A cabin crew member's
knowledge of the responsibilities
of every working position in the
cabin enables them to respond
quickly in an emergency.

A cabin crew member works with a different team each flight and
should be familiar with the responsibilities of every working
position in the cabin. This helps a cabin crew member to respond
quickly in an emergency and to know where every piece of
emergency equipment is located. It also helps to understand the
role of every cabin crew member on board and assist others. This
is essential in order to ensure the safety and comfort of the
passengers aboard the aircraft. To the passengers, every cabin
crew member is there to ensure their comfort and safety. So
cabin crew must always work together when carrying out services
on board and when dealing with a safety incident.
There are many tasks performed by the cabin crew before and
during a flight as well as in preparation for landing. As mentioned
above, each cabin crew member is required to perform all of
these duties at one time or another. Furthermore, each cabin
crew must be clear on what their individual roles and
responsibilities are and what the responsibilities of other crew
members are. Each cabin crew member must also know how to
work within a team to handle the routine as well as the
unexpected. The next unit provides a general overview of the
duties of cabin crew members.
Module 3—Crew Responsibilities and Cooperation
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Figure 3.1.1b—Chain of command on board the aircraft

3.1.2 Overview of Cabin Crew Responsibilities

Did You Know?
The captain is legally
responsible for everything on
board the aircraft while it is
operating a flight and in the
event of any legal dispute or
challenge they may have to
appear in court to state how they
carried out their responsibility.
However as the captain cannot
be in the cabin to ensure that
everyone is secured for
departure, this responsibility is
delegated to the cabin crew.

Key Learning Point
In an emergency situation cabin
crew must be confident enough
to speak directly to the captain
to save time.
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The role of the each cabin crew member is determined by the
position they are assigned in the aircraft for each flight. Each
airline may have a slightly different variation on the procedure for
how positions are assigned. Some may permit cabin crew to
choose their own working positions, others may assign positions
according to length of service and some may only permit more
senior crew members to choose while less senior crew are
assigned their positions. The size of the cabin crew team can
range from two to sixteen or more.
It is important to be prepared to take on any of the duties required
of the cabin crew, since actual and assigned responsibilities on
different flights may vary. No matter the position of individual
cabin crew, each is responsible for bringing any condition,
occurrence, malfunction or situation that may affect the safety on
board to the attention of other crew members, particularly the
captain. Examples of these conditions or situations can include:
•
•
•
•

A strong odour of smoke or of something burning,
An electrical component in the galley malfunctioning,
Passengers fighting or causing a disturbance,
A seriously ill passenger.

While the chain of command is rigid, with every crew member
reporting upwards to their immediate superior, in an emergency
situation cabin crew must be confident enough to speak directly
to the captain to save time. Cabin crew should, therefore, ensure
that they introduce themselves to the captain at the pre-flight
briefing or on board the aircraft. Many airlines encourage cabin
crew to visit the flight deck at some stage during the flight, even if
just to provide refreshments to the captain and co-pilot, as the
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physical barrier of the locked flight deck door may also become a
barrier to effective and confident communication.
There are many tasks that have to be performed in order to
prepare for each stage of a flight. Many of these tasks also impact
readiness in the event of an emergency, making it extremely
important that every member of the cabin crew complete all
expected tasks. We will discuss in detail all the tasks that cabin
crew perform in Lesson 3 of this module. However, at this stage it
is important to have an overview of the workflow.
The cabin crew responsibilities can be divided into three main
stages: pre-flight activities, inflight tasks and post-flight
responsibilities. Here are brief descriptions of what each stage
entails:
•

Pre-flight activities. After cabin crew have been informed
about the details of the flight during the pre-flight briefing,
they conduct a number of pre-flight checks in cabin of the
aircraft to ensure that there is no extraneous object in the
cabin, no one has tempered with the fixtures, the safety
equipment is in place and in operational condition, and
passenger seating areas are adequately prepared.

The cabin crew is busy from the minute they arrive at the airport,
one to two hours prior to departure, with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-flight crew briefing
Pre-flight preparations
Flight preparation
Boarding process
Pre take-off preparations
Passenger safety briefing
Preparing for take-off
Preparing for landing

It is important to become familiar with all of these tasks, since as
cabin crew you will most likely be assigned to any number of the
tasks before and during a flight.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we provided a general overview of the roles and
responsibilities of the flight and cabin crew. The organizational
structure on board the aircraft may seem rigid, yet it has been
proven crucial in emergency situations. The safety of the flight
and effectiveness of the crew in emergency situations depends to
a great extent on the ability of each crew member to anticipate
what the actions of other team members will be. On board the
aircraft one wins or loses only as part of a team.
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Progress Check 1
1. What should a cabin crew member do if the captain issues an
order that requires a course of action that is different from the
written procedure?
(a) Follow the captain's order rather than the written
procedure
(b) Follow the written procedure and disregard the captain's
order
(c) Seek approval for the course of action from the senior
cabin crew member
(d) Ask the captain to explain why his or her order differs
from the written procedure
2. What is the main reason that every flight has at least two
active pilots?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

There are two sets of controls
It is required by some airports
In case one pilot does not feel well
One pilot cannot fly a large aircraft

3. What is the main criterion for identifying the minimum number
of cabin crew working on board the aircraft?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Safety requirements
Duration of the flight
Number of seats in the business class
Number of meals served during a flight

4. True or False: Cabin crew are assigned to the same positions
with every team they fly.
(a) True
(b) False
5. In an emergency situation the cabin crew member that
notices the emergency should first of all report it
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The captain
The first officer
Their immediate supervisor
All other cabin crew members
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3.2

Communication on Board the Aircraft

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Explain the significance
of Crew Resource
Management for crew
performance

•

Identify common forms of
communication between
flight and cabin crew

•

Describe communication
strategies between
members of the cabin crew

•

Describe the application of
the phonetic alphabet

•

List communication
techniques that help cabin
crew build rapport with
passengers

•

Identify key human factors
affecting crew performance

Communication and collaboration on board the aircraft have been
recognized for a long time as key factors in preventing and
managing incidents. A number of resources have been
developed that are effectively used by airlines all over the world.
In this lesson we will discuss the basic approach adopted by the
aviation community and the foundational strategies that ensure
the effectiveness of this approach in improving communication
and collaboration on board the aircraft.
The content of this lesson revolves around three participants in
the communication process: the communication of cabin crew
with the flight deck, with the passenger and with other cabin crew
members. The skills introduced in this lesson are critical for
achieving success in the cabin crew profession.

3.2.1 Crew Resource Management
During the 1970s, aviation accident investigators discovered that
more than 70 percent of air crashes involve human error rather
than failures of equipment or weather. In further research, the US
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) found
that the majority of the errors resulted from failure in leadership,
team coordination and decision-making. The aviation community
responded by turning to psychologists to develop training for flight
crews focusing on the elements that were lacking. Initially, this
training was known as Cockpit Resource Management and was
designed for the flight crews. The focus has now expanded to
include cabin crew and others who are a part of the safe
operation of a flight, as it has become clear that a captain cannot
make a sound decision unless he or she has all the facts from
everyone involved. It is now called Crew Resource Management
or CRM.
CRM takes into account human factors and their impact on the
error chain. Its application is very important in day-to-day
operations and therefore it is crucial that all members of the flight
and cabin crew understand what it is and how it is used. CRM is
based on the ability to communicate effectively, which is essential
to teamwork and handling of information and resources.
ICAO requires all airlines to provide training in CRM principles
and once hired cabin crew attend CRM training on a regular
basis. These requirements are also part of the National Aviation
Authorities requirements for safe operation. This highlights why
good CRM is seen as such a vital part of any emergency
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response. In addition, it is recommended that airlines bring
together the flight and cabin crews whenever possible in this
training. This helps each member of the flight and cabin crew to
better understand the responsibilities and activities of other team
members. However, logistics and size make it difficult or
impossible for some airlines to combine the training so it is often
conducted separately. CRM is required in both initial training and
recurrent training for all cabin crew and although examinations
are not required or frequently carried out on this subject, cabin
crew are frequently tested and graded on their ability to apply the
principles of CRM in their day to day job.

Key Learning Point
CRM focuses on the effective
use of all available resources to
achieve safe and efficient flight
operations.

CRM is a set of principles that relate to the communication and
management of each flight. It focuses on the effective use of all
available resources (equipment, procedures and people) to
achieve safe and efficient flight operations. The application of
CRM principles helps achieve the following outcomes:
•

•

•

Avoid human error by seeking assistance or input from others
whenever a problem arises and a crew member is not sure of
the best way to deal with it.
Stop errors and their consequences before they occur. For
example, a fellow cabin crew member is not available at their
door when the command to arm the doors is given. Rather
than wait for them to return, any available crew member arms
the door and advises them as soon as they arrive. This
ensures that the door is prepared, despite the cabin crew
member being involved in another situation.
Minimize and effectively handle the consequences when
challenges occur. Having the ability to resolve a problem
quickly, efficiently and safely can only happen if you have all
the facts and information required. This requires
communication and understanding of all viewpoints.

A secondary, but very important benefit of CRM is improved
morale. As every crew member is recognized as a valuable part
of the team, they are more likely to perform well and go out of
their way to help others. Simply being part of a friendly, respectful
and hard working team improves a cabin crew member's sense of
wellbeing at work. Good morale leads to improved efficiency and
performance by individuals and teams, which leads to better
results for the airline.
It is important for all cabin crew members to be aware of the CRM
basics. Part of understanding CRM is to be aware of how people
contribute to efficient and safe operations and also what barriers
might impact that effective performance.
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The basic elements of CRM are:
Leadership–It starts with the captain but involves all cabin crew.
A good leader invites and also expects feedback from others up
and down the chain of command and also allows others to take
leadership roles. Some airlines include this as part of their cabin
crew performance checks, with cabin crew being asked to provide
feedback on the senior cabin crew member's performance at
work. This is known as a 360 degree appraisal system. Also, the
senior cabin crew member sometimes delegates part of their
responsibilities to another crew member and help them while they
carry out these additional duties. This helps both the senior and
the cabin crew member to develop additional skills in mentoring
and supporting each other.
Communication–Clear and accurate sending and receiving of
information, instructions and feedback. It involves understanding
that communication is not just words but people send messages
intentionally or unintentionally with their body language and tone
of voice. Active listening is also a key part of effective
communication. In the cabin environment, much of the
communication between crew members is carried out on the
interphone without face to face communication, so these skills are
vital for cabin crew.
Situational Awareness–Taking into account and being able to
identify the important elements of what is happening around you
and using that information to avoid mistakes or to communicate
more effectively. Factors that reduce situational awareness and
one's ability to respond and increase the potential for errors are
fatigue and stress, task overload, difficult operating conditions
and lack of crew communication.
Assertiveness and Participation–Sharing of ideas and
knowledge and performing with team goals and not personal
goals in mind. Making sure that your input is heard and
understood rather than silently watching as mistakes might be
made. In any emergency situation, cabin crew are required to
assert their authority to manage passengers and report
assertively to the captain any conditions in the cabin.
Decision Making–The ability to use sound judgment and all
available information to make the best decision for the situation.
This involves assessing the problem, verifying the available
information and asking questions to clarify, anticipating
consequences of the decision and informing others of the
decision and the reasons behind it.
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Here is a scenario that shows how these skills are applied in a
particular situation. The captain has advised the cabin crew of a
long delay on the ground before departure due to bad weather.
The captain at this point doesn't know how long it is going to be
but they expect it to be a few hours. Cabin crew in this situation
have to use all of the above skills to manage the situation:
•

•

•

•

Communication–Are there any passengers who will miss a
connecting flight? Are there any passengers who might need
to be offloaded from the flight due to missed connections or
who no longer wish to travel? What can we do to help them?
Can we advise the ground staff and ask them to make flight
alterations on behalf of the passengers? Announcements will
have to be made to passengers to ask for this information and
cabin crew will have to give advice and guidance to
passengers on behalf of the airline.
Situational Awareness–Are there any safety procedures
that need to be managed while cabin crew assist
passengers? Are the exits obstructed by catering or servicing
vehicles? Are there any local laws or regulations regarding
delays on board? Are passengers content or upset?
Assertiveness and Participation–How many hours can the
crew continue working until they are no longer permitted to
operate a flight? Every crew member will have to provide this
information to the captain as each individual crew member's
circumstance may be different. Are there any disgruntled
passengers who may need careful handling to make them
happy?
Decision Making–Bearing in mind all of the above, what will
the crew do in the cabin to manage the customers? Will they
show a movie or serve refreshments? What refreshments will
they serve? If they serve meals while on the ground, have
they got time to finish and tidy everything away before
departure or will they delay the flight further simply by trying
to help? Will there be anything left to serve during the flight or
should they attempt to get more catering delivered in time?

The airline cannot provide alternative procedures for every
eventuality, so cabin and flight crew are empowered to make
such decisions themselves and can only do so if they have all the
information at hand and are situationally aware. Keeping these
basic elements in mind when working as a team fosters an
environment where everyone feels their input is valued. This
approach has a strong and positive effect on how well individuals
and the crew function together in day-to-day operations. It is
particularly useful and effective during times of high workload and
stress. When an emergency arises, crews are already working
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together using parameters that produce good communication and
coordination without having to think or reflect on it.

3.2.2 Flight and Cabin Crew Communication
Flight crew and cabin crew work in two different parts of the
aircraft and the flight deck door has to remain locked for security
reasons from departure until arrival, except for essential access.
This reduces the opportunities for passengers to gain access to
the flight deck. This physical barrier can easily prevent effective
communication between the flight and cabin crews if not
managed correctly. Although airlines may have different
strategies to manage this, it is important that cabin crew take
proactive steps to maintain effective communication at all times.
Airlines detail their flight deck communication procedures in the
Operations Manual which the cabin crew must be familiar with.

Key Learning Point
Each time a cabin crew member
serves a drink or meal to a flight
crew member, this is an ideal
opportunity to take a few
moments to speak to them and
build a rapport.

Cabin crew are responsible for serving the flight crew with food
and drinks at regular intervals throughout the flight, as the flight
crew are required to remain in the flight deck for most of the time
and only leave it for short breaks, or when they are require to take
a rest period in a crew rest area. Each time a cabin crew member
serves a drink or meal to a flight crew member, this is an ideal
opportunity to take a few moments to speak to them and build a
rapport. Of course cabin crew have to recognize that there are
times when the flight crew may be busy speaking on the radio, or
taking short naps in their seats and make sure that they do not
interrupt them. This will become second nature if a cabin crew
member makes regular visits to the flight deck whenever their
duties permit.
As the flight deck door has to remain closed and locked for the
duration of the flight, with only irregularly timed visits allowed,
most of the communication between the flight deck and the cabin
during flight takes place via the interphone system. For example,
if the captain turns on the seatbelt sign because he/she expects
turbulence, the cabin crew have to report back to them once the
cabin is secured. This “cabin secure” check is given by interphone
call.
Likewise, at times when flight crew are permitted to take a short
nap in their seat, they won't want to be disturbed by visitors, so
the flight crew member who is required to stay awake will make
regular interphone calls to the cabin instead.
Cabin crew must be aware that there are times when the flight
crew are too busy to answer the interphone due to workload.
These periods of flight are referred to as sterile flight deck. When
a sterile flight deck procedure applies cabin crew must not contact
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the flight crew. This prevents the distraction of pilots during flight
critical moments.
The sterile flight deck procedure normally only applies during
take-off and landing runs. Even if there is an emergency situation
during take-off or landing, the flight crew are too busy flying the
aircraft to be able to stop and answer the interphone. Once the
landing gear is retracted, the sterile flight deck procedure ends
and the interphone can be used to speak to the flight crew.
When using the interphone to speak with the flight crew, cabin
crew have to ensure that they are understood correctly,
particularly when reporting an abnormality or emergency situation
such as a fire. In some cultures, speaking to a superior can be
daunting at first, so cabin crew have to remember that they are
part of the same team, with the same goal in mind–the safe
operation of the flight.
Flight deck access requires the cabin crew to pass through the
reinforced flight deck door. This usually is fitted with a coded entry
system and in most cases a cockpit door surveillance camera
system. Cabin crew request access using the keypad and flight
crew check the camera display to confirm their identity before
unlocking the door. Specific procedures and access codes are
provided to cabin crew by their airline.
To help improve communication between the flight and the cabin
crew, some methods have been successfully incorporated into
standard operating procedures by many airlines and many are
recommended by ICAO and IATA as best practice. These include
examples such as:
Joint training sessions–Cabin crew and flight crew join annual
recurrent training sessions together. This gives both groups the
opportunity to learn each other's procedures during both normal
and emergency situations.
Joint pre-flight briefings–Both cabin and flight crew have to
perform a pre-flight briefing explaining how the flight will operate.
Although these are both different, they frequently take place near
to each other in a crew briefing area, so many airlines require the
two groups to introduce themselves to each other and meet face
to face.
Cabin crew on the flight deck–Some airlines require cabin crew
on their first operating sectors to sit on a spare jump seat in the
flight deck during take-off, landing or both. This allows the cabin
crew to understand the role and workload of the flight crew during
these critical stages of flight.
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Flight deck visits during flight–Cabin crew are responsible for
serving the flight crew meals and drinks at regular intervals.
These welfare checks are an important opportunity for cabin crew
to maintain confidence in speaking with flight crew and
understanding their role.

3.2.3 Communication among Cabin Crew

Key Learning Point
Much of the way in which cabin
crew communicate to the senior
cabin crew member and
upwards to the captain is in the
form of simple “checks”.

The pre-flight briefing sets the tone for the flight. The senior cabin
crew member meets all of the operating crew and makes sure
that everyone is present before starting the briefing. The briefing
covers the safety requirements and checking that each cabin
crew member is fit to fly, has an acceptable level of safety
knowledge and has all their required items with them. The senior
cabin crew member then discusses the services that are to be
offered and any changes that cabin crew need to be aware of
before the flight.
Once on board the aircraft, the senior cabin crew member coordinates the activities of the cabin crew and ensures that all
required checks are carried out. Much of the way in which cabin
crew communicate to the senior cabin crew member and upwards
to the captain is in the form of simple “checks”. These are
expected to be delivered promptly by each cabin crew member.
The actual method of reporting is defined by the airline in the
Operations Manual.
When each cabin crew member has completed their pre-flight
checks, they report back to the senior cabin crew member, who in
turn advises the flight crew that all checks are complete and
whether there is any equipment damaged or missing.
The senior cabin crew member provides any additional
information that the cabin crew need either in person, over the
Public Address system or via the interphone. Such information
might include any changes to the passenger totals, any
passengers who may require assistance in boarding or
disembarkation, or any changes to the flight times.
Whenever a cabin crew member receives an interphone call they
must answer it clearly, stating their name and the door number.
Doors are numbered starting with number one at the front of the
aircraft, and then Left or Right. For example, the door at the front
on the left side is known as Door 1L.
Once the aircraft and crew are ready to board passengers, the
senior cabin crew member informs the cabin crew that
passengers will be boarding shortly. At this point, the senior cabin
crew member expects the cabin crew to take their assigned
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boarding positions, so cabin crew should listen carefully for this
warning and be ready to move to their position in good time.
Cabin crew sometimes are required to count the passengers to
ensure that they are all on board and report back to the flight crew
when boarding is complete. At this point, permission is given to
close the doors and prepare for departure. An announcement is
made to advise cabin crew to prepare the doors for departure and
cross check. Each cabin crew member who has been assigned
responsibility for a door then prepares it for departure by arming
the escape device so that it will deploy if the door is opened,
cross - check the opposite door to ensure that it is also armed and
report back to the senior cabin crew member that this has been
done. This check may often be given over the interphone
according to the airline's procedures.
Next, cabin crew perform the safety demonstration and secure
the passengers, cabin, galleys and toilets for take-off, reporting
their cabin secure check to the senior cabin crew member before
taking their own seats for take-off. The senior cabin crew member
reports this check to the captain, via the interphone, or on some
aircraft by pressing the CABIN READY switch which illuminates
an alert inside the flight deck and saves the flight crew being
interrupted to answer an interphone call when they may be busy
preparing for take-off.
Once safely in the air, cabin crew are released from their jump
seats to start duties at the time specified by the airline operations
manual. This may be from 3 to 20 minutes after take-off according
to the airline. Most of the communication throughout the flight
relates to services and timings, to co-ordinate the crew at the
front with the crew at the rear. If the seat belt signs are illuminated
for turbulence, cabin crew have to perform a cabin check and
pass this to the senior cabin crew member.

3.2.4 The Phonetic Alphabet

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew use the phonetic
alphabet when it is important to
prevent miscommunication.

Radio communications require the use of the phonetic alphabet to
spell out words and avoid any confusion. Over an unclear radio
connection many letters can sound the same; for example, the
letters P and B, X and S, A and E. To prevent such
misunderstandings, in the 1950s was created the ICAO phonetic
alphabet.
Cabin crew use the phonetic alphabet when it is important to
prevent miscommunication. For example, when spelling a
passenger's name, when requesting assistance or when referring
to an aircraft by its registration identification. It may also
occasionally be useful when speaking on the interphone to the
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flight crew when explaining details of an abnormality or
emergency. Cabin crew are expected to know the phonetic
alphabet in case its use is ever required, but in practice it is not
used often.
The phonetic alphabet is detailed below:
Letter

Phonetic word

Letter

Phonetic word

A

Alpha

N

November

B

Bravo

O

Oscar

C

Charlie

P

Papa

D

Delta

Q

Quebec

E

Echo

R

Romeo

F

Foxtrot

S

Sierra

G

Golf

T

Tango

H

Hotel

U

Uniform

I

India

V

Victor

J

Juliet

W

Whisky

K

Kilo

X

Xray

L

Lima

Y

Yankee

M

Mike

Z

Zulu

Table 3.2.4—The ICAO phonetic alphabet

Using the phonetic alphabet, the word LONDON will become
Lima Oscar November Delta Oscar November.

3.2.5 Communicating with Passengers
Cabin crew often interact with passengers from different cultures
and social backgrounds. Furthermore, cabin crew must be
mindful that in the confined space of the aircraft cabin,
passengers are more likely to feel uncomfortable. Mainly because
they are outside of their own environment and others around
them are invading their personal space. Some passengers may
not speak the same language as the crew which adds to the
communication challenges.
Much of the way cabin crew communicate with passengers is
through body language and the sound of the voice, rather than
the actual words used. The body language and sound of the voice
communicate one's attitude. To avoid poor communication, cabin
crew must be conscious of their body language at all times while
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in the cabin as passengers frequently watch the cabin crew at
work and form an opinion of them without any interaction.
Some examples of things to avoid in the cabin, particularly when
under stress or tired, are:
•
•
•

Key Learning Point
The cabin crew's objective is to
help passengers relax and feel
comfortable as soon as they set
foot on the aircraft as this makes
them easier to interact with
throughout the flight.

Eye-rolling–Even when simply talking to a colleague,
passengers may interpret this as being dismissive of another;
Sighing–This could be interpreted as a lack of interest or
desire to be at work;
Crossing or folding one's arms–This closed posture can be
interpreted as being disinterested and putting up a physical
barrier.

To communicate effectively, cabin crew need to empathize with
the passengers' situation and understand that despite all the
modern comforts of air travel, flying can be a stressful experience.
Cabin crew's role is to put the passengers at ease and foresee
the consequences of different forms of behaviour. The challenge
is to help passengers relax and feel comfortable as soon as they
set foot on the aircraft as this makes them easier to interact with
throughout the flight.
To maintain positive communication, cabin crew should use some
of the following techniques, even if the passenger does not speak
the same language:
•
•
•

Eye contact–This shows interest in what the passenger has
to say;
Open body posture–Keep arms uncrossed and hands
visible and maintain relaxed posture;
Smile–A genuine smile is a valuable tool to aid
communication as it shows that you are happy to help and
avoids negative facial expression.

These are generally accepted as universal positive body
language, but you must also maintain cultural sensitivity when
dealing with different cultures. For example, the use of the
“thumbs up” signal can be offensive in certain cultures, and the
US hand signal for OK can be offensive in Latin America,
Germany and the Middle East. Airlines often offer cultural
competency courses to cabin crew flying on international routes.

3.2.6 Interpersonal Skills and Human Factors
Working as a crew brings together individuals from diverse
backgrounds who may not share common norms, values, or
vocabulary but who offer unique expertise, insights, and
perspectives. The strength of the team depends to a great extent
on its ability to incorporate diversity of perspective in order to
Module 3—Crew Responsibilities and Cooperation
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make better decisions. Team effectiveness depends to a great
extent on the members' interpersonal skills. At the same time, a
number of human factors can lead to additional pressures when
faced with difficult group dynamics or stressful situations.
In this unit we will provide an overview of the key interpersonal
skills and human factors that affect performance. It takes time and
effort to develop these skills. For some individuals this may be
easier than for others and sometimes only stressful situations can
show the extent to which one has mastered these skills.
Here are some of the key interpersonal skills that are crucial for
great team synergy:
Communicate clearly–Learning and understanding the barriers
in the list below will help you to ensure that you are able to
communicate effectively.
Actively listen and respond–Asking appropriate questions or
clarifying unclear situations.
Give and receive constructive feedback–Feedback on cabin
crew performance is given by the senior cabin crew member and
by passengers and should always be seen as a tool for
improvement. Constructive feedback employs specific examples
and includes suggestions for improvement.
Maintaining professionalism in all interactions–If a passenger
is expressing their complaint to a cabin crew, it is because the
cabin crew happens to be their immediate point of contact with
the airline. The complaint should not be taken as a personal
attack. Maintaining an open outlook and trying to resolve the
issue, rather than take it personally and admit defeat, helps to
manage such stressful situations.

Key Learning Point
Being part of a team sometimes
requires one to work outside
their pre-determined areas of
responsibility.
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Adaptable and flexible–Being part of a team sometimes
requires one to work outside their pre-determined areas of
responsibility. One key outcome of this is that the same level of
service is provided throughout the process. For instance, if one
crew member is busy assisting a passenger in a small medical
incident another crew member steps in and ensures services are
continued at that position.
Respectful of others' opinions and feelings–A “win-win”
attitude ensures communication is carried out on a positive note
and all team members feel that their opinions are equally valid.
Faced with neglect or disrespect team members tend to avoid
making their ideas public and thus contribute to the success of
the team.
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Able to recognize one's biases–Everyone has biases and
preconceptions of others, whether this is directed at individuals or
groups. Maintaining an attitude of openness can lead to a greater
awareness of one's biases. Without such an awareness is difficult
to see how communication is affected by the one's biases.
Open to others' ideas and suggestions–Each individual has
their own views of a situation because of their perspective, values
and experience. A good team member does not take the lead with
only their own ideas or suggestions, but ensures others'
perspective and ideas are included. For example, on a long
overnight flight a team member suggests that the onboard retail
service is better carried out before breakfast when everyone is
awake. While this is not the standard sequence of services, it
might improve sales. With the senior cabin crew member's
approval, this type of team decision may be beneficial and should
be considered.
Managing conflict effectively–No-one enjoys conflicts or
arguments. Human beings tend to either deal with conflict
aggressively, or run away from it. Neither approach is particularly
useful on board an aircraft. What is more constructive is to step
back and work out a resolution to the conflict. In the case of a
passenger complaint, this may require simply to resolve the issue
and report back to the company to try and make sure that the
same mistakes do not happen again. In a personal conflict or
argument it can be harder to negotiate a suitable conclusion.
Being supportive when others need assistance–There are
many reasons why a team member may not be performing to
standard. Some of these are workplace related and some are
personal. A good team member looks out for those who are not
performing to their expected standards and steps in to help,
whether that includes taking part of their responsibilities for them,
or just being a supportive shoulder to cry on.
Making the best decisions in the situation at hand rather than
striving to be right–Airlines write procedures for most situations
that cabin crew have to follow, however they cannot prepare for
every eventuality. Cabin crew will sometimes have to make
decisions based on the information in front of them which may
require them to deviate somewhat from a procedure. This is
generally acceptable provided they provide details as to why that
decision was reached in a report to the airline and safety is not
reduced.
Being supportive of the decisions made–When a decision is
made by the captain or senior cabin crew member it needs to be
supported even if not every member of the team is in full
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agreement with the decision. A proficient captain or senior cabin
crew member is empowered to make such decisions on behalf of
the team.
Research has demonstrated that a number of factors have a
significant impact on one's ability to perform and interact with
other team members. Here are the key ones that every flight and
cabin crew member needs to be aware of:
Fatigue–The role of cabin crew is very demanding. It is no
surprise that all cabin crew become tired while on duty.
Continuous or repeated tiredness leads to fatigue. When
fatigued, a person finds it harder to think and function as they
normally do. The signs of fatigue are forgetfulness, short
temperedness and lower levels of performance.
Workload–Even the shortest flights can require cabin crew to
serve a large number of passengers with refreshments. In some
cases such flights may only allow for 20 minutes service time for
hundreds of passengers which leads to a hectic duty for cabin
crew. On a short flight, the cabin crew often have this type of duty
several times a day and repeat the series of checks and services
over and over again. On long flights, there are normally multiple
services to carry out and passengers are more likely to become
ill, so whether on short or long flights, the workload can prevent
effective communication if not managed.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew can reduce the
onset of stress by making sure
that they fully understand the
safety procedures and drills, as
well as keep themselves up to
date with any changes in service
requirements.

Stress–This is defined as a state of highly unpleasant emotional
arousal associated with overload, fear, anxiety, anger and
hostility. Stress often arises as a result of a crew member feeling
that they cannot cope with the amount of work that is required of
them. As stress involves the processes of thinking about and
understanding tasks ahead, it affects the skills which form the
basis of good CRM. Both arousal and alertness are necessary to
enable each individual to achieve their best performance in
CRM-related skills, but too much or too little arousal will have a
significantly negative impact on the ability of the crew to function
effectively as a team. It is therefore important for crew members
not only to be aware of the symptoms of stress in themselves and
others, but also to understand the effects which stress can have
on performance, and to mitigate these effects where possible by
taking measures to counter them. Cabin crew can reduce the
onset of stress by making sure that they fully understand the
safety procedures and drills, as well as keep themselves up to
date with any changes in service requirements.
Cultural differences–This refers not only to the culture of an
ethnic or national group of people, but also to the social culture of
the crew. For example, flight crew are employed for their technical
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skills in operating the aircraft and dealing with the unforeseen.
Cabin crew, although employed for safe operation of the aircraft,
are chosen for their people skills and their manner in dealing with
people. These are opposite ends of the spectrum in terms of
social culture. Cabin crew have to make sure that they
understand the difference and recognize that both sides are
equally important in managing situations.
Fear–Most individuals have a fear of “losing face” or appearing
unimportant to others. We are all conscious of how others might
perceive us and if not managed correctly, this can negatively
impact our communication. For example, cabin crew may hear
something in the cabin which to them is unusual, but may hesitate
to report it to the flight crew in case it was nothing after all and
they may appear over-cautious and belittled for doing so. This
type of behavior in the past has been known to significantly affect
the outcome of an emergency situation.
Bias–This is manifested in many forms and relates to our own
pre-conceived ideas about a person or situation. For example, if
you have heard that a particular crew member is difficult to work
with and unapproachable, you may already be cautious about
working alongside them. This does not help communication. You
may have a more positive outlook where you can see good in
most things, or a more negative outlook where everything is a
challenge. This is your own personal bias which can affect your
communication, if not managed.
Language barriers–Obviously not speaking the same language
is a challenge to communication, but it is worth remembering that
much of our communication is based on the way we look and the
use of our body language. An airline is required to state to the
authority a common language that will be used in all flight
operations between the crew, so it is important that you are
proficient in the language of the airline you work for.
Lack of understanding of another's situation, job and
responsibilities. A flight crew member cannot make a decision
that will affect the cabin crew unless he/she understands the
impact it might have. For example, in a delay situation the captain
may have to determine whether it will be safe to extend crew
hours in order to carry on operating the flight. They cannot make
this decision effectively without causing complaint or concern
from cabin crew unless they understand the cabin crew's
personal situations and how tired they are all feeling.
Poor listening Skills–Listening skills require us to not only hear
what is being said, but to wait for our brain to digest and
understand the information. You may have experienced
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frustration before when someone finishes your sentences for you
as they have worked out what they think you want to say before
you have said it. Listening skills require us to actively listen at all
times and ask questions where we are not sure of what is being
said.
Cabin crew must develop the necessary skills and become aware
of the factors that interfere with good teamwork and
communication. One should evaluate how the factors mentioned
in the previous list impact their personal ability to perform as
cabin crew and devise a plan to review them regularly in order to
manage communication and collaboration skills on board.
During initial and recurring training, cabin crew are introduced to
ways for overcoming these barriers and challenges in order to
achieve effective crew performance. For example, they learn how
to recognise fatigue and stress and how to remain calm under
stressful conditions. This is further explained in Module 10.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the key resource and the most
important skills that help cabin crew work effectively as a team. A
number of factors impact the stress level of each cabin crew
member and their interactions with others on board the aircraft.
Some of these factors cannot be avoided because they are part
of life's fabric. Only an awareness of their presence and influence
can make them more manageable.
The effectiveness of the CRM approach is that it recognizes the
need for continuous support and improvement. This lesson
serves as an initial introduction to the topic. Airlines provide
periodic training for developing these skills. However, the
outcome depends completely on the individual and their
willingness to grow.
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Progress Check 2
1. During the 1970s investigators discovered that 70 percent of
air crashes involved
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Human error
Poor procedures
Equipment failure
Weather conditions

2. Most of the communication between the flight deck and the
cabin crew during the flight happens
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

During landing and take off
By sending text messages to each other
By using the aircraft's interphone system
When cabin crew serve meals to the flight crew

3. As a cabin crew member serves refreshments he is asked by
a passenger whose exit is blocked by the trolley when he is
going to move the trolley away. Which of the following
behaviours is a manifestation of good situational awareness?
(a) Offer the passenger an additional drink or snack
(b) Find out why the passenger is disturbed by the trolley
(c) Assure the passenger that the trolley is going to be
moved shortly
(d) Move the trolley immediately and report the passenger's
concern to the senior cabin crew
4. True or False: Much of the way cabin crew communicate with
passengers is by the interphone.
(a) True
(b) False
5. One of the strategies recommended in this lesson for
reducing stress is
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

High emotional arousal
Increase intake of food and caffeine
Increase mental and physical alertness
Full understanding of the safety procedures and drills
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3.3

Cabin Crew Duties in Normal Operations

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe cabin crew's duties
during pre-flight and take off

•

Describe cabin crew's duties
during the takeoff and
inflight services

•

Describe cabin crew's duties
during landing and
disembarkation

In this lesson we will look in detail at the duties that cabin crew
perform from the point they arrive at the airport to the moment
when they disembark the aircraft. On board a large aircraft these
responsibilities may be distributed among the crew. However,
operating on a small aircraft means that all these duties may be
performed by one or two cabin crew members.
The duties described in this lesson provide a general picture of
the cabin crew workflow during every flight. However, the exact
manner of how these duties are performed depends on the type
of aircraft and the airline's policies.
Cabin crew duties are grouped in this lesson in three main
stages: pre-flight preparations, inflight services, and landing
preparations. A number of activities are done both in preparation
for takeoff and in preparation for landing. So there is a great deal
of similarity between these two stages.

3.3.1 Cabin Crew Duties during Pre-Flight
Preparations
In this section we will describe all the activities that cabin crew are
required to perform from the moment they arrive at the airport till
the aircraft and all passengers are ready for take-off. This is
generally a very busy period of time and cabin crew need to pay
attention to many details. At the same time, these activities are
well structured and have a consistent sequence.
Crew Briefing
Cabin crew are required to report to the airport or at an assigned
location up to two hours before a flight and this is the start of the
flying duty period. As airlines run to a strict timetable system, it is
very important not to be late. Airlines will generally find an
immediate replacement for the cabin crew who is late.
At the report time, cabin crew can pick up important mail and
verify that they have all the latest manual revisions and bulletins
that pertain to company policy and procedure. This is important
because there could be a new regulation to follow or a change in
the flow of service for a particular flight. Each airline has a system
in place to provide cabin crew with new information and it is the
cabin crew's personal responsibility to keep themselves up to
date with changes. Much of this communication is carried out
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electronically via e-mail and company websites and cabin crew
may be required to login and review these in their own time.
Soon after reporting for duty, both flight and cabin crews meet for
a crew briefing. In some cases this is conducted separately, with
flight crew discussing the operation of the flight and route to be
flown and cabin crew discussing the safety and service
procedures that will be required.
The crew briefing is important because it helps to:
•
•
•

Key Learning Point
During the pre-flight briefing the
cabin crew are informed about
the details of the flight and the
special situations that need to
be considered.

Establish the basis for communication;
Set the tone for how everyone will work together;
Ensure a safe and pleasurable flight by reviewing information
and procedures that are important for safety and service.

If the members of the crew have not worked together previously,
then they are introduced to each other and they review their
expectations for that specific flight. They discuss the details of the
flight, special situations and instructions and share important
information. Where possible, the captain will also brief the cabin
crew regarding:
•
•
•
•

Weather at point of departure, point of arrival and en-route;
Flying conditions for the entire flight;
Anticipated turbulence or storms;
Flight time.

The briefing may take place at an assigned room at the airport or
on board the aircraft. The timing has to be coordinated so that it
does not interfere with the flight's timely departure or with the
other essential pre-flight duties that must be accomplished by
both the flight crew and cabin crew prior to departure.
Sometimes it is difficult or impossible to have a joint briefing with
the flight and cabin crew together. In those situations, the captain
briefs the senior cabin crew who then conducts a briefing with the
rest of the cabin crew. At that point additional information that
primarily concerns the cabin crew is discussed.
The purser or senior cabin crew during the briefing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Validates that the required minimum crew is present;
Assigns duty positions, stations and emergency duties;
Reviews communication procedures;
Reviews selected emergency procedures and equipment;
Reviews safety demonstration procedures;
Gives out general information about the flight;
Discusses reported equipment irregularities that may affect
the service or the passengers directly (inoperative lavatories,
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•
•

broken entertainment units, seats that cannot be reclined,
inoperative coffee machines, etc.);
Coordinates rest breaks (particularly on flights with long
durations or where it is required);
Discusses service routine, catering and food service, duty
free sales.

Sample Briefing Scenario
You arrive at London, Heathrow Airport (LHR) at 1400 in time for
the crew briefing led by captain J. Ross. The first officer is K. Bell;
The Cabin Crew is:
1A: K. Tom
2A: T. Bauder
2B: J. Reilly
1B: (yourself)
After the brief introduction the captain provides the following
details about the flight:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Flight: 171 LHR to CDG: (departing London, Heathrow to
Paris, Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport)
Departure: 1615; Arrival: 1830; Flight time: one hour and
fifteen minutes.
The aircraft is an Airbus 320
The departure weather is: cloudy, windy, temp
12°C–turbulence on take off and first 15 minutes of flight and
cabin crew should remain in their jump seats until advised by
the captain. Captain Ross indicates he will make an
announcement after take off to passengers about the
anticipated turbulence and that he has asked the cabin crew
to remain seated until advised.
The arrival weather is expected to be: cloudy, temp 15°C–no
anticipated weather delays for arrival.
Aircraft Capacity: 12/132 Passenger Count: First Class: 12
Economy: 100.
Security Information: Standard operating procedures apply.
Safety Information: Senior cabin crew conducts review of
emergency equipment on board, location and use of
equipment and areas of responsibility.
Service: First Class–Beverage/Meal Service; Main
Cabin–Beverage/Snack.
Task Assignments: As indicated on Service Flow Chart.
Special Requests:
○
○
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Key Learning Point
Cabin crew are not permitted to
operate if they fail to answer
satisfactorily the questions
about safety and emergency
procedures.

Normally, depending on National Authority regulations, a form of
verbal questioning on safety or medical procedures is carried out
by the senior cabin crew member. The purpose of this is to enable
the senior cabin crew member to be reassured that their crew are
knowledgeable and can respond to a safety or medical incident
confidently. All cabin crew, therefore, have to review their Safety
and Emergency procedures regularly. Cabin crew are not
permitted to operate if they fail to answer the questions
satisfactorily.
During the pre-flight briefing the crew has the opportunity to ask
questions. As soon as the aircraft is ready, they board and begin
flight preparations.
Pre-Flight Preparations

Key Learning Point
During the pre-flight
preparations cabin crew conduct
security, safety equipment,
galley and passenger seating
area checks at the cabin
positions that they have been
assigned.

While the flight crew is conducting the checks of the cockpit and
exterior of the aircraft, the cabin crew inspect their assigned areas
in the cabin. Generally no more than 20 minutes is provided for
completion of pre-flight duties on board, and this can be reduced
in some cases. Cabin crew must therefore ensure they work
quickly but thoroughly to carry out all required checks in good
time. During the pre-flight preparations cabin crew conduct
security, safety equipment, galley and passenger seating area
checks at the cabin positions that they have been assigned. A
brief description of all these checks follows.
Security checks. The purpose of these checks is to verify that
there are no suspicious or extraneous items in any part of the
cabin. The searches that the cabin crew are required to carry out
are detailed in the airline Operations Manual and vary according
to contracts the airline has with security companies. Typically
these activities include a detailed search of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All safety equipment and their stowage;
Galleys;
Passenger cabin seating areas and overhead lockers;
Toilets, including all cupboards and waste bins.

In reality, most of these checks can easily be combined with other
required duties in the preparation of the cabin for flight, as long as
cabin crew are always thinking of safety and security at the same
time.
Safety equipment checks. Every piece of safety equipment on
board must be checked before flight to ensure that it is present,
secured in its stowage, operational and in many cases that it has
not passed its expiry date. For example, life vests have a
guaranteed expiry date of between five and ten years. Once the
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expiry date has passed, it cannot be guaranteed that they will
inflate and remain inflated as the material deteriorates. Cabin
crew are provided with a diagram showing the location of all
equipment on board each aircraft they operate and are expected
to learn these in detail so that they can perform these checks
quickly and confidently.
Galley checks. Catering items are loaded by catering companies
and cabin crew are required to check them to make sure that they
are all present, with everything necessary for the flight, as well as
carrying out a security check of all stowages, boxes and carts.
Cabin checks. Cabin crew check that the passenger seating
areas are ready to accept passengers. This requires them to
check that seat belts are in place, safety cards are located in
each seat pocket, seats are upright with armrests down, as all of
these are safety requirements. Depending on the airline and the
services, they may also have to prepare service items such as
entertainment headsets, magazines, pre-departure drinks, etc.
Once each cabin crew member has checked everything in their
area of responsibility, they are required to advise the senior cabin
crew member, including any details of any problems found,
before boarding can commence. This gives the senior cabin crew
member time to resolve any problems before departure. In some
cases, cabin crew are required to sign a checklist to confirm that
they have carried out all the checks.
Boarding Process
The cabin crew has an important role to play while passengers
board the aircraft. The cabin crew must be available in the cabin
to welcome and assist passengers as they board. This is not only
good customer service but also a time when the cabin crew can
observe the passengers as they board. An observant cabin crew
can anticipate the needs of the passengers and help them. For
example, they might help a passenger stow the luggage
appropriately, or provide them with pillows and blankets. It is also
a time to make sure that luggage conforms to size and weight
restrictions of the airline. As they greet passengers, the cabin
crew must also able to detect any suspicious behaviour or take
note of nervous passengers or those who appear to be
intoxicated by alcohol or other substances.
The passenger's journey up until this point may have been very
stressful, particularly for those who have never flown or do not fly
regularly. These passengers will have travelled to an unfamiliar
airport terminal, checked in, passed through security checks
having taken clothes off, put them back on, found their way to the
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departure gate and then been called to board the aircraft. Once
they set foot on the aircraft, all of their problems become the
cabin crew's problems, so it is very important to help them relax
and become more comfortable.

Key Learning Point
An observant cabin crew can
anticipate the needs of the
passengers and help them.

To help relax passengers as they board the aircraft, smile at each
of them, welcome them on board and help them in any way
possible. Pay particular attention to any passenger who is
showing signs of anxiety or stress (such as sweating or a red
face) and focus attention on calming them down. Help them to
their seat area and to become settled. If the passenger
understands that you are there to take care of them, they will
become less stressed and less likely to create a problem during
flight. This in turn will help make the cabin crew's work easier.
Pre-boarding is offered to passengers who may want or require
special assistance. These passengers board in advance of others
and may include the elderly, families traveling with small children
or those using crutches or wheelchairs to board the plane. This
allows the cabin crew to provide special attention and care
without congestion in the aisles. Some of these passengers may
also require an individual safety briefing. You will learn more
about special needs passengers in Module 8.
As part of the boarding process, certain cabin crews are
responsible for verifying exit row passengers. Persons seated in
an exit row seat have to meet certain special criteria since these
passengers may have to assist in the event of an emergency. At
this time, the cabin crew must communicate with these
passengers to ensure they meet the criteria and are willing to
assist in the event of an emergency.
Here are the general criteria for passengers in the Exit Rows:
•
•
•
•
•

Must be at least 15/16 years old (depending on regulation);
Must be willing and able to assist in the event of an
emergency;
Must be sufficiently mobile and able to open emergency exits;
Must understand instructions in printed or graphic form and
understand oral commands given by the crew member;
Must not be travelling with an infant or someone who requires
assistance in the event of an emergency.

When passengers check in for the flight, they are asked a series
of questions to confirm that they meet these requirements.
Generally, these passengers are given documentation with the
necessary information describing the requirements and their
responsibilities in the event of an emergency. However, the cabin
crew must always do a final assessment on board before the
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flight departs to confirm passengers meet these requirements. If a
passenger does not meet the criteria and requirements to sit at an
exit row then they must be reseated somewhere else as
regulations require that someone who does not fit the criteria
must not occupy an exit row.
Pre-Takeoff Preparations
Once all the passengers are on board, the cabin crew is very
busy preparing for departure. Before the doors are closed, they
must:
1. Inspect the cabin to ensure that lavatories are unoccupied
and locked. If a passenger is in the lavatory when the count of
all passengers is carried out, then they will not be included
and there will be a difference between the number of
passengers on the flight paperwork and those counted. This
will add to a delay while the problem is sorted out.
Additionally, there have been occasions where stowaways
have been found in toilets.
2. Confirm that all compartments, closets and overhead bins are
closed. The aircraft is not permitted to move until this is
carried out as any item stored inside them could fall out if the
aircraft stops suddenly.
3. Confirm that all passengers are seated with seat belts
fastened. Passengers are not permitted to be standing during
taxi as there is an increased risk that they may be injured if
the aircraft has to stop suddenly.
4. Confirm that all baggage is properly stowed. Regulations
require that all cabin baggage and loose items are stored
away before the start of taxi.
Before the aircraft moves, they must also ensure:
1. Galley equipment is secured and locked. Unsecured galley
equipment can start moving and become dangerous during
taxi, take-off or landing. A fully laden catering cart can weigh
a considerable amount and cause serious injury if it hits a
seat/passenger or crew member.
2. Galley floors are clean of any leaks or spillage. Galley areas
are normally situated in the cabin door areas. As the doors
may be required for evacuation at any time while on the
ground, wet floors could cause a passenger or crew member
to slip and fall during an evacuation, causing not only injury to
themselves, but also preventing others from escaping the
aircraft.
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3. Galley power is turned off for takeoff. This is in order to
reduce the risk of electrical malfunction and possibility of fire.
4. Passengers in Exit Rows have been checked that they are
suitable and briefed to assist if necessary.
The senior cabin crew waits to receive confirmation that
appropriate cabin and galley checks are completed and then
advises the captain that the cabin is secure. The doors do not
close or the aircraft cannot be moved until this verification has
been received by the captain.
Passenger Safety Briefing

Key Learning Point
For some passengers the preflight safety briefing is the only
opportunity to learn how to
respond in the event of an
emergency.

One of the most important duties of the cabin crew is the
passenger safety briefing. This is an opportunity to educate
passengers on how to respond in the event of an emergency. It is
important to remember that this may be the only time passengers
will get any information on emergency procedures if a situation
occurs suddenly on take-off or landing. The passenger safety
briefing should be taken seriously and done with professionalism.
The lives of everyone on board may depend on the passengers
being able to follow safety procedures in the event of an
emergency.
It is required that all airlines provide a briefing and visual
demonstration to passengers prior to take-off. Many of today's
commercial flights accomplish the passenger safety briefing with
the use of video equipment, with the cabin crew standing by at
their assigned exits or demonstrating positions so that they are
fully visible to the passengers. All cabin crew are trained on
accomplishing the briefing whether or not a video is present or
available. The senior cabin crew will coordinate or accomplish the
reading of the announcement while the remainder of the crew
demonstrates and points out the equipment and features. The
safety briefing covers the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stowage of luggage on board an aircraft;
Smoking regulations;
Use of electronic devices;
Seatbelt operation and requirement;
Oxygen masks and their use;
Location and purpose of the passenger safety card;
Location of emergency exits and emergency escape lighting;
Location of life vests and other survival equipment and their
use.

Once the safety briefing is complete, the cabin crew walk through
the cabin to answer questions and complete any needed cabin
preparations for take-off. The cabin crew is then required to be
Module 3—Crew Responsibilities and Cooperation
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seated in their assigned jump seats for taxi–as well as for all takeoff and landing phases of the flight.
Passengers with additional needs such as those who need the
assistance of someone else to get to an emergency exit receive
an individual briefing tailored to their needs. These passengers
can include children travelling alone, or someone who is hard of
hearing, visually impaired or of reduced mobility.

3.3.2 Cabin Crew Duties during Takeoff and
In-Flight Services
Readiness for Takeoff
Before the flight departs, the captain must sign a flight release
confirming the crew is fit and that the appropriate flight
information has been completed and reviewed by the flight and
cabin crew. The pilots also receive up-to-date flight and cargo
information, such as weather conditions and passenger count.
There is a very specific sequence of communication that occurs
before a flight can takeoff and after the crew briefing. Prior to
takeoff the following sequence of actions need to be completed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All documentation is reviewed and confirmed by the captain;
Flight release is signed by the captain;
Cabin crew arm the doors;
Aircraft ready for pushback (moving the aircraft from the gate
to the runway);
5. Safety demonstration and cabin secure check;
6. Takeoff.
Aircraft Takeoff
The aircraft will move under its own power (taxi) to the departure
runway. During this time the cabin crew will perform all of their
final checks to ensure that everything is secured for take-off. As
there is always the risk of the aircraft stopping suddenly during
taxi and the additional risks of other aircraft moving close by
which might cause a collision, the cabin crew should be seated in
the jump seats at the cabin crew stations as soon as possible
after their checks are completed. This is for their own safety as
well as ensuring that cabin crew are available for an emergency
evacuation while on the ground. The captain or the senior cabin
crew member will give the command for all crew to be seated (if
they are not already) in time for them to sit down and secure their
harness before the aircraft takes off.
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When given permission by Air Traffic Control, the captain will
position the aircraft on the runway and power up the engines for
take-off. At this time cabin crew must remain secured in their
seats until the aircraft has taken off safely.
During take-off, if a passenger presses their call bell for
assistance, the cabin crew will have to consider their own safety
before leaving their jump seat to assist a passenger. While it
would be very difficult to ignore a passenger's cry for help, cabin
crew have to ensure that they take care of themselves first at this
critical time of flight. After all, an injured cabin crew member who
is unable to open a door and evacuate hundreds of passengers
from the aircraft is far more hazardous than a passenger suffering
from mild air sickness.
Take-off is one of the busiest times for the flight crew as they will
be very busy controlling the aircraft and checking its systems to
ensure that it is operating safely and take action where required.
The flight crew's basic priorities at such critical times of flight are:
1. Aviate–Keep the aircraft in the air.
2. Navigate–Take the aircraft in the right direction and altitude
as advised by Air Traffic Control.
3. Communicate–both with each other and the cabin crew.
Communication is the third priority in this list, so if the cabin crew
notice anything unusual or potentially dangerous during take-off,
they cannot interrupt the flight crew until the aircraft is safely
climbing away from the runway. This is known as the “sterile
cockpit” time. Airline's own procedures manuals will document the
specific time that this restriction applies.
For cabin crew take-off is one of the quietest times as they will be
sitting on their jump seats thinking about safety and mentally
rehearsing what they would do if the captain suddenly stopped
the aircraft on the runway and told them to evacuate. This is
known as the “30 second review”.
In-Flight
Once the aircraft is safely in the air and no turbulence is
expected, cabin crew will be permitted to get out of their seats
and start their duties. In the early stages of flight cabin crew have
to be mindful that turbulence is more common at lower altitudes
and while following behind other aircraft and the floor angle may
be very steep. Cabin crew should not remove any service
equipment from its stowages until safe to do so in accordance
with procedures stated in their airline's own manuals.
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The services offered by the cabin crew will vary depending on the
length of the flight and the number of passengers and crew
carried. The airline will provide a service brief to the cabin crew
and the senior cabin crew member may sometimes adjust or alter
it and advise cabin crew of any changes at the pre-flight briefing.
More information regarding customer service and service delivery
can be found in module X, however the following basic
procedures can be applied on any flight.
On short flights, to enable the services to be delivered, the cabin
crew may need to commence them just a few minutes after takeoff while the aircraft is still climbing. Care should be taken to
ensure that the equipment is handled carefully so as not to cause
injury to crew or passengers and that carts and trolleys are
always positioned with their brakes on, to prevent them rolling
down the aisle. Each service cart or trolley is fitted with two foot
pedals–one green (for GO) and one red (STOP).
Landing cards will be distributed on many international flights by
cabin crew, normally just after take-off or before landing. These
cards are required to be completed by passengers and given to
immigration and/or customs inspectors in the airport of arrival. As
there are fines against the airlines when passengers complete
them incorrectly or don't have them at all, cabin crew will eb
expected to learn the requirements for each destination they fly to
and help in ensuring passengers have completed the appropriate
forms correctly.
Drinks services are commonly carried out by most airlines and
may be provided free of charge to passengers or payments
handled, depending on the airline's product offering. When
serving drinks, cabin crew have to be aware of the amount of
alcohol a passenger may be consuming and may have to take
steps to restrict the amount served in order to prevent them from
becoming intoxicated.
Hot or cold meals or snacks may be provided to passengers.
Cabin crew may therefore have to heat up the meals in ovens in
the galleys. When using the ovens, care must be taken to ensure
that they are checked carefully to ensure that they do not contain
anything other than food products and that they are clean,
otherwise any food or grease residue may create a lot of smoke
during use which can cause alarm to passengers and create an
emergency incident. In some cases, food debris inside the oven
has been known to ignite and cause an oven fire which cabin
crew are required to deal with. This can be avoided by correct use
of the ovens at all times.
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Hot drinks are offered in the cabin on most flights and
burns/scalds remain one of the most frequently reported injuries
in the cabin. It's not just the passengers who report burns/scalds
caused by spilling their hot drinks, cabin crew too have been
known to become injured by incorrect use of the water heaters
and accidents. Each airline will provide its own guidance to cabin
crew on the safest methods of providing hot drinks to passengers
which cabin crew must adhere to at all times.
Retail sales are offered on many flights and are an ideal
opportunity for cabin crew to engage with the passengers and
persuade them to buy goods at often substantially discounted
prices. On international flights, these goods and products are tax
free, which means an even greater saving is offered to
passengers. Both the airline and the individual cabin crew can
earn additional income from this service, so the incentive to sell
goods is a key factor in delivering this service properly.
As well as delivering the services on board, cabin crew have to
remain constantly aware of the situation in the cabin and perform
regular safety checks of the cabin, galleys, lavatories and flight
deck. On long flights when cabin crew are required to take rest
periods, the cabin crew remaining on duty must ensure that they
are even more efficient at carrying out the required checks.
Passengers expect to see the cabin crew in the cabin during the
flight and it demonstrates poor customer service if the cabin crew
are hidden away in the galleys in between services, as it implies
that the passengers are not being cared for. Although there is a
call bell located in the armrest or above each seat, an efficient
cabin crew visible in the cabin will ensure that passengers do not
have to use it. Cabin crew should remain attentive and alert to
passengers who may need some assistance during the flight as
often the passenger cannot leave their seat without waking others
they are seated next to.
Passengers who smoke may occasionally try to smoke a
cigarette on board. The only place they can go to without being
seen is the lavatories, so cabin crew have to monitor these areas
closely. Cigarette smoke is not always detected by smoke
detectors inside each toilet and often the only indication is the
distinctive smell of cigarette smoke. Whenever cabin crew
suspect that someone has been smoking in the lavatory, their
priority is to search for the cigarette remains to ensure that they
are fully extinguished. This will often require a search of the waste
bin and surrounding areas and a check that the smoke detector
has not been obstructed or blocked.
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Passengers should be prevented from creating any hazard in the
cabin during the flight. As not all passengers are familiar with
flying procedures, they occasionally do not behave appropriately
and the cabin crew may need to use diplomacy in correcting them
gently yet firmly.
For example, a passenger may try sleeping on the floor, or
placing small children on the floor to give them a more
comfortable sleeping position. This is generally not permitted as
they could be injured if another passenger or crew member
doesn't see them and trips over them. Passengers may also
attempt to use their mobile phones on board when this is
prohibited, so will often need to be told of the reasons and
advised to stop. Most passengers will carry out the instructions of
cabin crew when they understand the reasons for the request.
Galleys need to be kept tidy throughout the flight and all service
items put away when not in use. This is to prevent injuries to
cabin crew if turbulence is suddenly encountered.
The flight crew will need checking from time to time, and drinks
and/or meals offered. Most airlines have a policy whereby cabin
crew are required to check the flight crew at least every
20 minutes to ensure that they have not fallen asleep at the
controls or fallen ill. These regular checks do not always involve a
personal visit and can often be carried out by making a simple
interphone call, however when drinks or meals are required, there
are a few more rules to follow.
The flight deck door is always locked, so cabin crew will have to
use the entry system and enter the cockpit as quickly as possible,
closing the door behind them. This is not always easy with trays
or drinks in the hands, and may require the assistance of a
colleague.
Flight crew will often be busy on the radio when cabin crew enter,
therefore cabin crew should make sure that they do not disturb
important communications. Usually the flight crew will have used
the door opening system to let the cabin crew enter, so they know
that they are there, however may not always be able to turn to
greet them straight away. Wait patiently inside the cockpit for
acknowledgement before taking drinks or meals to their seat.
Drinks should not be passed directly over the centre console
where all the aircraft controls and systems are located, as an
accidental spillage could result in a loss of some systems. Always
use a tray when serving drinks in order to catch minor spills and
make sure the pilot has lifted the cup completely before moving
away.
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Flight crew meals should ideally be served at different times, so
that one pilot can remain in full control while the other eats their
meal. To reduce the risk of pilot incapacitation, many airlines
have a policy of requiring the captain and first officer to eat
different entrees at different times so that food poisoning is less
likely to happen to both pilots.
Turbulence is encountered on most flights in some form or
another and each time the captain requires passengers to be
seated, cabin crew are required to check their seat belts are
fastened.
After all services are complete, service items should be put away
correctly so that it can be used again. Cabin crew will need to be
aware of what is happening to the aircraft when it lands, so that
they can prepare and assist in the on time performance during the
turnaround. For example, if the aircraft is turning around with the
same crew remaining on board, cabin crew can prepare items for
the first service after take-off on the next flight and make sure
their colleagues know where it is placed. This will make the next
sector easier to work.
If the cabin crew are changing during turnaround, then service
items should be put back in their correct designated stowage so
that the next crew can find it. Anything that is not placed in its
designated stowage is likely to be thrown away by caterers so it is
important to prevent wastage and keep costs minimised.

3.3.3 Cabin Crew Duties during Landing and
Disembarkation
Preparing for Landing
The captain will start to descend the aircraft when advised to by
Air Traffic Control. Depending on the length of the flight, the
descent may or may not be obvious to cabin crew and
passengers as there are very few changes in the cabin. One of
the main signs is that cabin pressurisation changes occur and
cabin crew might feel their ears start to “pop” while pressure
adjusts (ref Module X).
It is important that cabin services allow sufficient time to put
everything away and secure the cabin for landing, so the senior
cabin crew member will normally be advised of the expected time
of arrival by the captain and service timings may need adjusting.
On long flights, the last services will generally start at around 1
and a ½ to 2 hours before landing, but on shorter flights service
will often continue until around ten minutes before landing.
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At the signal from the flight crew that descent is imminent, cabin
crew have to stop services and prepare for landing. On long
flights, this signal is generally given earlier than short flights, so
that passengers will have time to use the lavatories before
landing as they are more likely to need to do so after sleeping.
Once the fasten seat belt signs are illuminated, passengers must
return to their seats and prepare for landing.
At the signal to prepare for landing, cabin crew will have to follow
the checklist provided by their airline to ensure that the cabin is
prepared and safe for landing, before reporting to the senior cabin
crew member. The captain should not land the aircraft until this
check is received so it is important for cabin crew to carry out this
duty efficiently.
The checklist will normally include the following items:
Overhead lockers closed and secured. It is normally obvious to a
trained cabin crew member when an overhead locker is not
correctly closed. If any baggage straps or clothing is sticking out
of the locker then it is not likely to be properly closed so should be
opened and reclosed correctly. Take a step back and look at all
lockers to make sure they are aligned neatly, as this indicates any
that might need attention.
Cabin baggage is normally permitted to be placed in the
overhead lockers or under the seat in front of each passenger.
Passengers in the front row of each cabin and at emergency exits
are not permitted to place baggage on the floor, so cabin crew will
assist them in finding stowage for their baggage before take-off
and landing.
In other rows, cabin crew have to check that the baggage is
placed well under the seat in front of them so that the passenger
can stand up and evacuate quickly if necessary.
Seatbelts are fastened, seatbacks are upright and armrests
down. This requires cabin crew to systematically move through
the cabin checking every passenger's seatbelt is correctly
fastened without being twisted. At the same time, they should
check that the armrests between each passenger are in the lower
position, before looking at their seat back to ensure it is upright. It
is normally obvious to a trained cabin crew member when any
seatback is still reclined as it is not lined up with others.
Passengers who have been asleep will be slower to respond to
requests from cabin crew and will sometimes appear abrupt or
rude when woken up for landing. This is a natural response and
one that a trained cabin crew member can easily prevent by
adjusting their manner when asking the passenger to comply with
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a regulation and understanding that they may not be able to
understand what is happening in their earlier stages of waking.
Lavatories should be checked to ensure that they are empty, and
can be locked by cabin crew to indicate that they should no longer
be used.
Electronic devices must be switched off for landing, so cabin
crew should pay attention to passengers using headsets or other
personal electronic devices such as laptop computers, music
players etc and ask them to switch them off. Some airlines allow
the use of the inflight entertainment during landing, but not all,
however personal devices are not permitted at this time.
All service equipment and galley items must be returned to their
stowages and the galleys secured for landing. As the galleys will
have been kept tidy for most of the flight this should be able to be
achieved quickly. Each stowage in the galley is fitted with one or
two securing latches to hold equipment in place and it is very
important to ensure that these are used correctly to prevent items
falling out of their stowage on landing. If for example a cart or
trolley was to break free, it could roll down the aisle and hit a
passenger or the flight deck door!
The senior cabin crew member informs the captain that the cabin
is ready for landing and the cabin crew will return to their
assigned jump seats. Whenever seated on their jump seats,
cabin crew will be observing passengers in the cabin and
mentally preparing for an unexpected emergency and evacuation
using their 30 second silent review.
Once the flight has landed the aircraft will be taxyed to the arrival
gate. During this time, the Senior Cabin Crew member will make
a PA with arrival information, such as the local time, the weather,
and any airport procedures that may be different or unique at the
arrival airport as well as thanking the passengers for their custom.
At any time during taxi there is a risk of the aircraft having to stop
suddenly or collision with other vehicles, so cabin crew should
remain in their jump seats wherever possible to avoid injury.
Occasionally passengers may be anxious to disembark quickly
and some may unfasten their seatbelts and start gathering their
belongings together, but this is not permitted. At any time the
fasten seat belt signs are illuminated, passengers must remain
secured in their seats and cabin crew are required to ensure that
they comply with the requirement, so cabin crew may
occasionally have to challenge passengers who stand up and ask
them to sit down again.
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Once the aircraft has arrived at the gate, the cabin crew disarm
the exits for arrival so that the escape device will not activate
when the doors are opened for catering and disembarkation.
When the captain and senior cabin crew member confirm that all
doors are disarmed, the fasten seat belt signs will be turned off
and the engines shut down.
Once the engines are shut down, the ground staff will be
permitted to position the steps or jetway at the disembarkation
door/s and a designated member of the cabin crew or a ground
staff member then opens the main aircraft door. The Senior Cabin
Crew member will exchange information with the handling agent
regarding any passengers that may need assistance or any
messages that need passing to passengers and any required
flight paperwork will be handed over. The passengers are then
allowed to disembark.
Disembarkation
Just because passengers are disembarking, it doesn't mean that
the cabin crew's work is over. During the disembarkation process,
there is a lot of activity around the aircraft and the catering and
cleaning teams are anxious to board the aircraft to start work to
ensure the turnaround is carried out on time. There are therefore
a lot of distractions which cabin crew need to manage properly to
avoid injury or accident.
While passengers are still on board, there is always the possibility
that cabin crew may have to evacuate the aircraft suddenly, so
cabin crew should not be distracted by other activities and should
be readily available at their crew station for evacuation.
Some passengers may need some cabin crew assistance to
disembark, particularly if using steps. While making sure that
there are still cabin crew inside the cabin for evacuation
purposes, some cabin crew may be needed to assist passengers
and their cabin baggage down the steps to the ground.
Passengers who use a wheelchair or have reduced mobility may
have ordered assistance through the airport and cabin crew will
help them to the disembarkation door when the ground staff who
provide mobility assistance have arrived.
Disembarkation is the last opportunity for cabin crew to make a
lasting positive impression on the passengers, so they should
always remain smiling and attentive throughout the
disembarkation process and say a genuine goodbye to all
passengers as they leave. A passenger who has positive first and
last impressions of the cabin crew are more likely to return their
custom to that airline.
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After Disembarkation
Once all passengers have disembarked, cabin crew will either
start the process all over again and prepare for their next flight, or
carry out their post flight checks before disembarking themselves.
Post flight checks usually include:
1. Putting all equipment back in the right place. If any safety or
medical equipment has been used, the maintenance teams
must be told so that it can be replaced for the next flight.
2. A security check of the cabin and toilets making sure that
nothing has been left behind by the previous passengers.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have described in detail the cabin crew duties.
The flow of activities described is generic and some models of
aircraft may require additional tasks. This description is intended
as a general foundation that equips cabin crew with the general
knowledge for being able to understand how the processes flow.
The knowledge base covered in this lesson is also foundational
for a number of modules in this course. However, to feel confident
to perform effectively all the processes described in this lesson
cabin crew need to step onboard an aircraft and get a sense of
how these tasks are performed in that environment. The next step
is aircraft familiarization training that is provided by airlines and is
more in-depth because it is based on airline specific procedures.
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Progress Check 3
1. Which of the following is NOT an area searched by cabin
crew during the pre-flight security checks?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Galleys
Toilets
Flight deck
Passenger seating area

2. What is the main reason that galley electrical power is turned
off during takeoff?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

To save energy
To reduce risk of fire
To allow food to cool down
To avoid spilling hot liquids

3. Which of the following is an important reason why
passengers using crutches should be offered pre-boarding?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

To offer them a seat closer to the emergency exit
To avoid congestion in the aisles during boarding
Because they usually have a seat in the back of the cabin
Because they usually have a seat in the front of the cabin

4. Why to cabin crew have to check that lavatories are
unoccupied and locked before closing the aircraft door?
(a) To ensure no passenger is in the lavatory
(b) To confirm that all necessary supplies are in place
(c) To verify that no extraneous object is hidden in the
lavatory
(d) To ensure that the smoke detectors are functioning
properly
5. True or False: Since safety briefing is demonstrated these
days on video equipment, cabin crew are only responsible for
answering questions about safety procedures.
(a) True
(b) False
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Module Summary
In this module we have focused on the duties of the cabin crew on
board the aircraft under normal circumstances. First, we have
looked at the general context of how activities are organized and
structured on board the aircraft. Knowing the role of the captain,
the first pilot and the senior cabin crew member helps understand
how the cabin crew fit into the general picture. We have
emphasized that the effectiveness of the team depends to a
great extent on the ability of each member to anticipate what
others will do.
Next, we have discussed the role of the Crew Resource
Management in creating a working environment where the
contribution of every team members is accorded the attention it
deserves. We have shown how the principles of the Crew
resource Management are manifested in concrete communication
skills. The importance of these skills is clearly emphasized by the
fact that airlines provide repeated training for flight and cabin crew
to ensure these skills are applied in interactions on board the
aircraft.
In the last lesson of this module we have described in detail the
duties of the cabin crew. These duties can be structured as three
main stages of the flight: pre-flight preparation, inflight services
and preparation for landing. The foundation provided in this
lesson allows students to easily grasp the details of how these
duties are performed on board various aircraft modifications and
following the procedures of each airline.
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Apply Your Learning
1. Cabin crew briefing is an important preparation for the tasks
that are planned for a specific flight. It will be very informative
to read how such a large aircraft manufacturing as Airbus
considers that flight briefing should be conducted. Take a
look at a short resource available from the Airbus website:
http://www.airbus.com/fileadmin/media_gallery/files/safety_
library_items/AirbusSafetyLib_-FLT_OPS-CAB_OPSSEQ01.pdf
2. An important source of information is how airlines describe
their expectations from the cabin crew. It would be very
helpful to read a couple of job descriptions from the airline of
your choice or from a web resource that contains cabin crew
job announcements from several airlines. A good is example
is the website Adzuna:
http://www.adzuna.ca/browse/travel-jobs/cabin-crew
Compare with the job descriptions found on the Qantas
website:
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/flight-attendants/
global/en
3. Another interesting perspective on the responsibilities of the
cabin crew is the blog: A day in the life of a long haul cabin
crew member:
http://www.cabincrew.com/career-advice/a-day-in-the-lifelong-haul-cabin-crew/1133
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. a
2. c
3. a
4. b
5. a

Progress Check 2
1. a
2. c
3. b
4. b
5. d

Progress Check 3
1. c
2. b
3. b
4. a
5. b
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4

Managing Abnormal and Emergency
Situations

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the key elements
of the proactive approach to
safety

•

Identify the purpose of each
piece of emergency
equipment on board the
aircraft

•

List measures intended to
prevent fires aboard an
aircraft

•

Describe course of action
for fire fighting

•

Describe emergency
procedures during cabin
decompression

•

Identify safety measures for
avoiding injuries during
turbulence

•

Describe procedures for
emergency landing and
evacuation

In the previous module we have covered the cabin crew's
responsibilities that they are expected to perform during every
flight. In fact, many of those responsibilities are intended to create
an environment on board the aircraft that prevents accidents and
allows cabin crew to react effectively in case of an emergency.
In this module we will focus on emergency situations. What cabin
crew do to prevent accidents and how they respond in an
emergency situation. We will focus on four specific emergency
situations: (a) turbulence during the flight, (b) cabin
decompression, (c) fire on board the aircraft, and (d) smoke
removal from the cabin. However, before we discuss these
emergency situations we will describe a proactive approach that
is intended to prevent such emergencies and avoid injuries. In
addition, we will describe the emergency equipment on board the
aircraft that cabin crew are expected to use in these situations.
Sometimes emergency situations cannot be controlled by the
crew and the only solution is an emergency landing. In the last
lesson of this module we will discuss how to prepare for an
evacuation and the challenges that it entails.
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4.1

Perspective on Air Transportation Safety

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:

There are three key elements that have made aviation one of the
safest means of passenger transportation. First, the proactive
approach adopted by the airline industry insures that abnormal
situations are dealt with effectively before they turn into
emergency situations. Second, equipment and personnel on
board the aircraft are always prepared for any possible
emergency that may occur before, during or after the flight. Third,
any abnormal or emergency situation is thoroughly investigated in
order to improve processes and equipment.

•

Explain the proactive role
that cabin crew play in
managing safety

•

Describe communication
channels and procedures
during an emergency
onboard the aircraft

•

Identify safety and
emergency equipment
onboard an aircraft

4.1.1 The Proactive Approach to Managing
Safety

•

Explain the role of reporting
and documentation of
abnormal and emergency
situations

An emergency is defined as a “serious, unexpected, and often
dangerous situation requiring immediate action”. Cabin crew are
carried on board aircraft so that if an emergency arises, they can
take immediate action to contain it and reduce the level of danger.

•

Identify factors affecting
human behavior in
emergency situations

Reassuringly, not every flight encounters an emergency. This is
partly due to the actions that cabin crew take to prevent an
emergency from occurring. Cabin crew take a proactive approach
and deal with an abnormal situation before it becomes an
emergency. By preparing for the unexpected cabin crew are
ready to respond quickly, professionally, calmly and assertively.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew take a proactive
approach and deal with an
abnormal situation before it
becomes an emergency.
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In this lesson we will look in detail at the role that cabin crew play
with each of these key elements to ensure that flight crew are well
informed of the situation and that passengers are provided
adequate leadership and guidance.

Most of the routine cabin crew duties discussed in Module 3
contribute to the safe operation of the flight and ensure
preparedness for emergency. Cabin crew duties in fact form a
system of procedures and communications that are intended to
create an environment that responds quickly and effectively in
emergency situations. These procedures involve safety checks,
reviews and cabin preparation that puts the cabin crew and their
surroundings in the best possible situation for reacting to an
emergency. In addition, these duties and responsibilities aid
passengers in providing an aircraft and cabin environment that is
safe.

Aviation Training Program

Some examples of proactive measures taken by cabin crew are:
Preventing abnormalities from escalating. In order to
recognise what is unusual or abnormal, cabin crew must first
recognise what is normal. At the end of their first training course,
cabin crew are usually required to complete a familiarisation
flight. During the familiarisation flight they work as additional crew
to the minimum number of cabin crew on board the aircraft under
the guidance and supervision of a senior cabin crew member.
The purpose of these familiarisation flights is to help them
recognise what is normal. Upon successful completion of these
flights, cabin crew will be deemed to be fully qualified and should
be able to identify abnormalities, or confident to ask for a second
opinion from a fellow crew member, and identify appropriate
action to be taken.
Assessing passengers during boarding. Throughout the
boarding process cabin crew can observe passengers to
determine whether any of them are showing signs of illness which
may become worse during flight, or any that are showing signs of
intoxication which could become worse if served further alcoholic
drinks.
Monitoring the amount of cabin baggage. During boarding
cabin crew can identify passenger baggage items that may be too
large or heavy to be stowed on board. Bags that cannot be
stowed in the correct stowages may become a hazard in an
emergency landing (where they may fall out and cause injury) or
during an evacuation (where they may cause an obstruction to
the escape routes). Cabin crew can offer to stow these baggage
items in a safe place on board the aircraft.
Airlines have their own policy on what can be accepted as cabin
baggage on board and cabin crew will be required to enforce
these rules if they discover items that are not within the stated
limits. Anything discovered to be in excess of the policy should be
offloaded and placed into the hold.
Enforcing safety regulations. Many passengers are unaware of
safety regulations applied on board the aircraft or do not
understand why they apply. Cabin crew, however, understand
these regulations and should ensure passenger compliance. For
example, the use of mobile telephones in the cabin may cause
interference with the flight crew's communication systems,
causing noise interference in their headsets while talking to Air
Traffic Control. This could cause them to fly at the wrong altitude
or in the wrong direction. Generally passengers are not allowed to
use their communication devices on board the aircraft. However,
policies may differ between airlines, depending on the aircraft
Module 4—Managing Abnormal and Emergency Situations
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operated, and passengers do not always understand why this is
so. Cabin crew must, therefore, remain up to date with changes in
policies or regulations in order to maintain a safe cabin
environment.
Monitoring the galleys and equipment. Meal containers may
open during cooking, spilling the contents on the oven surfaces
which may ignite and cause a fire. If cabin crew notice smoke
coming from an oven while meals are cooking, they can switch off
the oven and allow it to cool, thus preventing the oven from
catching fire.
Keeping equipment secured when not in use. Turbulence is
often encountered without warning and could cause items to fall
out and injure cabin crew nearby. Cabin crew should always be
prepared for unexpected turbulence and be ready to take
immediate action to make sure everything is secured.
Assessing Able Bodied Passengers (ABPs) before
departure. Cabin crew are trained to operate the exits in an
emergency evacuation and deploy the escape devices. While
cabin crew can carry this out alone, they can also enlist the help
of passengers to assist during an evacuation. Passengers seated
at the exit rows will have already been selected by check-in staff
as suitable ABPs as they meet the minimum criteria for exit rows,
but cabin crew should still mentally select additional ABPs that
they could call on for help during an emergency.
The types of people who would be ideal ABPs are physically and
mentally fit adults aged 16 or over and have had some
experience dealing with emergency situations.
1. Police personnel, fire fighters, nurses, etc. are generally
trained to respond well in emergency situations and usually
have some experience of doing so.
2. Have or have held a cabin crew qualification–these people
already have an understanding of what is required and have
carried out evacuation drills.
3. Flight crew members travelling in the cabin. It is common for
cabin and flight crews to be “positioned” from one airport to
another as passengers either before or after a flight
assignment.
Obviously it is not always possible to determine during the predeparture stage the job roles of passengers, but occasionally
these passengers may introduce themselves to cabin crew in
conversation, or their clothing/uniform may provide an indication
as to their job.
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In an emergency situation, cabin crew call on their mentally
selected ABPs and provide them with the information they need
to assist them in their duties.
Being mentally prepared during every take-off and landing
for an evacuation. Cabin crew's duty position determines which
jump seat they occupy during take-off and landing. Jump seats
are generally located at or near an exit which allows cabin crew to
open the door quickly in the event of an emergency. The cabin
crew are required to be secured and seated correctly in their jump
seats during taxi, take-off and landing. Each airline provides its
own guidance on the correct seating position which is intended to
reduce the likelihood of injury to the cabin crew member should
an incident occur.
Most accidents occur during takeoff and landing. Therefore cabin
crew, when in their jump seats before takeoff or landing, conduct
a 30 second Silent Review. This review consists of a mental
review of evacuation and emergency exit procedures and
alertness to any unusual sights or sounds that might indicate a
problem. This exercise is important because cabin crew may fly
on various aircraft modifications, where equipment may be
different, and the layout of the cabin and functioning of exits or
procedures may not be the same. A 30 second silent review
should include at least these questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

What type of aircraft am I on?
Is the takeoff (or landing) over land or water?
What commands or signals would I expect to hear or see to
indicate an emergency?
Am I properly secured in my seat? Am I in the brace position?
How do I open the exit?
Where is the manual inflation handle for the emergency slide
located at my exit (to insure it inflates properly in the event of
an emergency evacuation)?
What are my evacuation commands?
What equipment do I take with me if we have to evacuate?
Do I know where the ABPs (Able Bodied Person) are sitting?
Which passengers may require additional assistance and
where are they?
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Key Learning Point
Cabin crew are the eyes and
ears of the safety department of
an airline

Completing safety reports. Cabin crew are the eyes and ears of
the safety department of an airline and are required to report
safety incidents and concerns to the airline as part of the
mandatory Safety Management System (SMS). Safety reports
must be submitted whenever an incident occurs or if the cabin
crew believe that it could be likely to happen. Regulators have a
set of criteria which require safety reports to be submitted and
additional requirements may be applied by each airline
depending on the safety concerns they may have. In general,
cabin crew are required to submit reports when:
1. Anything happens which caused or could have caused injury;
2. A smoke detector is activated;
3. Safety equipment or procedures are inadequate or
ineffective;
4. Communications fail;
5. Any emergency procedures or equipment are used;
6. Significant turbulence is encountered;
7. Security procedures are breached;
8. A bomb threat or hijack situation occurs;
9. There is difficulty in dealing with a violent or intoxicated
passenger.
Submitting correctly written safety reports allows the airline to
investigate the incident or problem and usually recommend
changes to prevent it from happening again.
The pre-flight safety briefing for passengers. It is mandatory
that a safety briefing is provided to passengers before each
takeoff. Each airline has its own procedures which are required to
be followed by the cabin crew. The purpose of the briefing is to
encourage passengers to be prepared for an emergency and to
know where to go and what to do if instructed by the cabin crew.
Some passengers choose not to pay attention to the safety
briefing and cabin crew sometimes have to use their interpersonal
skills to encourage them to do so for their own safety and
wellbeing.
In any abnormal or emergency situation on board the aircraft,
crew coordination and communication is key to a satisfactory
conclusion. Airlines have a set of procedures for each emergency
situation which are detailed in the Operations Manuals. These
procedures assign specific responsibilities to individual cabin
crew member on board. However, in an emergency situation not
all cabin crew may be available to carry out their responsibilities.
Therefore, every cabin crew member must be prepared to
perform some of the responsibilities that their colleagues are not
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able to carry out. This is the reason why cabin crew are expected
to know the responsibilities of each position in the cabin.
Cabin crew are required to report any abnormality in the cabin to
the flight crew so that they can determine the best course of
action. For example, a strange noise in the cabin could be an
indication of something wrong which the flight crew cannot hear in
the flight deck. Cabin crew should be confident and willing to
report all potential abnormalities to flight crew for investigation
without feeling that they are an inconvenience.

4.1.2 Safety and Emergency Equipment on
Board the Aircraft
National aviation authorities issue the requirements for the
minimum amount of emergency equipment on board each
aircraft. Airlines are allowed to install more equipment than
required, if they deem it necessary. In addition, emergency
equipment vary according to the size of the aircraft and the
types of routes it flies (land, water, etc.).

Key Learning Point
Prior to each flight cabin crew
are required to check and verify
that the emergency equipment
in the assigned duty area is in its
proper location and is ready for
use.

Cabin crew are trained in the use of emergency equipment. They
know the exact location of each item and are able to respond
quickly in the event of an emergency. Airlines provide a diagram
in their Operations Manual showing the location, type and use of
every item installed on board each aircraft. Cabin crew are
required to learn these so that they can locate every item quickly
in order to deal with an emergency situation. Learning the
location of equipment involves a lot of study and repetition. The
reason for this is that cabin crew are tested at regular intervals on
the location and use of the emergency equipment.
Prior to each flight cabin crew are required to check and verify
that the emergency equipment in the assigned duty area is in its
proper location and is ready for use. This is called an Emergency
Equipment Check. Company procedures may require cabin crew
to complete a checklist with a signature so that the captain can
verify that all equipment is on board and meets the check
requirements.
The emergency equipment can be classified according to the
following four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Evacuation Equipment
Ditching/Flotation Equipment
Fire Fighting Equipment
First Aid and Medical Equipment
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At this stage we will provide an overview of each of these
categories of equipment. In later modules where appropriate
emergency procedures are described for various emergency
situations the usage of this equipment will be considered in more
detail.
Evacuation equipment. Doors and emergency exits are
normally equipped with slides or slides/rafts to assist passengers
and crew in exiting the aircraft in an emergency. A slide is a
device for use in a land evacuation only. A slide/raft may be used
in both land and water evacuations. Each is designed to inflate
either automatically or by a manual inflation handle.

Figure 4.1.2a—Front passenger door of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner
(CC, Julian Herzog)
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Exits over the aircraft wings may be equipped with a slide to help
evacuate from the wing, or it may be possible to slide off the rear
surface of the wing to the ground.
In a land evacuation, passengers and crew evacuate by sliding
down the device and then moving away from the aircraft for
safety. However, in a water evacuation, the slide/raft becomes a
flotation device, which the passengers and crew get into. Once
the passengers board the raft it is then released from the aircraft.
Some other pieces of emergency equipment are used following
an evacuation and need to be removed from the aircraft by cabin
crew before they evacuate themselves:
•

•

•

Megaphones are used for communicating with passengers,
rescuers or other crew members during an evacuation or
irregular situation. The number of megaphones carried is
dependent on the number of seats installed.
Emergency flashlights are available at all cabin crew duty
stations. They are used to provide additional illumination
when evacuating at night or when evacuating a smoke filled
cabin. Some airlines require cabin crew to carry a personal
flashlight, which can also be used in non-emergency
situations.
Emergency Location Transmitters (ELT) are devices that
transmit a radio signal that can be tracked and traced by
satellites and rescue teams in order to find the aircraft and
survivors. This is a valuable piece of equipment that is used
whenever the aircraft is evacuated away from an airport.
Again, the number of ELTs carried depends on the number of
seats installed
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Figure 4.1.2b—Emergency Location Transmitter

Ditching/Flotation Equipment. Aircraft have special equipment
for water landings (ditching). The types of equipment vary from
among different types of aircraft and not all aircraft have this
equipment–especially if they do not fly over water for extended
periods of time. The flotation equipment available on all aircraft
are life vests or buoyant seat cushions. The life vest is a water
resistant nylon flotation device designed to keep the passenger's
head above water. In most aircraft the life vests are under or near
each passenger seat. Specially marked Crew Life Vests, which
help identify the cabin crew among the survivors are at each
cabin crew duty station along with extra passenger vests and
infant life vests.
Aircraft that fly long distances are fitted with slide/rafts equipped
with features and components to aid in survival at sea until rescue
can occur. In a water landing, passengers evacuate and step into
these slide/rafts and it is manually detached from the aircraft. The
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aircraft must have enough raft capacity to fit the maximum
number of passengers and crew members on board. If the
slide/rafts do not have enough space for the number of seats
installed, additional life-rafts must be carried, normally in the
ceiling or overhead stowages.
Each slide/raft and life-raft is equipped with:
1. Life lines for keeping raft occupants and equipment secure
and providers survivors in the water with something to hold
on to.
2. Boarding stations where handholds and stirrups are available
to assist passengers into the raft from the water.
3. Sea anchor that prevents drifting and spinning of the raft and
is deployed automatically or by someone in the raft.
4. Locator light that illuminates the raft and enables search and
rescue teams to see the raft in the dark.
5. Survival kit that is located in the raft or is attached to it prior to
the water evacuation.
The survival kit is critical because the slide/raft may be in the
water for some time before the rescue team arrives. In addition,
passengers with various medical conditions may require
assistance. A survival kit should contain such items as:
1. A canopy–brightly coloured water resistant fabric that
completely covers the raft and protects occupants from
exposure to the elements. The bright colour also provides a
spotting target for rescue teams.
2. A bailing bucket and sponges for removing the water out of
the raft and keeping it dry.
3. A Life Raft and Survival Manual which provides information
on how to use the equipment available and other survival
techniques.
4. A first aid kit that has similar contents as the kits found on
board the aircraft.
5. A raft repair kit that contains patches and clamps for repairing
tears or punctures in the raft.
6. Water storage containers for collection of rainwater; some
survival kits may also contain small containers of water or
tablets that can be added to sea water to make it potable
(suitable for drinking).
7. Signalling devices such as mirrors, flares for day and night
and a whistle.
8. Flashlight and batteries–in addition to the ones found on the
aircraft.
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9. Sea dye marker–chemical fluorescent dye that dissolves in
the water and stain the water surrounding the raft to aid in
sighting and rescue.

Figure 4.1.2c—US Airways Flight 1549 in the Hudson River New York, USA
on 15 January 2009

Fire Fighting Equipment. Aircraft are equipped with
components and materials that are fire retardant or resistant. In
addition, aircraft cabins are equipped with fire fighting equipment
for the cabin crew to use in the event of a fire. The amount and
types of the equipment on board varies but it generally fits into
these categories:
1. Halon/Bromochlorodifluoromethane Extinguisher–a liquefied
gas agent that deprives the fire of oxygen. In general this type
of extinguisher is recommended for fires involving flammable
liquids and electrical fires.
2. Water Fire Extinguisher–extinguisher that uses water to cool
the fuel of the fire and remove the heat. It should only be used
on fires of paper, material or ordinary combustibles that are
not near or around flammable liquids or electricity.
3. Smoke Hood/Portable Breathing Equipment–a self contained,
portable personal breathing device that protects from the
effects of smoke, carbon dioxide, harmful gas and oxygen
deficiency while fighting an inflight fire. The hood is flexible
and partly metallic and covers the head and self-fitting neck
opening. It is designed to prevent gases and smoke from
getting inside the hood and allows the cabin crew to get
closer to a fire to fight it. Once it is activated it can provide
cabin crew approximately 15 minutes of breathable air.
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4. Fire/Crash Axe–this axe is used when access is needed to
fight fires in difficult to reach areas, for example, behind
aircraft wall panelling or behind a lavatory door. Opening the
door may be impossible because of the heat. It is important to
note that opening the door will give the fire added oxygen,
which fuels the fire and allows smoke in the cabin. By making
a hole in the door with the axe you can aim the fire
extinguisher directly through the hole and minimize the
smoke in the cabin, while keeping the fire contained.
5. Lavatory Smoke Detectors–aircraft lavatories are required to
have smoke detectors to provide early warning to a lavatory
fire and the presence of smoke.
6. Automatic Lavatory Fire Extinguishers–aircraft lavatories are
also equipped with automatic fire extinguishers in the waste
containers. These extinguishers are activated by heat.
First Aid and Medical Equipment. The following medical
equipment is generally available on board aircraft. We will discuss
the usage of this equipment in more detail in Module 5.
1. Portable Oxygen Bottles provide additional oxygen following
a decompression and are also used in medical emergencies
on board. They enable cabin crew to move around the cabin
and give help to passengers who may need it, while
maintaining their own oxygen supply.
2. First Aid Kits are intended to be used for serious first aid
emergencies and contain bandages and other equipment to
be used following an evacuation or serious incident.
3. The Medical (Doctor's) Kit is a sealed container which
contains restricted drugs for a doctor or other suitably
qualified medical practitioner to use when dealing with a
serious medical emergency.
4. The defibrillator is an electrical device used in dealing with
passengers suffering from cardiac arrest. It supplies an
electric shock to the heart in order to restart its normal
rhythm.
5. The Biohazard Kit and Universal Precaution Equipment is
used when dealing with medical emergencies and allows safe
disposal of body fluids and dirty equipment, as well as
providing protection for the cabin crew or medical volunteers.
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Figure 4.1.2d—Portable oxygen bottle

4.1.3 Learning from Emergency Situations

Key Learning Point
The aim of the post-emergency
investigation is to find out
whether any procedures or
equipment may need to be
improved.
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Cabin crew must be ready to deal with any emergency confidently
and quickly in order to prevent it from worsening. While some
emergencies may be out of the control of the cabin crew,
confidence, communication and knowledge of equipment will help
minimize damage to aircraft and save human life.
Following any emergency situation an investigation is conducted.
It may be carried out by the airline's own investigation team, or by
the national aviation authority. The aim of such an investigation is
to find out exactly what happened and whether any procedures or
equipment may need to be improved.
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To assist in the investigation, as well as being interviewed by the
investigators, cabin crew may be expected to complete the
following documentation and reports:
1. An Air Safety Report giving the details of the incident and the
outcome. This is normally completed by the senior cabin crew
member.
2. A detailed written report from each crew member, describing
in detail what they saw and did.
3. Aircraft defects log, giving details of any safety or emergency
equipment used so that it can be replaced.
There have been many studies in human behavior during an
emergency. While it is clear that every emergency situation is
different, there are specific patterns that cabin crew need to be
aware of.
The first conclusion that can be drawn is that while cabin crew are
highly trained in dealing with emergency situations, passengers
are not. Cabin crew must, therefore, provide leadership and
direction to get passengers to behave appropriately.
Research has proven that passengers who pay attention to the
pre-flight emergency briefing are far more likely to be able to
respond to an emergency quickly if it occurs. They will have
identified where their exits are and know to keep low if the cabin
is filled with smoke. They will know what to do if the oxygen
masks drop from the ceiling and understand the importance of
putting a mask on quickly.
When a human being recognizes the presence of danger, the
brain automatically sends out signals to prepare the body to react
by releasing adrenaline, noradrenaline and cortisol. This hormone
response is a basic human reaction over which people have no
control. It causes breathing to increase, directs blood away from
the stomach and vital organs to muscles and limbs, vision and
awareness of surroundings alters and people start to see things
in slow motion. This is the human body's natural reaction to
danger and it enables us to make almost superhuman efforts to
save ourselves from danger and feel less pain.
Panic can be classified as positive or negative. Positive panic is
where a person reacts to the emergency situation and takes
action to get to safety. This is the type of reaction that cabin crew
can use to their advantage by giving instruction to passengers
and managing their reaction to a positive outcome.
When passengers don't have the information to assess the
danger and identify an escape route, they experience negative
panic. If there is no obvious sign of danger such as fire or smoke
Module 4—Managing Abnormal and Emergency Situations
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or water, then negative panic is far more likely to occur. This
results in passengers taking little or no action, preferring to
remain seated or gather their personal belongings together
before evacuating to safety. As cabin crew it is important to give
passengers the information they need to make a positive decision
to take action and therefore avoid negative panic.
In an emergency situation, passengers respond more positively if
there is firm leadership and guidance from the cabin crew. When
dealing with an incident inflight, cabin crew need to be assertive
in their control of the passengers so that they do not obstruct
them in dealing with it.
Assertive cabin crew behaviour require them to change from the
customer service orientated behaviour to one of authority–giving
orders rather than requests for compliance. Cabin crew must
remember to remain calm yet assertive and use their tone of
voice to ensure passengers understand the urgency of the
situation and that cabin crew are in control. Rather than ask a
passenger to sit down, they will tell them firmly.
When learning and practicing airline drills in training, cabin crew
will be assessed on their ability to take control without raising
panic. Only by understanding the emergency properly and how to
deal with it, can cabin crew manage the situation effectively.
During an emergency evacuation, cabin crew are normally
positioned at the doors and directing passengers to leave their
seats, leave their belongings behind and then jump onto the
escape slide. Although cabin crew are familiar with these
procedures, passengers most likely have not experienced such
situations before. Cabin crew, therefore, shout (but not scream)
strong assertive commands at them to encourage them off the
aircraft as quickly as possible. Airlines require cabin crew to learn
their own commands to be shouted in this situation and assess
cabin crew during training courses to ensure that they are able to
perform this duty.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the three key elements that have
made aviation one of the safest means of passenger
transportation. Cabin crew play the key role in this by taking a
proactive approach to prevent abnormal situations and deal with
them effectively before they turn into emergencies. However,
when emergency occur the cabin crew have the necessary
equipment and are adequately trained to use it for limiting the
danger for loss of human life. Furthermore, the cabin crew
provide vital information that is used by the airline industry to
improve processes and equipment.
The knowledge gained in this lesson is important for
understanding how to deal with each emergency situation
whether it is fire, smoke or decompression; topics covered in the
next lessons.
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Progress Check 1
1. What is the main role of the Able Bodied Passengers?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Perform first aid
Assist with safety instructions
Assist cabin crew during evacuation
Secure equipment during turbulence

2. What does the silent review consist of?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Review of the service plan
Review of galley equipment
Review of emergency procedures
Silently counting the number of passengers

3. Cabin crew are expected to learn about the location of the
safety equipment on board the aircraft from
the
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Roster
Pre-flight briefing
Operations Manual
IATA Safety Manual

4. Which of the following is NOT normally part of the survival kit
on a raft?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Sea dye marker
Survival Manual
Halon Extinguisher
Water storage containers

5. Portable Oxygen Bottles are used by cabin crew in case
of
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Fire fighting
Aircraft evacuation
Cabin decompression
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4.2

Turbulence and Cabin Decompression

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

List the reasons for
turbulence during a flight

•

Identify safety measures for
avoiding injuries during
turbulence

•

•

Identify the most common
reasons for cabin
decompression
Describe emergency
procedure during cabin
decompression

Having described the approach to safety adopted by airlines in
the previous lesson, we will focus in this lesson on two specific
safety challenges: turbulence and cabin decompression. In
describing these two situations we will follow a similar structure.
First, we will look at the reasons why each of these situations
happens. Next, we will describe the health risks associated with
each of these situations. Finally, we will look at the actions cabin
crew need to take to minimize the impact of each situation on the
health and well-being of the passengers.
The emergency steps described in this lesson are generally
applicable in these two situations. However, each airline provides
detailed procedures that need to be followed.

4.2.1 Causes of Turbulence
Aircraft fly through the air at speed and it is the flow of air over the
wings that keeps the aircraft flying. If the airflow over the wings is
disturbed, the aircraft encounters turbulence.
Turbulence can occur at any time the aircraft is in the air, it does
not just happen during the cruise portion of flight. There are many
different causes of turbulence, some of them can be predicted,
but others happen without any warning at all.
Passengers must always have their seat belts fastened during
take-off and landing and it is always recommended that
passengers keep their seat belts fastened whenever they are
sitting down, as this will help prevent injury if the aircraft
encounters unexpected turbulence in the cruise.
Understanding some of the causes of turbulence helps cabin
crew be more prepared and better manage flight safely.
Winds close to the ground behave differently to those at higher
altitudes, because they have obstructions such as buildings and
hills to go around. Also, the airflow at airports is constantly
disturbed by other aircraft and engines. There is often a fair
amount of turbulence during take-off and landing as a result.
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Figure 4.2.1a—Wind cone at the end of the runway indicates wind direction
(CC, Kai-Martin Knaak)

When an aircraft flies through the air, it creates its own
disturbance which can be felt by aircraft behind it, the same way a
boat travelling through water. The larger the aircraft, the larger the
area of wake turbulence left behind it. Air Traffic Control require a
minimum separation between aircraft to help avoid this, but this is
not always managed during busy times at some airports. If the
aircraft gets caught in the wake of an aircraft in front, a rolling
movement is felt.
Hot temperatures can cause turbulence. As the ground
temperature heats up, it causes the air at ground level to warm
and rise. When this same warm air reaches high altitudes, it cools
again and sinks. This constant warming and cooling causes air
currents to rise and fall again and again, creating turbulence.
When flying over mountains aircraft often encounter turbulence.
This is because strong winds blowing against mountains cause
the air to rise up into the atmosphere. These are known as
mountain waves. The higher you fly over mountains, the weaker
the effects of turbulence. However, this cannot be avoided when
landing in mountainous areas.
Jetstreams are patterns of wind which are associated with the
earth's weather systems. They are caused by the earth's rotation
and heat and are generally found on the edge of polar or tropical
climate boundaries, at high altitude. A jetstream can be
thousands of miles long and a few miles deep, with faster air
flowing in the middle. Aircraft will often fly into a jetstream in order
to make use of the wind and make the journey faster, but
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turbulence is often encountered when trying to cross the path of a
jetstream.
Clear air turbulence is associated with any area of winds moving
in different directions or speed and is often found on the edges of
jetstreams. As it does not contain any moisture or cloud, it is
undetectable by radar so it occurs without much warning to the
flight and cabin crews.
Thunderstorms and weather fronts can also cause a situation
called wind shear. Wind shear is any rapid change in wind
direction or velocity causing airspeed changes, which affects the
amount of lift keeping the aircraft in the air. If the airplane is
slowed down, like on takeoff or landing, the effect of wind shear
can be very dangerous. Wind shear is associated with
thunderstorms and weather fronts that can force an airplane to
the ground.

Figure 4.2.1b—Weather radars on aircrafts inform pilots of storms ahead

4.2.2 Managing Turbulence
At the pre-flight briefing, the captain normally advises the cabin
crew of any predicted turbulence. Certain weather patterns are
known to cause turbulence. In addition, the radar on board the
aircraft can detect moisture and/or cloud at some distance in front
of the aircraft and this is an indication that turbulence is to be
expected. The darker or more dense the cloud, the more likely
Module 4—Managing Abnormal and Emergency Situations
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that turbulence will be encountered. Flying on a stormy day will
most certainly involve turbulence.
If the captain knows that they will be flying into or out of a
jetstream, they may be able to advise cabin crew of the
approximate time when turbulence might be expected.
Furthermore, it is well known that some routes suffer more
turbulence than others, depending on the climate, altitude and
mountains.
There are three categories of turbulence based on its intensity:
Light Turbulence–This type of turbulence is a common
occurrence, where slight, rapid and rhythmic bumpiness occurs.
An easy way to identify this category of turbulence is when
unsecured objects remain stable. For example, coffee in a cup
would shake slightly but not splash out. Passengers might have
slight difficulty walking in the plane during this type of turbulence.
Moderate Turbulence–This type of turbulence is a common
occurrence and it has a greater intensity than the light turbulence.
Moderate turbulence can be described as having slight,
momentary changes in altitude, pitch and airspeed while the crew
have full control of the aircraft. However, it is common that
unsecured objects move about, walking is difficult and liquids can
spill out of cups. During moderate turbulence, passengers can
also feel a strain against their seat belts.
Severe Turbulence–This type of turbulence involves large and
abrupt changes in altitude, which may cause the airplane to be
out of control momentarily. Passengers may be violently forced
against seat belts. Walking is impossible during this type of
turbulence as it might be dangerous for the cabin crew or the
passengers on board.
Extreme Turbulence–This type of turbulence forces the airplane
to be tossed violently and it is virtually impossible to control. This
type of turbulence may cause structural damage to the aircraft.

Key Learning Point
Even light turbulence can affect
occupants in the aircraft who are
not wearing a seat belt.
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It is important to be aware that turbulence, except in the most
severe cases, does not cause damage to an aircraft. However,
even light turbulence can affect occupants in the aircraft who are
not wearing a seat belt. Passengers who are not wearing a seat
belt during turbulence can be knocked around and therefore be
injured.
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4.2.3 Course of Action for Ensuring Safety
during Turbulence
Cabin crew cannot prevent turbulence, but they play an important
part in preventing injury to passengers or crew even before
turbulence is encountered. It is recognized that passengers need
to move around the cabin to use lavatories or to exercise on long
flights. However, it is the responsibility of the cabin crew to ensure
that all the passengers keep their seat belts fastened at all times
when seated and especially when the captain illuminates the seat
belt sign.
Keeping the galleys and working areas clean and tidy at all times,
with all cupboards, trolleys and equipment secured, helps prevent
injury if turbulence is encountered without warning.
Turbulence affects the whole aircraft, but the effects can be felt
differently by the flight crew at the front and the cabin crew at the
back. While the flight crew might feel a mild jumping movement,
cabin crew in the rear near the tail might feel a more definite
swaying movement as the aircraft twists and moves inflight. The
larger the aircraft, the greater the difference of how turbulence is
felt in front and in the back of the aircraft. It is therefore very
important to communicate with the flight crew and make sure they
are aware of the conditions in the cabin.
During turbulence the captain turns on the fasten seat belt signs
to instruct passengers to take their seats. Depending on the level
of turbulence, the cabin crew may also be instructed to sit down.
IATA recommends that cabin crew do not wait for an instruction to
stop services and sit down if the conditions indicate that they may
be injured. In cases of sudden unexpected severe turbulence, it
may not be possible to return to your own assigned seat and you
may have to sit on the nearest empty passenger seat, or the floor
and hold on tightly.
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The following table shows the recommended procedure for
airlines to adopt for turbulence:

Recognized by

Cabin crew
actions

Light Turbulence

Moderate Turbulence

Severe Turbulence

Liquids shaking, but not
splashing out of cups.

Liquids splashing out of
cups.

Items falling over and
unsecured objects tossed
about.

Carts able to be
maneuvered with little
difficulty.

Difficult to walk or stand
without holding onto
something.

Walking impossible.

Passengers feel a slight
strain against seat belts

Carts difficult to maneuver
Passengers feel a definite
strain against seat belts.

Passengers violently
forced against seat belts.

Visually check to ensure
that all passengers are
seated and with seat belts
fastened.

Secure all service items in
the galley.

Cabin crew should not
attempt to check
passengers as it is vital that
they sit down immediately.

Infants secured.

While making way to crew Cabin crew take nearest
seat, visually check all
available seat and fit seat
passengers are seated and belt/harness.
with seat belts fastened.

Confirm “Cabin Secure” to Infants secured.
senior cabin crew member.
Senior cabin crew member Confirm “Cabin Secure” to
passes check to captain.
senior cabin crew member.
Sit down in crew seat and
fasten harness.
Most airlines allow
continued services after
checks complete.
Table 4.2.3—Cabin crew actions in turbulence
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Senior cabin crew member
passes check to captain.
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Key Learning Point
Turbulence is the leading cause
of inflight injuries. Although
these injuries are not fatal they
can be prevented simply by
encouraging passengers to
keep their seat belts fastened.

Turbulence is the leading cause of inflight injuries. Although these
injuries are not fatal they can be prevented simply by encouraging
passengers to keep their seat belts fastened. The following
events seem to have the most serious consequences where at
least one passenger or cabin crew member was injured during an
unexpected turbulence encounter.
During a flight from Singapore to Sydney with 236 passengers
and 16 crew, the airplane encountered turbulence over central
Australia. The plane hit an “air pocket” which caused it to drop
91 meters. Nine passengers including one pregnant woman and
three cabin crew suffered various neck, back and hip injuries, with
one of the passengers requiring surgery. It is important to
emphasize that those who were injured were not wearing seat
belts.
During a flight from Japan to Brisbane, 16 passengers were
injured when a large aircraft encountered turbulence. Passengers
had been advised to keep their seat belts fastened while seated.
The pilot in command reported that flight conditions were smooth
prior to encountering the turbulence. The weather radar did not
indicate adverse weather, so the crew did not turn on the seat belt
signs. A number of the passengers who were not wearing their
seat belts were injured when they were thrown from their seats.
A jet hit air turbulence shortly before it landed at a Hong Kong
airport, injuring 47 people, seven of them seriously. “It happened
very suddenly and everything was very chaotic,” one of the
160 passengers aboard the flight said. “The plane just dropped
and I saw things flying all over.”
Turbulence during cruise has not been known to cause an aircraft
to impact with the ground. However, it remains dangerous to the
occupants of the cabin any time it is encountered. Some serious
injuries have been sustained both by passengers and cabin crew
as a result. A degree of turbulence is encountered on most flights
and is usually short lived.
At times, the captain instructs cabin crew to remain secured in
their seats due to moderate/severe turbulence and during this
time cabin crew are unable to assist others in the cabin.
Certain routes flown by airlines are more likely to encounter
moderate or severe turbulence and airlines often mention these in
training courses so that cabin crew can be more mentally
prepared.
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4.2.4 Aircraft Cabin Pressurization

Key Learning Point
Decompression can be caused
by a major malfunction in the
pressurization system or a
structural damage to the aircraft.

Today's aircraft fly at an altitude at which the unprotected human
body cannot survive for more than a few seconds. This is
because at such altitudes the air density is significantly lower than
at ground level. As a result, the human body cannot breathe in as
many oxygen molecules as needed. The solution adopted by
aircraft manufacturers has been to pump additional air into the
cabin and control the air pressure in the cabin through an outflow
valve. The air is usually pumped from the engines. However,
before it reaches the cabin this air is cooled and humidified. This
creates a comfortable environment in the cabin. This process is
called pressurization.
When the pressure inside the cabin cannot be maintained the
phenomenon is referred to as decompression. This can be
caused by a major malfunction in the pressurization system or a
structural damage to the aircraft. There are three categories of
decompression based on how rapidly loss of pressurization
occurs. The three categories of decompression can be described
as follows:
Slow Decompression: Gradual loss of cabin pressure, caused
by a malfunction of the pressurization system or a pressure leak
in the aircraft structure. The first indication of a slow
decompression in the cabin is the appearance of drop down
oxygen masks. This may be the only indication that
decompression has occurred and as there will be no other signs
of danger, passengers and crew may be tricked into thinking that
this is a malfunction or mistake and that the masks should not
have dropped.
Explosive Decompression: An instant explosive loss of cabin
pressure caused by an explosion or rupture in the fuselage. It is
very dangerous because the change in cabin pressure happens
faster than the lungs can manage. Therefore, it is possible that
lung damage may occur. Normally, the time required to release
air from the lungs where no restrictions exist (e.g. masks) is 0.2
seconds. Most aviation authorities consider any decompression
that occurs in less than 0.5 seconds as explosive and potentially
dangerous.
Rapid Decompression: Rapid decompression happens quickly
but is a situation where the change in cabin pressure is slower
and the lungs can decompress faster than the cabin. While still
very serious, there is less likelihood of lung damage.
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During an explosive or rapid decompression, at the same time as
the oxygen masks drop from the overhead compartments, cabin
crew may also see some of the following sudden indications:
1. A loud bang or sudden increased noise in the cabin;
2. Misting in the air due to sudden condensation of warm moist
air in the cabin meeting the extremely cold air from outside;
3. A rush of air and disturbance of loose cabin items as they
move towards the hole;
4. Sudden boiling of hot liquids and galley boilers.

4.2.5 Basic Response Procedures in the Event
of Decompression

Key Learning Point
The time of useful
consciousness at 10,000 meters
(32,808 feet) is approximately
30 - 60 seconds after which the
symptoms of hypoxia become
evident.

Whether rapid or slow, following a decompression, the immediate
priority for every person on board is to put on an oxygen mask.
The time of useful consciousness at 10,000 meters (32,808 feet)
is approximately 30 - 60 seconds after which the symptoms of
hypoxia become evident.
Passengers are likely to be very confused by the decompression
and will look to cabin crew for assistance. However, cabin crew
also have to put their own safety first while trying to help others. If
cabin crew are not receiving enough oxygen, they will not be able
to assist others. Not only is a sudden decompression and
appearance of oxygen masks alarming, passengers are not
familiar with what is happening. Cabin crew training in mock-up
cabins ensure that decompression drills are practiced regularly
and the calm but speedy response of the cabin crew will reassure
passengers.
The symptoms of hypoxia are caused by a lack of oxygen in the
brain. This can result in confusion, disorientation and if not
restored, loss of consciousness. The danger in hypoxia is its
subtle onset unless conditions in the area indicate there has been
a rapid decompression. In order to prevent hypoxia cabin crew
must be alert to the symptoms not only in themselves, but also in
other crew and passengers. Symptoms do not occur in any order
and some, though not all the symptoms may be present. The
remedy is oxygen and usually recovery is rapid once the oxygen
is administered.
Other symptoms of hypoxia may include:
•
•
•
•
•

An increased breathing rate,
Headache, fatigue,
Light-headed or dizzy sensations,
Tingling or warm sensations,
Sweating,
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•
•
•
•

Impaired judgment,
A general lack of feeling well,
Cyanosis or discoloration of nail beds,
Poor coordination.

In case of decompression the flight crew immediately put on
oxygen masks in the flight deck and descend the aircraft as
quickly as possible to an altitude where the use of oxygen is not
required. This descent may take from just a few up to 30 minutes,
depending on the aircraft and the route flown. Cabin crew must
put on an oxygen mask immediately and sit down in the nearest
seat during the descent, otherwise they will become unconscious
and unable to help others. While seated and with their oxygen
masks on cabin crew may be able to indicate to passengers to do
the same. Cabin crew are trained by airlines in specific
decompression procedures, but the passengers need assurance
and instruction.

Key Learning Point
In case of decompression some
people may require more
oxygen than others, for example
the elderly or sick.

Once the aircraft reaches an altitude where the human body can
breathe normally, cabin crew are able to remove their oxygen
masks and assist others in the cabin. Some people may require
more oxygen than others, for example the elderly or sick and
additional portable oxygen bottles are carried on board the
aircraft for this eventuality.
Depending on the cause of the decompression, cabin crew may
need to carry out other emergency procedures such as fire
fighting in the cabin at the same time and report back to the
captain.
This type of situation will most likely warrant an emergency
landing. The severity of the decompression and the damage to
the aircraft will dictate how much time cabin crew will have to
prepare for landing. In these situations, it is important to get as
much information from the captain as possible and carry out the
captain's instructions.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at two emergency situations:
turbulence and cabin decompression. Turbulence is a
phenomenon that cannot be avoided. However, in many
instances it can be predicted. Although turbulence is a leading
cause of injury, these are generally minor injuries that are not lifethreatening. The easiest way to avoid injuries during turbulence is
to encourage passengers to have their seat belts fastened.
Decompression is a much rarer occurrence. It is generally caused
by a mechanical or structural issue. It can be a serious lifethreatening incident. The best strategy is to put on immediately
the oxygen mask and only afterwards assess the situation and
see if it is possible to assist passengers.
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Progress Check 2
1. The patterns of wind generally found on the edge of polar or
tropical climate boundaries is known as
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Jetwash
Jetstreams
Mountain waves
Wake turbulence

2. Which type of turbulence can cause structural damage to the
aircraft?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Light Turbulence
Moderate Turbulence
Severe Turbulence
Extreme Turbulence

3. What is the first sign in the case of a slow decompression?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Lung damage
Misting in the air
Boiling of hot liquids
Dropped oxygen masks

4. In case of decompression, the cabin crew's first priority is
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Calm the passengers
Assist frail passengers
Put on the oxygen mask
Explain emergency procedures

5. What is the main reason the flight crew descend the aircraft
as quickly as possible in case of decompression?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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To avoid structural damage to the aircraft
To attempt an emergency landing as soon as possible
To attempt to fix the problem that caused decompression
To achieve an altitude where oxygen masks are not
required
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4.3

Fire Fighting and Smoke Removal

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

List most common causes of
fire onboard an airplane

•

Identify measures intended
to prevent fires aboard an
airplane

•

Describe fire fighting
procedure

•

List most common sources
of smoke or odour in an
aircraft

•

Describe procedure for
eliminating smoke from an
aircraft

Key Learning Point
By far the best way of managing
fire risks on board is to prevent a
fire from breaking out in the first
place.

A fire on board an aircraft is an emergency which requires
immediate coordinated action from the cabin crew in order to
prevent a catastrophic situation. While flying through the air at
10,000 meters (32,808 feet), it is not possible to call for the
assistance of the fire and rescue services, so cabin crew have to
take action straight away to contain and extinguish any fire.
In this lesson we will look in detail at possible causes of fire on
board the aircraft. Generally these causes can be preventable if
cabin crew and passengers follow safety regulations. We will
outline a number of strategies how to prevent fires. In addition, we
will discuss fire fighting procedures that help contain and
extinguish the fire completely. In the last part of this lesson we will
focus on the dangers of smoke since it can be a life-threatening
hazard.
The procedures described in this lesson are of a general nature.
In each instance cabin crew are expected to follow strictly the
airline's specific regulations.

4.3.1 Causes of Fire on Board the Aircraft and
Measures to Prevent It
By far the best way of managing fire risks on board is to prevent a
fire from breaking out in the first place. Cabin crew must be able
to recognize a potential fire hazard and take steps to reduce the
risks before a fire starts.
Fires can occur in any part of the aircraft cabin, but there are
higher risk areas to be aware of:
Galleys. Galley equipment is powered by electrical circuits taking
power from generators on board. Each electrical device in the
galleys is fitted with a circuit breaker which is designed to ‘pop’
out if the electrical circuit overheats, in the same way most
households are fitted with fuses which ‘trip’. If a circuit breaker
has popped out and someone pushes it back in without checking
the electrical device properly first, an overheating circuit may
continue to overheat and cause surrounding areas to heat up.
Eventually, this may cause something to ignite into a fire. All
electrical devices have some form of ventilation surrounding them
in order to allow them to cool while in use. Cabin crew must
ensure that this ventilation is not obstructed by service items and
crew belongings.
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It is often not the electrical device itself which ignites, but things in
the surrounding area. The galleys contain much of the paperwork
crew require for service and catering information, so cabin crew
must be sure not to leave paper and other combustible materials
next to electrical equipment, and ensure that flammable liquids
and compressed gases such as aerosol cans containing air
fresheners, insecticides or deodorants for example, are not stored
in places where they can heat up, for example in stowages above
or next to the ovens.
Ovens are a potential source of fire as they each contain a
heating element and a fan and are designed to heat a large
number of meals in a short period of time. Meal containers are
wrapped in foil or plastic and can sometimes open during heating,
causing parts of the meals to spill out onto the surface of the
ovens. As the ovens are refilled quickly during turnaround, it is
likely that these spillages can remain in the oven each time they
are used, eventually becoming burnt and giving off smoke or
burning smells. If these spillages come into contact with the
heating elements at the back of the oven, they may ignite. Most of
the fires reported in aircraft ovens are actually caused by burnt
food debris inside, rather than the oven itself catching fire. Cabin
crew must therefore ensure that each time they see spilled food
inside the oven, they report it in the aircraft log to be cleaned up.
Here are several safety strategies for preventing fire in the galley:
1. Ovens should always be checked before switching them on to
ensure that they are clean and contain only items required for
heating. Sometimes catering companies load the meals with
dry ice to keep them cool in hot weather, but this must be
removed before switching on the ovens.
2. Ventilation panels should not be obstructed, as these are
required to keep galley systems cool.
3. When using electrical equipment cabin crew should notice
whether there are any of electrical faults. An electrical fault
can be indicated by unusual cracking or popping noises, or by
strange smells like burnt rubber. Any suspected malfunction
should always be reported to the senior cabin crew member
and flight crew for investigation. Cabin crew should not use
electrical equipment that raises concern.
4. Rubbish and waste should be discarded correctly in the
waste bins. Any build up of waste can easily become a
hazard if a fire breaks out.
5. Cabin crew should be aware where the nearest fire
extinguisher is along with other fire fighting equipment and
ensure that access to it is not obstructed with service items
and baggage.
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Lavatories. Lavatories are also filled with electrical equipment
which can pose a fire hazard. Additionally, they are out of the
direct view of the cabin crew while doing their duties. Cabin crew
are therefore required to carry out frequent lavatory checks during
flight, not only to ensure that they remain clean and tidy for
passengers, but to check for fire hazards.
Electrical flush motors in lavatories have been known to overheat,
particularly if they do not shut off after flushing. Any unusual
sounds from flushing lavatories must be reported to flight crew so
that it can be reported in the aircraft log for maintenance teams to
check.
Lighting panels are always a source of heat and a flickering
lighting tube can be a hazard. If lighting is obstructed, not
installed correctly or shows signs of damage it could be a fire
hazard so must be reported in the aircraft log for checking.
The lavatories are the one place on the aircraft that passengers
can go to without being seen. Passengers who smoke often see
this as an opportunity to have a cigarette without being seen. It is
not the act of smoking which is a fire risk, but the action the
passenger may take to extinguish and hide the cigarette when
finished. If they throw it into the waste bin, it can easily ignite
paper towels and waste.
To reduce the risk of fires breaking out in aircraft lavatory waste
bins, each lavatory is fitted with an automatic fire extinguisher just
above the waste bin which fills the area with fire fighting gas if a
certain temperature is reached. Also, each lavatory is fitted with a
smoke detector to alert cabin crew to the presence of smoke in
the lavatory compartment at an early stage.
Cabin crew can take preventive actions by ensuring that electrical
systems are working properly and by watching for signs of
passengers smoking and verifying that any cigarettes have been
extinguished properly.
Cabins
1. Inflight Entertainment systems generate heat and can
sometimes develop electrical faults. Parts of the Inflight
Entertainment system may be installed under seats, in the
overhead lockers or in other specially designed units
anywhere in the cabin. Cabin crew should ensure passenger
baggage does not obstruct ventilation around Inflight
Entertainment systems.
2. Dripping condensation from overhead panels sometimes
causes passengers to fill them with paper towels or tissues.
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3. Passengers' own portable electronic devices can create a
higher risk when attached to the in-seat power supply which
is becoming a more widespread feature on newer aircraft.
Cabin crew can advise passengers to unplug such devices
when they are not using them. In addition, passengers can be
reminded that ventilation of electronic devices should not be
obstructed to prevent these devices from becoming
overheated.
4. Items in passengers' cabin baggage, e.g. cigarette lighters
and matches are not meant to be carried in the baggage, they
are meant to be carried on the body, but many passengers
are not aware of this. If carried on the body, a cigarette lighter
that is activated by accident will be noticed more quickly than
one in a bag.
5. Flickering cabin lights can indicate an electrical fault and
should always be reported for investigation. Cabin crew
should report the incidents to the senior cabin crew member
so that they can advise the maintenance teams to investigate.
6. Lithium batteries which are used to power laptop computers,
cameras, wheelchairs, etc. may be carried in the cabin. If
these are dropped or damaged they are more likely to shortcircuit and overheat. Lithium batteries are currently one of the
biggest risks to aircraft safety and require careful handling on
board. At the first sign of overheating or smoke, electronic
devices should be switched off and cooled immediately with
lots of water (but never ice) to prevent them from heating to
the point of “thermal runaway” when the heat generated is
sufficient to cause a significant fire even from a small device.
The most effective approach is to monitor the cabin even while
providing services to the passengers. Cabin crew should not
hesitate to report any strange noise or smell to the senior cabin
crew member. It is much easier to prevent a fire than to fight it!

Key Learning Point
The most effective approach in
preventing fires is to monitor the
cabin even while providing
services to the passengers.
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Often the first indication of a potential fire is a burning smell in the
cabin, but with no visible signs of smoke or flames. When
electrical items overheat, they often produce a strong fishy or
rubbery smell which indicates that they may be overheating. By
switching off the power supply or breaking the electrical circuit,
the problem of overheating is stopped and a potential fire
avoided. Any electrical item in the cabin, galleys or lavatories can
overheat, so cabin crew need to know how to isolate the power
supply to all electrical devices quickly and efficiently.
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4.3.2 Fire Fighting Procedures
If a fire breaks out in the cabin, cabin crew have to respond
immediately, calmly and assertively in order to contain it and
prevent the situation from worsening. Since the flight crew are
locked inside the cockpit, cabin crew have to communicate with
them clearly and accurately throughout, so that they can help by
taking the most appropriate course of action. As passengers may
panic, it is necessary to use assertive behavior and instruction to
keep them calm while the cabin crew manage the situation.
Each airline has its own procedures for fighting fires, but the basic
fire fighting procedure can be summarized as: fight the fire;
communicate with the flight crew; manage the passengers and
fire fighting. We will describe each of these three elements below.

Key Learning Point
To extinguish a fire at least one
of the elements required to
sustain the fire needs to be
removed: fuel, heat and/or
oxygen.

Fighting the fire. There are three elements that are required for
a fire to continue burning: fuel, heat and oxygen. By removing one
of these elements, the fire will extinguish. It is vital that cabin crew
find the source of the fire and advise the flight crew. The source
may be hidden from sight behind panels and may require the use
of a fire axe to remove panelling and find it. The appearance of
smoke in one area may not indicate the source of the fire, if the
fire is concealed.
Once the source of the fire is identified, cabin crew can take steps
to extinguish it by removing one or more of the elements required
to sustain a fire:
•

•

•

To remove fuel, cabin crew have to remove and reduce the
nearby items which can burn, and let the fire burn out. This is
not the best method of fire fighting on board the aircraft as it is
not always possible or safe to do so.
To remove heat, cabin crew have to cool the fire down. As
many cabin fires are caused by electrical overheating, the
first step for cooling them is by switching off the power supply.
If the fire is not caused by anything electrical, any nonflammable liquid can be poured on it to cool it.
To remove oxygen, one has to smother the fire and starve its
oxygen supply. This can be achieved by covering it with nonflammable items while being careful not to add more fuel to
the fire. A fire in a contained area, such as a lavatory, may be
extinguished by replacing the oxygen with a fire fighting
chemical, like Halon/BCF as mentioned below.

Fire extinguishers have to be carried on aircraft for cabin crew
use. Aircraft may be fitted with water based extinguishers which
cool a fire and can be used on any non-electrical based fires.
Using water on an electrical fire, without isolating the power
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supply first may accidentally create more short circuits and make
the situation worse. As well as water fire extinguishers, it may be
quicker to use water or other non-alcoholic liquids from beverage
carts in a fire situation.
All aircraft are fitted with halon (Bromochlorodifluoromethane or
BCF) extinguishers which interfere with the chemical reaction of a
fire and remove flames. If using a halon extinguisher, the fire
must be cooled afterwards to prevent reigniting. Some aircraft are
also fitted with water based fire extinguishers which can be used
on fires that do not contain live electrical circuits and act to cool
the fire in order to extinguish it.

Key Learning Point
In a fire situation the cabin crew
need to clearly inform the flight
crew about: the fire location,
source, and severity.

Communication. In any fire situation it is vital that you inform the
flight crew immediately. Cabin crew are the eyes and ears of the
flight crew and the flight crew need to know the following three
items in order to decide what action to take. Their priority is to get
the aircraft onto the ground for professional assistance.
1. Location of the fire. Exactly where it is in the cabin.
2. Source of the fire. What is burning? What is causing the fire?
3. Severity of the fire. How bad is it? What is being done? Is the
fire contained or getting worse? How are the passengers
reacting?
Communication between the cabin and the flight deck must be
maintained and is normally carried out using the interphone
system as the flight deck door should remain closed where
possible to prevent smoke entering the flight deck. As cabin crew
may be wearing portable breathing equipment, communication on
the interphone is likely to be more difficult. The breathing
equipment is fitted with a mouthpiece to enable the wearer to be
heard. However, cabin crew wearing it must remember to speak
more slowly, loudly and clearly.
Managing the passengers and fire fighting. While the fire
fighting procedures are taking place, passengers look to cabin
crew for reassurance. Some passengers may want to help, but
should be prevented from becoming a hindrance or obstruction.
Additional fire fighting equipment may be needed for the crew
member fighting the fire. It is vital that all cabin crew know where
the additional fire fighting equipment is located so that they can
provide it to the fire-fighter.
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4.3.3 Managing the Cabin after the Fire
With many types of onboard fire, there is likely to be a large
amount of smoke in the cabin. Although seat coverings and
aircraft fixings are designed to be flame resistant, smoke can be
more hazardous to life and create more panic.

Key Learning Point
As smoke rises, cabin crew
should instruct passengers to
lean forward and get down low
where the smoke is less dense.

Cabin crew have access to portable breathing equipment to
provide protection in a smoke filled cabin, but passengers do not.
As smoke rises, cabin crew should instruct passengers to lean
forward and get down low where the smoke is less dense. Wet
towels can be given out to provide a temporary filter to breathe
through. It may be necessary to move passengers to areas of the
cabin where smoke is less dense.
The flight crew manage the air conditioning in order to remove
smoke in the cabin. This is achieved by changing the air through
the pressurization system and letting the smoke out of the cabin
while pumping fresh air in from the engines. This may create
more unusual hissing noises in the cabin while the air and smoke
is released.
It is most likely that the aircraft will make an emergency landing
following any fire or smoke incident, which may or may not result
in an emergency evacuation being required. At the same time as
fighting the fire, cabin crew may need to carry out preparation for
emergency landing and evacuation as described in the next
lesson.
Even if the onboard fire was small and extinguished safely and
quickly, a safety investigation always takes place and requires
evidence of the fire. If possible, save all items which have been
on fire to provide to the investigators.
Cabin crew are required to assist in this investigation and provide
written reports of what happened. The senior cabin crew member
normally completes the required Air Safety Report, but all cabin
crew involved need to provide their own statements for the
national aviation authority.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have discussed one of the most challenging
emergency situations that can occur during a flight. Cabin crew
awareness of the causes of fire is very important because many
instances of fire can be prevented. By monitoring the cabin, the
galleys and the lavatories cabin crew can ensure that possible
sources of fire are eliminated before the fire ignites.
In addition we have described the key strategies for fighting fire.
Understanding the elements that sustain a fire can help cabin
crew fight that fire more effectively. The precise procedure and
equipment differ from case to case. Airlines provide practical drills
that help cabin crew master the equipment and the physical
challenges of fighting fire on board the aircraft.
Smoke as a hazard in the aircraft cabin should not be
underestimated. While eliminating the smoke form the cabin is
under the flight crew's control, the cabin crew can manage the
passengers to minimize their exposure to the hazard.
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Progress Check 3
1. What should be the first step when cabin crew notice that a
circuit breaker of an oven has popped out?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Check the oven
Reset the circuit breaker
Report incident to senior cabin crew
Remove flammable objects from galley

2. Which of the following is NOT an immediate fire hazard?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Hot electrical circuit
Smoke from a cigarette in lavatory
Flickering lighting tube in the cabin
Flush motor of lavatory making strange noise

3. One of the biggest risks of causing fire on board the aircraft
are
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Lithium batteries
Inflight entertainment systems
Aerosols in passengers' baggage
Non-functioning lavatory smoke detectors

4. True or False: To make communication with the flight crew
more effective during fire fighting procedures cabin crew are
allowed direct access to the flight deck through the unlocked
door.
(a) True
(b) False
5. One of the ways to remove oxygen from a fire is
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Pour water
Cut electrical power supply
Shut down the pressurization system
Cover the fire with non-flammable items
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4.4

Emergency Landing and Evacuation

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the procedures for
an emergency landing or
ditching

•

Describe procedures for
evacuating an aircraft

•

Describe procedures for
conducting a rapid
disembarkation

In the previous two lessons we have described a number of
emergency situations that require passengers to leave the aircraft
as soon as possible. The course of action taken by the cabin crew
in these situations depends on the set of circumstances that
require passengers to leave the aircraft. In this lesson we will
consider several scenarios. First, when cabin crew have enough
time to prepare for the emergency landing. Second, when there is
no time to prepare for the emergency landing. Third, when the
aircraft is still at the ramp and it is safer to have passengers return
to the terminal rather than evacuate the aircraft.
In addition, we will describe how cabin crew should conduct an
evacuation. We will share the basic actions that need to be taken
during an evacuation. However, the exact procedure to be
followed is covered by each airline in their familiarization training.

4.4.1 Preparing for an Anticipated Emergency
Landing

Key Learning Point
During an emergency landing
the most vital factor that the
cabin crew need to be aware of
is time.

An anticipated emergency landing is one where the flight crew
recognize that an emergency landing is required. Normally the
cabin crew have sufficient time to prepare for landing and
possible evacuation. An emergency landing may be required in
the event of a failure of any aircraft system affecting its ability to
continue a safe flight, or following an inflight emergency in the
cabin. If the distance to land is too great it may be necessary to
land the aircraft on water. The common term used for landing an
aircraft on water is ditching.
During an emergency landing the most vital factor that the cabin
crew need to be aware of is time. Once the cabin crew
understand how much time they have to prepare for impact, they
can prioritize their duties for the safest outcome for all on board.
As soon as the flight crew are aware that an emergency landing is
necessary, they brief the senior cabin crew member. Each airline
has its own signal to summon the senior cabin crew member to
the flight deck for this briefing. The briefing usually covers the
following key points:
•
•
•
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Nature of the emergency - what has happened;
Intentions - divert, continue, make an unscheduled
landing/on water, etc.;
Time - amount of time remaining airborne and prepare for
landing;
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•

Special instructions - any other relevant information which
may be of use to the cabin crew.

Once the senior cabin crew member has acknowledged these
instructions, they return to the cabin to brief the other cabin crew.
This briefing may be carried out in person, or via the interphone
system according to the airline or aircraft type.
As soon as cabin crew have received and acknowledged the
briefing, they begin to prepare the cabin, passengers and galleys
for emergency landing/ditching. This usually commences with an
emergency briefing to the passengers which may be carried by
automatic recording or by Public Address (PA) announcement by
the cabin crew. This briefing may be required in several
languages according to the route and passengers flown.
Cabin crew carry out their emergency landing/ditching checklist,
which typically includes:
Cabin and Passengers
1. Seat belts fastened;
2. Seat backs upright with armrests down - this secures
passengers in their seat and prevents them from sliding
under the seat belt during impact;
3. Cabin baggage stowed securely;
4. Portable electronic devices switched off and stowed;
5. Sharp objects removed from the passengers;
6. If ditching, life vests put on or flotation equipment explained;
7. Instructions of the appropriate brace position;
8. Other passengers may be briefed by the crew to assist
special category passengers who may need assistance to
evacuate from the aircraft such as the elderly, passengers
with infants, disabled, etc.;
9. All service items removed and stowages closed and secured;
10. Exit routes cleared;
11. Reseating and briefing of Able Bodied Passengers seated
near to the exits to assist the cabin crew in the evacuation, or
taking over in the event of their incapacitation. Such briefings
normally include the operation of the door and associated
escape device.
Galleys
1.
2.
3.
4.

Power switched off;
All service equipment stowed and secured;
Curtains tied open;
Water supply switched off.
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If the landing/ditching is to take place in a remote area, cabin
crew prepare for survival outside the aircraft by gathering
together equipment which may be of use. Water and food
supplies may be removed from the galleys and relocated nearer
to the exits, ready to take off the aircraft during the evacuation.
Once cabin crew have briefed passengers and carried out their
checklist, they report to the senior cabin crew member that the
cabin is secured, and the senior cabin crew reports to the captain.
At the appropriate time the flight crew give the command to the
cabin crew to take their seats. Depending on the emergency and
rate of descent, this will be approximately two minutes until
landing/ditching.
When landing/ditching is imminent, the flight crew will give the
command “Brace,” Brace” over the PA. Cabin crew will take their
own brace position and shout to passengers to take theirs. Each
airline has its own set of passenger commands which must be
learnt, practiced and demonstrated by cabin crew. These
commands must be shouted loudly and clearly.
The brace position should be maintained throughout the
landing/ditching as it provides protection from falling items. The
landing itself may be smooth, or may be hard with several
impacts. Cabin crew will remain braced, giving commands to
passengers until the aircraft has stopped.
Not every emergency landing results in an evacuation. If the
aircraft lands safely, with no immediate danger to the occupants,
it may be safer to remain on board than evacuate as crew and
passengers can often be injured during the evacuation process.
The cabin crew will therefore listen for instruction from the flight
crew once the aircraft has come to a complete stop and the
engines have been turned off.
If, however, it is clear that the aircraft is severely damaged, or
there is a growing danger from water, fire or smoke in the cabin,
the cabin crew may be required to initiate an evacuation without
waiting for the command from the captain.
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4.4.2 Unanticipated Emergency Landing

Key Learning Point
Most unanticipated emergencies
happen on takeoff or landing.

An unanticipated, or no-notice emergency is one that happens
unexpectedly on takeoff or landing. On every flight, cabin crew
automatically prepare the cabin for an unanticipated emergency
while they prepare for takeoff or landing. Therefore the
passengers are already prepared with their seat belts fastened,
luggage stowed, and all loose items secured. Cabin crew's duties
in an unanticipated emergency are therefore to carry out the
evacuation as efficiently as possible. Most emergencies take
place without warning on takeoff or landing. As the majority of the
earth's surface is water, and many airport runways are close to
water, the possibility of an evacuation into water is high.

4.4.3 Aircraft Evacuation
When conducting certification tests of a new model of aircraft, the
manufacturer is required to show that the entire aircraft can be
evacuated within 90 seconds, using half of the exits fitted. These
evacuation tests form the basis of airline procedures in the
operation of the aircraft. Thus the goal in any evacuation is to get
all passengers and crew off the aircraft within 90 seconds.

Key Learning Point
Evacuation of an aircraft can be
required at any time it is on the
ground, not just following an
emergency landing.

Evacuation of an aircraft can be required at any time it is on the
ground, not just following an emergency landing, for example,
during the boarding and disembarkation process when aircraft
fuelling is taking place. As doors are not armed and prepared for
evacuation at this time, if an evacuation is called for, cabin crew
will have to remember to arm the doors before opening them and
be more aware of potential obstructions outside the aircraft such
as baggage loaders, catering or other servicing vehicles. Cabin
crew must, therefore, be continually alert and prepared for this
eventuality while on the ground with passengers on board.
Passengers do not always behave as expected in an evacuation,
with many stopping to gather their cabin baggage and personal
items before moving toward the exits. Cabin crew, therefore, have
to assert authority to get passengers to move toward them. As the
cabin crew are situated at the doors which are often hidden from
the sight of passengers in the cabin, strong visual cues like
waving arms and body language are also required.
Once the requirement to evacuate has been verified or the
evacuation command given, cabin crew must rapidly:
1. Release themselves from their jump seat;
2. Check outside conditions - if there are signs of fire, water,
obstruction or danger, do not open the door and redirect
passengers to alternative exits;
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3. If conditions are clear, check the door is armed, open it and
inflate the evacuation device;
4. Direct passengers towards the open exit using loud clear
commands and gestures.
Passengers should be instructed to jump as they pass through
the exit since this is the quickest way to evacuate. Those that
hesitate may need additional persuasion to leave the aircraft.
Some passengers may not be able to jump onto the evacuation
device and cabin crew may have to get others to help evacuate
passengers with additional needs, or small children.

Key Learning Point
To evacuate the aircraft as
quickly and safely as possible,
cabin crew have to be aware of
what is happening inside the
cabin, at the doorway and at the
bottom of the slide.

To evacuate the aircraft as quickly and safely as possible, cabin
crew have to be aware of what is happening inside the cabin, at
the doorway and at the bottom of the slide. The environment can
change very quickly; e.g. a slide may become damaged, resulting
in the need to redirect passengers to other exits. While carrying
out their evacuation procedures, cabin crew must ensure their
own safety and stand to the side of the open doorway so as not to
obstruct the exit route.
Once the majority of passengers have left the aircraft, cabin crew
leave their door area to check if the cabin is clear of passengers
and help the remaining passengers to the open doors. It is likely
that the cabin floor may be scattered with loose items and leftover
personal belongings, so cabin crew should be careful not to fall in
the aisles. Once certain that the cabin is clear, cabin crew should
gather any useful emergency equipment and evacuate
themselves. If the evacuation takes place at an airport, then the
airport staff will take control outside the aircraft and there will be
little need for additional equipment.
An evacuation on water requires the same assertive cabin crew
reaction with only a few differences. During an anticipated landing
on water, passengers will have been briefed to put on their life
vest before landing. However, if the aircraft unexpectedly lands
on water, cabin crew will have to instruct passengers to grab their
life vests and put them on. Cabin crew need themselves to put on
life vests before opening the aircraft door.
The slides at the doorway inflate onto water and usually can be
used as a raft. Therefore, instead of jumping down the slides
passengers should be told to crawl onto them and sit on either
side to keep them balanced. Once the raft is full, cabin crew
should take any relevant emergency equipment or supplies and
board the raft themselves before separating the raft from the
doorway. Slide/raft separation procedures vary according to
aircraft. This procedure is covered in aircraft-type specific training
courses provided by airlines.
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Aircraft that are not fitted with slide/rafts require different
procedures which may include the use of additional life rafts, or
the slides may be used to keep passengers in the water together.
These differences are also covered in aircraft-type specific
training courses.

4.4.4 Rapid Disembarkation
As mentioned earlier, an evacuation may be required at any time
the aircraft is on the ground. If the aircraft is parked at the gate,
an evacuation using the slides may be deemed too hazardous
and passengers may be evacuated into the jetbridge and terminal
without taking personal belongings. This is known as a rapid
disembarkation.
A rapid disembarkation procedure is required where there is a
degree of urgency to get passengers off the aircraft, but the
danger in the cabin is less or not obvious.
Procedures for a rapid disembarkation are similar to an
evacuation. Generally passengers are evacuated back into the
terminal building using the same door/s that they boarded
through. Cabin crew actions are similar to those required for an
evacuation, but passengers may in some cases be permitted to
take their personal belongings with them.
Airlines may have their own procedures for rapid disembarkation
which would be detailed in the Operations Manual for cabin crew.

Lesson Summary
Nowhere else is the cabin crew's professionalism tested as it is
during an evacuation of the aircraft. Seconds lost can mean the
difference between a human life lost or saved. This difference in
many instances depends on the cabin crew's ability to understand
the situation and act with confidence.
In this lesson we have described in detail how to prepare for an
emergency landing and how to conduct effectively an evacuation.
The strategies we have shared with you have proven effective in
numerous emergency situations. They are the foundation of what
each airline cover in their training courses. Being able to follow
the procedures, communicate clearly and show leadership in
such emergencies is what makes the difference.
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Progress Check 4
1. True or False: Able Bodied Passengers can take over the
management of evacuation procedures if the cabin crew are
incapacitated.
(a) True
(b) False
2. When does an emergency landing not result in an
evacuation?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

When landing on water
When landing on an airport runway
When there is no immediate danger to passengers
When not all emergency doors are equipped with slides

3. Why during an evacuation cabin crew should not open the
aircraft door if it has not been armed?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The door will not open properly
The evacuation device will not inflate
The path to the emergency exit will not be lit
It requires great physical effort to open an unarmed door

4. Where do the cabin crew need to stand during an
evacuation?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

In the galley
In the back of the cabin
At the bottom of the slide
To the side of the open doorway

5. In case of an evacuation on water the cabin crew are required
to put on the life vest
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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After inflating the escape raft
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Module Summary
We have focused in this module on emergency situations. A
number of regular tasks performed by cabin crew are intended to
prepare the cabin for an emergency. This may create an
impression that passenger air transportation is a very dangerous
enterprise. In fact the opposite is true. Today's aviation is one of
the safest means of transportation. One of the main reasons for
this is the proactive approach to managing safety. We have
shared in this module the key elements of this approach. We
have emphasized repeatedly that some emergencies are much
easier to prevent than to combat.
However, when emergencies occur, there are procedures in
place and equipment that allow cabin crew to deal with these
emergencies effectively. The key to success under such
challenging circumstances are firm knowledge of the procedures
and equipment, clear communication and confidence. The
passengers will follow the directions of a confident and
knowledgeable cabin crew.
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Apply Your Learning
1. Fire in the lavatory
Although there are numerous cases where cabin crew have
acted effectively and eliminated the source of fire in the cabin,
not all incidents have a satisfactory outcome. We recommend
that you read about an incident that has led to tragic
consequences. Read the report and identify the key areas for
improvement. Based on the material covered in this module,
how would you have acted under such circumstances? What
additional information would you need in order to make an
informed decision?
Here is a short version of the incident:
http://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/summary/AAR8602.html
You can also browse through the full version and find out the
details of the investigation:
http://www.skybrary.aero/bookshelf/books/18.pdf
Here are some lessons that have been learned from this
incident:
(a) Advice not to reset circuit breakers without proper
investigation first.
(b) The importance of effective and assertive communication
by the cabin crew to the flight crew to explain what the fire
is caused by and what is being done to try and extinguish
it.
(c) The importance of portable breathing equipment for crew
use in a fire and smoke situation.
(d) The importance of actively searching for the source of a
fire, using all available equipment to remove panelling etc
where the seat of the fire cannot be positively identified.
(e) The importance of keeping the flight deck door closed in
order to prevent smoke from entering the flight deck and
preventing the flight crew from seeing the flight controls.
2. Tracking areas of turbulence
There are a number of online resources that inform about
weather conditions and possible turbulence. Take a look at
this resource that covers the USA territory. How helpful do
you think such a resource is? What additional pieces of
information should such a resource include to be more
helpful? Should cabin crew consult such resources before
boarding the aircraft? Can you find a similar resource that
covers the territory where you may be employed?
Click on the link or past and copy the URL in your browser:
http://www.turbulenceforecast.com
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3. Safety tips for evacuation
As we mentioned in this module, evacuation is generally
avoided if after the emergency landing it is clear that there is
no danger to the crew and passengers on board. The main
reason for this is that the evacuation process can lead to
injuries. We recommend that you read the article “How to
Escape Down an Airplane Slide” in the Time magazine where
aviation safety expert Dan Johnson shares his tips on how to
be safe on the slide.
Here is the link to the article: http://www.time.com/time/
nation/article/0,8599,1706188,00.html
4. The most successful ditching in aviation history
One of the most successful ditching indent in recent years
has been US Airways Flight 1549 on January 15, 2009. This
incident is rightly referred to as the most successful ditching
in aviation history. This is a well known incident and has been
described in a number of sources. For a quick read of the
essential facts we recommend the article in the Wikipedia.
Read especially the section that describes the evacuation.
What challenges did they have during evacuation? What
actions made this evacuation so successful?
Here is the link to the Wikipedia article:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/US_Airways_Flight_1549
However, you can do an Internet search and find many
interesting descriptions of this incident.
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. c
2. c
3. c
4. c
5. d

Progress Check 2
1. b
2. d
3. d
4. c
5. d

Progress Check 3
1. a
2. c
3. a
4. b
5. d

Progress Check 4
1. a
2. c
3. b
4. d
5. b
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5

Medical Emergencies Onboard the Aircraft

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

List the most common
medical emergency
situations

•

Describe how to assist
passengers in various
medical emergency
situations

•

Explain how to assist
incapacitated cabin and
flight crew members

•

Describe the strategies for
preventing the spread of
communicable diseases

Thousands of passengers board the aircraft everyday and do not
think that their medical condition may worsen during the flight.
Even more passengers are not aware of their medical conditions.
Yet the changes in air pressure in the cabin during the flight and
the stress associated with travelling can have a significant impact
on the human body.
In this module we will look at a number of medical emergency
situations that can happen during the flight and describe what
course of action cabin crew need to take in order to assist in such
situations. In some cases the competent use of the equipment
and techniques described in this module can save lives.
Therefore, it is important for every cabin crew to be aware of the
risks and be prepared to provide appropriate assistance.
Not only passengers are subject to medical emergencies, cabin
crew can experience the same conditions. In the last lesson of
this module we will look at how to assist incapacitated crew
members and what implications that has for the safety of the
flight.
Considering the number of people that fly, the cabin crew can
easily become a medium for spreading communicable diseases.
Therefore we will also describe the preventive measures that
need to be taken to avoid the spread of these diseases.
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5.1

Medical Emergency Equipment Onboard
the Aircraft

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the steps to be
taken when providing first
aid

•

Explain the use of each item
in the Emergency Medical
Kit

•

Describe how and when a
defibrillator is used

•

Identify strategies for
personal protection

Key Learning Point
The pressurized cabin and
reduced oxygen levels can
make some medical conditions
worse.

The changes in air pressure during a flight can have significant
implications for passengers' medical conditions. However, not all
passengers are aware of this. Therefore cabin crew can play an
important role in educating passengers and assisting them when
their medical conditions worsen.
In this lesson we will explain how the air pressure changes impact
a number of medical conditions. Moreover, we will describe the
emergency equipment that can be used in various situations.
Cabin crew are expected to know exactly what medical
equipment is available onboard and where exactly it is located. In
addition, we will indicate what are the limitations imposed on the
cabin crew due to the fact that they are not trained medical
professionals.

5.1.1 Medical Emergencies on Board the
Aircraft
Air traveling can be a stressful experience for passengers. In
addition, the pressurized cabin and reduced oxygen levels can
make some medical conditions worse. As part of their medical
and first aid training cabin crew learn how to recognize these
problems and take action to help passengers suffering from these
conditions. The following are the most common conditions which
are often made worse when flying:
Heart Disease
Often caused by poor diet and reduced exercise, heart disease is
common in western cultures. The heart is a muscle used to pump
blood enriched with oxygen around the body and to the brain to
allow it to function properly. If the heart is diseased or weakened,
or the blood flow is restricted, then the reduced cabin pressure
and oxygen may cause additional problems.
Angina is a common condition which causes the arteries and
blood vessels near the heart to become obstructed with fatty
deposits, reducing the ability of the heart to pump enough blood
around the body. This is made worse at times of stress and is
known as an “angina attack”. The symptoms to the casualty are
very similar to a heart attack, where the heart beats in an
unregulated rhythm, and include chest pain, difficulty in breathing
and reduced blood and oxygen supply to the body. If already
diagnosed by a doctor, the casualty will usually carry their own
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medication which they spray under their tongue to relax the
blocked blood vessels and restore the blood flow. Occasionally
these passengers may accidentally pack their medication in their
suitcase which means that it is not available to them in flight and
cabin crew have to take action to alleviate the symptoms and
provide some relief.
Breathing Problems

Key Learning Point
For most people their bodies will
easily adapt to reduced oxygen
levels. However, those with
breathing problems will find it
much harder to adjust,
particularly on longer flights.

A passenger who suffers from breathing difficulties is likely to
experience problems in flight due to the reduced pressure and
oxygen levels at altitude as less oxygen will be able to reach the
brain. For most people their bodies will easily adapt to reduced
oxygen levels. However, those with breathing problems will find it
much harder to adjust, particularly on longer flights.
Asthma is a common condition which causes the bronchial tubes
in the lungs to constrict, making it harder to breathe. An asthma
attack can be triggered by a variety of factors, including stress,
allergies or a simple cold. Passengers who know that they suffer
from the condition normally carry their own medication, which is a
pump spray that they inhale to relax the bronchial tubes in the
lungs. However, they may occasionally pack these in their
suitcases, so cabin crew have to be able to recognize the
condition and provide assistance as quickly as possible. An
asthma attack can cause death if untreated.
Pregnancy
Passengers who are pregnant already have certain stresses on
their body which could become worse inflight if their delivery date
(expected date of confinement) is close. The reduced oxygen
levels in the cabin could cause the passenger to enter labour
(give birth) earlier than planned. Delivering a baby on board an
aircraft is not dangerous in itself. However, any birth can have
complications which require urgent medical treatment. Therefore,
airlines have stated policies on when they no longer accept a
pregnant passenger for carriage. Typically this require some form
of clearance to fly from around the 28th week of pregnancy, but
this can differ among airlines according to their operations and
route network as long haul flights have fewer options available if a
diversion is required.
Advance Clearance to Fly
Passengers with serious existing medical conditions often advise
the airline in advance so that they can be aware and ensure that
relevant assistance is available, if required. The more serious the
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condition, the more important it is for the airline to be warned so
that they can give clearance to fly as not all conditions are safe for
flying. The airline will only clear passengers to fly if their condition
is managed effectively and if there is little risk of them having to
land the aircraft at a different airport to that planned (divert) for
urgent medical assistance.
Passengers with the conditions mentioned above do not always
advise the airline in advance as they are common conditions
which are normally self-managed and they don't realize that flying
could make their condition worse. Therefore cabin crew should
always be alert to ill passengers on board and try to determine
their condition from their symptoms. These symptoms will be
taught in airline training.
Injuries on Board

Key Learning Point
By far the most common injuries
are those caused by hot drinks.

Passengers occasionally injure themselves on board a flight for a
variety of reasons. By far the most common injuries are those
caused by hot drinks. Serving tea and coffee can be hazardous
because cups of hot drinks must be passed between passengers
and crew. A momentary lapse of concentration or co-ordination
can cause a hot drink to fall over, scalding the passenger or crew
member. Cabin crew themselves have also been injured by hot
drinks and tea/coffee pots while making drinks because they are
trying to do many things at once. It is important to follow the
airlines' procedures regarding making of hot drinks. These
procedures are intended to reduce the chance of injury to crew
members.
Passengers and crew may also sustain injury during unexpected
turbulence. In the most severe cases of turbulence, cabin crew
serving in the aisles have been known to be thrown to the ceiling
with their service equipment and land on the floor or seats,
causing bruising and broken bones. Passengers who are not
secured in their seat belts may also be thrown upwards and injure
themselves.
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5.1.2 Providing First Aid and Emergency
Response

Did You Know?
A recent study estimates that
there is on average 1 medical
emergency per 604 flights
(Peterson et al., 2013).

Key Learning Point
By following the procedures
dictated by the airline, cabin
crew cannot be held
responsible.

Most injuries sustained on board an aircraft are minor and only
require standard first-aid treatment. However, the more severe
cases mentioned above may require a diversion for more urgent
medical care, particularly where a head injury or substantial blood
loss is identified.
Cabin crew are called upon in these situations to offer assistance
to anyone who becomes ill or injured on the flight. Airlines have
procedures, equipment and systems in place to handle such
situations. Cabin crew are not considered trained medical
professionals but they have basic knowledge, skills and tools to
assist.
Cabin crew are expected to do all they can for an ill or injured
passenger and in some cases this includes life-saving
responsibilities. In today's culture of litigation, where lawyers try to
apportion blame on a person's illness or injury, or claim that a
response was incorrect and made a situation worse, it is very
important that cabin crew learn and understand the procedures
determined by the airline, so that lawyers can see that the cabin
crew carried out procedures correctly and cannot be held to
blame if the outcome is not as intended. By following the
procedures dictated by the airline, cabin crew cannot be held
responsible.
Where a passenger's illness or injury requires administration of
drugs, a suitable medically qualified volunteer will be called for, as
cabin crew cannot administer controlled drugs to others. Many
doctors and nurses travel as passengers and understand that
they are often called to volunteer to assist in a medical
emergency on board. Before enlisting their help, cabin crew
should check that their qualification is suitable to assist and keep
a record of their name, their job role and their qualification when
submitting the report detailing the incident.
In order for doctors and nurses to feel confident about
volunteering their help without fear of lawsuits if something goes
wrong, many (but not all) airlines purchase a “Good Samaritan”
insurance. A copy of the policy is kept on board the aircraft for
cabin crew to show to a volunteer so that they know that their
actions will not be challenged by lawyers.
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5.1.3 Basic First Aid Response on Board the
Aircraft
Cabin crew are expected to respond to situations when someone
becomes ill or is injured during a flight. These can range from
simple problems such as an earache during descent or nausea if
the flight is experiencing turbulence. On the other hand, it can
also involve a woman going into labour or even a passenger who
is having a seizure or a heart attack. Statistics show that the most
common inflight medical emergencies in order of frequency are:
1. Vasovagal (fainting)–This occurs whenever there is a
temporary and sudden drop in blood pressure. When a
passenger is seated for a long period, their heart adjusts to
their environment and position and it does not take much
energy for their heart to pump blood around their resting
body. When they stand up to go to the lavatory for example,
their heart suddenly has to work harder to pump blood around
their body and their brain. This sudden change, along with the
reduced cabin pressure and oxygen can cause them to
become light-headed while their body tries to get blood to
their brain and in turn may cause them to faint. A faint is
generally not a serious condition and should last no more
than 60 seconds before they recover consciousness. To treat
a simple faint, simply raising the casualty's legs will quickly
help to return the blood flow to the brain and the casualty will
recover consciousness. A faint may also be caused by other
already diagnosed medical conditions or stress and anxiety,
so cabin crew will closely monitor any passenger who has
fainted in case there are other symptoms which may need
treatment.
2. Gastrointestinal (vomiting or nausea)–Air travel may cause
passengers to become nauseous (air sickness). Travel
sickness is caused when fluid within the ears moves due to
the motion of the aircraft, but the brain cannot see any visual
signs of movement which helps us to keep balance. Inside an
aircraft cabin, passengers cannot all see the earth's horizon
which is our main visual sign to help us focus when travelling
at sea or by air. This sickness becomes much worse in
turbulence due to the more rapid movement of fluid in the
ears. Treatment for air sickness is usually an anti-emetic
medication, which helps to prevent vomiting, but cannot cure
the discomfort.
Passengers traveling by air are often traveling from foreign
countries with food, and in some cases food hygiene,
standards that differ from what they are used to. This often
causes upset stomachs onboard. This is rarely the fault of
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inflight catering which has strict international standards
applied to its preparation and handling.
The effects of pressurization on the body can also cause
stomach discomfort as any gas inside the stomach expands.
This can cause a cramping type pain which can only be
relieved by moving around the cabin and releasing the air
from the body.
3. Cardiac–Usually from a pre-existing condition. As mentioned
earlier any pre-existing heart condition can easily worsen by
the stress of flying. Symptoms of heart pain usually include a
pain in the chest which in some cases extends down the left
arm. Cabin crew will have to take immediate action to
investigate whether this is a known condition which can be
treated by passenger's own medication, or whether urgent
medical care is necessary.
4. Respiratory (shortness of breath)–The most common
respiratory illness encountered is asthma (detailed earlier),
however anxiety and stress may also cause passengers to
become short of breath. Cabin crew will in most cases
provide additional oxygen to passengers with breathing
difficulties in order to restore the oxygen supply to the brain.
Hyperventilation, otherwise known as a panic attack, is
caused when an anxious person breathes too much oxygen
into their body which cannot be processed. Although they
may feel like they can't breathe, cabin crew will recognize the
symptoms and take action to restore the balance of carbon
dioxide and oxygen in the body by getting the passenger to
calm their breathing and breathe into and out of a paper bag
such as an air sickness bag.
5. Neurological (headache or other type of pain)–Headaches
are common on board aircraft and airlines usually carry “over
the counter” pain relief tablets which can be provided to
passengers suffering from any type of pain such as
headaches, toothache, back pain, etc.
Some incidents are serious and the flight must be diverted so that
the person involved can get to a medical facility as soon as
possible. Even in these situations, cabin crew are expected to
provide care and comfort until the person is transported to a
medical facility.
In most cases, a passenger contacts the crew if they are feeling
unwell and explain what is wrong. While cabin crew are not
trained to be doctors or nurses, they are trained to treat the most
common problems encountered on board.
The three steps to remember when providing first aid are Check,
Call, and Care. The following are basic procedures to ensure the
Module 5—Medical Emergencies Onboard the Aircraft
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best care for the passenger and the maximum protection for the
cabin crew:

Check
Assess the situation and the casualty. Understand what is
happening and why you have been called to assist. Check
whether there is any danger of you becoming injured by dealing
with the situation, for example electrical circuits which may give
you an electric shock, or a fire which needs extinguishing first.
Pay attention to details and ask yourself these questions:
1. What is the nature of the illness or injury? By understanding
their condition you can determine what equipment is
necessary and recognize the method of treatment. The
condition they are suffering from is not always obvious, for
example breathing difficulties may be caused by a preexisting condition such as asthma, or an internal injury, or a
person suffering from diabetes may appear to be drunk and
disorderly.
2. Is the person unconscious, bleeding? An unconscious
casualty may require moving carefully from their seat, but if
they are bleeding, this may be more difficult and will require
protective equipment such as gloves or bandages.
3. Does the person have difficulty breathing? A casualty who is
not breathing may require more immediate treatment in their
seat such as rescue breathing. In turn this will require
additional equipment including face masks and oxygen.
4. Does the person have chest pain? Chest pain will often
indicate cardiac problems which may require immediate use
of the external defibrillator.
5. Is the scene safe for you to proceed? Are there any dangers
to yourself if you provide immediate assistance such as body
fluids, electrical circuits, fire or sharp edges.
Always check for Medical Alert Emblems, ID bracelet or necklace.
Health care providers encourage patients with chronic conditions
to wear these in a way that makes them easily seen. They
generally contain important medical information such as details of
the illness or condition and recommended treatment methods or
the location of passenger's own medication. Gather as much
information from the passenger as possible. If the passenger is
unconscious try and obtain information from traveling
companions or those seated nearby.
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Call for Assistance
If the illness or injury is serious, ask another cabin crew to notify
the captain and to identify any trained medical personnel on
board. If medical personnel are available provide the medical kits
that best suit the person in need.
Verify with any volunteer their name, qualification and details of
their job. They may need to be shown the “Good Samaritan”
insurance policy if the airline holds one.
Keep the captain informed as to the status of the victim. The flight
may need to divert to an alternate airport depending on the
Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) from the scheduled airport and
the severity of the situation.
There are systems in place to assist the cabin crew in the event of
a medical emergency that requires the immediate attention of a
physician, and there is no doctor aboard the flight that can help.
These include:
•

•

Air-to-ground communication between the cockpit and
ground physicians. Air to ground medical communication is a
service where airlines have expert physicians readily
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week to provide the
captain and cabin crew with medical advice when medical
emergencies occur. Some airlines have their own physicians
and others obtain this service through a specialist provider.
Telemedicine is an evolving area of diagnosis using seatback phones and video monitoring equipment which are
installed in some long haul aircraft. These provide information
of vital signs, images of the patient, and two-way voice
communication with trained medical professionals on the
ground.

Provide Care to Someone who is Hurt or Ill
Having called for help and assessed the situation, the cabin crew
should:
1. Identify themselves and get permission to assist the victim.
2. Try to make the passenger as comfortable as possible, while
tending to his or her needs as best as they can.
3. Explain the actions they are taking step by step.
4. Reassure the victim and always assume they can hear even
if they are unconscious.
5. Calm distraught travel companions or relatives.
6. Keep on-lookers and other passengers from congregating
near the scene.
7. Should not leave the victim unattended.
Module 5—Medical Emergencies Onboard the Aircraft
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8. Should not discuss the situation with other passengers.
9. Should not diagnose–treat the symptoms they observe within
the scope of their training.
10. Complete all documentation as required by the airline.
The risk of getting a disease while giving first aid is extremely low.
However, to reduce the risk even further:
•
•
•

Cabin crew should avoid direct contact with blood and other
body fluids;
Use protective equipment, such as disposable gloves and
breathing barriers;
Thoroughly wash their hands with soap and water
immediately after giving care.

Airlines provide specific training for cabin crew that covers
specific steps of how to protect themselves and to collect items in
appropriately marked containers that have been exposed to blood
or body fluid or used for injection. These are sometimes referred
to a bio hazard kit or precautions kit which include items used to
protect yourself when administering first aid including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Learning Point
Airlines are required to carry at
least one First Aid Kit and use
following an emergency landing
or ditching.
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Resuscitation mask (microshields) for giving rescue
breathing,
Disposable gloves,
Face masks or shields,
Goggles,
Gowns to protect your clothing,
Bio hazard bags to dispose of items that have become soiled
with body fluid or blood,
“Sharps” containers to dispose of needles used for injection
(many aircraft lavatories have specially marked containers for
passengers who inject themselves with medication during
flight).

Airlines are required to carry at least one First Aid Kit and use
following an emergency landing or ditching. The more seats
installed, the more First Aid Kits are required. The location of the
First Aid Kit and the number of items of each type vary by aircraft
type and size.
The contents of the First Aid Kit should include:
Protection:
1. Disposable gloves - To provide protection for the first aider
when dealing with an injured or unconscious casualty.
2. Disposable resuscitation aid - This is a small portable plastic
sheet with a one-way valve inserted into it which can be
placed over the casualty's mouth while providing rescue
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breaths. It allows protection from the first aider if the casualty
vomits suddenly while administering rescue breaths. It is only
a temporary aid until a full face resuscitation mask can be
obtained.
Medications:
1. Simple analgesic e.g. paracetamol/aspririn - everyday pain
relief tablets to help manage pain.
2. Antiemetic/anti-sickness medication e.g. cinnarizine to
prevent seasickness while at sea. Survivors suffering from
motion sickness will rapidly become dehydrated, so
seasickness tablets help to prevent dehydration.
3. Nasal decongestant. One of the effects of pressurization on
the body and the discomfort that may be caused by a
common cold. Nasal decongestant will help to relieve some of
the discomfort of flying with a common cold and blocked
sinuses.
4. Gastrointestinal antacid - To manage the pain of acid
indigestion.
5. Anti-diarrhoeal medication e.g. Loperamide to help prevent
dehydration from stomach problems.
Dressings:
1. Antiseptic to clean wounds and cuts.
2. Small adhesive dressings.
3. Wound dressings, large and small. A variety of bandages and
sticking plasters for minor cuts, grazes, etc.
4. Bandages for making slings and bandaging limbs. These are
to be used in serious emergencies with multiple casualties
and broken limbs, such as after an evacuation.
5. Burns dressings for dealing with major burns. These are for
dressing major burns, to prevent them from becoming
infected.
6. Adhesive tape, safety pins and scissors to help secure
bandages, dressings and slings.
7. Adhesive wound closures–to close open wounds.
Although cabin crew are all trained to administer first aid to
casualties, some assistance may be required to be given by other
survivors. A First Aid Handbook is, therefore, required to enable
other survivors to provide care if required.
Ground/Air visual signal code for use by survivors. In an
emergency landing in a remote area, passengers and crew have
to take steps to help the search and rescue teams find them. This
information is included in the emergency First Aid Kits which
should be removed from the aircraft during an evacuation.
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This is generally the minimum amount of first aid equipment that
is required to be carried on board. As most of this equipment is for
catastrophic medical emergencies, many airlines carry other
common medication, particularly on long haul flights for the
comfort of passengers and to save having to open the emergency
first aid kits each time, as the aircraft cannot depart on its next
flight if the first aid kit is not complete.

5.1.4 Emergency Medical Kit

Key Learning Point
Emergency Medical Kits can
only be opened and used by
medically trained personnel.

Airlines are required to carry an Emergency Medical Kit (EMK). It
is a sealed container or box, which contains advanced medical
supplies for the treatment of illness or injury. These can only be
opened and used by medically trained personnel. If among
passengers there is a doctor or a medically trained person on
board, cabin crew may bring them the EMK. It offers medical
equipment that can monitor vital signs and contains drugs and
other items that can be administered only by qualified persons.
Generally cabin crew are not trained to use the contents of the
EMK. However, some airlines may train cabin crew in the most
commonly used medication, but even then they are not required
to administer it. For example, many passengers are allergic to
peanuts and may have a severe allergic reaction if they come
anywhere near them. The treatment for this condition is an
injection of Epinephrine and is administered through an injection
using an Epi-pen. As these are very easy to administer and are
life-saving injections, many airlines now train cabin crew to use
them.

Figure 5.1.4—Emergency Medical Kit
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If cabin crew have previous medical background or credentials
they may be authorised to use it. The list of contents is listed on
the outside of the kit so the doctor can easily determine what you
have available. Airlines provide details about its use and who is
authorised to use it. Here is a general list of other items which
may be used during a medical emergency:
Automatic External Defibrillator (AED). An advanced device
now required to be on board most commercial aircraft, which is
used to monitor the heartbeat of an unconscious individual and
will automatically administer electric shock to the heart if
necessary. The cabin crew receives extensive training on the
appropriate use of this equipment in conjunction with
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR).
Biohazard Kits or Precaution Kits. Most airlines should provide
these on board the aircraft along with protective gloves, eye
shields and gowns for administering first aid. In addition to
protective items, supplies and containers are provided to clean up
and properly identify medical waste (blood, needles, etc.). It is
very important to use the Biohazard Kits for personal safety, as
well as the other crew and passengers.
Resuscitation Mask or Face Shield. A protective device used
when administering rescue breathing. It protects the individuals
involved from contamination. While Resuscitation Masks are
provided by the airline in emergency kits, cabin crew may find it
helpful to carry one in their personal luggage to have readily
available. This is helpful in a situation off the aircraft where cabin
crew's medical training may be called upon.
Portable Oxygen Bottles. Regulations require that airlines have
sufficient oxygen bottles on board to provide first aid treatment to
passengers or crew. These are large metal bottles containing up
to 310 litres of compressed oxygen and cabin crew frequently
supply these to passengers with breathing or circulation
difficulties. There are several precautions that should be taken
when using them as they contain oxygen under pressure and are
classed as Dangerous Goods (See Module 6). They must not be
used near a source of fire, as a fire nearby will burn more fiercely
if oxygen is added (See Module 4). Cabin crew will have to attach
a mask to the bottle and make sure that oxygen is flowing
correctly, before providing them to the passenger. Some of these
bottles are made of steel and are therefore very heavy.
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Lesson Summary
With the increase in chronic medical conditions that are selfmanaged the number of passengers boarding an aircraft with
such a condition has also increased. Most passengers do not
have any challenge adjusting to the air pressure changes in the
cabin. This masks the challenge that people with chronic
conditions may face. In many cases knowledgeable cabin crew
can identify the passengers that maybe more exposed to risk and
advice them in advance of measures they need to take. For this
reason we have focused in the first part of this lesson on the
impact of air pressure changes on various medical conditions.
There are several medical emergency devices that are carried
onboard the aircraft. Cabin crew are trained by their airlines in the
use of some of those devices. However, it is important that cabin
crew clearly understand the limitations they have as non-medical
professionals. In this lesson we have described the function of all
these devices so that cabin crew have a general knowledge of
how they are used. However, the information covered in this
lesson does not qualify cabin crew to use devices that can be
used only by medical professionals.
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Progress Check 1
1. Which of the following is a reason why some medical
conditions can become worse during a flight?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Allergies
Poor diet
Lack of exercise
Reduced oxygen level

2. Which of the following is an airline requirement for clearing
passengers suffering for serious medical conditions for a
flight?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

If the flight is less then two hours
The condition is managed effectively
The medical condition should not be a chronic disease
There are should be enough airports in route to diverting
the flight

3. The best strategy for avoiding a litigation case following a
medical emergency during the flight is
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

To follow strictly the airline procedures
To purchase a “Good Samaritan” insurance
To offer first-aid treatment to injured passengers
To offer only prescribed medications to passengers

4. True or False: Cabin crew are qualified to administer
controlled drugs to passengers in case of a worsening
medical condition.
(a) True
(b) False
5. Which of the following is the most common cause of injury
onboard the aircraft?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Cutlery
Hot drinks
Turbulence
Food poisoning
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5.2

Performing CPR, AED and Heimlich
Manoeuvre

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

•

Describe under what
circumstances cabin crew
can apply CPR and AED
Explain when and how the
Heimlich Manoeuvre is
applied

There are several conditions that require immediate attention.
Assisting people that suffer from these conditions does not
require one to be a medical professional. Yet immediate
assistance can make the difference between a person staying
alive or dying. Cabin crew are trained by their airlines to assist
passengers in such situations.
In this lesson we will describe how to assist passengers who have
collapsed, have stopped breathing, have a cardiac arrest or are
chocking. In each case we will describe how to identify the
passenger's condition and what actions to take in order to provide
assistance.

5.2.1 Responding to a Collapsed Passenger

Key Learning Point
The challenge of helping an
unconscious person is to identify
the cause of their condition.

There are instances when cabin crew are called because a
passenger is unconscious. This serious condition is aggravated
by the fact that often the cause of the condition is not clear. If
friends or relatives are accompanying the unconscious passenger
they may know the medical condition that has caused the
collapse. On the other hand, the passenger may have collapsed
due to electrical shock or an object falling from the overhead
compartment. Therefore, it is important to verify whether the area
is safe and cabin crew can approach and touch the unconscious
passenger.
Having approached the passenger, it is important to identify
whether they are conscious of their surroundings. This can be
done by talking with them or shaking them gently. The level of
their response helps to work out what needs to be done next. If
they can answer, cabin crew can talk to them and find out what is
wrong. If they can't answer, cabin crew should immediately call
for help and go to the next step.
An unconscious casualty needs to be able to breathe. Cabin crew
need to check inside the victim's mouth to make sure that there is
no obstruction caused by food or false teeth. If they are in their
seat, this can be done by gently tilting the head up and pulling the
jaw forward. It is very important that the airway is kept open.
If the casualty is breathing on their own, their chest will be moving
and the sound of them breathing will be heard. If still not sure, one
may feel their breath by getting their cheek close to casualty's
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mouth and nose. If the casualty is not breathing, rescue breathing
needs to be performed as it is described below.
If the casualty is breathing, the next step is to check their pulse to
see if their heart is beating. If their heart is not beating,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation will need to be performed. If all of
the above steps have been carried out and still no response, it is
likely that the heart has stopped beating and the use of the
defibrillator is required.
Thankfully, the times that cabin crew need to use this process all
the way through are extremely rare. By far the most common
medical condition encountered on board is a simple faint which
can easily be treated by raising the legs and waiting for
consciousness to return.

5.2.2 Assisting Someone who has Stopped
Breathing
There are many situations that might cause someone to stop
breathing such as sudden illness, allergy or a serious accident.
When someone is not breathing, brain damage and even death
can occur in minutes. Cabin crew are trained to assist a person
who has stopped breathing using the technique described below.

Key Learning Point
Rescue breathing is the act of
breathing for a victim who is not
breathing on his or her own, yet
has a pulse.

Rescue breathing is the act of breathing for a victim who is not
breathing on his or her own, yet has a pulse. It is used to force air
into the victim's lungs at regular intervals. The timing of each
breath (about 1.5 to 2 seconds per breath) mimics normal
breathing. However, the process is much more like blowing up a
balloon than real breathing. In performing rescue breathing one
needs to inhale deeply, form a tight seal with their mouth over the
victim's mouth, and exhale to push the air into the victim's mouth.
It is important to exhale with just enough force to see the victim's
chest rise slightly. Because the victim's nostrils closed during this
procedure, the air has nowhere to go except down into the lungs,
which expand as they fill with air.
When a resuscitation mask is available, it should be used to
perform rescue breathing. The resuscitation mask is placed over
the victim's nose and mouth creating a tight seal. The breaths are
administered to the victim through a small tube. While the
resuscitation mask offers protection, it also makes it much easier
to perform the rescue breathing.
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Figure 5.2.2—Resuscitation mask

Mouth-to-mouth breathing is hard work. Normally, when inhaling
the chest muscles drive the process. In artificial respiration the
victim's relaxed chest muscles make the process more difficult.
When the chest muscles are relaxed, the chest cavity is small,
keeping the lungs in a deflated state. Therefore the rescuer has to
exhale forcefully into the victim's mouth for one to two seconds to
overcome this resistance. As the lungs fill with air, the victim's
chest is pushed. When the rescuer removes their mouth from the
victim's mouth and breaks the air seal, the victim's chest falls and
once again deflates the lungs. As in normal breathing, this results
in air being exhaled from the victim's mouth.
Normally, the air humans inhale contains about 20 percent
oxygen by volume. Lungs remove about five percent of the
oxygen in each breath. The air a rescuer blows into a victim's
mouth thus contains about 15 to 16 percent oxygen, which is
more than enough to supply their needs.

5.2.3 Assisting Someone who has a Cardiac
Arrest
Key Learning Point
In case of a cardiac arrest, CPR
helps blood to be pumped to a
person's brain and a defibrillator
can restore the normal heart
rhythm.
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Cardiac arrest is one of the most common causes of sudden
death. When sudden cardiac arrest occurs, the victim collapses,
becomes unresponsive to gentle shaking, stops normal breathing
and after two rescue breaths, still isn't breathing normally,
coughing or moving. Cardiac arrest is caused by an abnormal
heart rhythm which rapidly stops the heart pumping blood round
the body. This usually happens during a heart attack, when the
blood flow through the heart is obstructed, but it can also occur
with a number of other heart conditions. If a normal heart rhythm
cannot be restored in a few minutes, the person dies. It may be
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possible to keep the person alive by performing cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR). However, usually a normal heart rhythm can
only be restored by using a heart defibrillator. We will look in more
detail now at these two procedures.
CPR is an emergency first-aid procedure used to deliver oxygencarrying blood to the heart and brain in a person whose breathing
and heartbeat have stopped. This is extremely important for
preventing brain damage while more advanced medical help is on
the way. In order to be effective, CPR must begin within minutes
after the victim's breathing and heartbeat have stopped. It is
important to understand that CPR extends the window of
opportunity until treatment by paramedics or other medical
professionals is available.
When administering CPR cabin crew should:
1. Use a resuscitation mask (if available) to protect themselves.
2. Blow into the victim's mouth to push oxygenated air into the
lungs. This allows oxygen to diffuse through the lining of the
lungs into the bloodstream.
3. Compress the victim's chest to artificially re-create blood
circulation.

Key Learning Point
Few attempts at resuscitation
are successful if CPR and
defibrillation are not provided
within minutes of collapse.

CPR administered immediately after cardiac arrest can double a
victim's chance of survival. On the other hand, if CPR is not
administered chances of survival fall seven to ten percent for
every minute of delay until defibrillation. Few attempts at
resuscitation are successful if CPR and defibrillation are not
provided within minutes of collapse. CPR helps maintain vital
blood flow to the heart and brain and increases the amount of
time that an electric shock from a defibrillator can be effective.
Brain damage starts to occur four to six minutes after someone
experiences cardiac arrest. However, if CPR is administered
during that time such consequence can be avoided.
The heart muscle has to contract in a regular and coordinated
way to pump blood around the body. Ventricular fibrillation is the
most common cause of a cardiac arrest and it leads to the heart
muscle beating in a completely irregular and uncoordinated way.
A defibrillator causes an electrical shock to be passed through the
body, which often changes a fibrillating heart to a normally
beating one.
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Figure 5.2.3—Example of Automated External Defibrillators
(CC, Owain Davies)

The cardiac defibrillators that are carried on aircraft, and are
sometimes seen in other public places such as train stations,
shopping centres and sports grounds, are known as Automated
External Defibrillators (AED). They are very simple to use, and
once attached to a person, are able to automatically detect the
heart rhythm and identify if a shock is needed. An AED uses voice
prompts to instruct the rescuer. Once the machine is turned on,
the rescuer will be prompted to apply two electrodes provided
with the AED to the victim's chest. Once applied, the AED will
begin to monitor the victim's heart rhythm. If a “shockable” rhythm
is detected, the machine will charge itself and instruct the rescuer
to stand clear of the victim and to press the shock button. AEDs
are safe to use as they only allow a shock to be given if it is
necessary. Non-medical personnel can be trained to use them as
part of a first aid or life support training course.
Every year a small number of people collapse and die when
travelling on aircraft and some of them will have had a cardiac
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arrest. Some airlines have chosen to carry AEDs and to train their
cabin crew to use them, in the hope that some of these lives can
be saved.

5.2.4 Assisting Someone who is Choking

Key Learning Point
For adults, the most common
cause of choking is food getting
stuck in the throat while eating.

Choking is a very common medical emergency which can happen
to anyone. Choking can cause death if not treated immediately.
Choking is caused by anything that becomes stuck in the throat
(windpipe) and blocks the airway. If the person cannot breathe,
they will not be able to remove the obstruction. Furthermore, they
may not be able to signal that they require assistance.
For adults, the most common cause of choking is food getting
stuck in the throat while eating. This is even more likely to happen
if talking or laughing at the same time. Other common causes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trying to swallow large pieces of poorly chewed food;
Drinking alcohol before or during meals since alcohol dulls
the nerves that aid in swallowing;
Wearing dentures makes it difficult to sense whether food is
fully chewed before it is swallowed;
Eating while talking excitedly or laughing;
Eating too fast;
Walking, playing, or running with food or objects in the mouth.

When the throat becomes blocked and the casualty cannot
breathe, they will often panic as they will find it difficult to talk or
cough to remove the obstruction. If they cannot move the
obstruction, they will start to turn blue or grey from lack of oxygen
and eventually fall unconscious.
The universal sign for choking is hands clutched to the throat.
Someone may or may not give that signal, so other signs
mentioned above may serve as an indication. When suspecting
that someone is choking, cabin crew should simply approach and
ask them. If they can answer clearly, they are not choking.
If cabin crew discover someone choking, they should:
1. Reassure the victim immediately that they are going to help
him or her;
2. Get the victim in a standing position;
3. Perform back blows to a true choking victim before
proceeding to abdominal thrusts. Use the heel of one hand to
give back blows between the victim's shoulder blades. Never
use back blows on someone who only has a partially
obstructed airway, as this can lodge the obstruction even
more deeply.
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If back blows do not lead to improvement, the rescuer should
quickly move to abdominal thrusts. Performing abdominal thrusts
exerts pressure on the bottom of the diaphragm. This, in turn,
compresses the lungs and can provide enough pressure to expel
the object and clear the airways. This approach is also known as
the Heimlich manoeuvre, after the name of the doctor who first
described the procedure - Henry Heimlich. Here are the steps for
performing correctly this procedure:
1. Stand behind the victim with legs separated to form a “tripod”
shape in the event the victim faints or becomes unconscious
(this will help to catch them and stabilize their fall quickly).
2. Reach around the victim from behind and circle the hands
around the victim's abdomen (stomach).
3. Make a fist with the dominant hand. The thumb of this fist
should point into the fist. Place this fist just above the victim's
navel (belly button) and under the breastbone.
4. Wrap the other hand firmly around this fist. Be sure to keep
the thumb away from the victim's body, to prevent injury to
the victim.
5. Pull inward and upward, pressing into the victim's abdomen
with quick upward thrusts, using good force. Make a motion
similar to the letter “J”–in, then up.
6. Make the thrusts quick and forceful, as if trying to lift the
victim off their feet from this position.
7. Perform five abdominal thrusts in quick succession. Repeat
the series of thrusts until the object is dislodged and expelled.
The victim will cough out the object obstructing their airway if
this maneuver is successful.
8. Use less force where the victim is a child.
9. If the victim falls unconscious, stop the thrusts immediately.
Be aware that this can happen at any time if the object is not
removed.
10. Check to see if normal breathing has returned. Once the
object is gone, most people will return to breathing normally.
If normal breathing has not returned, continue the thrusts.
Due to the forceful nature of the procedure, even when done
correctly, it can injure the person on whom it is performed.
Bruising to the abdomen is highly likely and more serious injuries
can occur, including fracture of the xiphoid process or ribs. The
effectiveness of the Heimlich manoeuvre is not recognized
universally. Therefore cabin crew should follow the exact
procedures prescribed by their airlines.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at several conditions that may or
may not be caused by a passenger's chronic illness. We have
described the symptoms and the assistance for passengers who
have collapsed, have stopped breathing, have a cardiac arrest or
are choking. The common factor for these conditions is that
people are not able to explain their condition. Therefore it is
important to be able to identify what the problem is and what
course of action to take to assist.
The key point with these conditions is that providing assistance
does not require one to be a medical professional. The equipment
used in such situations is also simple. Yet the difference between
immediate assistance and delayed response may mean a
difference between staying alive and dying.
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Progress Check 2
1. The first thing that cabin crew need to do when dealing with
an unaccompanied unconscious passenger is
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Check the passenger's pulse
Ensure that the passenger can breathe
Verify that the area is safe to approach
Identify if the passenger is conscious of their
surroundings

2. When assisting a fainted passenger the cabin crew need to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Perform CPR
Use the defibrillator
Raise the passenger's legs up
Perform the Heimlich manoeuvre

3. Performing rescue breathing is hard because
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The victim is resisting
The victim is unconscious
The victim is irresponsive
The victim's chest muscles are relaxed

4. What is the function of an Automated External Defibrillator?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Resuscitate an unconscious person
Provide instructions for resuscitation
Change the rhythm a fibrillating heart
Ensure the blood flow in the organism

5. One of the reason choking people panic is that they
cannot
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Hear
Move
Breathe
Stop coughing
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5.3

Flight and Cabin Crew Incapacitation

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe procedure for flight
crew member incapacitation

•

Describe procedure for
cabin crew incapacitation

•

Describe course of action to
limit the spread of
communicable disease

Although cabin and flight crew members follow more rigid lifestyle
choices, they are still subject to the same health risks as
everybody else. In this lesson we will discuss the assistance the
cabin crew need to offer to incapacitated flight and cabin crew
members during the flight. The basic assisting procedures are the
same as described in the previous lesson. However, a number of
safety concerns need to be kept in mind.
In addition, we will describe the measures taken to prevent the
spread of communicable diseases. We will explain the regulations
pertaining to passengers suffering from communicable diseases
and the appropriate measures for minimizing exposure to such
diseases. Following the recommendations described in this
lesson will help cabin crew ensure that the aircraft cabin is not a
place where communicable diseases are spread from country to
country.

5.3.1 Medical Assistance to the Flight Crew

Key Learning Point
The confined space of the flight
deck and proximity of the flight
controls makes it more difficult
to provide medical assistance
without accidentally touching
flight controls.

Each airline has its own procedure for flight crew to signal to
cabin crew that one of them has become incapacitated and
requires assistance. This may include a discrete announcement
over the PA to alert cabin crew without causing alarm or panic
among passengers.
In all cases of illness, it is usual for the flight crew member to
leave the flight deck to seek assistance as if they become
incapacitated in their seat it is very difficult to remove them.
Furthermore, the confined space of the flight deck and proximity
of the flight controls makes it more difficult to provide medical
assistance without accidentally touching flight controls.
If a flight crew member becomes incapacitated, cabin crew
provide medical treatment for them in exactly the same way as
they would for a passenger.
If a pilot collapses in their seat, the other pilot calls the cabin crew
for assistance. The first priority for the cabin crew member who
enters the flight deck is to remove the pilot from the flight controls
and make more space by sliding the seat back. Different seats
work in different ways, and airlines provide practical training on
how to slide the seat back. This is not an easy task because of
the pilot's weight.
Once the seat is pulled as far back as possible, cabin crew should
secure the pilot in their seat, so that they don't move any of the
Module 5—Medical Emergencies Onboard the Aircraft
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controls. Normally cabin crew pull the pilot's feet off the pedals
and cross them in front of them and away from the foot pedals.
After securing the feet, cabin crew need to fit their seat
belt/harness and secure their arms in it.
This is the basic procedure for securing the pilot so that cabin
crew can provide medical treatment as best they can. Some types
of medical treatment may require the removal of the pilot from the
seat, which presents even more difficulties in the confined space
and cabin crew can require the assistance of a second flight crew
member.

Figure 5.3.1—Flight deck of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner
(CC Brandrodungswanderfeldhackbau)

Airline training will cover each airline's own procedures and
recommendations for removing an incapacitated pilot from their
seat, but this will certainly prove to be very difficult to do so safely.
Many causes of illness require the use of oxygen, so as well as
having portable oxygen bottles nearby, the flight deck is fitted with
oxygen masks that can be removed and used in such situations.
While dealing with the ill pilot, cabin crew may be required to
assist the other pilot with flying the aircraft. Even when there are
two pilots at the controls, they always use a checklist to make
sure they do not miss anything, so cabin crew may be required to
read the checklist out and listen for the pilot's response. The
remaining pilot will tell cabin crew what else to do to assist them.
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5.3.2 Medical Assistance to the Cabin Crew
If a cabin crew member becomes incapacitated, the same
medical attention is provided as it would for a passenger. The
difference in this case is that the missing crew member cannot be
replaced, so their work will have to be taken over by another
cabin crew member. In many cases, airlines carry more cabin
crew than are legally required for safety duties, so often safety is
not affected.
If, however, this reduced number of cabin crew is not enough to
cover the minimum required number, then the remaining cabin
crew will have to make decisions to adapt procedures. For
example, if the ill cabin crew member was seated in a jump seat
at a door and there is no crew member to take their place, that
door may not be able to be used if there is a need for evacuation
after landing, as there is no-one seated next to it to open it.

Key Learning Point
Airline procedures can not cover
for every eventuality, so cabin
crew have to adapt to the
circumstances.

Airline procedures can not cover for every eventuality, so cabin
crew have to adapt to the circumstances. In this particular case,
cabin crew could consider leaving a door in an area where there
are fewer passengers, such as First or Business class,
unattended for landing as during an unplanned emergency
evacuation, fewer passengers will need to be evacuated through
this door area and they can easily be directed to alternatives.
If the injured or incapacitated cabin crew member is the senior
cabin crew member, the next most senior cabin crew member will
have to take charge of the cabin, this might be determined and
advised at the pre-flight briefing.
Usually any cases of crew incapacitation will require a written
report to be submitted to the national aviation authority within
72 hours, as it may have affected the safe operation of the flight.
This is known as a Mandatory Occurrence Report. Cabin crew
will, therefore, complete the airline's own standard Air Safety
Report and submit it through their usual channels, where the
safety department will forward the report to the national authority.

5.3.3 Communicable Diseases
Communicable diseases are those which can easily spread from
person to person. Transmission of such diseases usually occurs
as a result of the infected individual coughing or sneezing or by
touch. It can happen through direct contact or contact with the
same parts of the aircraft cabin and furnishings. In the confined
space of an aircraft cabin, particularly on longer flights of eight
hours or more, contagious diseases can be spread between
passengers or crew members.
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Key Learning Point
Most communicable diseases
are spread between humans by
respiratory droplets - such as
those created when sneezing or
coughing.

Most communicable diseases are spread between humans by
respiratory droplets - such as those created when sneezing or
coughing. Cabin crew should be alert to passengers who show
signs of illness which includes high body temperature and
persistent coughing or sneezing to help prevent spread of
infection among passengers.
The illnesses that are most frequently spread in this way include:
•
•

•

Meningococcal disease–A bacterial disease which causes
a serious infection of the brain and/or lungs.
Influenza–More recently these viruses have transferred from
animals (bird flu and swine flu) to humans, making them
difficult to treat in the early stages of infection as there is no
vaccine available.
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)–A viral
infection causing severe breathing difficulties and
complications.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) is the authority
responsible for directing and co-ordinating Public health among
the United Nations members. It monitors health issues in each of
the member countries and provides advice and statistics to
governments to help them determine public health policies and
programs. With regard to international travel between countries, it
monitors the spread of diseases and alerts the governments
when trends and patterns are identified.
Transmission of tuberculosis onboard aircraft during long-haul
flights was reported during the 1980s. However, according to
World Health Organization no case of active tuberculosis
resulting from exposure onboard a flight has been identified
subsequently. Nevertheless, increasing air travel and the
emergence of drug-resistant tuberculosis require continuing
vigilance to avoid the spread of infection during air travel.
International health regulations are defined in order to restrict the
spread of communicable diseases. In recent years there have
been several threats of influenza epidemics. Airlines and national
aviation authorities have tried to restrict spreading of the disease
internationally through airline travel by monitoring closely all
departing and arriving passengers for signs of illness. For
example, some countries have installed thermal imaging cameras
at arrival points to scan passengers as they arrive for abnormally
high body temperatures which could indicate a viral infection.
WHO publishes advice to airlines to prevent the spread of
infection across international borders as follows:
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Signs and Symptoms
The likelihood that a person is suffering a communicable disease
is increased if he/she has a fever with a temperature of
38°C/100°F or greater, associated with one or more of the
following signs or symptoms;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appearing obviously unwell
Persistent coughing
Impaired breathing
Persistent diarrhoea
Persistent vomiting
Skin rash
Bruising or bleeding without previous injury or confusion of
recent onset.

Cabin crew should be vigilant to any passenger showing these
signs and symptoms and suspect that they are suffering from a
communicable disease.
Cabin Crew Actions
Persons on board who may be suffering from a communicable
disease, especially if they have influenza-like signs and
symptoms, should receive immediate attention as follows:
1. If medical support from the ground is available, contact
ground support immediately and/or page for medical
assistance on board (as per airline policy).
2. If medical ground support and/or an onboard health
professional is available, crew should follow their medical
advice accordingly.
3. If no medical support is available:
(a) Relocate the ill traveller to a more isolated area, if
appropriate, and space is available. If the ill traveller is
relocated, make sure that the cleaning crew at
destination will be advised to clean both locations. (All
surfaces potentially contaminated by the ill traveller
should be cleaned and disinfected according to the WHO
Guide to Hygiene and Sanitation in Aviation)
(b) Designate one cabin crew member to look after the ill
traveller, preferably the cabin crew member who has
already been dealing with this traveller. More than one
cabin crew member may be necessary if more care is
required.
(c) When possible, designate a specific lavatory for the
exclusive use of the ill traveller. If not possible, the
commonly touched surfaces of the lavatories (faucet,
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door handles, waste-bin cover, counter top, etc.) must be
cleaned and disinfected after each use by the ill traveller.
(d) If the ill traveller is coughing, request him/her to follow
respiratory etiquette:
(i) Provide tissues and the advice to use the tissues to
cover the mouth and nose when speaking, sneezing
or coughing.
(ii) Advise the ill traveller to practice proper hand
hygiene. If the hands become visibly soiled, they
must be washed with soap and water.
(iii) Provide an air-sick bag to be used for the safe
disposal of tissues.
(e) If available on aircraft and tolerated by the ill traveller, a
medical (surgical or procedure) mask should be provided,
and the ill traveller asked to wear it. If a mask is used,
replace with a new mask as soon as it becomes
damp/humid. After touching a used mask, (e.g., for
disposal), proper hand hygiene must be practised
immediately. Single masks should not be reused and
must be disposed safely after use.
(f) If there is a risk of direct contact with body fluids, the crew
member should wear disposable gloves. Gloves are not
intended to replace proper hand hygiene. Gloves should
be carefully removed and safely disposed. After the
removal of gloves, hands should preferably be washed
with soap and water or, if the hands are not visibly soiled,
cleansed with an alcohol-based hand rub.
(g) If the ill traveller cannot tolerate a mask, the designated
cabin crew member(s) or any other person in close
contact (less than 1 metre) with the ill person should wear
a medical (surgical or procedure) mask.
(h) Store soiled items (used tissues, disposable masks,
oxygen mask and tubing, linen, pillows, blankets, seat
pocket items, etc.) in a biohazard bag if one is available.
If not, use a sealed plastic bag and label it “biohazard”.
(i) Ask accompanying traveller(s) (spouse, children, friends,
etc.) if they have any similar symptoms. The same
procedure should be followed for all ill travelers.
(j) Ensure that hand-carried cabin baggage is removed
along with the ill traveller, and comply with any public
health authority requests.
(k) As soon as possible, advise the captain of the situation.
(l) Unless stated otherwise by ground medical support or
public health officials, ask all travelers seated in the same
row, and two rows in front and two rows behind the ill
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traveller (i.e. a total of five rows) to complete a passenger
locator card if such cards are available on the aircraft. If
not available on board, this action should be taken
immediately upon the arrival of the aircraft at next airport.
Disembarkation of Passengers and Crew
At the arrival airport all travellers on the aircraft should follow
national public health procedures regarding the need for health
information (including completion of passenger locator cards or
other documents) and further checks.
It is recommended that completed passenger locator cards be
collected from travellers seated in the same row, two rows in front
and two rows behind the ill traveller (i.e. a total of five rows). If
such cards are not available on the aircraft they should be
provided and completed at the arrival airport in order that
travelers may be located at a later date by public health
authorities.

Did You Know?
The global outbreak of Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) infected 8096 persons
around the world between
November 1, 2002 and July 31,
2003, causing 774 deaths.
Almost half of those infected
were international travelers.

In addition, other fellow travellers who may have been seated
beyond the two rows in front and two rows behind, but
nevertheless had close contact with ill passenger during this
travel–such as family members, other members of a travel group,
or having cared for, lived with, or had direct contact with
respiratory secretions or body fluids of a probable or confirmed
case of influenza, as well the ill person–may be required to
provide information concerning their destination in case they may
need to be contacted, by the National Health Authority.
Communicable diseases receive a great deal of media attention
due to the danger of becoming pandemics. However, research
seems to indicate that there is very little risk of any communicable
disease being transmitted onboard an aircraft (WHO, n.d.). The
main reason for this is that the quality of cabin air is carefully
controlled. Ventilation rates provide a total change of air
20–30 times per hour. Most modern aircraft have recirculation
systems, which recycle up to 50 percent of cabin air. The
re-circulated air is usually passed through high-efficiency
particulate air filters (HEPA), of the type used in hospital
operating theatres and intensive care units, which trap dust
particles, bacteria, fungi and viruses.
Thus the manufacturers have developed very effective systems to
ensure clean air onboard the aircraft. However, this does not
mean that passengers and crew members can be negligent about
the simple prevention rules that we have outlined above. Many
passengers are very cognizant about the dangers of
communicable diseases and easily comply with the regulations
Module 5—Medical Emergencies Onboard the Aircraft
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that we mentioned. Only in rare cases cabin crew need to be
more persistent to ensure the rules are followed diligently.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have discussed two important topics: assisting
crew members that become incapacitated and preventing the
spread of communicable disease. Incapacitated crew members
are treated as any other passenger suffering from the same
condition would be treated. The key point here is providing the
necessary assistance and ensuring the safety of the flight. This
can be more of a challenge if one of the pilots needs to be moved
away from the flight deck.
Communicable diseases are taken very seriously by the medical
and the aviation communities. The number of persons infected by
communicable disease is still very low. However, this is mostly
due to the precautionary measures taken by airlines. Cabin crew
play a crucial role in preventing the spread of communicable
diseases by identifying early the passengers that pose a problem
and taking all the necessary preventive measures.
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Progress Check 3
1. What is the first priority when assisting a pilot who has
collapsed in their seat?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Alert all the cabin crew members
Identify the reason for their condition
Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Remove the pilot from the flight controls

2. What tasks can a cabin crew do if they are required to replace
an incapacitated pilot?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Fly the aircraft
Land the aircraft
Read the checklist
Report to control tower

3. True or False: Any case of crew incapacitation is reported to
the national aviation authority because it is considered as
affecting the safe operation of the flight.
(a) True
(b) False
4. What is the main reason that there is very little risk of
communicable diseases being transmitted onboard the
aircraft?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The quality of cabin air
High usage of disinfectants by passengers
The high number of lavatories in the cabin
The use of protective masks by cabin crew

5. Cabin crew need to communicate the seat where a person
with a communicable disease set so that
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

WHO could track the spread of the disease
The cleaning team could disinfect the area
Passengers on the next flight can avoid those seats
The captain could appropriately report the incident
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Module Summary
In this module we have looked at a spectrum of issues related to
medical emergencies onboard the aircraft. Well-informed airline
procedures and competent cabin crew have made possible for
millions of people with various health challenges to fly and arrive
safely to their destination. Obviously cabin crew cannot replace
medical personnel. However, the assistance that is available
onboard the aircraft these days is sufficient to save lives in many
medical emergency situations.
We have described a number of medical emergencies; how to
identify and assist passengers in those conditions. The
techniques and equipment described in this module have proven
effective in hundreds of emergency situations. However, one key
aspect is that cabin crew are not medical professionals and they
need to be aware of the limitations imposed by this fact. The best
strategy to avoid litigation is to follow strictly the airline procedure
and rely on medical professionals whether they are present
onboard or communicating from the ground.
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Apply Your Learning
1. Understanding the perspective and challenges of the
medical professionals
It is important that cabin crew understand the challenges that
medical professionals face as they volunteer to provide
assistance during the flight. As cabin crew make the PA
announcement what is the reaction of medical professionals
on board the aircraft? Why would a medical professional not
volunteer to help in such an emergency? How can cabin crew
be more supportive of the volunteer spirit demonstrated by so
many medical professionals?
We recommend that you read the article by Celine Gounder,
“Medical Emergencies at 40,000 Feet” published in The
Atlantic on April 4, 2013. The article provides a number of
interesting experiences that medical professionals had in
trying to assist passengers. You can click this link to read the
article: http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/04/
medical-emergencies-at-40-000-feet/274623/
Similarly the perspective of the medical professional is
reflected in an Youtube video that summarizes the research
published in an article “The Epidemiology of In-Flight Medical
Emergencies”. Click the lick to watch the video and gain a
better understanding of what to expect from a medical
professional when they volunteer to assist:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDSm8iZMT9k
2. Ensuring the health safety of passengers on board the
aircraft
Air passengers are more vulnerable to germs and viruses
because of the stress on the body and weakened immune
system due to lack of adequate rest. Cabin crew play a
pivotal role in ensuring that the aircraft cabin does not
become a place where germs and viruses are contracted by
passengers. We recommend that you read a very helpful
publication by WHO that provides a great deal of background
information on what airlines do to ensure aircraft cabins are
not the reason passengers become seek. Click the lick or
copy and place it in your browser: http://www.who.int/water_
sanitation_health/hygiene/ships/guide_hygiene_sanitation_
aviation_3_edition.pdf
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. d
2. b
3. a
4. b
5. b

Progress Check 2
1. c
2. c
3. d
4. c
5. c

Progress Check 3
1. d
2. c
3. a
4. a
5. b
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6

Dangerous Goods

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the general
philosophy for the
transportation of Dangerous
Goods

•

Explain the classification
and labeling system used
for Dangerous Goods

•

List the limitation of the
quantity of Dangerous
Goods that can be
transported

•

Identify strategies for
recognizing undeclared
Dangerous Goods

•

Describe the proper
response in an accident
involving Dangerous Goods

Objects and substances that are widely used in everyday life can
pose a significant safety risk on board the aircraft. Vibration,
pressure and temperature changes during air transportation can
have an impact on the properties of a substance and break its
container. Because a flying aircraft is a closed environment the
risk is very serious. The international and national aviation
authorities have invested a great deal of resources into learning
how to transport such substances in a way that eliminates the
risks.
In this module we will share an internationally used classification
and labelling system that helps identify the danger that a
substance may pose. This system helps identify how the
substance or object should be properly transported. Cabin crew
are the last link in a chain of personnel that ensures dangerous
goods are transported properly.
However, if an accident involving a dangerous substance occurs
in the cabin a proper response ensures the risk is contained and
no passenger is harmed. In the second part of this module we will
describe the appropriate steps that cabin crew need to take in
such instances.
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6.1

Air Transportation of Dangerous Goods

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the regulatory
context for air transportation
of dangerous goods

•

Explain the general
approach for regulating air
transportation of dangerous
goods

•

Describe classification and
labelling of dangerous
goods

•

Identify types of threat that
dangerous goods represent
when transported incorrectly

•

Describe airport measures
to prevent dangerous goods
from being carried into the
aircraft cabin

Key Learning Point
Many of the things used in
everyday life and not considered
particularly dangerous can
become more hazardous during
air transportation due to
vibration, pressure and
temperature changes.
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Cabin crew are an important element of the transportation chain
because they oversee the passengers and their luggage in the
cabin. Some dangerous goods may be carried by passengers into
the cabin as a result of ignorance or oversight. Other objects may
create a safety risk due to mishandling or damage. The cabin
crew are the last line of defence against such safety risks.
In this lesson we will look at the general approach adopted by the
aviation industry for handling dangerous goods. This will provide
a clear understanding of the measures taken to ensure that
objects and substances that can be hazardous are handled
properly. One important measure in this approach is a
classification system that helps identify the danger that a
substance can pause. We will describe this classification system
and the set of labels employed with it. These labels serve as
indicators how to handle dangerous substances safely.

6.1.1 General Approach to Air Transportation of
Dangerous Goods
Dangerous goods are articles and substances that can lead to
significant risk to health, safety, property or the environment. In
some countries dangerous goods are more commonly known
as hazardous materials. In this course the terms dangerous
goods and hazardous goods are used interchangeably. Many of
the things used in everyday life and not considered particularly
dangerous can become more hazardous during air transportation
due to vibration, pressure and temperature changes. This is
especially so if these items are dropped, knocked, smashed,
heated or frozen. For example, cleaning products containing
bleach can burn skin and give off fumes which can irritate the
lungs. If a passenger was carrying such items in their baggage
and the container became damaged, it would leak and likely
cause injury to either a passenger, crew member or baggage
handler. Therefore, the term Dangerous Goods is used in this
course as a technical term and refers to substances and objects
that can become hazardous during air transportation.
There are several types of Dangerous Goods that need to be
distinguished. Some goods are too dangerous to be carried on
any aircraft under any circumstances. Others are forbidden under
normal circumstances but may be carried with specific approvals
from the national aviation authorities concerned. Some goods are
restricted to carriage on all cargo aircraft; most, however, can be
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safely carried on passenger aircraft as well, provided certain
requirements are met.
Here are some general requirements that need to be met:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Dangerous Goods need to be clearly classified according to
established criteria that determine the acceptability of the
articles and substances for air transport as well as the
conditions for their transport.
These goods need to be packaged with required markings
and labels to ensure that the hazards can be recognised
without relying on accompanying documentation in an
emergency.
The proper declaration of Dangerous Goods by the shipper
ensures that all in the transportation chain know when
Dangerous Goods are being transported. This ensures that
they are correctly accepted, handled and loaded and if an
incident or accident occurs, either in-flight or on the ground,
what the correct response should be.
The pilot-in-command must know what is on board the aircraft
in order to properly deal with any emergencies that may
occur. The pilot must also convey this information if possible
to air traffic services to aid in the response to any aircraft
incident or accident.
Information regarding “Hidden Dangerous Goods” must be
conveyed to passengers and shippers to assist them in
recognising Dangerous Goods, which they are not permitted
to carry on them, in their baggage, or as cargo and which
may not be readily recognisable as being dangerous.
Dangerous Goods accidents or incidents must be reported,
so that an investigation by the relevant authorities can
establish the cause and corrective action can be taken.

These principles have been adopted by ICAO and each state is
required to develop national legislation that regulates the
transportation of Dangerous Goods. The IATA Dangerous Goods
Regulations (DGR) manual is recognised in the aviation industry
as the most comprehensive and accurate guide available to all
airlines to adhere to in order to ensure that they meet the ICAO
requirements. IATA is highly active in the area of Dangerous
Goods and provides much of the material that airlines may need
in order to transport Dangerous Goods safely by air. This includes
comprehensive training materials, courses, labels, guidance and
manuals.
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6.1.2 Classification and Labelling of Dangerous
Goods
Dangerous Goods are divided into nine different classes for
transportation purposes and cabin crew are required to know
these in detail. Although these classifications describe the items
which are considered to be Dangerous Goods, items classified as
Dangerous Goods are not necessarily prohibited for carriage on
board aircraft. Some can be carried in small quantities in the
cabin, some only travel as cargo and some are permitted to be
carried by the airline only but not passengers or cargo
companies. For example, smoke hoods or portable breathing
equipment contains dangerous chemicals which heat to very high
temperatures to generate breathing oxygen. This would be
dangerous in a closed cargo hold where it may ignite other cargo,
but is required for use when dealing with an onboard fire.
Therefore they may be carried only by the airline.

Key Learning Point
The reason cabin crew are
required to know the
classification of Dangerous
Goods is that they could identify
how to handle such goods
safely.

The reason cabin crew are required to know the classification of
Dangerous Goods is that they could identify how to handle such
goods safely. In addition, some of the labelling used for
classification in air transportation also appears on individual items
such as household cleaning products or industrial products. For
instance, in one incident a small bottle was found rolling down the
aisle. When the cabin crew picked it up and read the labelling
they identified that it was a chemical used in magician's special
effects and when mixed with the other bottle in the package it
created a small explosion and coloured smoke. This was,
therefore, identified as Dangerous Goods which should not have
been carried in the cabin. However, because the cabin crew was
able to identify correctly the danger she was able to store it
securely and avoid the accident.
When carried as cargo, items classified as Dangerous Goods
should be correctly labelled so that everyone can see that the
contents are hazardous. The labels need to follow accepted
standards. A hazard label is normally diamond shaped and has
the following three features to indicate the hazard: (1) A
standardised colour; (2) A small picture at the top; and (3) A
number at the bottom to indicate the class number.
Dangerous Goods are divided into nine classes, each reflecting
the type of risk involved. In some cases these classes are further
sub-divided into divisions to identify a particular risk, within that
class. Classes are expressed by single-digit numbers. For
example, Class 7. Divisions are expressed by 2-digit numbers.
The first digit identifies the Class number and the second
identifies the variation within that class. For example, Oxidizer is
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Class 5, Division 1, and is referred to as “Division 5.1”. The order
in which the classes and divisions are numbered is for
convenience and does not imply a relative degree of danger. This
means that Class 1 is not necessarily more dangerous than Class
2 or 3, etc.
Class 1 Explosives
These are obviously dangerous as they could be used to make an
explosive device to destroy an aircraft or even when packaged on
their own they may accidentally ignite or explode. This class
includes fireworks, flares, ammunition, party poppers and toy gun
caps.
Class 1 is subdivided in to six divisions; here are just three of
them:
1.1. Articles and substances
having a mass explosion hazard

1.2. Articles and substances
having a projected hazard

1.4 Articles and substances which
present no significant hazard

Class 2 Gases
Any gas container can become dangerous inflight due to
pressurisation changes, which could result in the container
leaking gas into the cabin. If the gas container is dropped or
damaged, it could explode and cause injury even if the gas itself
is not dangerous. Many gases are also flammable and could
easily ignite if not correctly handled. Examples include butane,
propane, camping gas cylinders, fire extinguishers, cigarette
lighters, diving equipment and oxygen bottles.
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Class 2 is divided into three divisions:
2.1 Flammable gas

2.2 Non-flammable, non-toxic gas 2.3 Toxic gas

Class 3 Flammable Liquids
Flammable liquids are dangerous because they can easily ignite
and spread a fire. Flammable liquids include lighter fuels, paint
thinners, white spirit, turpentine, petrol, etc.
Class 3 has no divisions.
3 Flammable liquids

Class 4 Flammable Solids
These are items which could ignite themselves through friction
(e.g. matches), contact with water (certain chemicals such as
copper sulphate), or which can rapidly burn.
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Class 4 is subdivided into the following divisions:
4.1 Flammable Solids

4.2 Liable to spontaneous
combustion

4.3 Emit gases when in contact
with water

Class 5 Oxidizing Substances and Organic Peroxides
Oxidizing substances are those which add oxygen to any
chemical reaction. For example, the portable breathing
equipment that is carried on board for crew use in a fire fighting
situation contains canisters of Potassium SuperOxide which
generates oxygen for the crew member to breathe. Portable
Breathing Equipment is therefore classified as Dangerous Goods.
Organic Peroxides are products such as bleaches and
disinfectant solutions containing oxygen, hydrogen and carbon.
These can ignite easily and burn rapidly and are often used in
explosive materials.
Class 5 is subdivided into the following divisions:
5.1 Oxidising agents

5.2 Organic peroxides
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Class 6 Toxic and Infectious Substances
These are items that are known to be hazardous to human health
when swallowed, inhaled or in contact with skin. This class also
includes items and substances which are irritants such as tear
gas or pepper spray which can severe irritation particularly in
confined spaces. Class 6 is subdivided further to include
biohazard material such as medical waste, viruses, vaccines and
used hypodermic needles.
6.1 Toxic substance

6.2 Infectious

Class 7 Radioactive Material
These are substances which emit radiation and include certain
cancer (chemotherapy) treatments and medicines. No divisions in
this class.
7 Radioactive material
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Class 8 Corrosive Materials
These are substances which can burn through human skin or
destroy steel or aluminium surfaces. Mercury which is found in
thermometers can destroy steel and aluminium and is therefore
included in this classification. Other examples include acids,
photographic developing fluids and wet cell batteries such as
those found in some mobility devices or automobiles.
8 Corrosive materials

Class 9 Miscellaneous

Did You Know?
Even a very small leakage of
mercury into the aircraft is likely
to result in the aircraft being
scrapped, as mercury corrodes
the aluminium frame and
surfaces which hold the aircraft
together.

This classification covers anything else that can be considered
hazardous, but does not fit into any of the previous classes. For
example, magnets can cause interference with the aircraft
navigation systems and controls and are therefore classified as
dangerous on board aircraft. Dry ice is solid Carbon Dioxide
which when warmed up displaces oxygen in the environment with
Co2 and is also included in this classification.
9 Miscellaneous
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Lithium Batteries on Board the Aircraft

Key Learning Point
Lithium batteries are currently
one of the biggest safety issues
facing the aviation industry.

Worthy of special mention are lithium and lithium-ion batteries.
These are classified as miscellaneous Dangerous Goods
(Class 9) but are currently one of the biggest issues facing the
aviation industry. These batteries are hazardous because they
contain a series of cells, each containing lithium or lithium-ion. If
they short circuit by touching the terminals together, they can
overheat which will cause each of the cells to explode and spread
a fire rapidly to surrounding areas.

Figure 6.1.2—Lithium-ion cells of a laptop battery

Lithium batteries are installed in many personal electronic
devices. In some instances the lithium batteries cannot be easily
removed from the device. Even a small laptop's battery can cause
a fire in the cabin or the cargo hold.
Mobility devices like wheelchairs for passengers with reduced
mobility are increasingly turning to lithium batteries to supply
power as they can hold their charge longer and weigh much less
than the traditional batteries installed in older versions. There can
be a number of large lithium batteries onboard, particularly if there
are several passengers with reduced mobility traveling on the
flight.
IATA have recently been working with airlines, airports and
regulators to ensure that lithium batteries can be loaded safely on
board aircraft and that each airline is aware of the hazards they
pose and how to handle them safely.
Carriage of Dangerous Goods on Board the Aircraft

Key Learning Point
Excepted Dangerous Goods
may be carried as part of the
aircraft safety or service
equipment.

Some items that would otherwise be considered as Dangerous
Goods may be carried as part of the aircraft safety or service
equipment. These items are known as excepted and their
whereabouts and risks are known to the crew. For example:
•
•
•
•
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Fire extinguishers contain compressed gases.
Portable oxygen bottles contain compressed oxygen.
Oxygen generators which provide an oxygen supply following
a decompression contain heat-generating chemicals.
Portable breathing equipment used for fire fighting contain
chemicals and generate heat.
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•
•

Computers and inflight entertainment devices frequently
contain lithium batteries.
Retail goods for sale on board the aircraft frequently include
alcohol and perfumes, which are all flammable liquids.

Many Dangerous Goods may be carried onboard the aircraft
safely as cargo or in the passenger cabin subject to certain
conditions and limitations. The airline's cargo department has the
responsibility to ensure that all cargo consignments are correctly
packaged and labelled with the appropriate warning labels shown
above and the details of all Dangerous Goods are provided to the
captain before departure so that he or she can check them, if
required. The IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations also provide
advice on correct loading and separation of these items in the
cargo holds. For example, different classes of Dangerous Goods
could react with each other if the container opened and spill.
Therefore, there are additional separation rules to ensure that
they can't mix.
The regulations provide details of any handling labels which may
also be required for the transportation of these items. Handling
labels identify any special requirements such as THIS WAY UP to
avoid spillage of containers inside a package.
Restrictions on Dangerous Goods are required to be displayed at
airports and are often seen at airline check in desks and security
channels. With the increasing trend towards online/internet
check-in, fewer passengers are attending the check-in desks, so
the information also appears online. Normally a pop-up window
appears listing the basic restrictions on the carriage of Dangerous
Goods and passengers have to confirm that they have read them
before completing check-in or ticket purchase. The regulations
frequently appear on airline and airport websites as well as on
printed and electronic tickets issued to passengers.
There is always the possibility that passengers may carry
Dangerous Goods in the cabin either intentionally or accidentally.
Passengers do not have the same level of knowledge regarding
Dangerous Goods as cabin crew and do not always read the
warnings and notices, so sometimes they may carry items in their
luggage without realizing the danger. For example, a passenger
may not want to carry their laptop computer in their cabin
baggage and choose to check it in their suitcase for the journey.
As Lithium batteries are not permitted in the cargo hold for the
reasons already stated above, they are inadvertently be breaking
the rules.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the approach adopted by the
aviation industry for carrying Dangerous Goods. In general terms,
this approach ensures that substances and objects that can be of
hazard during the flight are properly labelled, stored and all
involved in the transportation chain are informed. The
classification system is of special importance because the
standard labels allow staff to know the risk involved and how to
handle these materials safely.
It is important also to remember that certain Dangerous Goods
are always on board the aircraft. They are either part of the safety
equipment or just part of the luggage that passengers bring with
them. Cabin crew need to be aware of the potential risk such
objects can pause and how to handle them in a way that
eliminates the safety risks.
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Progress Check 1
1. True or False: Dangerous Goods in Class 9 are more
hazardous that those in Class 1.
(a) True
(b) False
2. True or false: Non-flammable, non-toxic gases do not need to
be declared because they represent no danger.
(a) True
(b) False
3. To which class of Dangerous Goods belongs white spirit?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 5

4. The main danger that can be caused by dry ice is that it
can
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Oxidize other substances
Destroy aluminium surfaces
Displace the oxygen in the cabin
Create extreme low temperature in the cabin

5. Which of the following is classified as excepted Dangerous
Goods?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Fireworks
Turpentine
Camping gas cylinders
Portable breathing equipment
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6.2

Handling Dangerous Goods in the Aircraft
Cabin

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe provisions for
passengers and crew

•

Recall approach for
identifying undeclared
dangerous goods

•

Describe procedure to follow
when suspecting presence
of dangerous goods in the
cabin

•

Describe emergency
procedures

In the previous lesson we have mentioned that a certain number
of Dangerous Goods is always present on board the aircraft,
either as part of the safety equipment or as part of the
passengers' baggage. These Dangerous Goods are allowed on
board the aircraft because they are well monitored to ensure they
do not create any hazard. However, effective monitoring and
stowage of the goods requires that their amount on board be
limited. In this lesson we will describe the limitations imposed on
the quantity of Dangerous Goods and where they are carried.
Despite all the controls at the airports, sometimes passengers
bring Dangerous Goods into the cabin either out of ignorance or
underestimating the hazard these substances can pose. In the
second part of this lesson we will outline the course of action to
be taken in such situations. It is important that cabin crew follow
the airline procedures that will detail how the general strategies
described in this lesson are to be carried out.

6.2.1 Limitations on the Carriage of Dangerous
Goods by Passengers and Crew
The IATA Dangerous Goods regulations manual provides a table
with the limitations on carriage of Dangerous Goods by crew or
passengers. The purpose of the limitations is to lower the risk
posed by Dangerous Goods by reducing the quantities that can
be carried in the cargo hold, cabin or both.

Did You Know?
If an aerosol can is heated it
can explode with violent force,
emitting a jet of flame which can
easily ignite the surrounding
area.

As it was shown in the previous lesson, various items can be
considered Dangerous Goods within the nine classes described
there. It would be very difficult to list every item that a passenger
or crew member may want to pack in their luggage which may be
considered dangerous, but there are some everyday items which
can be easily learnt and remembered. The following extract from
the IATA Dangerous Goods limitations chart lists the items that
cabin crew and passengers are most likely to carry and their
restrictions. The full table can be found in an easy to read
format at http://www.casa.gov.au/SCRIPTS/NC.DLL?WCMS:
STANDARD::pc=PC_90372
Cabin crew have to be familiar with the items in this table, all of
which can present a hazard in the cabin, in order to prevent
carrying prohibited items or quantities of dangerous goods on
board.
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Permitted
in or as
carry on
baggage

Permitted Permitted Approval
in or as
on the
of the
checked person
airline is
baggage
required

The
captain
must be
informed
of the
location

Portable electronic devices containing lithium or
lithium ion cells or batteries, such as watches,
calculating machines, cameras, cellular phones, lap-top
computers, camcorders, etc., when carried by
passengers or crew for personal use.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

All spare batteries for such devices including lithium
metal or lithium ion cells or batteries must be carried in
carry-on baggage only. These batteries must be
individually protected to prevent short circuits.

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Hair curlers containing hydrocarbon gas, up to one (1)
per passenger or crew member provided that the safety
cover is securely fitted over the heating element. These
hair curlers must not be used on board the aircraft at any
time. Gas refills for such curlers are not permitted in
checked or carry-on baggage.

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Medical or clinical thermometer, which contains
mercury, one (1) per passenger for personal use, when in
its protective case.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Fuel cells and spare fuel cartridges powering portable
electronic devices (for example cameras, cell phones,
laptop computers and camcorders).

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Radioisotopic cardiac pacemakers or other devices,
including those powered by lithium batteries, implanted
into a person, or radiopharmaceuticals contained within
the body of a person as the result of medical treatment.

No

No

Yes

No

No

Safety matches (one small packet) or a cigarette
lighter that does not contain unabsorbed liquid fuel other
than liquefied gas, intended for use by an individual when
carried on the person. Lighter fuel and lighter refills are
not permitted on one's person or in checked or carry on
baggage. Strike anywhere matches, blue flame or
cigar lighters are forbidden.

No

No

Yes

No

No

Non-radioactive medicinal or toilet articles (including
aerosols) such as hair sprays, perfumes, colognes and
medicines containing alcohol. The total net quantity of all
above mentioned articles must not exceed 2kg (4.4 lb) or
2L (2qt), and the net quantity of each single article must
not exceed 0.5kg (1 lb) or 0.5L (1 pt). Release valves on
aerosols must be protected by a cap or other suitable
means to prevent inadvertent release of the contents.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Alcoholic beverages, may be carried when in retail
packaging, containing more than 24% but not more than
70% alcohol by volume, in receptacles not exceeding 5L,
with a total net quantity per person of 5L.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Key Learning Point
Cabin crew need to remain
vigilant to signs which could
indicate dangerous goods in
passengers' cabin baggage and
take action to remove them
where necessary.
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Despite all the warnings displayed at check-in desks, online and
in security check areas, passengers can often unintentionally
bring items that are not permitted on board. Cabin crew need to
remain vigilant to signs which could indicate dangerous goods in
passengers' cabin baggage and take action to remove them
where necessary.
Certain types of passengers to look out for are:
1. Hikers and backpackers, carrying camping and hiking
equipment. These passengers may be carrying camping gas
stoves and canisters, self-heating meals and other heat
producing items, all of which are a hazard because they could
leak and cause a hazard in the cabin.
2. Medical sales representatives carrying reinforced cases with
samples in them. These samples could contain viruses or
vaccines, which are all biohazard materials.
3. Doctors and other medical staff could also be carrying
vaccines, or thermometers containing mercury. Even if a
small amount of mercury was to leak and make contact with
the metal structure of the aircraft cabin or floor, it could
corrode it and weaken the aircraft structure.
4. Passengers visiting friends and relatives will often carry items
for their families which they have purchased in another
country because they are hard to find or more expensive.
Even household cleaning products containing bleach or other
strong chemicals are dangerous goods.
5. Tradesmen and craftsmen, as well as carrying sharp tools
which might be used as weapons, may also be carrying
paints, cleaning products or paint thinners and other spirit
based items which are flammable liquids.
6. When travelling during festivals and holiday periods such as
New Year, passengers may try to travel with fireworks,
Christmas crackers/bonbons, firecrackers or party poppers to
celebrate the occasion. All of these contain small amounts of
explosives which are restricted and may not be carried in the
passenger cabin.
7. Film and camera crews may be carrying filming equipment
powered by lithium batteries, which requires them to carry a
lot of spare batteries for more power. Lithium batteries are
restricted in the amount that can be carried due to the risk of
explosion and fire if they sort-circuit.
8. Ladies with toiletry items. Many cosmetic supplies contain
dangerous goods such as flammable liquids in nail polish, nail
polish removers, glue for acrylic nails and false eyelashes, as
well as gas canisters to heat up hair dressing items such as
hair curlers, hot-brushes, hair straighteners, heated rollers,
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etc. These hair products are specifically designed for use
while travelling, so passengers may easily think that they are
permitted to be used on board aircraft. Also, hair coloring
products often contain peroxide to bleach hair. This is not
permitted in cabin baggage.
9. Children's toys often contain dangerous goods and as they
are sold as toys, may not be recognized as a serious risk.
Children's magic kits may contain chemicals to make
synthetic smoke or small explosions, chemistry sets will
contain various chemicals and toy guns may contain ‘caps’
which contain a small amount of explosives to make a noise
when fired. These explosives are not permitted on board.
The signs to be vigilant for in the cabin include:
1. A package which has visible frost or is very cold to touch
could indicate that it contains dry ice.
2. A stained or wet box, parcel or package could indicate that it
contains liquids that have leaked.
3. Any strange odors from cabin baggage could indicate
chemicals inside.
4. Packages or items generating smoke or fumes.
5. Reused packages including old markings or labelling of
dangerous goods.
6. Packages with pictures of tools or machinery such as chain
saws, lawn mowers, camping stoves, lanterns or generators,
as these could contain residue of fuel in the tanks.
7. Packages, parcels or baggage making strange noises, like
hissing, ticking, vibrating, whistling, etc.

6.2.2 What to do if Dangerous Goods are
Discovered in the Cabin
Most discoveries of dangerous goods in the cabin can easily be
managed by cabin crew to reduce the risks. The priority is to
ensure that the item does not mix with anything else and is
isolated where it cannot cause damage. Depending on what it is,
the item may simply be wrapped in a plastic bag and placed
where it can be monitored frequently by crew. The discovery of
the following items in the cabin must be considered as a
dangerous goods incident since the items below are strictly
prohibited for transport in the cabin:
•
•
•

Explosives - fireworks, ﬂares, toy gun caps,
Compressed gases - filled or partly ﬁlled aqualung cylinders
(including camping gas cylinders),
Flammable liquids and solid - lighter fuel, non-safety
matches, paints, thinner, ﬁre lighters,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oxidizers - some bleaching powders,
Organic peroxides - some types of solid hydrogen peroxide,
Poisons - arsenic, cyanide, and weed-killer,
Irritating materials - tear gas devices,
Infectious substances - live virus materials
Radioactive materials - medical or research samples which
contain radioactive sources
Corrosives - acids, alkalis, wet cell type car batteries, caustic
soda
Magnetized materials - instruments containing magnets.

ICAO publishes an Emergency Response Guide which is issued
to all airlines and is required in most cases to be carried on the
flight deck for reference during flight. Airlines have procedures to
follow if Dangerous Goods are discovered in the cabin, based on
the ICAO Emergency Response Guide and detailing the worstcase scenario such as a leaking item of flammable liquid or
corrosive. This procedure is known as the Dangerous Goods Drill.
When encountering an incident on-board, cabin crew may have to
adapt the drill according to the circumstances.
The ICAO guidance recommends that a kit should be available to
help cabin crew clean up any spillage during an incident involving
dangerous goods. This spill-kit should include large rubber
gloves, strong polythene bags and bag ties to seal the bags after
use. As this is a recommendation, many airlines require the cabin
crew to improvise using similar items which are generally carried
in the cabin for service reasons.

Key Learning Point
The first sign of the presence of
Dangerous Goods in the cabin
may be passengers complaining
of a strange odor or smell, or
passengers' cabin baggage
showing signs of leaking or
damage/burning.
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The first sign of the presence of Dangerous Goods in the cabin
may be passengers complaining of a strange odor or smell, or
passengers' cabin baggage showing signs of leaking or
damage/burning. If cabin crew suspect that Dangerous Goods
are present, they should:
1. Identify the item and inform the flight crew
(a) This may require you to ask passengers in the
surrounding area what the item in the baggage is, where
it was obtained or what it is for. Cabin crew may need to
examine the item, or its packaging for labelling which
might indicate dangerous goods.
(b) If confirmed that Dangerous Goods are present, the flight
crew must be informed as soon as possible as they may
need to take further immediate action to ensure the
continued safe operation of the aircraft.
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2. Protect themselves, other crew and passengers
(a) Cabin crew should take action to protect themselves from
the hazards posed by the item. For example, if dealing
with leaking corrosive liquid, cabin crew must protect their
hands before attempting to pick the item up. If giving off
fumes, cabin crew must wear protective breathing
equipment.
(b) Ensure passengers are moved away from any hazards or
fumes. Distribute wet cloths if necessary so that they can
breathe through them.
3. Isolate the item
(a) Place the leaking/damaged dangerous goods into
polythene bags.
(b) Clean up any spillage if possible. Cabin crew should not
use water if dealing with a chemical leakage, as water
could add to any chemical reaction and make it worse. If
they are unable to mop up the spillage on the floor/carpet,
they should cover it instead.
(c) Place any contaminated items such as seat cushions or
clothing into polythene bags.
(d) Seal the polythene bags and store them somewhere
safe, where no-one can come into contact with them, but
that cabin crew can monitor them frequently for any
changes or further problems. A toilet compartment may
be used as any fumes given off can be directed out of the
cabin air circulation.
4. Report the incident
(a) Complete an Air Safety Report. It is mandatory that the
airline reports this incident to the National Aviation
Authority within 72 hours, so it is very important that cabin
crew complete their report with all required information
and details to assist with an investigation. The report
should include the passenger's contact details so that
they may be contacted for further information, if required.
(b) Complete the aircraft log with details of the location of
spillage and the item which caused the damage.
Maintenance staff will have to inspect the area for further
damage before releasing the aircraft for service, so they
will need as much information as possible to determine
whether it is safe to do so.
(c) After landing, advise the ground staff of the location of the
dangerous goods and where they are stowed.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have focused on how to handle Dangerous
Goods in the aircraft cabin. This is the area over which cabin crew
have full responsibility. It is important to remember that certain
substances or objects can be carried in the cabin as long as they
are properly packaged and do not exceed the limitations
specified. The main reason for this is to limit risk and avoid
creating a situation where Dangerous Goods are not handled
properly.
Unauthorized carriage of Dangerous Goods into the cabin should
be treated as a serious incident. In the last part of this lesson we
have outlined the course of action to be taken when Dangerous
Goods are identified. Following strictly the airline procedures in
these situations will ensure the safety of all aboard the aircraft.
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Progress Check 2
1. What is the purpose of the table with the limitations on
carriage of Dangerous Goods?
(a) To limit the quantity of Dangerous Goods carried as
baggage
(b) To limit the quantity of Dangerous Goods on board the
aircraft
(c) To identify Dangerous Goods that are not allowed on
board the aircraft
(d) To identify Dangerous Goods that the captain needs to
be informed about
2. What is the only allowed condition for the transportation a
board the aircraft of radioisotopic cardiac pacemakers?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Permitted on the person
Permitted in or as checked baggage
Permitted in or as carry on baggage
Permitted only with approval of the airline

3. When dealing with a chemical leakage cabin crew
should
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Clean it with detergent
Clean it with water
Clean it with paint thinner
Cover it with clothing

4. True or False: A toilet compartment may be used for isolating
Dangerous Goods.
(a) True
(b) False
5. The Dangerous Goods Drill describes how to

.

(a) Identify passengers that may carry Dangerous Goods
(b) Safely carry Dangerous Goods in the cabin
(c) Safely carry Dangerous Goods in the luggage
compartment
(d) Respond when Dangerous Goods are discovered in the
cabin
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Module Summary
In this module we have looked at the challenges for the
transportation of Dangerous Goods. The main safety risk comes
from the passengers' ignorance of the hazard such goods can
pose on board the aircraft. Well trained cabin crew can spot
Dangerous Goods and identify the safety risk associated with
each of them.
Certain Dangerous Goods are part of the equipment that is
carried on board, either for emergency reasons or as part of the
passengers' luggage. Cabin crew's awareness of the risks that
such equipment can pose is key. Monitoring and early response
eliminates the risk for the safety of passengers, crew and aircraft.
The airline industry has managed to eliminate risk by finding ways
to transport Dangerous Goods in a safe way. The main factor in
this success has been the industry's ability to learn and be
proactive. The same stance is expected from cabin crew as from
all the rest of the personnel that is part of the transportation chain.
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Apply Your Learning
1. Once on fire, a lithium battery, in a laptop computer for
example, is capable of burning rapidly, aggressively and
produces a lot of smoke which will fill the cabin in seconds. In
2007 a lithium battery ignited in the Los Angeles airport
departure gate. Take a look at this video to see the way a
lithium battery fire ignites:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-tAWvz1yT4
Can you identify the main challenges for safety if such a
battery were to ignite on board the aircraft during the flight?
Can you recall what should be the cabin crew's response in
such a situation?
2. Airlines make great efforts to inform passengers about
Dangerous Goods. The airline web site is the first line of
defence. We encourage you to spend some time comparing
how two airline websites convey the message to their
passengers. We recommend browsing through the pages of
the Australian airline Qantas and the Hong Kong airline
Cathay Pacific. Take some notes and compare both airlines:
How easy it is to find information about carrying Dangerous
Goods in your luggage? How clear is that information? How
easy it is to contact the airline and verify whether certain
items are classified as dangerous goods and need to be
declared or not?
3. National authorities are also involved in educating the public
about regulations of air transportation of Dangerous Goods.
Try to find the website of your country's national regulatory
authority and learn about their program to inform the citizens.
Here is a link to the national authority in Canada, Transport
Canada:
http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/standards/commercedangerousgoods-regoverview-passlugg-menu-1574.htm
To what extent do you find the information useful? What
additional content do you think the resource should include?
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. b
2. b
3. c
4. c
5. d

Progress Check 2
1. b
2. a
3. d
4. a
5. d
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7

Aviation Security

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon the completion of this
module, you should be able to:
•

Explain the application of
international agreements in
managing unlawful
interference

•

List the latest developments
to ensure aviation security

•

Describe strategies for
handling hijacking situations

•

Explain course of action for
managing unruly
passengers

•

Describe strategies for
managing bomb threats

In the previous module we have discussed issues relating to
aviation safety. In this module we will focus on aviation security.
The key difference between the two is that safety focuses on
managing events and situations that airport and airline staff have
control over. Security focuses on other peoples' malicious
intentions to disrupt the safe operation of civil aviation.
Aviation security has been a concern for the international
community for decades. This has led to significant developments
in preventing and combating such acts. In this module we will look
at several such developments. We will discuss the regulatory
environment and legal framework for dealing with threats to
aircraft security. This is especially relevant for international flights.
At the same time we will provide an overview of various
categories of people that engage in actions intended to disrupt
the safety of the aircraft. For cabin crew it is important to
understand the motives for such actions in order to know how
best to deal with the perpetrators.
Cabin crew play an important role in dealing with people posing a
security threat onboard the aircraft. We will describe a number of
strategies that are applicable in various situations. However, it is
important for cabin crew to know what other airport and security
agencies are doing in these situations. So that there a
coordinated effort to restrain the perpetrators and minimize
injuries or fatalities. Moreover, cabin crew need to be aware of
various preventive security measures that are intended to stop
the perpetrators before they can implement their plans.
In this lesson we will share only general information and
strategies. A lot more is being done that cannot be described in
this course but will be covered by airline training.
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7.1

Coordinated Efforts to Increase Aviation
Security

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon the completion of this
lesson, you should be able to:
•

Identify the major factors
that have led to current
increased emphasis on
aviation security

•

List the main threats and
challenges to aviation
security

•

Describe the regulatory
environment for aviation
security

•

List current strategies to
increase aviation security

•

Describe the role of cabin
crew members in
maintaining aviation security

Key Learning Point
One of the main reasons
aviation is the target of unlawful
interference is that it is an
industry that receives a lot of
media and political attention and
has large commercial value and
prestige.
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In this lesson we will focus on two main aspects of aviation
security. First, we will provide an overview of the threats to
aviation security that have had the greatest impact on the aviation
industry. Then we will focus on the strategies adopted by the
international and national aviation organizations to combat the
current threats.
Taking a look at the successful and unsuccessful attempts to
disrupt the safe operations of aircraft helps us better understand
the motivation and actions of the perpetrators. The knowledge
accumulated in this area has guided the development of effective
security strategies that prevents perpetrators from gaining access
or control over the aircraft. Cabin crew are one important element
of a comprehensive security system. Therefore, it is important to
understand how various components of the system combine
together to ensure the safety of the aircraft, crew and
passengers.

7.1.1 Groups of People Engaged in Acts of
Unlawful Interference
The general term that describes many types of behavior
considered in this lesson is “unlawful interference”. The term
refers to the actions of a person disrupting airline operations. This
type of behavior includes becoming disruptive onboard in order to
distract the crew from their safety duties, threatening to or actually
planting explosive devices onboard the aircraft, or taking over the
aircraft and holding the crew and/or passengers hostage until
demands are met.
In the early days of aviation unlawful interference with aircraft was
extremely rare. However, with the introduction of larger aircraft
carrying more passengers, aircraft became a target as it offers a
great deal of publicity for the perpetrators' cause. The aviation
industry receives a lot of media and political attention and has
large commercial value and prestige. For these reasons, events
involving hijackings, breaches of security and criminal acts on
aircraft have been increasing.
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The main groups of people who attempt such acts of unlawful
interference are:
Criminal groups–Generally they attempt to disrupt airline
operations for their own gain, ultimately to make money for
themselves. Such acts can include holding persons hostage for
ransom, bargaining with authorities for money in exchange for
lives of hostages, or for safe passage out of a country where they
are wanted for crimes committed.
Political activists–These groups perform acts of unlawful
interference to gain publicity for their cause. In one of the world's
early hijacks in 1961 an aircraft was hijacked in order to drop
leaflets over Lisbon, Portugal, in protest against the dictatorship
that ruled the country. After dropping their leaflets, the hijackers
ordered the flight crew to fly them to safety in Morocco. While
such acts are rare in the 21st century, other political groups have
hijacked aircraft in order to make a statement and attempt to gain
support for their political cause, or to negotiate the release of
prisoners held by authorities.
Refugees–These groups of people are generally less organized
and rarely attempt unlawful acts against aircraft in order to be
flown to another country and seek asylum or help from the
authorities. In 1993 a Russian Aeroflot aircraft was hijacked from
Perm and diverted to Norway at the request of the two Iranian
hijackers. After landing, the hijackers surrendered and the
hostages were set free. The hijackers were granted asylum in
Norway.
Mentally unsound–These are usually individuals who wish to
copy the acts of others and obtain notoriety for their actions. They
often do not know their own reasons for attempting such acts and
can be unpredictable and violent.
Terrorists–By far the most dangerous and common type of
perpetrators, these groups have a variety of motives–usually
political or religious. These groups want maximum publicity for
their cause and to cause others to become fearful of authorities
and governments. They are usually very organized and often well
trained with many resources available. The most well-known and
highly organized hijacking event was the September 11 attacks in
the USA in 2001. On that day several aircraft were simultaneously
hijacked and flown intentionally into major landmarks in USA,
killing thousands of civilians and all 19 hijackers.
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7.1.2 Targets of Unlawful Interference
Having looked at the groups of people that engage in acts of
unlawful interference and their motives for doing so, it is time to
review the targets of these attacks. It is important to notice that
the aircraft is not always the primary target. The reason for this is
that acts of unlawful interference are often driven by the motive to
achieve maximum publicity. Here are some of the targets of
unlawful interference:
Facility attacks–In this cases the perpetrator attacks airport
offices, warehouses, aircraft hangars, crew hotels, flight or cabin
crew in order to gain publicity for themselves and can include
explosive attacks, hostage situations, theft or other acts to
interfere with airline operations.
Example of a facility attack: On December 24, 1985, the
revolutionary group GAR claimed responsibility for the bombing of
a Lisbon ticket office for the Spanish National Airlines as a protest
for the death of a young Basque who was killed in police custody.

Key Learning Point
Although there are strict security
measures in place in most
airports and aircraft, it is
necessary to be aware of the
fact that some individuals use
themselves as the vessel to
carry and detonate an explosive
device.

Sabotage–This is accomplished with the use of explosive or
flammable devices or a combination of both. Bombs and
materials used for sabotage can be quite sophisticated but in
some cases quite simple. Although there are strict security
measures in place in most airports and aircraft, it is necessary to
be aware of the fact that some individuals use themselves as the
vessel to carry and detonate an explosive device. It is no longer
only an item that is left unattended. These suicide bombers are
prepared to be a victim of the explosive device. They can carry
the device on themselves or store it in their checked luggage.
These acts of sabotage are also used in facility attacks and not
only on aircraft.
As the methods and types of attacks against airlines, aircraft and
airports have become more and more sophisticated, the methods
of prevention have also evolved. Focus is directed at preventing
these acts from occurring and the events of September 11th 2001
have demonstrated that terrorists will resort to extreme measures
to achieve their goals. This has made prevention even harder to
accomplish.
On September 11, 2001 (9/11), four US airliners were hijacked
simultaneously by highly trained groups of terrorists. The four
groups were trained to fly the aircraft and overpower any
passengers and cabin crew who resisted them. The hijacked
aircraft were then intentionally flown into US landmarks, including
the World Trade Center in New York, the US Department of
Defence headquarters in Washington and the fourth aircraft did
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not reach its target, suspected to be the Capitol building in
Washington, crashing instead into a field in Pennsylvania.
Prior to this event, it was not expected that a hijacker or criminal
was prepared to give up their life for their cause and it was
believed that human beings had a greater will to survive than die
for their cause. Security measures of the past focussed on
ensuring that passengers were accompanied with their own
baggage on each flight, as it was believed that they would not
want to destroy an aircraft on which they were traveling. While
this is still true in some cases, attention has changed to ensure
that explosives and weapons of any type are carried on board an
aircraft, with or without a person prepared to use them.
On 20 February 20, 2002, member states of the ICAO, in
response to the 9/11 attacks, endorsed a global strategy for
strengthening aviation security worldwide at the two day highlevel Ministerial Conference held at ICAO headquarters in
Montreal. A central element of the strategy is an ICAO “Aviation
Security Plan of Action,” which includes regular, mandatory,
systematic, and harmonized audits to enable evaluation of
aviation security in place in all 187 Member States of ICAO.
Among other elements, the Plan of Action includes identification,
analysis, and development of an effective global response to new
and emerging threats.
On 22nd December 2001, a passenger on American Airlines flight
63 from Paris to New York attempted to ignite explosives that he
had concealed in his shoe. He was intercepted by a cabin crew
member who thought initially that he was trying to light a match to
smoke a cigarette. She confronted him and discovered his
explosives. In the following struggle to restrain him, two cabin
crew members and other passengers managed to restrain him in
his seat. The aircraft was diverted to Boston, where the
passenger, Richard Reid, was arrested and charged with various
offences related to terrorism and received a 110-year sentence of
imprisonment and a $2 million fine.
As a result, passengers will often be asked to remove their shoes
for additional screening as they pass through security
checkpoints.
Five years later in 2006, the Transatlantic Aircraft plot was
discovered by British police before it took place. The terrorist
plotters intended to take disguised liquid explosives on board
several aircraft traveling from the UK to the USA and Canada and
explode them mid-air. As a result, liquids are only permitted to be
carried in small quantities on board aircraft worldwide. This
restriction applies to all passengers and crew.
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7.1.3 Increased Aviation Security Measures
The aviation industry takes a proactive approach to security.
Following continuous analysis of potential threats security
measures are constantly updated and adjusted. In attempts to
contain the threat, current aviation security measure focus on the
following:
Airport security–Ensuring that the entire airport is kept safe from
attack. This can include surveillance, secure fencing off of the
airport area, regular patrols of the boundaries, keeping the airside
area secure and unable to be penetrated by offenders and in
some cases closing the terminal buildings to persons other than
airport workers and travelers.
Aircraft security–Guarding of the aircraft when not in use,
sealing of the doors whenever the aircraft are on the ground for
extended periods and regular security searches of all interior
areas.
Passengers and cabin baggage–Security searches of all
travelers and their cabin baggage to ensure that they do not carry
weapons or explosives into the cabin. Profiling and background
searches of passengers from higher risk areas and international
clearance against security intelligence.
Hold baggage–Ensuring that all baggage carried in the hold is
screened/searched and accompanied by travelers on each flight.
Cargo and mail–Checking and screening of all cargo carried and
mail items, tracking their carriage around the world and checking
the identities of the senders and recipients.
In-flight and airport supplies–Strict security measures are
applied to all catering equipment and aircraft stores that are
loaded on board the aircraft, tracing the handlers at each point of
the store's journey to the aircraft.
In-flight security measures–Procedures applied throughout the
flight to ensure that passengers have less opportunity to attack an
aircraft or crew.
Staff recruitment and training–Maintaining a high degree of
alertness among cabin and flight crew, encouraging them to
report anything suspicious and to take action when a security
incident is apparent. Background security checks on all staff
applying for airport identification cards which permit access to
restricted areas.
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Security equipment–Installing items which may be used by
crews in the event of a security incident in order to reduce the
risks.
All these measures are regularly reviewed and tested to insure
that a comprehensive system is in place that would prevent
perpetrators from gaining access to equipment or areas where
the security of aviation could be compromised. The multi layered
approach alerts security personnel of any interference that puts
the safety of aircraft and passengers at risk.

7.1.4 Rules and Regulations

Key Learning Point
The Tokyo Convention was the
first to allow the restraint of any
person on board who is or is
about to interfere with the safety
of the aircraft.

As aviation is an international industry which requires travel
across international borders there are many international
agreements and regulations relating to aviation security.
The Tokyo Convention came into force in December 1963 and
applies to any acts which jeopardize the safety of persons or
property on board an aircraft traveling internationally. This law
was the first to give permission to the captain (commander) of the
aircraft to allow the actual restraint of any person on board who
he/she believes is or is about to interfere with safety, or
jeopardizes good order and discipline.
This law is often used when dealing with violent or unruly
passengers on board the aircraft and allows the cabin crew to
carry out restraint procedures on any person who interferes with
the safe operation of the flight. It also includes processes and
agreements for dealing with persons who attempt to hijack the
aircraft, again allowing the crew to take all reasonable measures
to overpower and restrain the hijacker/s, including gaining the
assistance of other passengers to do so.
A general condition of this law is that the jurisdiction of penalty
applied to the offender is performed by the country in which the
aircraft is registered. For example, if a foreign national is
committing an offence on a French registered aircraft, any
associated trial or court case will be performed in France under
French Law, regardless of the perpetrator's nationality.
The Tokyo Convention also outlines processes for offloading or
removing such passengers from a flight and requires that
countries signed up to the agreement always permit the captain
to divert to disembark such passengers from the flight.
The Hague Convention on the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure
of Aircraft was signed on December 16, 1970. This convention
contains 14 articles relating to what constitutes hijacking as well
as guidance for governments dealing with them. This convention
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only applies to international flights - aircraft which take off or land
in a country other than their place of registration.
Annex 17 of the Chicago Convention is published by the
International Civil Aviation Authority and contains best practice
and guidance material to national authorities and airlines in order
to comply with International Aviation Security Regulations. Its
contents are restricted and may only be provided to authorized
persons.

Key Learning Point
The national aviation security
program contains the
requirements for cabin crew
training, checks, security pass
issue, passenger searches,
airline and airport security
procedures.

Each country has its own national aviation security programme
which is determined by its government or national aviation
authority and outlines the general requirements regarding all
matters relating to aviation within the country. This programme
provides the airline operators with a set of requirements for cabin
crew training, checks, security pass issue as well as passenger
searches and airline and airport security procedures. It also
covers the processes required in order to maintain security of
aircraft while on the ground as well as catering practices to
ensure that items cannot be concealed in catering equipment
loaded onto aircraft.
The authority which applies these rules is also required to ensure
that they are carried out. They do so by carrying out inspections
at airports and onboard aircraft. Cabin crew occasionally
encounter these inspectors while carrying out their duties and are
legally required to provide them with any assistance they may
need and to answer their questions. However, before answering
any questions cabin crew should first check the inspectors'
credentials (ID, qualification, authority, etc.) and only after that
accept them on board and help them to perform their check.
Inspectors may also ask cabin crew questions to check their
understanding of security procedures and equipment. Therefore
cabin crew should always ensure that they are familiar with the
security procedures and requirements of their role as cabin crew.
If the inspector is not satisfied with cabin crew's responses, or
believes that security procedures are not carried out correctly,
they may serve an enforcement notice to the airline, providing
details of their observation and a timescale to rectify the issues. If
the airline repeatedly receives these notices or does not satisfy
the authority that the matter is resolved, the airline may be
refused permission to operate.
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7.1.5 Recent Advances in Aviation Security
Since the world changing events of September 11, 2001 there
have been many advances in the world of aviation security in a
concerted effort to prevent such atrocities from happening again.
These advances include:
Watchlist–Some government agencies have developed a list of
residents or visitors to their country who they monitor for signs of
possible terrorist activity. The watchlist is a matter of national
security and any intelligence information relating to individuals is
added to the watchlist.
Advance Passenger Information System (APIS)–This process
requires passengers to enter details of their identity, such as their
passport issue and in some cases visa details into their airline
booking. Airlines collect all the required information and submit it
to the immigration department before the flight departure. The
immigration and border control departments then check the
credentials of all passengers against their government watchlist
to ensure that any passengers who they may have concerns
about are intercepted and checked further before allowing them
to travel.
On routes where APIS is used, passenger details have to be
submitted at least 24 hours before departure (in some cases
longer) to allow the necessary checks to be made. Passengers
who have not provided their personal details in time are not
permitted to travel.
Occasionally, innocent passengers may have the same name as
others who appear on the government watch list, and this may
cause them some inconvenience at checkpoints and throughout
their journey.
Risk based security–This process is not new to aviation and has
been used successfully for many years on routes where there is a
higher risk of terrorism. It is now more widely adopted throughout
the industry. Risk based security requires security staff to build a
profile of each passenger before allowing them to check-in for
their flight. This process require security staff to ask some basic
questions of the passenger, such as their purpose of travel, their
length of stay, how much money they have with them, when they
last travelled and so on, in order to form an opinion of the purpose
of their trip. As well as questioning, passenger profiling also
involves reading the passengers reservation details and tickets,
to look for clues which might indicate something of concern.
Trusted Traveler programs–These have been set up in some
cases due to the increased security measures being so restrictive
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for regular travelers who are required to travel for their business
or home life. By signing up to the trusted traveler program, an
individual can be fully checked out by government agencies in
advance and allowed some privileges when they fly, such as
advanced clearance, or more efficient passport checks at
borders.
Biometric passports–These new generation passports contain
various additional security features including electronic chips
containing details of the holder. These passports make it harder
for forgeries to be created, as well as allow automatic reading of
passports at security checkpoints, speeding the processing of the
passenger on their journey.
Other programs with the same objective of speeding passenger
processing include iris recognition programs, where the traveler
can register in advance to use the checkpoints and provide a
detailed scan of the iris in their eye. As the iris is more individual
than a fingerprint and harder to surgically copy, iris scanning
machines can be used to allow access through immigration
checkpoints. Fingerprinting technology has also been added to
some immigration processes in order to record visitors entry to
the country.
Explosives detection–Many countries have introduced a
program of random checking of passengers cabin baggage for
traces of explosives. This is carried out by security checkpoint
staff wiping a small piece of fabric (swab) around the inside and
outside of passenger baggage and then placing it into a machine
for chemical analysis. After analyzing for traces of explosives the
machine will either clear the passengers baggage, or require
further checking or interception. The same technology has also
been introduced for checked (hold) baggage in some countries.
Cockpit security–A change in regulations since September 11,
2001 requires all aircraft to have a lockable flight deck door. Prior
to this date, US airlines already had a lockable door policy with
specific crew members holding the key. However, the hijackers
overpowered the crew and gained access. The change in
regulation requires all aircraft to have an electronically operated
flight deck door, so that no-one holds the key, and access to the
flight deck is approved only by the flight crew inside it. A system
of closed circuit TV monitors is also installed on many aircraft.
Blast proof baggage containers–There have been several
incidents of aircraft being lost due to explosives contained in
baggage in the hold. On December 21, 1998 Pan American
Airlines flight 103 was destroyed shortly after take-off from
London Heathrow bound for New York as a bomb exploded in a
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baggage container underneath the crew preparing for service in
the galley. The aircraft disintegrated inflight and fell to the ground
killing all on board and 11 on the ground. In an effort to prevent
these incidents, as well as having improved explosive detection
processes, reinforced baggage containers continue to be
developed which act to contain a blast and prevent destruction of
the aircraft.
Advanced Imaging Technology–This controversial technology
is used in passenger screening devices and instead of relying
solely on metal detectors which sound an alarm when concealed
metal is discovered on a person, they create a computer image of
the fully clothed passenger or crew member and indicates any
concealed item regardless of what it is made of. It uses low dose
“backscatter” X-ray technology which, instead of passing through
the body, it bounces off or reflects back to create an image. This
makes it easier to detect any item which has been concealed
underneath clothing for example. It remains controversial as
many persons feel it is intrusive for security agents to be able to
see a computer generated image of their naked body under
clothing, so strict procedures apply around its use at airports.

7.1.6 The Role of Cabin Crew in Maintaining
Security
Key Learning Point
The airline operations manuals
should be guarded because they
could be used by a terrorist to
gain information about security
procedures.

Everyone involved in aviation operations has a personal
responsibility to ensure that security procedures are complied
with, carried out properly and that suspicious activity is reported.
Security procedures are formulated by airlines and security
agencies which help ensure that those persons with intent and
capability to commit acts of terrorism are intercepted, but security
is only as good as the weakest link in the chain. The element of
human error or oversight could easily be this weakest link, so it is
vital that cabin crew maintain a high degree of alertness at all
times, not just when there is a specific security alert.
One important step is for cabin crew to safeguard their uniform
and identification card, as well as their copy of the airline
operations manual. The manuals could be used by a terrorist to
gain information about security procedures and the uniform could
be used to allow them to pretend to be an airline staff member in
the airport or airline offices. Any loss or theft of these items should
always be reported to the airline.
When packing the bags for a flight, cabin crew should know
exactly what is in them. No family member or partner should be
allowed to pack. Under no circumstances cabin crew can carry
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anything that they don't know its contents - for example packages
or letters for anyone else.
Cabin crew should always carry out their security checks
properly. There is always immense pressure from airport staff to
board passengers as soon as possible so that the aircraft can
depart on time. This may cause cabin crew to feel rushed and
take short cuts. Instead, they should remain calm, professional
and exact when carrying out these vital checks. Cabin crew will
be on board the aircraft during flight, so they are the ones that
need to be sure that there is nothing hidden on board in the cabin
that they are responsible for.
Airline security procedures should be followed thoroughly,
including when entering or leaving the flight deck and in carrying
out regular monitoring of the cabin, galleys and toilets. Cabin
crew should be aware of any opportunity that a terrorist could use
to their advantage and make sure that they minimize the chance
of that happening. For example, regular checks of the flight crew
are required, but if cabin crew follow a predictable routine, then
an observer may be able to identify the timing of the next visit and
use it to their advantage and take cabin crew by surprise.
Monitor passenger behavior on board for any signs of suspicious
activity. An experienced cabin crew member can easily recognize
anything that is not normal in passenger behavior even though
they may not be able to state exactly what it is. Often the sense of
“gut-feeling” about an individual or a situation is more accurate
than a learned analysis of what is expected behavior.
Anything suspicious or unusual should always be reported
regardless of how small or insignificant it may seem, both while
on and off duty. Anything unusual onboard the aircraft should be
reported to the senior cabin crew member and the captain straight
away. Suspicious objects or behavior in the airport should be
reported to security staff within the terminal building and/or in a
report to the airline as soon as possible following the airline's
reporting procedures.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have described the coordinated efforts of
international and national organizations as well as of the aviation
community to reduce any possibility of someone or a group of
people using an aircraft as a means to achieve publicity for their
cause. It is important to understand the motivation that drives
such behavior in order to combat it effectively.
In many respects that events of September 11, 2001 in the US
has galvanized effort to develop a comprehensive security
system that will ensure that any unlawful interference is stopped
before it can jeopardize the safety of the aircraft, crew or
passengers. Cabin crew play an important role in this effort
because they are responsible for monitoring the aircraft cabin
from the point of conducting the safety checks to gaining access
to the flight deck. In this lesson we have described the general
strategies adopted by the aviation industry. However, airline
training provides further details and procedures that ensure that
these strategies are effective.
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Progress Check 1
1. What is one of the key reasons that passenger aircraft has
become the target of unlawful interference?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Wide spread of religious extremism
The increased number of aircraft available
The amount of publicity these acts receive
Increased political unrest in many countries

2. The best organized groups of people engaged in aircraft
unlawful interference are
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Refugees
Terrorists
Political activists
Mentally unsound

3. How the September 11, 2001 attacks in the US have
changed the experts' understanding of terrorist behavior?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Terrorists are much better armed than ever before
Terrorists are dedicated to a political or religious cause
Terrorists can use civil aviation aircraft for their purposes
Terrorists are prepared to give up their lives to achieve
their goals

4. The importance of biometric passports for maintaining
aviation security is that these passports
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Cannot be easily forged
Cannot be obtained by terrorists
Are issued only to business travellers
Indicated high security clearance of their holders

5. One of the strategies for cabin crew to ensure no terrorist has
access to the flight deck it to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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7.2

Unruly Passengers as a Threat to Aviation
Security

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon the completion of this
lesson, you should be able to:
•

Describe the regulatory
environment for dealing with
unruly behavior

•

Explain course of action for
different levels of unruly
behavior

•

Describe crew
communication procedures
in instances of unruly
behavior

•

Describe appropriate selfprotection strategies to
unruly behavior

Key Learning Point
The Tokyo Convention applies
to unruly behavior during an
international flight.

In the previous lesson we have focused on malicious behavior
intended to be disruptive and threaten the safety onboard the
aircraft. In this lesson we will discuss behaviour that usually is not
planned to be disruptive and often is the outcome of a sequence
of unfortunate events. Passengers can become unruly as a result
of stress or intoxication. Unruly behavior can escalate and
become a serious threat to the wellbeing of other passengers and
crew onboard.
In this lesson we will discuss the regulatory environment that
defines the boundaries and level of force necessary to restrain
passengers engaged in unruly behavior. We will identify levels of
disruptive behavior and the appropriate course of action for the
cabin crew for each level. The general strategies described in this
lesson are the foundation for detailed procedures adopted by
each airline. It is crucial that cabin crew follow the procedures of
their airline in dealing with unruly behavior.

7.2.1 The Regulatory Environment for Dealing
with Unruly Behavior
The Tokyo Convention is an international agreement signed by
185 countries which applies to any acts which jeopardize the
safety of anyone or anything on board an aircraft while it is in the
air traveling across international borders (see Lesson 7.1). It
allows airlines operating between the countries that are
committed to the agreement to prosecute any person who
interferes with the aircraft, its systems, it passengers or crew and
also allows the captain to order the physical restraint of anyone
who is committing or about to commit such acts.
For cabin crew who fly internationally, it is helpful to know this
regulation because it is often used as part of the warning process
to passengers who are not complying with safety rules and
regulations on board and/or who are becoming disruptive to the
crew. The cabin crew course of action described in this lesson
assumes the application of the Tokyo Convention.
Where the Tokyo Convention does not apply, for example in a
domestic flight where the aircraft does not leave a country, or
where the country of landing has not committed to the agreement,
offences committed on board an aircraft will be dealt with under
local laws. These can vary considerably from the offences that
are specifically detailed in the Tokyo Convention, but usually
Module 7—Aviation Security
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allow for acts of aggression against an individual. The captain
may not have the authority to restrain a disruptive passenger, but
normal self defence laws allow an individual crew member to take
reasonable precautions to protect themselves from injury. The
cabin crew member is responsible for determining what is
reasonable in the circumstances they are faced with, and will
often have to demonstrate to the court why they acted in the way
they did.

7.2.2 The Lowest Level of Unruly Behavior
The lowest level of disruptive behavior is when passengers
become verbally abusive or do not comply with regular requests
relating to safety. This is encountered on many flights and is not a
cause for serious concern. Cabin crew generally use their
interpersonal customer service skills to deal with such disputes
and reach a satisfactory resolution. Very rarely will such incidents
of argumentative behavior or simple customer complaints
escalate to a situation where the passenger needs to be
restrained or arrested by the appropriate authorities.
If a passenger's behavior becomes physically aggressive or
violent and they demonstrate that they are likely to cause damage
to the aircraft or injure other people, cabin crew should take
action immediately to contain the situation and protect
themselves and others from danger.
Generally, the following behaviours and actions are deemed to be
unacceptable on board an aircraft and require some form of
intervention by cabin crew to contain the situation. They also
allow the use of the Tokyo Convention in raising a prosecution
against the passenger:
1. Endangering the safety of the aircraft or persons onboard.
This can include behavior such as removing or causing
damage to safety equipment, such as life vests, fire
extinguishers, smoke detectors, etc. as well as preventing the
crew from dealing with a safety or medical incident.
2. Drunkenness on board. As it is an offence to become drunk
on board an aircraft, cabin crew need to recognize when a
passenger is showing the signs of intoxication which could
become problematic.
3. Smoking on board where smoking is not permitted (very few,
if any, airlines allow smoking on board in 2013)
4. Disobeying lawful instructions of the commander - this
includes refusing to sit down when the fasten seat belt signs
are switched on. The commander is responsible for
maintaining good order on board the aircraft, but they are not
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permitted to leave the flight deck to see for themselves
whether such behavior is unacceptable. Therefore, they give
indirect commands to the passenger, for example by using
the fasten seat belt signs, or passing messages and warnings
through the senior cabin crew member. Any act of defiance is
deemed as disobeying the instructions of the commander.
5. Acting in a disruptive manner - this includes using
threatening, abusive or insulting language towards a member
of crew or interfering with the crew and preventing them from
carrying out their duty. Cabin crew will deal with many
passengers who do not agree with a situation or have cause
for complaint. For example, when a passenger does not get
allocated the seat that they prefer, they may become
argumentative or demand that it is changed. Cabin crew are
often required to use their skills, knowledge and attitude to
determine whether the passenger is simply complaining, or
becoming disruptive to the operation of the flight. Other
disruptive behavior is often observed when a person is being
deported from a country against their will by the immigration
authorities. Their goal is to become so disruptive that they are
offloaded from the flight, but usually after take-off they will
behave, as it is too late to achieve their goal. Again, cabin
crew will use their own judgement and skills to minimize the
inconvenience to other passengers and to determine whether
the passenger is behaving in such a way as to endanger the
safety of others.

Key Learning Point
If at any time while dealing with
an aggressive passenger's
behavior cabin crew feel
threatened they should try to
discretely create a barrier
between themselves and the
threatening passenger so that
any physical attack is more
difficult.

Cabin crew need to monitor the passengers at all times during the
flight and really understand what is happening. For example,
often passengers will argue with each other when seats are
reclined, particularly in economy class cabins where space is
more limited. If a passenger reclines their seat, the one seated
behind them will often complain, particularly if this is taking place
while meals or drinks are being served. They may complain to the
crew, asking them to do something about it, or they may complain
to the passenger in front and receive an unpleasant response. By
stepping in at an early stage, cabin crew are able to resolve the
problem before it escalates to an unacceptable level. If a
passenger is threatening others, cabin crew need to take action
to separate them by moving them. It is usually easier to move the
passenger that is being threatened than the one threatening the
attack. If there are no spare seats to move them to, simply
keeping them out of the area for a short time may be all that is
needed to calm the situation.
If at any time while dealing with an aggressive passenger's
behavior cabin crew feel threatened they should try to discretely
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create a barrier between themselves and the threatening
passenger so that any physical attack is more difficult. For
example, if the cabin crew are in a galley negotiating with the
passenger, they can pull out a cart from its stowage so that it
creates a barrier. If cabin crew are talking to them in their seat,
they can crouch down in the aisle alongside them, facing in the
same direction as their seat since this makes it more difficult for
them to reach around and grab the crew without warning. By
creating a barrier, cabin crew become a difficult target for them.
When a passenger's behavior reaches the point that negotiation
is difficult and that they cannot be reasoned with, cabin crew
should make sure that other cabin crew members know, including
the senior cabin crew member who will help to determine the best
course of action. Normally, the senior cabin crew member
becomes directly involved and gives the customer a warning.
It is general airline practice that disruptive passengers are given a
Stage One warning by the senior cabin crew member. This
warning involves advising them that their behavior is
unacceptable and that it is has to stop, in order to avoid further
action being taken, which may include calling the appropriate
authorities to meet the aircraft. Some airlines use pre-printed
warning cards that cabin crew use to advise the passenger, and
others require this to be given verbally instead. A Stage One
warning is often effective at getting the passenger to stop their
disruptive behavior.

7.2.3 Stage Two Unruly Behavior

Key Learning Point
Airline procedures often require
a Stage Two or second warning
to be given to the passenger
after advising the captain.

If the passenger's disruptive behavior still does not stop, the
senior cabin crew member will generally advise the captain, so
that the captain can consider whether the behavior is likely to
endanger the safety of the other passengers or crew. If it is, the
captain can consider giving permission to restrain the passenger
under the terms of the Tokyo Convention mentioned earlier. Only
the captain can give such permission in order to remain compliant
with this law and restraint is only ever considered as a very last
option.
Airline procedures often require a Stage Two or second warning
to be given to the passenger after advising the captain. This
warning includes telling the passenger that the captain has been
advised and that further action is being considered which may
result in a diversion to an alternative airport to remove them,
resulting in their liability for all the costs of the diversion and
facing charges from the national authorities (providing the country
that the aircraft lands is one that has agreed to the Tokyo
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Convention). Again, some airlines use a pre-printed card for
stage two warnings, whereas others require the cabin crew to tell
the passenger.
Even if a passenger's behavior becomes acceptable at this stage,
the captain may still call law enforcement representatives, usually
the police, to meet the aircraft in order to caution the passenger
or arrest them, according to their behavior on board.
When calling the authorities, cabin crew need to provide key
information to ensure that a suitable level of response is provided.
For example, if there are multiple disruptive passengers, cabin
crew require more than one officer to meet them. Requests for
assistance should be made through the captain in good time for
them to arrange a response.
Specific information to provide is outlined as follows:
1. The number of passengers involved.
2. The precise details of the behavior they have displayed and
whether any injuries to themselves or others have occurred
as a result.
3. Whether the passenger(s) remain disruptive, or whether they
have become compliant with crew instructions.
4. What actions the crew have taken to contain the situation.
5. The name(s) and seat number(s) of the passengers involved.
6. Who is the principal witness - for the authorities to proceed
with arresting and/or charging the passenger with an offence,
a witness is required to give a statement of the incident. This
may be a cabin crew member or another passenger. This
witness may be required to attend court hearings when the
case is submitted for prosecution. If the witness is a cabin
crew member, they will be asked to provide a statement
immediately on landing and may have to be removed from
the flight.
The authorities will prepare to meet the aircraft upon its arrival
and remove the passenger. The actual method they choose to
carry this out will depend on the circumstances and the behavior
that has been demonstrated. For example, if the passenger has
become compliant they may be permitted to disembark
themselves and the cabin crew member at the disembarkation
door may be asked to point them out as they disembark.
Otherwise, if the passenger has been restrained or remains
disruptive, the authorities may board first and remove them from
the aircraft before other passengers are permitted to disembark.
The senior cabin crew member will usually discuss this discretely
with the remainder of the cabin crew before landing so they all
know what to expect and how to allow this to happen as it may
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require the cabin crew to carry out additional duties after landing
and ensure other passengers remain seated.
All of the witnesses to the disruption will be required to give
statements to the authorities giving details of what they saw. This
may require them to attend a police station and attend an
interview. Cabin crew should remember to include details of
everything they saw and felt at the time, as this can prove
valuable in successful prosecution of the passenger. It is
important that cabin crew do not discuss the event with each
other before providing these statements since this could affect the
outcome; otherwise it may appear that they have influenced each
other (corroborating the evidence). The best thing to do is to
make notes at the time of the incident where possible. These
notes can also be submitted as evidence.
When providing a statement, cabin crew should keep it factual
and avoid using emotional language. The airlines generally
require a written report on the incident through their normal safety
reporting system as the passenger will have affected the safe
operation of the flight.

7.2.4 Restraining a Disruptive Passenger

Key Learning Point
If a passenger is restrained in
any way, cabin crew have to
carry it out correctly and ensure
the safety of the passenger at all
times, regardless of how
offended or threatened they feel.

As a very last resort, if the passenger does not improve their
behavior, the captain may give permission to restrain the
passenger. Some airlines carry restraint kits on board which
include handcuffs, extra seat belts or plastic ties to restrain a
passenger in order to prevent them causing damage to
themselves, the aircraft or others. Each airline has its own
procedures to follow in order to restrain a passenger safely and
effectively, ensuring that the appropriate laws are complied with.
If a passenger is restrained in any way, cabin crew have to carry it
out correctly and ensure the safety of the passenger at all times,
regardless of how offended or threatened they feel. The
passenger is likely to make a complaint through legal processes
and try to prove that the cabin crew over-reacted and that they
should not have been restrained, so it is important that cabin crew
make legal statements as soon as possible and demonstrate that
they paid attention to the restrained passenger's welfare.
If a passenger is restrained on board, the cabin crew are still
responsible for their welfare. Cabin crew should, therefore,
ensure that they are positioned in a way that they are not likely to
cause injury to themselves as well as others.
Restrained passengers should not be left alone at any time as
they may suffer genuine discomfort. It has been known for
restrained people to die of suffocation, particularly when
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restrained on the floor lying down. Therefore, cabin crew should
monitor them carefully, while keeping themselves safe from
attack, to ensure that they are breathing and that their restraints
are not so tight that they restrict blood flow.
Many restrained persons continue to be disruptive and
sometimes spit at the crew or others to continue to cause
obstructions. At no time should their face be covered as this could
increase the possibility of suffocation.
In the unfortunate and unlikely situation where an evacuation of
passengers is required after a passenger has been restrained,
cabin crew have to consider how they will evacuate the restrained
passenger as well as others. In such a situation, other Able
Bodied Passengers (ABPs) can be briefed to release the
passenger and/or assist in their evacuation.

Key Learning Point
Restraint may only ever be
considered as a last resort since
it presents difficulties to the crew
which can often be avoided by
effective negotiation and deescalation skills before restraint
becomes necessary.

There is no doubt that a passenger restraint on board will be a
distressing situation for both crew and passengers alike and an
air of professionalism and normality needs to be maintained by
the crew, to prevent other passengers from thinking that their
actions are unreasonable and trying to release them. Restraint
may only ever be considered as a last resort since it presents
difficulties to the crew which can often be avoided by effective
negotiation and de-escalation skills before restraint becomes
necessary.
Although the incidents of disruptive passengers on board IATA
member airlines has generally increased, the number of actual
passenger restraint incidents is rare. Cabin crew should always
focus on preventing disruptive behavior and managing the
situations which cause passengers to behave badly, rather than
deal with a passenger restraint on board.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the threat to the aircraft security
posed by unruly passengers. This is a very complex issue
because the boundaries between various levels of disruption are
not always crystal clear. It is possible that the passenger is mildly
disruptive and the situation can be easily resolved by applying
effective interpersonal skills. At the same time, the situation can
escalate and become a real threat to the safety of the crew and
other passengers.
Because certain levels of disruption have legal and financial
implications, it is crucial that cabin crew follow closely airline
guidelines. A professional approach will ensure that cabin crew
are not accused of over-reacting and causing risks to the
passenger's health. An important strategy here is to keep the
senior cabin crew and the captain informed about the situation in
the cabin.
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Progress Check 2
1. When does the Tokyo Convention not apply to passenger
unruly behavior during the flight?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

On domestic flights
When the passenger is intoxicated
When other passengers' life in not endangered
When cabin crew have not been directly threatened

2. True or false: Normally, the senior cabin crew member does
not become directly involved in giving a Stage One warning.
(a) True
(b) False
3. What is the best practice when a cabin crew has been
involved with a disruptive passenger and will need to provide
a statement for the police?
(a) Use emotional language in their statement to the police
(b) Make notes at the time of the incidents of what they saw
and felt
(c) Discuss the details of the incident with other cabin crew
members
(d) Ensure that the senior cabin crew member approves of
the statement
4. What is the correct course of action when dealing with a
restrained passenger?
(a) Monitor the restrained passenger all the time from a safe
distance
(b) Cover their face with a piece of cloth to ensure they do
not spit on others
(c) Sit next to the restrained passenger to ensure they do not
cause any damage
(d) Ignore the restrained passenger since they may continue
to use abusive language
5. True or false: Cabin crew are not required to release
restrained disruptive passengers during an emergency
evacuation.
(a) True
(b) False
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7.3

Unlawful Interference

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon the completion of this
lesson, you should be able to:
•

Describe various forms of
unlawful interference

•

Identify characteristics of
various categories of
hijackers

•

Recall strategies for
communicating with
hijackers

•

Identify crew communication
strategies in case of a
unlawful interference

•

Describe strategies for
handling a hijacking

•

Describe strategies for
handling a bomb threat

Key Learning Point
Terrorist organizations are not
universally recognized as such
by all governments around the
world.

In this lesson we will focus on two most serious threats to aviation
security: hijacking and bomb threats. The people planning and
carrying out such activities have different motivation and different
levels of preparedness. Therefore the response to each situation
is different. We will look at various categories of hijackers and
various categories of bomb threats in order to understand what
the most appropriate response in each situation is.
Cabin crew play a key role in both situations. Their understanding
of the situation and the coordinated effort of all involved can save
lives. In this lesson we will share only the general strategies that
are applicable to such threats. However, each airline has
established procedures how cabin crew are to act in case of a
specific threat. These procedures are classified and covered only
in airline training.

7.3.1 Forms of Unlawful Interference
All terrorist organizations have the same goal - to cause
disruption and fear and gain publicity for their cause and beliefs.
They have often been known to work together with one group
performing an act of hostility on behalf of another and receiving
funding, weapons or training in return.
There are many terrorist groups in operation throughout the world
and many are interlinked. They are often politically or religiously
motivated and are recognized by governments as terrorist
organizations according to their location and activities, but this is
not standard or universally adopted. For example, the group
known as ETA (Euskadi Ta Askatasuna) has been active in Spain
since 1959 and wants to create a separate state for seven small
regions of France and Spain known as the Basque country. This
group has been responsible for killing 829 people and injuring
and kidnapping many others in order to encourage governments
to give in to their wishes. They have declared a ceasefire since
2012 but remain recognized as a terrorist group by the Spanish,
British, French and the US governments, but not by others.
One of the largest and most well known terrorist groups in the
world of aviation is the group known as Al-Qaeda who have been
responsible for many attacks including the events of
September 11, 2001 and are active in many parts of the world.
The group is based on an extreme interpretation of Islam and
believes that the practices of other religions threaten their
existence and way of life determined in the Quran. As a result,
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there are frequent attacks on those who are seen as sympathetic
to governments or religious institutions that are not sympathetic to
their cause.
Terrorist acts on board aircraft have included suicide bombings,
planting of explosives and hijackings. Some examples of such
incidents are as follows:
Suicide bombings–Late in the evening of 24th of August 2004,
two aircraft left Moscow's Domodedovo airport, one flying to
Volgograd and the other to Sochi. At 22:56, communication
was lost with one aircraft as it was destroyed by an explosion
180 km away from Moscow. Its remains were found on the
ground shortly afterwards along with the bodies and remains of all
43 passengers and crew on board. At 22:59 the other aircraft sent
out a distress signal and then communications were lost. The
aircraft remains were discovered the day after, along with the
remains of all 46 passengers and crew on board.
The investigation into the explosions found that the aircraft were
destroyed by two female suicide bombers from Grozny in
Chechnya, an area which at the time was fighting for
independence from Russia.
Planting of explosives–On Sunday June 23rd 1985, a
Boeing 747 operated by Air India on the Montreal - London - Delhi
route was destroyed at altitude about an hour and a half before it
was due to land in London. Its remains fell into the Atlantic ocean
killing 329 passengers and crew. The explosives had been placed
into checked luggage by Sikh extremist terrorists who had not
travelled on the flight. Almost simultaneously, another bomb
exploded in luggage while being handled at Narita International
Airport in Tokyo, before it was due to be loaded on another Air
India flight bound for Thailand. The investigation linked both
incidents and discovered that the bombs had originated in
Canada and several years later the Canadian resident who built
the bombs was arrested and tried for the crime.
Hijacking–On September 5th 1986, a Boeing 747 operated by
Pan American Airways was hijacked while in transit on the ground
in Karachi, Pakistan, having just arrived from Mumbai and
preparing to depart for Frankfurt. While the passengers were
boarding, a group of four terrorist hijackers stormed the aircraft
armed with rifles, pistols, grenades and plastic explosives, taking
control of the cabin. The cabin crew immediately alerted the flight
crew who were able to escape from the aircraft, leaving it unable
to depart. After 17 hours on board, the power failed and the
hijackers reacted by shooting indiscriminately into the cabin,
which then caused the special ground forces to storm the aircraft.
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Cabin crew managed to open some of the doors and deploy the
slides, helping many passengers to evacuate to safety, although
22 passengers and crew died and many were injured. This
hijacking is one of the most notable example as it was the actions
of the cabin crew, specifically the 22 year old Purser Neerja
Bhanot, which limited the amount of casualties.

7.3.2 Hijack Situations

Key Learning Point
Every hijacking situation is
different according to the
experience and motives of the
perpetrators.

There is no such thing as a “textbook” hijacking. Every situation is
different according to the experience and motives of the
perpetrators. For example, a hijacking carried out by a person
who wants to seek refuge or asylum in another country is likely to
be shorter and less organized than a hijacking carried out by
trained terrorists using modern weapons and huge resources at
their disposal. By understanding why a person is hijacking an
aircraft, a cabin crew member has more of the mental tools
needed to deal with the situation they find themselves in.
A refugee who wants to take over an aircraft and be taken to
another country is likely to be working alone, or in a very small
group. Although they may carry weapons or explosives, they are
less likely to use them. In many cases the weapons were not real.
After all, which country is likely to accept a refugee who has taken
over an aircraft and killed innocent people in their fight to leave a
country? Experience has shown that such hijackings are short
lived and the attacker is easy to negotiate with to a satisfactory
conclusion. Nevertheless, cabin crew will have to take sensible
steps and precautions to manage and calm the situation without
making matters worse.
A mentally unbalanced hijacker is harder to understand as their
motive for doing so is not always clear. Even if it is easy to see
why they are carrying out the act, it is very difficult to predict what
they are likely to do next, as it is often not rational or sensible
controlled behavior. Experience has shown that such hijackings
are usually unsuccessful and short lived. Cabin crew will have to
be very wary of such hijackers and use their natural interpersonal
skills to communicate with them.
Hijacking for criminal gain is rare, as criminals recognize that
there are far easier targets than aviation. Nevertheless, criminals
may attempt to hijack an aircraft for example if it has a very
valuable cargo on board, such as money or jewellery, which they
are able to intercept. Depending on their funding and training,
criminal hijackers may or may not be organized and skilled at
such attacks. Another term for such incidents is piracy.
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Key Learning Point
By far the most common
perpetrators of hijackings are
terrorists and this group is
almost always highly trained and
resourced.

By far the most common perpetrators of hijackings are terrorists
and this group is almost always highly trained and resourced,
meaning that they have the skills and knowledge to carry out a
hijacking for their cause. They will have researched their target
and the airline operations, the aircraft and details of the aircraft
cabin.
Experience has shown that these hijackings are generally
successful in their goal of causing terror and fear, lengthy and
rarely have a peaceful ending to them, resulting in lives being
lost. A terrorist hijacker does not wish for a peaceful ending and in
most cases is prepared to die for their cause rather than face the
consequences. A terrorist hijacking is usually an international
incident and will receive great media publicity which can affect the
outcome. Often terrorist hijackings will end when the military
authorities forcibly take back control of the aircraft (storming)
which results in various military tactics being carried out inside the
aircraft to kill or capture the hijackers.
No amount of procedural training can prepare cabin crew for a
terrorist hijacking. However, lessons can be learned from
previous incidents and cabin crew can be given
recommendations on what can and what cannot be done to steer
the event towards a more satisfactory outcome.
The initial takeover of an aircraft by a terrorist hijacker is likely to
be the most tense. There is likely to be more than one terrorist
and the leader may not need the help of their team at first. One
tactic is for terrorists to have other team members acting as
passengers to provide them with information as and when they
need it. During the initial takeover, the hijacker needs to assert
authority by instilling a sense of terror among the passengers and
crew (hence the term terrorist). They will do this by showing
weapons, shouting, disorientating or confusing passengers or
crew. They may also kill or injure at this time in order to prevent
others from fighting back.
During the takeover phase, cabin crew can do very little other
than try to remain calm and ensure others do the same. When we
are under threat, we all have the same “fight or flight” survival
instinct and will either try to fight back, or run away. Fighting back
against a terrorist hijacker is unwise and is not always likely to be
successful.
In the Pan Am hijacking in 1986, during the initial takeover, the
cabin crew were able to discretely call the flight crew who
escaped from the aircraft through the cockpit escape hatch. At
that time, hijackings were more common and hijacked aircraft
were often flown from country to country trying to gain a
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satisfactory conclusion. By escaping the flight deck, the captain
left the aircraft unable to depart, a tactic which it is clear led to a
more speedy conclusion of the event. Cabin crew should try to
warn the flight crew of any hijack situation as soon as it is safe to
do so.
Once the takeover is complete, the hijacking is in progress. The
terrorists will fight to remain in control of the cabin using the same
tactics as they did in the take-over. It is highly likely that the
hijackers will want to gain access to the flight deck, however this
must be avoided at all costs. Since the incidents of
September 11th 2001, aircraft have locked bullet proof flight deck
doors with an electronic locking system which the flight crew have
control over, so access to the flight deck will be very difficult. It is
likely that terrorists may use their skills, weapons and tactics to
encourage cabin crew or flight crew to unlock the door.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew should remember
that although the terrorists may
have control of the cabin, they
are likely to feel threatened by
cabin crew actions if they do not
understand what they are doing.

Communication between the cabin crew and the hijackers is
necessary for the incident to progress. Cabin crew should
remember that although the terrorists may have control of the
cabin, they are likely to feel threatened by cabin crew actions if
they do not understand what they are doing. Cabin crew will still
have a responsibility to their passengers and in order to keep
them under control, in their seats and compliant, they may
negotiate with the hijackers to allow some form of services to
continue. It is very likely that unless the hijackers have the intent
to take over the flight deck and control of the aircraft itself, a
hijack is likely to take a considerable time to resolve, and cabin
crew should remain active and calm for as long as possible.
In 1985, a flight operated by Trans World Airlines (TWA) was
hijacked by terrorists while flying from Athens to Rome. The hijack
lasted for 55 hours on board the aircraft while it was flown
between Beirut and Algiers twice. During this time, a German
speaking cabin crew member was able to gain the trust of one of
the hijackers and successfully negotiate the release of
17 passengers (elderly and women) during one of the stops.
Communication between the hijackers and flight crew can be
encouraged by showing them how to use the interphone system
and talk to the captain directly. Once the hijackers have access to
the flight deck, they have control of the operation of the aircraft.
During any hostage situation such as a hijack, the mind plays a
big part in how people behave. The “fight or flight” defence
mechanism also has the ability to play tricks on the mind as an
incident progresses. When faced with a threat such as this, if
cabin crew continue negotiating with the hijackers, cabin crew will
start to gain a rapport and trust. While this is vital for continued
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communication throughout the incident, if a hijacker appears to
treat cabin crew well and talk more about their cause and their
personal struggle, cabin crew may change their opinion of them
due to even a small act of kindness and become sympathetic,
meaning that cabin crew also start to believe in the hijackers' fight
and even defend them. This behavior is known as the Stockholm
Syndrome, so called due to it first being recognized during a
hostage situation in a bank vault in Stockholm. Cabin crew need
to be mindful of the Stockholm Syndrome and how it may affect
their behavior, in case they mistakenly assist the hijackers as the
ordeal progresses.
Tactics employed by terrorists will vary greatly and there is no
right or wrong way of dealing with them and even if trained in
them, there is no guarantee that cabin crew would carry them out
correctly during the stress of the incident.
Knowing that the event may end with being stormed by the
military authorities will help cabin crew to mentally prepare for this
eventuality and take some sensible precautions. Here are several
things cabin crew can do to be prepared:
•

•
•

•

•

While on the ground, cabin crew should stay near to the exits
if possible. This is because the authorities expect cabin crew
to be here if they storm the aircraft. Cabin crew will also have
access to the interphone, emergency equipment and will be
able to operate the exit if necessary.
Keep the aisles as clear as possible, ready for evacuation of
passengers and arrival of rescuers.
If allowed to carry out any services, cabin crew should use
trays instead of trolleys/carts, as this takes much longer to
complete and keeps them and their mind active for longer,
particularly as the hijack situation may continue for several
days or even weeks.
Try to keep passengers under control. Some may want to
fight back against the hijackers which may be futile and result
in death. In an extreme situation such as hijackers trying to
access the flight deck, it may be necessary to fight back, but
either way, passengers will still need some form of control
and authority on board - the crew. Try to ensure that
passengers do not move around unnecessarily as this may
cause the hijackers to feel threatened and make irrational
responses.
Mentally collect information about the hijackers and
passengers. After the incident cabin crew will be questioned
by the authorities and will need to remember as much as they
can about the incident. Keeping their mind active by
remembering as much as possible - their clothes, accents,
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•

•

appearance, etc., will keep cabin crew occupied for longer
and able to maintain a positive attitude about the conclusion.
Be prepared to evacuate the aircraft at any time. It is useful to
mentally rehearse how to open the door and deploy the
escape device and be ready to move with little warning.
Always move slowly inside the cabin. The hijackers may feel
threatened by cabin crew's movements and if the authorities
are watching from outside, they will be able to identify cabin
crew actions more easily.

If the aircraft is stormed by the authorities, there is likely to be as
much chaos and confusion as there is during the initial takeover.
This is because the military will use the same tactics as the
hijackers to gain control of the cabin. The only advice that can be
given to cabin crew in this situation is to get down on the floor as
quickly as possible and to listen to any instructions given. If the
aircraft is evacuated, the authorities on the ground will not know
who is a hijacker or a crew member, so they will treat everyone as
if they were hijackers until they can be sure that all hijackers are
accounted for. Hijackers have been known to swap clothes so
that they look like a crew member or passenger. Therefore, cabin
crew will use the evidence they remembered earlier to help the
authorities to identify the hijackers on board when questioned.

7.3.3 Bomb Threats and Response
Bomb threats are frequently made against airlines for a variety of
reasons and most are not credible threats. In the past it was
common for terrorist groups to make such threats, however
recent changes in terrorist tactics have shown that such threats
are more likely to be from disgruntled employees or passengers,
friends or relatives of passengers, schoolchildren or mentally
unbalanced individuals. Terrorists have the intention of causing
the destruction of the aircraft and will not normally warn the airline
that this is the case.
Making a bomb threat against an aircraft is a criminal offence and
details will be passed to appropriate authorities for investigation
and prosecution and there are severe penalties including fines
and imprisonment enforced. Even a non credible bomb threat can
cause disruption to a flight and delay its departure while
additional checks are made, or cause it to divert to another
airport.
In the past, passengers who are late for check-in have been
known to make such calls to delay a departure in the hope of
catching a flight. Others have made threats against a flight
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because they know a passenger who is traveling on the flight and
wish to cause them inconvenience, or don't want them to travel.
Children have also made threats against aircraft and airlines and
it is recognised that increases in threats made often occur during
school holidays while children are not in school supervision.

Key Learning Point
Each time a bomb threat is
received, it is assessed for
credibility by trained threat
assessors.

Each time a bomb threat is received, it is assessed for credibility
by trained threat assessors either within the company concerned,
or by an external security agency. Threats are classified as red requiring immediate action, amber - requiring some action, or
green - requiring no action as it is not deemed to be a serious
threat. When classifying a threat, the threat assessors will pay
particular attention to certain specific criteria to help them identify
whether the threat is likely to be genuine or not.
If a threat is shown to be potentially credible, the threat assessors
will consider whether the existing security procedures are
adequate and effective before determining whether to classify it
as red, amber or green. If there is any doubt as to whether
security procedures have been carried out correctly by security
staff and/or crew, then an amber threat will be escalated to red
which will require immediate action.
The process of assessing threats is classified information,
therefore it cannot be shared in this module. However,
experience has shown it to be accurate and reliable, so cabin
crew should be reassured that all threats are accurately assessed
and that they will only find out about them if deemed to be a
serious risk to the operation of the flight.
If a credible bomb threat is made against your aircraft, the captain
will be advised first. A decision will then be made regarding the
action to be taken. If the threat is assessed as amber, the captain
may choose to continue to the destination where passengers will
be disembarked and the aircraft searched, or he/she may choose
to divert to a closer alternative destination.
If the threat is assessed as red, the captain will aim to land as
soon as possible and evacuate or carry out the rapid
disembarkation process. This may be the more favourable option
because passengers are able to rapidly disembark taking all their
cabin baggage with them, leaving the cabin easier to search for a
suspicious device.
If the threat is received while the aircraft is on the ground, the
captain will decide whether to evacuate the aircraft, or to carry out
a controlled rapid disembarkation. The advantage of carrying out
a rapid disembarkation is that the passengers may be able to
remove their baggage with them, leaving the aircraft cabin clear
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to search it. The search may be carried out by security agencies
or by the crew, depending on the threat received and the
assessment of the risk.
If the threat is received inflight, the captain will brief the senior
cabin crew member by following the standard emergency briefing
procedures.
If there is a considerable period of time before landing is possible,
the captain may request that the cabin crew carry out a detailed
search of the cabin for the remainder of the flight in order to
identify any suspicious item which could be the cause of the
bomb threat message. This detailed search of the cabin will prove
difficult with passengers remaining on board, but cabin crew will
use their knowledge and assertive skills to ensure that this can be
done, while keeping control of the passengers.
One such search method is known as the “barrier search
method”. Starting at one end of the aircraft, cabin crew will
nominate a person to act as the barrier, who will stand in the
aisle. Other cabin crew will move two or three rows of passengers
out of their seats, taking all their belongings with them, to stand in
the aisle the other side of the barrier.
Once the two or three rows of seats are empty, cabin crew will
carry out a detailed search of the empty seat rows, including the
seat pockets, lifevest stowages, seat cushions, seat covers,
inflight entertainment components and the overhead lockers.
If anything is discovered remaining in the emptied areas, cabin
crew will ask surrounding passengers if the item belongs to them,
before considering it as suspicious.
Once the empty seat rows are clear and searched, the crew
member acting as the barrier will then allow passengers to return
to their seats one at a time, after searching through their
belongings with them, and their pockets, to ensure that they
recognize everything in their possession.
The barrier will then move down the cabin another two or three
rows, and the procedure will be carried out again until the entire
cabin has been searched.
As the search progresses through the cabin, galleys and toilets
will be included, to ensure that all areas are searched. The flight
crew will search the flight deck.
The search will take a considerable time to complete, so it is likely
that the cabin will be prepared for emergency landing or rapid
disembarkation at the nearest suitable airport. Once landed and
the cabin emptied, the aircraft will be likely to be searched by
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the police authorities, as the aircraft is determined to be a scene
of crime.

7.3.4 Finding a Suspicious Device
Explosive devices are known as IEDs - Improvised Explosive
Devices. They are generally made of three key components:
1. A power source - this could be a battery, or a personal
electronic device such as a mobile phone or wristwatch for
example.
2. A detonator - a small device which when connected to a
power source will create a small spark or explosion which will
trigger the larger amount of explosives to ignite.
3. Explosives - these come in a variety of forms, including liquid
and solids and can easily be moulded to shapes to make
them appear less conspicuous.
Airline security training programs will teach cabin crew how to
recognize such devices on board. Although an improvised
explosive device can be hidden in any common item, for example
a mobile phone or electronic device, the key thing to remember
when carrying out a search of the cabin is that an IED will
generally look out of place. By looking for the suspicious or out of
place items, less time will be wasted in treating everything that is
unclaimed by passengers as a potential explosive device. Any
unclaimed items must be assessed carefully to determine
whether they are unusual, out of place or reported as lost or
stolen by a previous passenger on the aircraft. A trained risk
assessor on the ground will be contacted to assist in making a
risk assessment.
Even if one device is found, the search will continue through to its
end, in case the cabin crew's identification is wrong.
If a suspected device is found, cabin crew will provide full details
to the captain, so that they can communicate with the security
agencies on the ground and get a professional opinion. The
captain will need to know all details of the device - its color, its
shape, how long it has been there, any strange appearance,
marks, signs of liquid or grease and any distinguishing features. It
might be useful to draw a picture or take a photograph to help
describe it fully.
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Key Learning Point
The Least Risk Bomb Location
is a part of the aircraft that is
identified to be safer than others
and cause less damage to the
aircraft structure if the device
were to explode.

If the appropriate authorities consider that it is safe to be moved,
it can be moved to the Least Risk Bomb Location - the LRBL. This
is a part of the aircraft that is identified to be safer than others and
cause less damage to the aircraft structure if the device were to
explode. Generally the LRBL is one of the rearmost doors of the
aircraft.
A cabin crew member will be assigned to move the device,
keeping it as still and steady as possible. When lifting the device,
it should be kept at the same angle as it was found and moved
slowly and carefully through the cabin. At the same time another
cabin crew member should clear the path to the LRBL, making
sure that the cabin crew member holding the device does not
stumble on seat belts, baggage or other people.
Other cabin crew members will prepare the LRBL by disarming
the slide and removing it if possible. They will also gather together
as many soft articles as possible and construct a solid platform
against the door of at least 30 cm (12 inches) on which to place
the device. This is to protect the floor if the device were to
explode.
Once at the LRBL, the device will be secured and covered as
much as possible with soft items. Cabin crew will build a pile of
soft articles including coats, baggage, blankets, seat cushions,
etc., over the item right up to the ceiling and across to the other
side of the area. The idea here is that if the device explodes, it will
push outwards through the door, rather than into the cabin, as its
path is obstructed by soft items.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have focused on two most serious threats to
aviation security: hijacking and bomb threats. Such threats are
always treated very seriously. However, these threats are
sometimes initiated by people who cannot carry them out.
Sometimes these threats are just attempts to draw public
attention. However, because these threats can originate from well
trained and equipped terrorists, they are always assessed by
trained professionals.
Cabin crew play an important role whether the threat comes from
a mentally unstable individual or from an organized terrorist
group. Their ability to stay calm, communicate effectively and
anticipate the course of actions of the appropriate authorities can
make a big difference in the outcomes of the situation.
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Progress Check 3
1. Based on experience, with what category of hijackers is
easier to negotiate and achieve a satisfactory conclusion?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Terrorists
Criminals
Refugees
Mentally unbalanced

2. During the initial takeover in a hijacking situation, what is the
best strategy for cabin crew in dealing with the terrorists?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Stay calm
Try to fight back
Escape to the flight deck
Open the emergency exits

3. What form of behavior listed below can be identified as a
manifestation of the Stockholm Syndrome?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Fight or flight attitude during a hijacking situation
Cabin crew being sympathetic with hijackers' cause
Cabin crew engaging in physical resistance to hijackers
Cabin crew showing hijackers how to use the interphone

4. Realizing that the hijacking will end with the military
authorities storming the aircraft, what cabin crew should NOT
do?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Clear the aisles
Stay near the exits
Carry out any services
Move quickly through the aisles

5. In case of a bomb threat, what is the main reason that a rapid
disembarkation is preferable over an evacuation?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Passengers may be injured during an evacuation
Passengers may be able to remove their baggage
Disembarkation takes less time than an evacuation
There may not be enough space for the emergency
slides
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Module Summary
Since the tragic events of September 11, 2001 in the US, aviation
security has been an area of intense effort from the international
aviation community, national security authorities, airport
management and airlines. The result has been the adoption of
very rigorous security measures intended to prevent the use of a
civil aviation aircraft as a weapon or a tool for drawing the public's
attention to a political issue.
The cabin crew's role in all aircraft security threats is crucial. From
providing information that helps assess the situation to preparing
for a storming of the aircraft by the military authorities, cabin
crew's professionalism can make a difference in the number of
people saved. Understanding the nature of the threat and the
appropriate response under the circumstances is important. No
two incidents of unlawful interference are exactly the same. In this
module we have provided some general strategies that are
applicable in most situations. Airline training provides more
specific procedures that ensure that cabin crew's actions are in
sink with the efforts of other professionals involved in the
situation. However, how these strategies and procedures are
applied depends to a great extent on the cabin crew's ability to act
based on a fare assessment of the situation.
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Apply Your Learning
As cabin crew, it is useful for you to have an idea of the terrorist
groups who are a threat in your part of the world, or countries that
you will fly to. Airline training will cover some of these during your
security training, but the internet can be a useful resource for
research.
www.terrorism.com
http://www.un.org/en/terrorism
https://www.mi5.gov.uk/home/the-threats/terrorism/internationalterrorism.html
http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/terrorism.asp
http://topics.time.com/terrorism/
Air France flight 8969 was hijacked in December 1994 and forced
to fly to Marseille. After a while on the ground, the aircraft was
stormed by the French authorities. A video of the storming can be
found at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7a5D3sMJKM
Some practical advice for passengers on surviving a hijacking
incident has been published by the US authorities at
http://www.nationalterroralert.com/hijacking_survival
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. c
2. b
3. d
4. a
5. b

Progress Check 2
1. a
2. b
3. b
4. a
5. b

Progress Check 3
1. c
2. a
3. b
4. d
5. b
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8

Customer Service and Interaction with
Passengers

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the impact of good
customer service on the
environment onboard the
aircraft

•

List strategies for building
rapport with the passengers

•

Explain the service
guidelines for each category
of passengers requiring
additional assistance

•

Describe strategies for
preventing unruly behaviour
by intoxicated passengers

In previous modules we have focused on issues pertaining to the
safety and security of the flight. Customer service on board the
aircraft is also an important element for maintaining safety. This is
especially so on long flights that prove to be more stressful for
some passengers. Good customer service ensures that the
passengers' needs are addressed and the environment in the
cabin is well monitored.
In this module we will look at the basics of customer services. We
will share a number of strategies that help to maintain a pleasant
environment in the cabin. Effective cabin crew have a keen
understanding and they anticipate the passengers' needs even
before those needs are expressed. Some needs are met by the
standard airline service. However, there are several categories of
people that require additional services. We will focus on each
category of passengers with special needs and describe both the
regulatory requirements and the customer service etiquette for
assisting those passengers.
Not always is possible to meet the passenger's needs. There are
situations that require careful management and the skill to offer
alternative services. In the last lesson we will focus on the
challenge that intoxicated passengers represent. We will look in
detail at the dynamics of unruly behaviour and describe strategies
for managing it. At the same time, we will refer to the regulatory
provisions that apply to disruptive behaviour and intoxicated
passengers.
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8.1

Creating a Customer Service Environment

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the impact of good
customer service on the
environment onboard the
aircraft

•

List strategies for creating
and maintaining a customer
service environment

•

Describe communication
techniques that help build
rapport with the customer

•

Describe best practices for
handling customer concerns
and complaints

•

Identify strategies for
assisting passengers with
flight anxiety

•

Explain the impact of
cultural sensitivity in
creating a pleasant flight
experience

A customer service environment may seem like a requirement for
additional effort on the part of the cabin crew. In fact, a customer
service environment leads not only to happier passengers, but
also to greater job satisfaction for the cabin crew. The key
strategy to creating a customer service is the cabin crew's ability
to understand the passengers' needs and respond appropriately.
Passengers board the plane with different needs and
expectations. Some needs are easily met by the standard service
offered on the flight. Other needs may require special attention
because they are caused by the stress or frustration that a
passenger experiences. In this lesson we will describe a number
of factors that cause passengers to be irritated or stressed about
the flight. In addition, we will share proven strategies to help
passengers overcome their stress and enjoy the flight. Cabin
crew's ability to address these situations professionally is what
makes a difference between a tense cabin environment and a
relaxed one.

8.1.1 The Impact of Good Customer Service
Airlines employ cabin crew primarily for the safety and security of
the aircraft and passengers. However, the one part of the cabin
crew role that passengers see and remember is the service
offered by the crew. Cabin crew are an important marketing tool
of the airline and are one of the most important factors in keeping
passengers flying again and again with the same airline. Simply
providing meals and beverages to passengers on board the
aircraft is not effective customer service.
The aviation industry of today is dominated by Low Cost Airlines
and it is clear that passengers are more willing to pay for their
meals and beverages on board than ever before, or bring their
own snacks on short flights. Therefore, the cabin crew's attitude
and behavior is more important than ever to keep passengers
choosing an airline.
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Key Learning Point
By winning the passengers over,
a cabin crew member will find it
easier to maintain an orderly
cabin and make a memorable
experience for themselves and
passengers.

Flying is not always a relaxing experience for the passenger, but
once on board the aircraft, a good cabin crew member will have
the ability to make passengers relax and forget about their
journey up until that point. By winning the passengers over, a
cabin crew member will find it easier to maintain an orderly cabin
and make a memorable experience for themselves and
passengers.
To provide excellent customer service, cabin crew need to
demonstrate knowledge, skills and attitude in everything they do.
We will take a closer look now at these competencies and how
the impact cabin service.
Knowledge
Many passengers expect the cabin crew to know enough about
the operation of the aircraft, the journey through the airport,
safety, security and medical procedures. In addition, cabin crew
should be knowledgeable about the airline their are working for,
the airports they fly to, the customs and immigration regulations
that apply there, onward transportation, the local time at the
destination, operation of connecting flights to popular
destinations, inter-terminal transfers and local customs.
Passengers ask the cabin crew questions about all these aspects
of their flight and appreciate when cabin crew can provide them
the necessary information.
Skills
There are several interpersonal skills that distinguish a good
cabin crew from a mediocre one. These are:
Listening–Cabin crew must clearly understand the customer's
problem or question before trying to help. This can be difficult at
times, particularly where cabin crew speak a different language
than the customer, or where there are other distractions which
prevent cabin crew from being able to listen properly to what the
passenger is saying. Active listening involves taking time to listen
to the customer, acknowledging their problem and checking one's
own understanding. This involves using body language that
shows active engagement, such as nodding the head and
repeating and reflecting back their problem to check one's
understanding.
Communication–Cabin crew must be able to express
themselves clearly and deliver the answers to any queries
correctly. While airlines provide cabin crew with examples of
answers that can be given, they must be able to adapt the way
they speak to the customer to suit their needs. For example, an
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elderly customer may need the cabin crew member to speak
slower and louder than a child. As most of the communication and
interaction with customers relies on the voice, cabin crew need to
ensure that they are clearly spoken, calm and assured at all
times. Being able to adapt one's communication style is important
for providing excellent customer service.
Empathy–Cabin crew should recognize and understand the
customer's problem. One way of achieving empathy is to imagine
oneself in the same situation and how it might make one feel.
Being able to do this helps to find an appropriate solution more
quickly.
Body language–In human interaction words make up only
20 percent of the message that is communicated, the rest is
conveyed by body language. Most people are unaware of their
body language, but in a customer service environment cabin crew
need to manage it carefully to ensure a positive outcome.
Although different cultures may have slight differences in
acceptable body language, there are universal styles that we
need to be aware of. For example, folding arms in front of the
body is generally seen as defensive and closed. If cabin crew are
helping a customer with a problem and standing with their arms
folded, then they will be seen as uninterested and unwilling to
help.
Managing personal emotions–When dealing with customers,
cabin crew represent their airlines. Customers will occasionally be
annoyed or upset about how they have been treated. For
example, not being assigned the seat they wanted. When dealing
with customer complaints, cabin crew learn not to take them
personally, otherwise they become defensive and protective,
rather than able to think clearly and solve a problem. Dealing with
customer complaints can be emotionally draining if every problem
is taken personally.
Situation evaluation–To provide excellent customer service,
cabin crew sometimes need to act outside of company guidelines
or procedures to solve a problem. While airlines can provide
rules, regulations and processes to deal with everyday situations,
it is impossible to prepare a response for every eventuality. As
new cabin crew gain more experience they are able to recognize
situations where they can help resolve a problem without being
told what to do.
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Attitude

Did You Know?
It costs any business six to
seven times more to attract a
new customer than it does to
keep an existing one.

Attitude is the hardest part of customer service to train as it
relates to a crew member's manner. Attitude can be hard to
change since it is based on one's life experiences. Cabin crew's
attitude towards customer service impacts their willingness to
help passengers. Some airlines during the hiring interview ask
questions that indicate the potential cabin crew member's attitude
towards others. Airlines may require cabin crew candidates some
demonstration of desirable attitudes during role plays and group
assessments.
Here are some examples of desirable and undesirable attitudes
that affect customer service:
Desirable attitudes

Undesirable attitudes

Positive outlook

Cold

Cheerful

Closed

Helpful

Miserable

Caring

Couldn't care less

Empathetic

Stressed

Calm

Negative outlook

Relaxed

“Just doing my job”

Warm
Friendly
Imaginative
Willing to do more than is
expected
Table 8.1.1—Desirable and undesirable cabin crew attitudes

Key Learning Point
Providing excellent customer
service comes from individual
employees, not a procedure in a
manual.

Providing excellent customer service comes from individual
employees, not a procedure in a manual. The key factor to
remember is that one has to want to deliver great service in order
to do so.
What do cabin crew get out of their flights if they do not provide
excellent customer service? Passengers will be likely to complain
more, making the work of cabin crew harder and more difficult to
deliver, they will be more likely to book their next journey with a
competitor, affecting the airline's ability to make money.
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Did You Know?
Customers tell an average of
nine people about good service,
but sixteen customers about bad
service.

What do cabin crew get out of their flights if they help passengers
and provide excellent customer service at all times? Passengers
enjoy their experience, they interact with cabin crew more,
making their work easier and disembark happy and more willing
to return to the same airline. This in turn means that the airline will
make more money, which might allow for more investment into
newer products and helping cabin crew feel more proud of their
working environment.

Figure 8.1.1—Value of great customer service

Passengers often have high expectations of customer service
from an airline. Most airlines advertise their services on television,
in magazines, newspapers and billboards. Most airline
advertisements use their cabin crew as a marketing tool, giving
the impression that cabin crew always provide excellent service.
This is the promise that the airline has made to them and both the
airline and the passengers expect cabin crew to deliver it.

8.1.2 Best Practices of Great Customer Service

Key Learning Point
Great customer service is shown
by acknowledging passengers'
needs and helping them.

From the moment the passenger sets foot on the aircraft, cabin
crew are responsible for their well-being, comfort and safety.
Rather than just let them expect it, the best cabin crew
demonstrate it. This can easily be shown by acknowledging
passengers and helping them. For example, cabin crew can use
passenger's name when checking their boarding card and seat
number. This acknowledges them as an individual and shows that
cabin crew are willing to talk to them personally.
Once they are in their seat area, passengers need to store their
personal items. Cabin crew can let them know where there is
space to do so, particularly if all the overhead lockers nearby are
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already filled with other passengers' items and help them find
space for it all.
Once seated, cabin crew should talk to them and anticipate their
needs. Cabin crew can provide passengers with what they may
need to make their journey more comfortable. For example, a
parent may need to change their baby's diaper (nappy) at some
point, so cabin crew can make sure they know where the larger
toilets are for later in the flight and advise them on how to secure
their lap-held infant for the flight.
Looking out for passengers who may be upset or nervous is
another helpful strategy. Many passengers have just said
goodbye to family members and may be upset or tearful, so
giving them a tissue and a reassuring acknowledgement can
leave a lasting impression. Nervous passengers may be scared
of flying and dreading the journey ahead. One good trick is to
think about how one might feel in their situation and do what it can
be done to make it more bearable for them. The simplest gesture
of kindness rarely costs anything, but means a lot.
Cabin crew can adapt their behavior to suit each individual
passenger. Treat all passengers as individuals and interact with
them on their terms. Show respect to their culture and customs.
Using good humour can be valuable, but cabin crew must always
be wary of causing offence as humour is not always universally
accepted. For example, a passenger who has just had a
bereavement will not respond well to light heartedness from a
cabin crew member. Recognizing when and when not to use
humour is a key element of customer service.
Cabin crew should always aim to use positive language when
dealing with customers. There will be times when cabin crew are
unable to give passengers what they want; for example, when
running out of a certain meal choice or beverage. Rather than
focus on what they can't have, cabin crew can offer what they can
have, or a suitable alternative.
From time to time, cabin crew can add an extra touch or memory.
Unscripted extras will be remembered more than standard
service. Cabin crew should never over-promise and under-deliver
as the customer will only remember the part that they didn't
deliver, not what cabin crew tried to do for them.
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Examples of situations and possible cabin crew responses:
Situation

How not to respond

A passenger tells cabin crew that I don't know.
he has contacted reservations in
That's not my job–I just serve
advance of his last 3 flights to
what is put on board
confirm his special meal and it has
not been provided.
(Company Knowledge)

How to respond
I apologise that you have not
received your meals as ordered. I
will document this in my service
report and have our Customer
Care Department follow up with
you. I can also provide you with
their direct number if you would
like to contact them as well.
I also have some options from our
meal selections in First and
Business Class, perhaps I can
combine some of those selections
to match the preferences you
ordered.

A passenger asks if the airline
provides service between Paris
and Rome.

I'm new so I don't know for sure,
check the in-flight magazine and
see if it shows on the route map.

(Product Knowledge)

Yes sir, we just announced twice
daily direct service between Paris
and Rome.
OR
Currently, we have an agreement
with a codeshare partner that
provides service in cooperation
with our frequent flyer program.

A passenger asks which white
wines you serve and which one
you recommend.
(Product Knowledge)

As passengers are boarding, a
man approaches cabin crew and
says he is traveling with his wife
but he has just noticed that they
are seated two rows apart.
(Problem Solving)

I don't drink wine so it's hard for
me to comment.

We offer three white wines,
Chardonnay, Riesling and
Sauvignon Blanc. My
I don't like white wines, I only drink
recommendation for dinner would
red and would recommend the
be the Sauvignon Blanc from
Cabernet Sauvignon.
California, it is described as crisp
with green flavours.
I don't assign the seats but if you
go back to the gate agent perhaps
they can switch your seat
assignments.

I'd be happy to help you. Please
wait here with your wife and I will
check with the boarding agent to
obtain another seat assignment.

The flight is full today, you will
have to take your assigned seat.

I think we can work this out. I see
you are in row 20 and your wife is
in row 18, let me check with other
passengers in those rows and see
if they will be willing to change
seats with you.

Table 8.1.2—Examples of customer oriented responses
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8.1.3 Dealing with Difficult Situations
Cabin crew have to carry out tasks to ensure the safety of the
aircraft, passengers and crew. Passengers often don't
understand that safety regulations are enforced for their own
safety and will sometimes choose to ignore them. Cabin crew,
therefore, occasionally need to enforce the rules assertively.
Being assertive is often confused with being aggressive, but the
two are not the same. In fact, to be assertive one always needs to
remain calm and collected.
Rules and regulations in the airline industry exist to keep people
safe. Cabin crew have many regulations and procedures they
must follow and enforce to maintain the safety of a flight.
However, it is important to remember that as cabin crew do this
they must also maintain good customer service. After all, their
responsibilities involve ensuring the safety and comfort of the
passengers.
As cabin crew follow and enforce the required safety and security
procedures they need to keep in mind that their focus is to
“provide safety with service”. That is to say, their courteous
behaviour should encourage passengers to follow the safety rules
and procedures without having to impose it on them in an
authoritarian manner. The goal of cabin crew is to be professional
and helpful as they explain or enforce safety procedures. In other
words, cabin crew should avoid sounding rude or threatening.
The table below provides a list of words and phrases to avoid and
words and phrases that are service minded. Used with a calm,
gentle voice and respectful eye contact these phrases can
influence the passengers to follow cabin crew requests.
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Words and phrases that are
service minded

Words or phrases to be
avoided

Are you willing to…?

You have to…

It would be best if…

You must…

We want your flight to be as
pleasant as possible.

You need to…

May I assist?

That's against the rules…

We can even check your bag
for you…

Sit down…

I understand your concern…

You should have done it this
way…
I don't make the rules…
Its policy…
You have to find a place for
that…
I can't…

Table 8.1.3a—Example of customer service oriented phrases

Important Note: Cabin crew should use straight commands and
strong forceful tone during emergency evacuations, when they
need people to act quickly.
As cabin crew sometimes become so familiar with procedures
that it is hard for them to understand why passengers “just don't
get it”. Since the aircraft is cabin crew's second home and
because they understand the safety implications of not following
prescribed procedure, their good intentions to make things safe
can easily be taken as offensive, forceful or rude. In these
moments, it is important to have some empathy. The passengers
may be new to flying or may not fly very often and others may be
thinking of their work or families. Therefore, passengers may
need be reminded several times of the things they must do to
ensure their safety onboard the aircraft.
What can cabin crew do when a passenger raises objections and
does not want to comply with a common safety rule in a nonemergency situation? Following these simple strategy will help
achieve the desirable outcome:
1. Making eye contact, smiling and staying calm
2. Repeating the objection presented
3. Using service minded words and phrases to explain why the
rule or procedure needs to be followed
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4. Offering an alternate suggestion using this wording, “Are you
willing to...”
5. Thanking the passenger for their understanding.
The more practice and exposure cabin crew have to objections
the better they will be at handling difficult passenger interactions.
When a
customer
does not
want to...

Cabin crew can say or do
this...

Cabin crew don't do or
say this…

Check in
their
luggage…

I know this is inconvenient for
you, however we can check
your luggage for you right here
at the gate and it will be
carried down to the ramp and
placed in cargo. I assure you it
will be on the flight and you
can claim it at your
destination.

It's not my fault there's
no more room for your
luggage. Everyone
brings on too much and
it's out of my control.
You'll just have to check
it.

Turn off their Mr. Von, I realize you may be
cell phone… on an important call but it
would be best if you end it
shortly as cell phones should
be turned off at this time.

You are breaking a rule;
your cell phone must be
turned off.

Buckle their
seat belt…

Miss Stein, You may not have
noticed the seat belt sign has
been turned on, we'll be
experiencing turbulence for
the next few minutes, let's
fasten your seat belt for your
comfort and safety.

We've announced
several times that your
seat belt has to be
fastened.

Stay
seated…

Would you be willing to stay in Can you PLEASE sit
your seat for just a few
down?
minutes? We'll clear the aisles
of our service carts and then
you'll have plenty of room to
get up and walk around

Calm
down…

I see you are upset, how can I
help you?

You are being irrational
and I can't understand
what you are taking
about.

Table 8.1.3b—Possible responses to passenger objections
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Did You Know?
In some countries and cities
there are strict regulations
regarding customer service
during delays which require
passengers to be provided with
water, food and access to toilets
at all times.

From time to time, customers will not be so easy to deal with and
may complain to the cabin crew. Rather than see this as an
attack, cabin crew should try to see it as a challenge to reverse
the situation and regain their trust. This is all part of the job when
providing excellent customer service.
When passengers are exposed to high stress, frustration, or fear,
they can experience the “fight or flight” reaction. In fact, this is a
common reaction for many people, and cabin crew may also find
themselves reacting in this same way. The only solution is to be
prepared for this reaction and be able to respond in an effective
and appropriate manner. Cabin crew also need to recognize this
reaction in themselves, so they can avoid it. It is their
responsibility to remain calm and help the passengers remain
calm in high stress situations such as emergencies. We will now
take a closer look now on what causes this fight or flight reaction
and how to respond to it appropriately.

8.1.4 The Fight or Flight Reaction

Key Learning Point
While the person is living this
“fight” reaction mode, they are
not thinking rationally and can
say or do things that are
strange.

The “fight or flight” reaction is a set of processes that occur in the
body when confronted with some form of physical or mental
stress. When faced with danger, a new situation or other
exposure to stress, the nervous system signals for adrenalin and
other hormones to be released into the blood. These hormones
prepare the body either to confront the danger (fight) or to flee to
safety (flight). When the body is in this mode of survival, people
are excitable, anxious, jumpy and irritable and it reduces ones
ability to think with their rational mind or to work effectively with
other people. It may also seem that only true “life threatening”
situations would cause this response, but in reality it does not
have to be dramatic to cause both physical and mental reactions.
Most people when in this mode will eventually respond to a
calming, rational and sensitive approach.
The “fight” reaction can be seen in the airline passenger who is
extremely angry over a situation or series of situations. It can also
be seen in people who have had other personal stress in their life
and they can react in a nervous way in situations that are not
related to their stress. While the person is living this “fight”
reaction mode, they are not thinking rationally and can say or do
things that are strange. For example, they can react sarcastically,
with disgust, and can be overly critical of many things. When
dealing with a very unhappy passenger, the challenge is to get
them out of the “fight” reaction mode and involved in a calm
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discussion. Following are some strategies to help passengers out
of a “fight” reaction mode:
Strategy

Definition

How to use the strategy

Distract the
passenger to
calm them
down.

A distraction helps the angry
passenger to change their
focus. Once this occurs you
can help them calm down and
focus on something new.

Bring the passenger to a different location: Ask them to
come with you to the galley so you can talk or get them to
a location where it will be quiet. You can say, “I see that
you are upset, let's go up front to the galley where it's
quiet and we can talk.”
Change body language: Be at the passenger's eye level
or stand up to establish authority.
Ask questions that allow the passenger to explain their
anger using their own words.
Use questions that begin with “what”, “when” or “how”
rather than “why”.
Clarify what the passenger wants or needs. Give them an
opportunity to explain this.

Have empathy When you place yourself in the
to gain trust.
passenger's shoes, you may
be able to understand what
they are going through. This
helps to build trust and the
passenger will gain respect.

Take a moment to place yourself in their point of view.
This technique sounds simple but requires a lot of
practice for you to do it properly and without thinking. You
must be calm and aware of the passenger's anger when
you try this.

Respond to
After you calm the passenger
show that you down, listen to them and
are listening. explain to them what you have
heard, it is time to try to have a
discussion with them to move
them out of the “fight” mode.
The angry passenger wants
you to help them and so it is
your responsibility to try to fix
the situation as best as you
can and within your limits.

Respond respectfully.

Listen actively. After the person is finished speaking,
repeat what you have heard. This is called “mirroring”
and gives you a chance to explain the facts, feelings and
understand the meaning of what the person is saying.
This shows them you have heard them, understand their
emotions and that you value their feelings.

Avoid blaming the passenger.
Use “I” instead of “you” statements. For example, “I would
like to have a great flight today”, do not say “you cannot
have a good flight today if you don't calm down.”
Respond respectfully and take responsibility–while you
are not accepting blame, you are recognizing the other
person's situation, their emotions, and the inconvenience.
Your goal is to try to get the passenger to cooperate or to
come up with a solution.

Table 8.1.4—Strategies to help passengers out of a “fight” reaction mode
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Here are some examples of situations that have caused
passengers to become angry:
•
•

•

Key Learning Point
Anger is manifested differently in
different cultures.

Missing a flight connection or important meeting because of a
flight delay or cancellation.
Boarding a flight to find out that there is no room for their
carry-on luggage and it must be checked (tagged and carried
in cargo and claimed at baggage claim at their final
destination).
Being misled about delays or lack of information during
delays or cancellation of a flight.

The cabin crew need to recognize when a passenger's anger and
disruption is threatening the safety of the flight. The best
approach is to stay clam when dealing with a passenger who is in
“fight” mode. Cabin crew must stay away from becoming
irrational, sarcastic, and angry and should not enter into “fight”
mode with the passenger. It is critical to avoid counterattacking
and responding with defensive statements. Also, cabin crew
should be aware of communication style differences in cultures
other than their own. When a passenger appears angry or
disgusted, it is important to confirm that the passenger is feeling
this way by asking in a professional and calm way. Anger is
manifested differently in different cultures. Misreading someone
can cause cabin crew to respond in a way that is inappropriate or
strange to the passenger–making a bad situation worse. As a
suggestion, try to identify how people from other cultures express
anger by asking others or doing some research. It never hurts to
be prepared.
Cabin crew's biggest challenge when dealing with angry people is
to stay calm and avoid taking the anger personally. The natural
instinct is to respond angrily in these situations. However, such a
response only escalates the conflict and prevents one from
solving the problem. It is cabin crew's responsibility to recognize
high stress situations in others and avoid using confrontation.
Using authority will not solve the problem but only make things
worse.
A passenger in “flight” reaction mode will generally want to leave
the aircraft or their seat. This is more of a physical reaction as
compared to the mental state of the passenger in the “fight”.
However, they are still responding in a manner that may seem
irrational, with distorted perspectives about what is happening.
Much like the person in the “fight” mode they may be difficult to
deal with. The following are some examples of situations that
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have caused passengers to become fearful and respond with a
“flight” reaction:
•
•
•

Mechanical issues with the aircraft
Fear of flying
Turbulence

The strategies for handling these situations are the same as the
ones used when interacting with passengers in the “fight” mode.
Cabin crew basically want to change the passenger's focus and
get them back into their rational state of mind so that they can
understand what they are told and calm down. Cabin crew should
approach such passengers with care and gain their trust,
empathize and reflect their feelings.

8.1.5 Passengers with a Fear of Flying

Did You Know?
One in four Americans have a
fear of flying and one in eight
Americans avoid flying
altogether due to anxiety.

Not everyone has a fear of flying. In fact, most people see flying
as just another means of transportation, like taking the train or
driving a car to get from one place to another. However, since
individuals are diverse and unique, there are some that have
serious fears when it comes to flying. Travelling by airplanes can
certainly be a terrifying experience for some passengers who are
unable to cope with their anxiety. Some people are afraid without
ever having flown in an aircraft; however, others have developed
fear of flying as a result of a traumatic event.
Learning how to cope with fear of flying is of great importance to
cabin crew. Cabin crew often encounter passengers that are
fearful of flying. In these circumstances they should try to comfort
and assure the passengers that flying can actually be a pleasant
experience. By being familiar with the factors that contribute to
the fear of flying, cabin crew are better equipped to comfort the
passengers. In this section we will describe the symptoms of fear
of flying as well as some possible solutions. Understanding the
fear of flying is essential in being able to help someone who
exhibits this fear.
Recent world events and terrorism acts have led to increased fear
of flying, even though statistically, it is safer than ground travel. In
fact, flying is considered to be one of the safest forms of
transportation - traveling by air is 29 times safer than driving an
automobile.
The fear of flying is a type of anxiety disorder. Like any anxiety,
the “fear” is of what might happen, rather than of what is likely to
occur. The fear is based more on awareness that life is fragile and
we don't have control over it. Since human beings were not
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designed to fly like birds we are faced with human vulnerability
when we get on an airplane.
There are three basic causes of fear of flying:
1. Lack of information about basic aviation procedures
2. Psychological trauma resulting from an aircraft accident or
incident
3. Symbolic transferring of an unrelated interpersonal conflict to
the experience of flying
Factors that contribute to a fear of flying are most often not even
related to flying. All these factors are different, but when
combined together, they can lead people to experience severe
anxiety towards flying. The following are the main factors that
contribute to an individual's phobia of air travel:
Factor 1: Fear of Heights–People who fear flying are usually
also afraid of heights. Being thousands of meters above the
ground can certainly generate a sense of uneasiness. So it
makes sense that someone who has a fear of heights is fearful of
air travel, since flying is perhaps the highest altitude experience
people may ever encounter.
Factor 2: Claustrophobia (fear of closed-in spaces)–The
airplane represents a closed space where passengers cannot
open a window or walk outside for fresh air. People that are
claustrophobic usually have a stronger fear from flying due to the
feeling of being surrounded by solid walls from all sides. This
feeling of not being able to escape causes a great deal of anxiety
for some, especially during lengthy periods of travel in the air.
Factor 3: Loss of Control–Fear of flying is also the result of not
being in control. For a trip to be safe, people need to depend on
other individuals (pilots, maintenance crews, etc.) and
mechanical components of airplanes (engines, etc.). The pilot is
the primary person in control of the airplane and passengers have
no choice but to trust the pilot for a safe arrival. Putting one's life
in the hands of another can prove to be an extremely difficult task
for many passengers.
Factor 4: Flying Conditions–Flying conditions, such as
turbulence, increase fear of flying. External forces, such as
turbulence, can have a strong impact on the movement of the
airplane and this noticeable movement of the airplane can greatly
increase the uneasiness of the passenger.
Factor 5: Terrorism–Being a permanent threat to the aviation
security, terrorism has increased passengers' fear of flying. Some
passengers are fearful that this threat might reoccur on their flight.
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This fear becomes disabling and can cause symptoms that are
uncomfortable when flying.
The fear of flying, as with many other phobias and anxiety
disorders are accompanied by certain physical symptoms. These
symptoms are directly related to the state of anxiety and are not
necessarily due to a medical or physiological illness. By
recognizing the following physical and psychological symptoms
cabin crew can help passengers through their fear:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Muscle tension and tremors
Heavy breathing and dizziness
Heart palpitations, chest pain
Abdominal discomfort
Sweating
Flushed or Pale Face
Dry Mouth
Impaired memory and poor judgment
Narrowed perception

Research shows that there are certain strategies that help cope
with the fear of flying. These strategies are associated with
behaviours and thoughts that accompany the fear. Cabin crew
can use these strategies and suggest them to someone who is
afraid of flying. For example, thinking about things other than the
unpleasant situation. People can talk themselves through the bad
feelings by saying to themselves, “I'm thinking about going on that
flight again and it's still two days away. Let it go. Take a deep
breath. Come on, get back to work.” Or, “Look! It's a nice view
from the window. Sitting here paralyzed won't make the plane any
safer.”
Another strategy is to remind oneself of doing the best under the
circumstances and that progress takes time, “Yes, I was very
nervous the last flight. But since then I have learned some new
techniques for coping with anxiety, I did the best I could. I'll get
better with practice”. Passengers can give themselves credit for
their own good sense, “I'm not really helpless. I can take slow,
deep breaths. I can practice relaxation techniques.” Acknowledge
ones fear, and then challenge it: “OK. I will be afraid as I'm
boarding. But have I ever run away from other problems before?
No.” Or “OK. Maybe I will feel nervous. But I do have things I can
do to relax. Yes, I can imagine a lot of awful things that could
happen. But the reality is that none of these things is likely to
happen.”
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Key Learning Point
The solution to fear of flying lies
in identifying where the fear or
anxiety originates from and
addressing that.

The solution lies in identifying where the fear or anxiety originates
from and addressing that. Cabin crew should also be aware that
they may encounter a critical incident at any time in their career
which could manifest symptoms of fear of flying or Critical
Incident Stress. Critical incidents could be emergency landings,
death of a passenger on board, turbulence, aborted take off or
landing and severe injury.
Experiencing trauma causes a shock to the system. Physical or
emotional symptoms may not appear until days or weeks after the
incident. It is important for cabin crew to recognize the symptoms
associated with trauma, critical incidents or fear of flying in
themselves and others so they can offer or seek assistance and
support.

Lesson Summary
The significance of a service oriented cabin environment cannot
be overestimated due to its impact on the safety of the flight,
airline revenue and cabin crew job satisfaction. However, to
create such an environment in the cabin requires a professional
approach that takes into consideration the real needs of the
passenger. We have described a number of factors that can
cause a passenger to be stressed or irritated. Knowledge of these
factors and the ability to help passengers overcome the stress
caused by them is crucial for creating a service oriented cabin
environment.
Some of the skills described in this lesson require time and
experience. However, a keen awareness of these strategies is a
prerequisite for developing the skills.
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Progress Check 1
1. Taking customer complains personally can lead
to
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Greater empathy
Greater resourcefulness
Becoming more defensive
Being a better problem solver

2. Which of the following is NOT a fare description of the “fight
or flight” reaction?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

It is a natural reaction to mental stress
It is both a physical and mental reaction
It is a reaction that makes people more rational
It is accompanied by release of adrenalin into the blood

3. Why it is helpful to use a distraction strategy for helping a
passenger in the “fight” reaction mode?
(a) It helps the passenger to change their focus
(b) It stops the passenger from being a distraction in the
cabin
(c) It helps make the passenger more responsible for their
actions
(d) It keeps the passenger's mind preoccupied during the
stress period
4. True or False: The fear of flying is based on ideas of what
might happen, rather than of what is likely to occur.
(a) True
(b) False
5. Claustrophobic persons experience fear of flying
because
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

They are afraid of heights
The aircraft cabin is a closed space
They had a bad experience with turbulence
They are afraid to depend on other individuals
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8.2

Serving Passengers with Additional Needs

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the regulatory
environment for air
transportation of
passengers with additional
needs

•

Identify requirements for
carriage of assistance
animals

•

Describe communication
procedures when requesting
equipment or assistance for
passengers with special
needs

•

List guidelines for providing
customer service to
passengers with additional
needs

Our awareness about the needs and capabilities of people with
disabilities has increased significantly during the last two
decades. Many public institutions and businesses have
procedures and processes in place that are intended to make
access to services much easier for people with disabilities. Many
airlines have procedures in place to ensure the safe and pleasant
travelling experience of these passengers.
Cabin crew are responsible to provide the necessary support
onboard the aircraft. There are a number of general principles in
providing customer service to these passengers. However, in
many instances it is important to understand the passenger's
condition. In this lesson we will discuss the additional needs of
unaccompanied minors/children, passengers with mobility,
speech, visual and hearing disabilities and passengers with
mental health conditions.

8.2.1 The Regulatory Environment for Air
Transportation of Passengers with
Additional Needs
When caring for passengers with reduced mobility or disabilities,
cabin crew must always be mindful of the passenger accessibility
regulations which are enforced to ensure that such passengers
can have full access to air travel.
The Air Carrier Access Act (ACAA) is a US led initiative which
prohibits an airline from discriminating against any passenger
with a disability. Discrimination could occur in a variety of ways
whether intentional or not. Here is a summary of the key points in
relation to the aircraft:
•

•

•
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New aircraft (planes ordered after April 5, 1990 or delivered
after April 5, 1992) with 30 or more seats must have movable
aisle armrests on half the aisle seats in the aircraft. This
allows the passenger to lift up the armrest and slide into the
seat from a wheelchair.
New wide-body (twin-aisle) aircraft must have accessible
lavatories. This requires the lavatories to be big enough to
access in a wheelchair and to have additional grab handles
and facilities for wheelchair users.
New aircraft with 100 or more seats must have priority space
for storing a passenger's folding wheelchair in the cabin, so
that a passenger who uses a wheelchair is not
inconvenienced by having to check their collapsible
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•

wheelchair into the hold. It is worth noting here that space is
only required to be provided for one wheelchair, so there may
be occasions where several wheelchair users are hoping to
stow their wheelchair on board.
Aircraft with more than 60 seats and an accessible lavatory
must have an onboard wheelchair, regardless of when the
aircraft was ordered or delivered. For flights on aircraft with
more than 60 seats that do not have an accessible lavatory,
carriers must place an on-board wheelchair on the flight if a
handicapped passenger gives the airline 48 hours' notice that
he or she can use an inaccessible lavatory but needs an onboard wheelchair to reach the lavatory.

As well as the requirements for the aircraft, there are additional
requirements relating to the role and responsibilities of cabin crew
and ground staff:
•

•

•

•

•

Airlines are required to provide assistance with boarding,
deplaning and making connections. (They need not handcarry a person on board a plane with less than 30 seats
whose physical limitations preclude the use of existing lifts,
boarding chairs, or other devices.) Assistance within the
cabin is also required, but not extensive personal services
such as toileting.
Passenger items stored in the cabin must conform to
regulations of the stowage of carry-on baggage. Assistive
devices (for example wheelchairs, walking frames, etc.) do
not count against any limit on the number of pieces of carryon baggage. Wheelchairs and other assistive devices have
priority for in-cabin storage space over other passengers'
items brought on board at the same airport, if the disabled
passenger chooses to board before others.
Wheelchairs and other assistive devices have priority over
other items for storage in the hold baggage compartment.
Airlines must accept battery-powered wheelchairs, including
the batteries, packaging the batteries in hazardous materials
packages when necessary. The airline provides the
packaging.
Airlines may not charge for providing the assistance or
provision of equipment, such as hazardous materials
packaging for batteries. However, they may charge for
optional services such as oxygen.
Other provisions concerning services and accommodations
address treatment of mobility aids and assistive devices,
passenger information, accommodations for persons with
hearing impairments, security screening, communicable
diseases and medical certificates, and service animals.
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While the ACAA applies specifically to flights to, from or within the
USA, similar rules apply in many other countries and states.

Key Learning Point
While the ACAA applies
specifically to flights to, from or
within the USA, similar rules
apply in many other countries
and states.

8.2.2 Procedures for Clearance of Passengers
who may Require Assistance
Passengers who require additional assistance throughout their
journey should normally request it when making their reservation
with the airline. However, cabin crew need to be aware that many
passengers will not request assistance in advance as they will not
always think to, nor will they consider that they should have to.
Some passengers with medical conditions require clearance from
the airline to fly. In such cases, they are normally required to
complete a Medical Information Form (MEDIF) completed by their
own doctor to request clearance in advance.
When requesting assistance, a code will be entered into specific
fields in the booking which will enable the airline to register the
details of the request and cabin crew to identify them. IATA has
standardized codes for assistance in order to help airlines when
passing messages to each other and to ground handling
companies who may provide the assistance through the airport.
Cabin crew are expected to know these codes. The following
codes are more frequently used:
Code

Description

BLND

(Blind Passenger) may be accompanied by a service
animal.

DEAF

(Deaf Passenger) may be accompanied by a service
animal.

DPNA

Disabled passengers with intellectual or developmental
disabilities needing assistance.

WCHR (Wheelchair - R for Ramp) passengers can ascend or
descend steps and make own way to/from aircraft, i.e.,
across the ramp, finger dock or to mobile lounge as
applicable.
WCHS (Wheelchair - S for Steps) passenger cannot ascend or
descend steps, but is able to make own way to/from
cabin seat. Requires wheelchair for distance to/from
aircraft or mobile lounge and must be carried up/down
steps.
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Code

Description

WCHC (Wheelchair - C for Cabin Seat) passenger is
completely immobile. Requires wheelchair to/from
aircraft/mobile lounge and must be carried up/down
steps and to/from cabin seat.
WCBD Passenger is traveling with a wheelchair fitted with a
dry cell battery (see Dangerous Goods module).
WCBW Passenger is traveling with a wheelchair fitted with a
wet cell battery (see Dangerous Goods module).
WCBL

Passenger is traveling with a wheelchair fitted with a
lithium battery (see Dangerous Goods module).

WCMP Passenger is traveling with a manually operated
wheelchair.
WCOB Passenger requests the use of an on board wheelchair.
MEDA

(Medical case) for a passenger with reduced mobility
due to clinical reasons with an ongoing medical
pathology, or mental handicap, and requires medical
authorization for the trip.

LEGL

(Leg in Cast) for passengers with a left leg in a full cast
or fused left knee (unable to bend).

LEGR

(Leg in Cast) for passengers with a right leg in a full
cast or fused right knee (unable to bend).

OXYG

(Oxygen) for passengers traveling either seated or
lying on a stretcher, and needing oxygen during the
flight.

STCR

(Stretcher Passenger) for passengers traveling on
stretchers. They are pre-booked with extra seats with
approved stretcher fittings. Stretchers are carried on all
types of aircraft, although some customer airlines DO
NOT carry stretcher cases.

UMNR

Unaccompanied Minor - a child aged between 5 and
12 years old traveling alone. Not all airlines accept
UMNRs.

MAAS

Meet and Assist - passengers who may need
assistance with baggage through the airport, i.e. the
elderly.

LANG

Language - Passengers who do not speak the
language of the airline or the country which they are
departing from or arriving into.

Table 8.2.2—IATA codes for assistance
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The codes above will appear in the Passenger Information List
provided to the crew either before boarding or once on board the
aircraft. This will show the passenger's name, seat number and
details of the request.

8.2.3 Cabin Crew Procedures for Handling
Passengers who Require Assistance
Before closing the doors of the aircraft and commencing taxi, the
cabin crew is responsible for providing specific information that
applies to passengers with special needs. These special briefings
are crucial for passengers with special needs. Cabin crew should
provide the information that would be needed in case of
emergency and give passengers with special needs an
opportunity to ask questions. If the need arises, appropriate
assistance can be given so that these passengers are
comfortable. For example, pregnant women and passengers with
infants and children require information on proper restraint and
seatbelt positioning.
If a copy of a Passenger Information List (PIL) has been made
available in advance, the senior cabin crew may review and
identify that information during the crew briefing. Once cabin crew
have identified which passengers require special attention they
may be assigned to give each of them an individual briefing prior
to take off.
Some passengers travel with an assistance animal to help them.
The most common type of assistance animal is a specially trained
dog to help a blind or deaf person, although it is becoming more
common to encounter “emotional support” animals of many
different varieties that help persons with emotional and
psychological conditions to carry out normal lives. Not all
regulators allow the carriage of animals other than dogs for safety
reasons.
Where an assistance animal has been approved for carriage, the
accompanying passenger will normally be provided with a seat at
the front row, so that the dog/animal can be secured at their feet,
using a harness attaching them to the seatbelt or seat leg. Each
airline has formulated its own procedures to allow this.
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Key Learning Point
When carrying an assistance
animal on the flight, cabin crew
should remember that the
animal is there to work.

When carrying an assistance animal on the flight, cabin crew
should remember that the animal is there to work. Although it may
be very difficult to ignore them, cabin crew should make sure that
they do not prevent the animal from carrying out the work they are
required to do. It is also important that cabin crew don't interfere
with the attention the animal is required to give to their owner.
Normally, the animal needs very little attention from the crew and
the owner/handler will decide whether they need to be fed or
provided with water according to their needs. The animal normally
is trained to relieve itself before it boards the aircraft, however
absorbent mats may be needed to be placed on a toilet floor
should the need arise inflight.
Other passengers may express concern about allergies or
hygiene, but an airline is not allowed to prevent the carriage of the
animal. Therefore, if another passenger refuses to travel with an
animal on board, the passenger who refuses is normally removed
from the flight and provided with alternative travel arrangements.
Cabin crew are required to provide an individual safety briefing to
any passenger with additional needs which should include:
•
•
•
•

Safety and emergency procedures,
Special instructions that would apply only to them,
Cabin layout (nearest exit and nearest lavatory),
Special equipment–passenger service unit, seat and seatbelt
operation, call button.

It is important to keep in mind that many of the passengers, who
fall into the category of special travelers, are very capable, travel
often and may require little if any assistance. Others may be first
time fliers or very unfamiliar with the environment and stresses of
traveling. Cabin crew can follow these three simple steps to
manage interactions with passengers with special needs:
•
•
•

Introduce themselves,
Be caring, and
Ask questions about how they can assist (don't assume that
these passengers need help!)

Passengers with additional needs and their escorts are offered
the opportunity to pre-board. Those passengers that are
physically incapacitated are asked to deplane after other
passengers have left the aircraft. This allows passengers better
assistance with wheelchairs and equipment without blocking the
aisles and therefore, is safer for all passengers and crew.
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8.2.4 Guidelines for Providing Customer
Service to Passengers with Additional
Needs
Did You Know?
Approximately one to two
percent of the population in the
developed countries use a
wheelchair.

People with additional needs are increasingly offered
opportunities to lead a more active life style. Post secondary
education is widely accessible to young people with additional
needs and many of them pursue their career goals. As they lead
a more active life style, they travel more often. In some countries
the aging population is a large market segment of air travellers.
Some of these seniors have the financial means and energy to
travel, however they often have additional needs. In this section
we will share a number of guidelines that will help passengers
with various needs feel more comfortable and welcome aboard
the aircraft.
Here are some general etiquette rules for communicating with
people with disabilities:
1. Cabin crew should try to have a warm and welcoming
approach and introduce themselves.
2. A smile with a spoken greeting is always appropriate.
3. A person with a disability is a person like anyone else–with
feelings. They should be treated with respect.
4. Cabin crew can ask them if they want assistance and how
best to assist them. Passengers with disabilities have unique
skills that allow them to move about and take care of
themselves quite well even in an environment that is
challenging–they are the best judge of what they need.
5. Cabin crew should ask questions and listen.
6. Questions about their disability should be avoided. If that is
not possible, questions should be asked with sensitivity and
respect.
7. In communicating with them the cabin crew should look at the
passenger and address them directly, not the person who is
escorting them.
8. Never should cabin crew make decisions for them or make
assumptions about them.
9. In interaction “people first” language should be used by
referring to the individual first then the disability.
10. Cabin crew should avoid portraying people with disabilities as
brave, special or superhuman. It implies that it is unusual for
people with disabilities to have talents.
11. The word “normal” should not be used to describe people
who don't have disabilities. A more appropriate phrase is
“people without disabilities” or “typical”.
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12. A relaxed approach is appreciated and if cabin crew forget a
courtesy, they should just offer an apology and show
willingness to be respectful.
13. Cabin crew should avoid pushing, leaning on or holding onto
a person's wheelchair unless the person asks to, this is part
of their personal space.
14. It is important to put oneself at eye level when talking with
someone in a wheelchair. It may be easy to sit or kneel in
front of the person in a wheelchair.
Here are some specific etiquette guidelines for serving
passengers with hearing impairments:
1. If possible, cabin crew should face the customer.
2. Cabin crew should introduce themselves by identifying their
name and position.
3. Speak normally.
4. Speak to the person with the hearing impairment and not the
interpreter if one is present.
5. Avoid shouting.
6. Offer pencil and paper if needed.
7. Offer to personally inform them of announcements made
during the flight.
8. If the customer does not understand, cabin crew should
rephrase the information using different words as certain
words or letters may be hard to decipher.
Here are some specific etiquette guidelines for serving
passengers with visual impairments:
1. Cabin crew should introduce themselves by identifying their
name and position.
2. If there are other cabin crew members or staff around, they
should also be introduced.
3. It is important to find out the passenger's level of impairment.
A person who is registered as blind, may still be able to see
color and light/dark which can be useful in adapting the level
of assistance so as not to make them feel awkward. For
example, if cabin crew are leading them to the seat and they
can see the color of the uniform, the passenger can follow the
color of the uniform and reach their seat.
4. If the passenger's name is known, cabin crew should use it to
help the passenger recognize the cabin crew's voice.
5. Cabin crew should use a normal tone of voice.
6. The passenger should be informed by the cabin crew when
they are leaving so that the passenger would not continue
talking.
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7. When guiding a passenger with a visual impairment the cabin
crew should stay one step ahead of them.
8. Passengers with a visual impairment should be allowed to
take the cabin crew's arm/elbow when being guided.
9. Cabin crew can provide such passengers with Braille Cards
and Large Print Safety Cards (airlines often have these on
board for the safety briefing) if they are able to use them.
However, not all passengers registered as blind can read
Braille.
10. When serving a meal, cabin crew should describe the
contents of the tray and plate going clockwise. The same
technique should be used for describing the location of other
objects as well.
Etiquette for individuals with intellectual or psychological
impairments:
1. Cabin crew should try to be warm and genuine.
2. The introduction should include the name and position.
3. It may take extra time for these passengers to respond or ask
questions. Therefore, cabin crew need to be patient and
considerate.
4. Cabin crew should stay focused on them as they respond.
5. Support and reassurance is helpful is these passengers are
nervous or anxious.
Airlines strive to provide service to any passenger traveling with a
disability or special condition. However, there are certain services
the airlines are not required to provide, such as:
•

•

Assistance with actual eating (however, assistance with
opening packages, identifying items or cutting food is
offered).
Assistance with elimination functions at their seat or
assistance in the lavatory. (Cabin crew provide assistance in
getting to and from the lavatory with an on board wheelchair).

Individuals that are traveling with these challenges are usually
with an escort who assists with these functions and their medical
needs.
In situations where an individual has a severe condition or
medical illness that could impact their safety or the safety of
others on the flight, they may require medical clearance before
being allowed to fly.
Airline's training provides specifics about contract of carriage and
which medical conditions the airline may choose not to allow
someone to travel.
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8.2.5 Guidelines for Handling Unaccompanied
Minors (UMNR)
Unaccompanied minor refers to a child traveling alone without
parent or guardian, between the ages of 5 and 12. The airline is
responsible for the safe arrival of the child to the next carrier or to
the destination as arranged by the parent or guardian.
Documentation is provided along with the child's identification
document and ticket that is given to the senior cabin crew.
Airlines also often provide specialized easy identification tags that
are to be worn by the UMNR. Every airline has detailed
procedures on document completion, responsibilities and the
procedures on arrival.
Here is a list of common procedures to be used for UMNRs:
•
•
•

UMNRs are seated where they can be easily seen by the
cabin crew during the entire flight.
UMNRs must never be allowed to deplane or go into the
airport unaccompanied.
The person who meets the child upon arrival must provide
identification and be the person listed on the request for
carriage and handling document.

Generally, unaccompanied minors should be treated as other
customers. However, there are a few guidelines that are more
applicable to them:
1. Cabin crew should introduce themselves to the UMNR
because this may be the child's first time away from parents
or family.
2. The UMNR will need to know how to get the assistance of the
cabin crew during the flight.
3. Parents/guardians have often taken special care to provide
travel items to keep them busy and comfortable. Cabin crew
need to make sure UMNR has access to those items and that
they are not stowed away.
4. Cabin crew should make sure the UMNR understand they are
not to leave the aircraft without being escorted.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have provided customer service guidelines for
assisting several categories of passengers with additional needs.
There are several general principles that are applicable in every
situation, such as a warm introduction, respect and sensitivity. At
the same time there are specific needs that should be considered
for each form of impairment.
The number of passengers needing additional assistance will only
increase. This is a trend that is supported by all airlines.
Furthermore, many states adopt legislations that require airlines
to increase accessibility and provide support for these
passengers. It is important that cabin crew take the time to
familiarize themselves with each condition so that they can assist
most effectively.
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Progress Check 2
1. According to Air Carrier Access Act regulations airlines can
charge passengers with limited mobility for
providing
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Oxygen
Wheelchairs
Stowage for wheelchairs
Packaging for wheelchair batteries

2. When is the safety briefing provided to passengers with
special needs?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Before the aircraft begins to taxi
After the safety presentation for all passengers
During the safety presentation for all passengers
When passengers with special needs request the briefing

3. When do physically incapacitated passengers generally
board the aircraft and deplane?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Board and deplane before everybody else does
Board and deplane after everybody else does
Board before everybody else and deplane after
Board after everybody else and deplane before

4. What is the main reason that cabin crew are asked to put
themselves at the eye level of a passenger in a wheelchair?
(a) To avoid being seen as talking from a position of authority
(b) To ensure that they keep eye contact with the passenger
needing assistance
(c) So that the cabin crew can show sympathy with the
person in the wheelchair
(d) So that the person in the wheelchair would not have to
look up and feel discomfort.
5. True or False: Cabin crew provide a wheelchair for a
physically incapacitated passenger, but do not assist them in
getting to and from the lavatory.
(a) True
(b) False
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8.3

Managing Unruly or Drunken Passengers

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the regulatory
environment for air
transportation of unruly or
drunken passengers

•

Describe the IATA
regulation on responsible
service of alcohol

•

List criteria for identifying
unruly or drunken
passengers

•

Describe course of action
when unruly or drunken
passengers are identified
before take off

•

Describe strategies for
managing unruly or drunken
passengers in-flight

We have already discussed unruly behaviour in Module 7 as a
threat to flight safety. However, in this lesson we will look at
unruly behaviour from the point of view of customer service. The
main objective of this lesson is to describe customer service
strategies that are intended to prevent escalation of unruly
behaviour. Therefore, in this lesson we will describe the dynamics
of escalating disruptive behaviour and the steps that cabin crew
can take to stop such behaviour before it reaches the next level.
One of the key factors often associated with disruptive behaviour
is consumption of alcohol. Alcoholic beverages are offered by
many airlines as part of their onboard service. In many cases
cabin crew can prevent uncontrolled behaviour by managing the
amount of alcohol that a passenger consumes during the flight.
Therefore, we will also describe in this lesson the signs that may
indicate intoxication and share some strategies for managing
such situations.

8.3.1 General Approach for Managing
Disruptive Behaviour
By far the majority of passengers are well behaved and most
flights operate safely with minimal disturbance or passenger
problems, but there are instances when passenger behavior can
pose a problem for cabin crew. When working for an airline which
serves alcohol, it is cabin crew's obligation to serve it responsibly
in order to prevent passengers from becoming intoxicated and
creating a disturbance. Passengers may occasionally become
intoxicated on board despite the best efforts of cabin crew. This
lesson will focus on dealing with unruly or drunken passengers
who display behavior that is unacceptable. If unruly behavior is
not managed properly it could escalate into more serious life
threatening behavior which could result in a security incident.
Unruly behaviour onboard the aircraft is subject to international
regulations. The ICAO Tokyo Convention 1963 entered into force
in December 1969. It is a treaty signed by 185 states which
empowers the captain of an aircraft to “impose reasonable
measures, including restraint, on any person he or she has
reason to believe has committed or is about to commit such an
act, when necessary to protect the safety of the aircraft and for
related reasons; requires contracting States to take custody of
offenders and to return control of the aircraft to the lawful
commander (Article 11 (1))”. This was the first internationally
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agreed law relating to disruptive passengers and remains in force
today. It is currently in the process of being updated with the help
of IATA and its members with the intention of being adapted to
suit more recently seen types of disruptive behavior which will be
explained in this lesson.
Disruptive behavior can be triggered by different factors and flying
as a passenger can be a stressful experience for many. It can
start with the journey to the airport during the morning rush-hour,
being stuck in a traffic jam on the way to the airport, worrying
about the deadline for check-in. Add to this the stress of queuing
for the check-in and then not getting the seats in the location
wanted and being split from family members. Passing through
airport security checks and take off shoes, belt and jacket, empty
items from baggage, pass through the checks and then get
dressed again. Running to the departure gate before the boarding
process is closed. Make it on the aircraft just in time and taking
the assigned seat. Then discovering that the in-flight
entertainment screen is broken and the flight will take about nine
hours. Some might also be apprehensive about flying. Every little
annoyance gradually adds up to become a big problem. This is
enough to test the patience of even the calmest person.

Key Learning Point
By looking out for the passenger
and reducing their discomfort,
cabin crew also reduce the risk
of them becoming disruptive.

Cabin crew need to recognize and empathize with passengers in
such situations and do all they can to alleviate their concerns,
worries and discomfort. By looking out for the passenger and
reducing their discomfort, cabin crew also reduce the risk of them
becoming disruptive. If, however, cabin crew ignore them, or tell
them that there is nothing they can do, passengers will most likely
respond by complaining first, and then, if not dealt with, becoming
disruptive.

8.3.2 Levels of Disruptive Behaviour
To deal effectively with disruptive behaviour cabin crew need to
be aware of the dynamics of such behaviour. Disruptive behavior
can be broken down into four different levels:
Level 1 - Verbally Aggressive, Non-Compliant or
Suspicious
This is the most common type of disruptive behavior displayed on
board aircraft and includes the following examples:
1. Anti-social behavior such as using obscene language which
is not socially acceptable.
2. Arguing with other passengers or crew members. Arguments
can frequently be triggered by passengers using their seat
recline and taking up more of another passenger's personal
Module 8—Customer Service and Interaction with Passengers
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3.

4.
5.
6.

space. Passengers can also argue with crew members when
they become frustrated at a poor level of service, or if crew
run out of the passenger's preferred choice of meal.
Not complying with crew instructions provided for safety; e.g.,
the seat belt signs are illuminated for turbulence and the
passenger refuses to fasten their seat belt.
Smoking in the cabin or toilet where smoking is not permitted.
Refusing to switch off electronic devices when instructed to
by crew.
Asking unusual questions relating to the operation of the
aircraft or crew procedures without good reason. This should
raise suspicion with cabin crew as to why they want to know
such information - for example, how often do the crew visit
the flight deck.

Passengers showing signs of Level 1 behavior need to be
managed in order to prevent them from escalating to Level 2.
Level 2 - Physically Aggressive
This is occasionally encountered on board aircraft but usually
only after the passenger has shown signs of Level 1 types of
behavior. This can include:
1. Punching, kicking or spitting.
2. Inappropriate touching which can be seen as physical
harassment.
3. Damage to aircraft fixtures and fittings.
Level 3 - Life Threatening Behavior
This is rarely encountered, but requires immediate intervention by
cabin crew and sometimes other passengers. Examples of such
behavior include threatening others with weapons or other
objects, strangulation or assault.
Level 4 - Attempted or Actual Breach of the Flight
Deck Door
If a passenger is attempting to enter the flight deck, it is likely that
they have the intent of taking control of the aircraft. Even though
the flight deck door is locked, the cabin crew have to take all
steps possible to prevent the passenger from entering the flight
deck and remove them from the area. This may also require the
help of other passengers.
Level 3 and 4 behavior is extremely rare on board aircraft, but
cabin crew are trained by their airline in methods of managing
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such situations and for the most extreme cases, restraint
procedures.

8.3.3 Responding to the Different Levels of
Disruptive Behavior
So how do we deal with such behavior on board? Cabin crew
often have to take the initiative to deal with situations on board
under the guidance of the senior cabin crew member. There are
several options to deal with any passenger who shows
unacceptable behavior in the cabin depending on how poorly they
behave:
Type of behavior

Level

Advice on action to be taken

Arguing with other
passengers

Level 1

Intervene and separate the passengers.
Warn the aggressor (person making the argument) that their
behavior is unacceptable and that it should stop.
If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.

Smoking (where not
permitted)

Level 1

Warn the passenger that it is forbidden to smoke on board.
If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
Where a further warning from the senior cabin crew member is not
sufficient, crew may call the appropriate authorities at the destination
to arrest the passenger.

Irrational or
unpredictable behavior

Level 1

Warn the passenger that their behavior is unacceptable.
If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
Monitor closely for further problems.

Refusal to turn off
portable electronic
devices when required

Level 1/ Warn the passenger that their behavior is unacceptable.
Level 2 If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
If the warning from the senior cabin crew member is not sufficient,
escalate to the captain.
As this could affect the safe operation of the flight, the passenger's
behavior could be escalated to Level 2 and the appropriate
authorities could be called to meet the passenger upon arrival.

Repeatedly disobeying
crew instructions

Level 1/ Warn the passenger that their behavior is unacceptable.
Level 2 If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
If the warning from the senior cabin crew member is not sufficient,
escalate to the captain.
As this could affect the safe operation of the flight, the passenger's
behavior could be escalated to Level 2 and the appropriate
authorities could be called to meet the passenger upon arrival.
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Type of behavior

Level

Advice on action to be taken

Sexual assault or sexual Level 2
harassment of a
passenger or crew
member, sexual acts of
offensive language

Warn the passenger that their behavior is unacceptable.
If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
If the warning from the senior cabin crew member is not sufficient,
escalate to the captain.
Call the appropriate authorities to meet the passenger upon arrival.

Injuries to passengers or Level 2
crew members

Warn the passenger that their behavior is unacceptable.
If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
If the warning from the senior cabin crew member is not sufficient,
escalate to the captain.
Call the authorities to meet the passenger upon arrival.

Interference with aircraft Level 2
fixtures or equipment
which could have safety
implications; for example,
disabling or destroying a
smoke detector in a
toilet.

Warn the passenger that their behavior is unacceptable.
If the warning is not sufficient to get them to stop, escalate to the
senior cabin crew member.
If the warning from the senior cabin crew member is not sufficient,
escalate to the captain.
Call the authorities to meet the passenger upon arrival.

Attempts to open the
flight deck door

Level 3

Alert the flight crew so they can ensure that the door locking system
is double locked.
Take action immediately to remove the passenger from the area.
Crew may accept offers of help from passengers but should not ask
them.
Restrain the passenger.
Call the Authorities to meet the passenger upon arrival.

Access gained to the
flight deck

Level 4

Immediately go to the flight deck enlisting the help of passengers
where required.
Take positive action to prevent the passenger/s taking control.
Restrain the passenger/s.
Treat the incident as a full emergency and act of aggression.

Table 8.3.3—Responses to different levels of disruptive behaviour

Key Learning Point
When dealing with unruly
passengers, cabin crew have to
use their interpersonal skills to
calm and manage the situation.
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When dealing with unruly passengers, cabin crew have to use
their interpersonal skills to calm and manage the situation.
Remaining calm and professional throughout the situation is
extremely important, as other passengers will be watching and
cabin crew will need to ensure that they do not become involved.
When dealing with a Level 1 disruptive passenger, it is crucial to
understand what has caused the behavior. The passenger
probably is not aiming their frustrations or complaint at the cabin
crew personally, but as a representative of the airline. If there is
anything cabin crew can do to resolve their complaint or problem,
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they need do so first, before warning the passenger that their
behavior is unacceptable. Generally, a calm and tactful approach
and customer service skills can move a passenger to comply with
cabin crew requests and return to normal and acceptable
behavior.
For example, a passenger becomes argumentative and disruptive
when cabin crew wake them to check if their seat belt is fastened
when the seat belt signs are illuminated during turbulence.
Suggested action to take to calm the situation is:
1. Cabin crew can apologize for disturbing them; “I'm sorry for
waking you madam but I noticed that your seat belt wasn't
fastened”.
2. It is important to explain why it was necessary; “The captain
has turned on the seat belt sign to ensure your safety and the
passengers around you”.
3. Cabin crew should state what exactly they want the
passenger to do; “May I ask that you fasten your seat belt?”
4. Cabin crew should explain what is necessary to prevent the
situation from happening again; “If you fasten your seat belt
over your blanket and keep it visible, then I won't need to
disturb you again”.
5. Always try to create a positive outcome; “May I get you
something to make you more comfortable, a glass of water
perhaps?”
Obviously each passenger will respond differently and some may
not be so open to this manner, however the principles remain
similar. If the passenger continues to be disruptive, cabin crew
may need the help of the senior cabin crew member to warn the
passenger.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew must not call the
captain to assist with a
disruptive passenger as it is
even more important that the
flight deck door remains closed
and locked in this situation.

When handling a passenger showing Level 2 behavior, more
assertive, firm handling is necessary, but cabin crew should
always remain calm and professional. Level 2 passengers are
being physically aggressive so there is a possibility that cabin
crew may be injured if directly involved. Airline training will give
more guidance on techniques that may help in such situations.
These are known as breakaway techniques and have the aim of
reducing the possibility of injury to crew or other passengers and
ensuring that the response of the crew is measured and correct
for the situation. Cabin crew must not call the captain to assist
with a disruptive passenger as it is even more important that the
flight deck door remains closed and locked in this situation.
In rare cases, the passenger's behavior may result in the need for
actual restraint to stop them, but this should only be considered
as a last resort after all other attempts have failed. ICAO
Module 8—Customer Service and Interaction with Passengers
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regulations state that only the commander of the aircraft (the
captain) has the power to restrain a passenger if their behavior is
likely to endanger the safety of the aircraft, passengers or crew.
Therefore the captain must be informed if a situation escalates to
a point where restraint may be necessary. If the captain decides
that restraint is reasonable, cabin crew will be given permission to
use the restraint kit that the airline has installed on board the
aircraft.
Passenger restraint kits vary between airlines and there is no
standard used by all. The purpose of the restraint kit is to
immobilize the passenger so that they can no longer perform acts
of physical aggression or abuse and can only be used as a last
resort. Airline training will be provided in the specific methods of
using the restraints on board.
The restraints may comprise of industrial strength plastic cable
ties, similar to those used in packaging or electrical cabling,
handcuffs, or adapted seat belts. It may be necessary in some
cases to improvise with other equipment.
When restraining a passenger, cabin crew may only use the
minimum force that is necessary to do so and their actions will be
scrutinized during any prosecution case. The passenger's
lawyers will try to prove that cabin crew did not need to restrain
the passenger, or that cabin crew over-reacted, so it is important
to understand the airline's procedures fully and try to prevent
having to take such action.

8.3.4 Passenger Intoxication

Key Learning Point
If during boarding cabin crew
suspect that a passenger may
be intoxicated, they must not let
them travel as their behavior
may worsen during the flight and
could become unpredictable.
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Passenger intoxication is something that cabin crew have to
recognize and manage, so that a passenger's behavior does not
cause others to object, nor endanger the safe operation of the
flight. Intoxication can refer to the influence of alcohol, drugs or
medication.
During the boarding process, cabin crew must be aware of
passengers' behavior at every point of contact. If cabin crew
suspect that a passenger may be intoxicated, they must not let
them travel as their behavior may worsen during the flight and
could become unpredictable. Normally if a ground staff member
suspects that a passenger is intoxicated they will take steps to
ensure that they do not board the aircraft in the first place. This is
known as offloading them. There are, however, times when a
passenger will not have very much contact with the ground staff
and cabin crew will be the first ones to notice the signs of
intoxication. Cabin crew must work as a team and the decision to
offload a passenger must usually be made by the captain.
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Therefore if cabin crew suspect that a passenger may already be
intoxicated, they must inform the senior cabin crew member so
that they can assess the passenger and inform the captain.
On very long journeys, passengers may be on board the aircraft
for over 24 hours at a time. Each passenger has their own way of
managing their sleeping habits on such long flights, but some
passengers choose sleeping medications to make them sleep at
the time their body clock tells them they should, in the hope that
they arrive at their destination feeling more refreshed. This is not
recommended as it means that these passengers will not be able
to respond properly if an emergency situation occurs during the
flight. More importantly for cabin crew to be aware of is that if a
passenger who has used sleeping medication also drinks even a
small amount of alcohol, then their behavior is more likely to
become unpredictable and out of character.

8.3.5 Service of Alcohol on Board

Did You Know?
Some airlines from
predominantly Islamic countries
do not serve alcohol altogether,
others allow it to be served by
non-muslim cabin crew.

The service of alcohol on board the aircraft can increase the
chances of disruptive passenger behavior if not managed
correctly by cabin crew. Each country has its own licensing laws
which regulate the legal drinking age and this is normally applied
by the airline according to the country of registration. For example
in the USA, the minimum legal age for consumption of alcohol is
21, which is enforced by US carriers. However, in the UK the
minimum legal age is 18, so UK airlines enforce this rule.
Some passengers see it as their right to drink alcohol on an
aircraft and do not understand the implications this may have on
the safety of the flight. Cabin crew should be aware of the
following types of passengers who may wish to drink more
alcohol than others and be prepared to observe them closely for
signs of intoxication.
•
•

•

•

Nervous passengers. Passengers who are scared of flying
may turn to alcohol or medication to calm themselves.
Recently bereaved or separated. Passengers who are upset
or grieving over a separation or death may sometimes use
alcohol to cope.
Groups of holiday-makers. These are likely to be in highspirits and excitable and out for a good time. Depending on
the social culture, this can often include the consumption of
alcohol. Be particularly aware of groups traveling to celebrate
the upcoming marriage of one of their group.
Students traveling on their first independent holiday without
family members, or as part of a school group. Without the
watchful eye of their parents or guardians, these younger
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•

passengers can see the flight as an ideal opportunity to
consume alcohol.
Groups of businessmen/women who are traveling on
business. They are normally traveling in premium cabins and
often see it as their right to consume alcohol freely as they or
their company has paid more for their ticket.

Passengers should not be permitted to become intoxicated on
board an aircraft and cabin crew have to manage the amount of
alcohol served to them and ensure that their behavior does not
demonstrate the signs of intoxication. The following guidelines will
assist cabin crews in managing the amount of alcohol consumed
on board:
1. Passengers should not be permitted to drink their own
supplies of alcohol. Many passengers purchase bottles of
alcohol at the airport duty free shops and may try to drink it on
board. However, this can in some cases break customs and
immigration regulations, as some countries allow passengers
to import tax free alcohol only if it is in a sealed bottle. If the
passenger consumed some of the alcohol before arrival, they
may be liable to pay tax at customs on arrival as a result. By
allowing passengers to drink their own supplies of alcohol,
the cabin crew also cannot witness the amount they have
consumed and therefore can't easily prevent them from
becoming intoxicated.
2. Cabin crew should make sure that only moderate amounts of
alcohol are served. While it may be tempting to serve two or
more drinks at a time to save returning to the passenger later
with another, this encourages the passenger to drink more
and faster than necessary.
3. In economy cabins, alcohol is usually provided in miniature
bottles containing one double measure. However, in premium
cabins it is more often poured from a larger bottle, making it
easier to serve more alcohol. When pouring drinks from large
bottles, cabin crew should always be aware of the correct
amount to pour and do not pour large measures.
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4. Cabin crew should learn how to recognize the signs of
intoxication and respond accordingly:
Loss of Inhibitions

Impaired Judgment

Impaired Reaction

Loss of Coordination

Being overly friendly

Complains about the
strength of drink

Eyes blood shot, lack of
eye focus

Difficulty removing cards
from wallet

Changing consumption
rate

Decreased alertness or
loss of train of thought

Spilling drink

Ordering doubles

Easily muddled

Argumentative

Slurred speech

Loud speech
Change in speech
volume: voice may go
from low to high with no
reason to suggest that a
change is necessary
Rate: changes in rate of
speaking

Careless with money
Irrational statements

Stumbling, has trouble
moving around objects in
path

Unable to sit upright,
Sweating for no apparent
‘nodding off’ then jerking
reason
upright
Slow, shallow, or weak
breathing

Table 8.3.5—Signs of intoxication

A well-known system for managing passengers' serving of
alcohol uses the analogy of the traffic lights. It outlines the level of
intoxication and the action that cabin crew need to take.

GREEN

Passenger is in a good mood; not
impaired; has had a few or no drinks; is
not out to get drunk.

No specific action required

AMBER

Passenger may be:
Caution: This person is not intoxicated but
• drinking quickly, but not yet
you should be alert
intoxicated.
• out to celebrate and drink heavily.
• showing some signs of intoxication.

RED

Passenger is likely showing several of
the early signs of in intoxication and
may be:
• drinking fast.
• intent on becoming drunk.

Stop! The person appears intoxicated and
should not be served alcohol. Offer food or
other alcohol-free alternatives.
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The following tips may help to reduce the amount of alcohol being
served to a passenger who does not yet show the signs of
intoxication, without having to say “no” to them. You can try these
while in a galley area out of sight of passengers and then take the
drink to their seat.
1. Dilute drinks with ice. By adding more ice to the glass, you
are not able to add as much alcohol.
2. Pour a smaller measure.
3. Pour the alcohol into the drink last and don't stir. This means
that the alcohol sits on the top of the drink and the passenger
tastes it first.
Of course there will be occasions when it is clear that a
passenger has already consumed enough alcohol as they start to
show the signs of red behavior detailed above. Cabin crew will
have to use their interpersonal skills and customer service
expertise to negotiate with the passenger and explain why they
cannot be served more alcohol for the time being.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the challenges that unruly
behaviour can present onboard the aircraft. It is important for
cabin crew to understand the dynamics of unruly behaviour and
resolve the issues fuelling this behaviour as early as possible. A
conflict or stressful experience addressed in its early stages
requires skill and experience but it eliminates the need to deal
with aggressive unruly behaviour at a more advanced level.
Excellent customer skills can eliminate the tension and help the
passenger feel that cabin crew are genuinely interested to assist
them.
However, unruly behaviour cannot always be resolved with
customer service skills. Therefore, we have outlined the actions
that cabin crew need to take if customer service efforts do not
reach their goal. As mentioned in the beginning of this lesson,
there are regulatory provisions in place that allow the captain to
order the restraint of an unruly passenger. The cabin crew need
to follow airline procedures strictly so that their action could be
justified in court, if need be.
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Progress Check 3
1. What should be the first step in dealing with Level 1 disruptive
behaviour?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Escalate to the senior cabin crew
Notify the flight deck of the behaviour
Understand what has caused the behaviour
Warn passenger that their behaviour is unacceptable

2. True or False: In dealing with a Level 2 aggressive behaviour
cabin crew can call upon the passengers to restrain the
aggressor.
(a) True
(b) False
3. What course of action should cabin crew take when they
suspect that a passenger boarding the plane is intoxicated?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Warn the passenger
Offer drinking water
Inform the ground staff
Inform the senior cabin crew

4. What is the effect of alcohol on passengers who have taken
sleeping pills?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

It calms them down
It helps them sleep better
It helps them feel more relaxed
It may lead to unpredictable behaviour

5. Which of the following is a good strategy for preventing
passengers from becoming intoxicated during the flight?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Monitor the frequency of service
Use smaller bottles when serving wine
Allow passengers to drink their own supply of alcohol
Allow passengers to drink only alcohol purchased inflight
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Module Summary
Customer service is what passengers remember from a safe
flight. Therefore customer service is often what puts one airline
above the rest. The service offered on board the aircraft is
generally designed by professionals and described in the form of
airline procedures. Some of these procedures follow international
or national regulations.
However, great service is more than just following a set of
prescribed procedures. Great service is often the result of the
cabin crew's ability to make the passenger feel that their need is
taken seriously. Even experienced cabin crew need to step back
once in a while and remind themselves that for many passengers
the flight and the aircraft cabin is not their most comfortable
environment. By understanding the passengers' stress the cabin
crew can find the best ways to assist them.
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Apply Your Learning
1. Fear of flying is a serious issue for a number of people. Being
aware of this and the challenges such passengers have
boarding the aircraft is important for cabin crew in order to
help such passengers. Take a look at two interesting
resources and see what some companies are doing to help
people overcome their fear of flying. The first is a project by
Virgin and includes training at an airport and actually
boarding the aircraft at the end of the training and trying to
apply the strategies shared in the training:
http://www.flyingwithoutfear.co.uk. The second reference
offers a more comprehensive list of resources. It can provide
interesting ideas how to help passengers afraid of flying:
http://www.flyingwithoutfear.com.
2. Consumption of alcohol onboard the aircraft is a concern.
Cabin crew need to monitor the amount of alcohol
passengers consume. However, this is not an easy task.
Take a few minutes and read a passenger's perspective on
this issue:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2012/01/alcohol
3. Airlines are taking actions to encourage passengers requiring
additional assistance to fly with them. At the same time it is
important that airlines have the necessary accommodations
for such passengers. Take a few minutes and read the
information provided by Cathay Pacific. Pay special attention
to the information provided for each health condition
accessible through the left-side navigation panel:
http://www.cathaypacific.com/cx/en_CA/travelinformation/special-assistance/disability-assistance/seatingaccommodation.html. Find your favourite airline and compare
the services offered by it to passengers with disabilities. Is the
information clear enough? Is it exhaustive?
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. c
2. c
3. a
4. a
5. b

Progress Check 2
1. a
2. a
3. c
4. d
5. b

Progress Check 3
1. c
2. b
3. d
4. d
5. a
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9

Airline Catering and Onboard Retail
Services

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Provide and outline the
process for providing
catering services

•

Explain the purpose of
aircraft galley plan

•

Identify strategies for
ensuring food safety in
airline catering

•

Describe the steps in the
preparation and service of
meals onboard the aircraft

•

Describe selling strategies
applicable in inflight retail

•

Explain the principles of
financial and accounting
reporting of retail activity

Airline catering is a massive global operation. Millions of meals
and food items are processed, packaged, loaded, served and
consumed on board aircraft around the world each day. Such a
large operation requires the work and efforts of many different
teams to ensure a smooth operation. In the first lesson of this
module we will provide a general overview of the process. Cabin
crew knowledge of this process is crucial in providing the best
service for the passengers and important feedback for the airline.
In the second lesson we will focus on how meals are served
onboard the aircraft. This lesson will describe in detail the
responsibilities of the cabin crew and the best practices for
delivering an excellent service. We will also cover some key
aspects of onboard catering such as special meals and food
safety.
In the last lesson we will focus on a related service–retail.
Besides the traditional range of products, inflight retail service is
becoming an established form of providing food and beverages
for passengers during short flights. Therefore, in this lesson we
will describe a range of effective sales strategies as well as
financial and accounting principles that cabin crew need to be
aware of.
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9.1

Organization of Airline Catering

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe the process and
entities involved in planning
for the flight catering
services

•

List equipment and utensils
used in the aircraft galley

•

Identify codes and
definitions used by airlines
in catering services

•

Describe the responsibilities
of cabin crew to ensure food
safety

Catering onboard the aircraft requires the coordinated effort of a
large number of professionals. Although the last link in this
process, cabin crew play an important role because they are the
ones who actually serve the food to the passengers. Therefore, it
is important for cabin crew to know how the process is organized
and how the responsibilities are distributed.
In this lesson we will provide an overview of the organization of
the process as a whole. However, our focus will be on activities
onboard the aircraft. The aircraft galley is the cabin crew's
“workshop” that provides all the necessary equipment for the
preparation and delivery of food and drinks. We will describe the
galley and the equipment that is generally used by cabin crew.
Since catering has implications for cultural, religious and health
related sensitivities we will describe in detail the system adopted
by all airlines for serving special meals that take into
consideration all these sensitivities. Furthermore, we will share a
number of strategies that ensure the safety of food served
onboard the aircraft.

9.1.1 Inflight Service Designers and Catering
Companies
Airlines design the service they wish to provide to their customers
based on their business objectives, available funding and product
ambition. The types of services offered by airlines vary from the
low cost model, where the customer only receives food or
beverages that they pay for on board, to the full service/premium
airline which provides food and beverages as part of its product
included in the ticket cost.
Airlines that provide the full level of service often also have
multiple cabin classes, from Economy class to Premium, to
Business and sometimes First class. Each of these classes of
travel has a food offering that tries to meet the expectations of the
passengers carried.
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Figure 9.1.1a—Galley design that in the Boeing 777-300 and 787 at Air New
Zealand (CC, Kent Wien)

Key Learning Point
Service designers consider the
aircraft cabin to be similar to a
restaurant and build a menu for
the cabin crew to deliver on
board.

Did You Know?
The first inflight meals were
offered in October 1919 when
passengers flying from London
to Paris were offered packed
lunches for an extra 3 shillings.
The first hot meals were offered
8 years later on the same route.

Service designers consider the aircraft cabin to be similar to a
restaurant and build a menu for the cabin crew to deliver on
board. This menu has to take into account the types of food that
are attractive to the passengers carried as well as available in the
country of loading. Menus may also be seasonal, especially if
they include fresh fruits and vegetables. Menus are also altered
according to the time of day of the flight. For example, there is
little point in offering a three course dinner if the flight departs at
breakfast time.
Menus are refreshed at regular intervals to avoid passengers
becoming bored with the same food if they travel regularly.
Airlines which operate charter flights on behalf of other airlines or
travel companies choose menus appropriate to the level of
service that the customer requires. For example, a charter airline
operating a round the world luxury journey will choose first class
style meals and equipment, yet the same airline could also
operate busy popular holiday flights on shorter routes, and offer a
snack style service instead.
Cabin crew need to become familiar with the menus offered on
each flight so that they can present the meals correctly to the
passenger and answer any questions when asked.
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The Inflight Services design teams also purchase the plates,
bowls, silverware (cutlery) and trays on which the food will be
served to the passenger. This equipment may be cardboard,
paper, plastic, metal or china, depending on the class of cabin in
which it is used.

Figure 9.1.1b—Embraer Lineage 1000 galley to cabin (CC, JetRequest.com)

Catering companies receive the brief from the airline service
designers and endeavour to match the food offering to the
design. These catering companies are experienced in obtaining
the ingredients in the required quantities and planning the
preparation and heating time of the food. Once they have created
the food to match the brief from the design team, they then
demonstrate their product to the airline and reach an agreement
on the quantities required and the cost.
Once an agreement is reached, a contract will be signed between
the catering kitchen company and the airline, and the meals will
be created for the airline.

9.1.2 Galley Equipment and Planning
The galley is in effect a kitchen onboard the aircraft so that cabin
crew can prepare and serve the meals. Before we discuss how
products and meals are stored and prepared in the galley, it is
helpful to take a look at what equipment is available for this
purpose.
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Figure 9.1.2a—Galley on Air France A380 (CC, Andy Mitchell)

As well as ovens, sinks and hot water supplies, galleys comprise
of cupboards with doors (stowages), waste bins and spaces for
caterers to load boxes or carts. Not all galleys have sinks or
water - these are known as dry galleys.

Did You Know?
In 1921 KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines was the first to install a
galley on board the aircraft
consisting of a wooden
cupboard containing liquor and
glasses attached to a bulkhead.
The vibration of the aircraft
caused it to fall off into the lap of
a passenger after about
15 minutes of flight.

The aircraft galley is also equipped with a number of storage
boxes and utensils that help store the food and drinks in a way
that ensures efficiency and safety. Most of these pieces of
equipment are standard and cabin crew can easily find their way
around any galley configuration. Here is a list of the most
common pieces of equipment and the terminology used:
Atlas box–There are several standard sizes boxes for aircraft
galley equipment. Atlas is one of them. When the term Atlas box
is used, it describes a small metal box loaded and secured in the
galley containing items required for services on board.
Bar–The term Bar is used to describe a container which holds
alcoholic beverages and/or tax free goods. The containers
themselves look the same as those containing meals, but they will
be numbered and labelled differently and will usually be sealed
with customs seals when cabin crew board the aircraft. They
cannot usually be opened while on the ground because they are
for use in flight only. Some airlines will also have a Duty Paid bar
loaded, which contains alcohol on which the airline has paid the
tax or duty required by the local Customs regulations and can be
consumed by passengers on the ground.
Bar box–A term used to describe a small box containing alcohol
or tax free goods.
Bulk loaded–Meals and food items will either be loaded on trays,
ready for cabin crew to distribute, or loaded collectively in a
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container for cabin crew to arrange and serve. For example,
sugar sachets for tea and coffee services will often be loaded
inside bags in containers, rather than on each meal tray as
passengers do not all require sugar in hot drinks. It is often a
more economical and cost effective method of packing items.
Canister–Another term for describing small metal catering boxes.
Cart–A typical airline container used for storing and serving food
or drinks to passengers. Carts are narrow enough to fit down the
aisle and are built to a standard specification. Carts have doors
which open on both sides in the aisle and are fitted with red and
green pedals to use as brakes and prevent the equipment rolling
away from the cabin crew. Carts can be full sized, fitting two full
sized meal trays on each level, or half sized fitting only one.
Chiller–Food temperatures have to be maintained to a chilled
temperature during their journey from the catering kitchen to the
aircraft. Once on board the aircraft they should also maintain a
cool temperature regardless of the cabin conditions. Most newer
aircraft are fitted with chillers in the galleys which pump cold air
through vents in these carts, or around them inside the galley
stowage.
Deadhead–If a flight is operating to an overseas airport without a
full load of passengers, then there is a risk that the overseas
airport will not have enough equipment based there to provide a
full load of catering on the way back. To overcome this problem
flights are occasionally loaded with extra catering equipment to
ensure that stocks are maintained at the overseas catering
facility. This equipment will be labelled as Deadhead.
Drawer–Inside each cart or box, items other than meals will be
loaded in drawers of varying depths, to keep them secure and
tidy. These drawers may be made of metal or plastic.
Dry ice–In order to keep food items chilled in transit, caterers will
often use packets of dry ice to pack around the meals and keep
them cool. These small packages must be carefully handled by
cabin crew as touching them with bare hands can cause a freeze
burn to the skin. They are also classified as Dangerous Goods
(see Module 6) as they can replace oxygen from the surrounding
air, but are permitted in specific quantities on board the aircraft.
Dry stores–This is a term used to describe non food items that
are needed for inflight services such as napkins, paper towels,
plastic glasses, etc.
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Entrée/Casserole–This term is used to describe the small dish
that hot food is prepared and cooked in. It may be made of foil,
plastic or ceramic.
Holloware–A term used to describe tea and coffee pots.
Insert–The container in which pre-cooked meals are loaded for
ovens. An insert is a metal “cage” like device which the caterers
pre-load with the required number of meals. This is then loaded
inside the oven and prevents meals from touching the oven
interior and the heating fan at the back.
Silverware–A term used to describe knives, forks and spoons
which may be metal or plastic according to the airline, class or
route.
Sundries–Non-standard items which the airline may use for
cabin crew to provide services on board. Such items may include
corkscrews, ice tongs, etc.
Tray– Meals are often loaded on standard sized trays. A cart will
generally fit two full sized trays at each of the 14 levels inside.
These full trays may be used to provide larger meals to premium
passengers. Smaller trays are often used in economy classes
and can be found in half, third or quarter sizes and will be loaded
inside carts allowing more meals to be loaded. For example, a
cart will fit eight quarter sized trays at each of the 14 levels,
allowing 112 small meals in total instead of 28 full sized trays.
Tray Set Up (TSU)–This is a term used to describe a passenger's
meal tray that has already been arranged by the catering kitchen
with the items that each passenger will need. For example, a
typical TSU may be loaded with a packet of silverware, a bread
roll, a salad, a cuplet of water and a dessert.
Trolley–Sometimes the term trolley is used to describe a cart,
and other times it is used to describe a collapsible service trolley
which the cabin crew will set up and arrange during flight.
Each airline has a plan of each of the galleys installed on each
aircraft and creates a galley loading plan to show the catering
company where they would like each item loaded on each flight.
Each compartment in the galley is numbered, so that galley
loading plans can be drawn to show the correct loading position
for each catering item.
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Figure 9.1.2b—Example of a galley plan

As aircraft have strict controls over the weight of everything
carried inside them, the galley loading plan has to take into
account the weight of all the equipment needed and ensure that it
is spread throughout the galleys in a way that does not overload it
and make it too heavy.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew should always be
mindful of the galley loading
plan whenever they move
something inflight.
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Other factors are also considered such as the ability of the cabin
crew to reach the items needed and whether they need to move
things around to suit the service. Where possible, items that are
needed less often will be placed behind those which are always
used, and heavier items will be stored at a lower height than
others to reduce the chance of cabin crew injuries.
Cabin crew should always be mindful of the galley loading plan
whenever they move something inflight to ensure that the weight
and balance of the aircraft is maintained and that they don't
inadvertently add unnecessary risk by moving heavy items.
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Once the catering kitchen has a contract to provide the meals,
and the airline has provided them with the equipment on which to
serve it and details of where to put it, the day to day business of
catering the airline's flight departures can commence.

9.1.3 Special Meals

Did You Know?
Inflight catering is the third
highest cost element of running
an airline, after fuel and
maintenance costs.

Key Learning Point
Special meal codes are
standardized through
reservations systems and are
published by IATA.

Besides the usual choice of meals, airlines strive to be sensitive
to passengers' cultural, religious and medical requirements
regarding food. Therefore, airlines usually offer a variety of
“special” meals for passengers with specific dietary requirements
and/or allergies. The passenger can request a special meal
through their travel agent or directly with the airline and the details
will be entered into their booking. The airline will send a list of
special meal requirements to the kitchen in good time for them to
prepare them for the correct flight.
Each type of special meal has a specific code which is entered
into the passengers booking details. By having a standard code
which is the same on any airline confusion between catering
kitchens and airlines is avoided, particularly where one airline is
acting as the sales agent for another. Special meal codes are
standardized through reservations systems and are published by
IATA. Cabin crew are expected to know the special meal codes
by heart. It is also helpful to know what each of the special meals
contains or does not contain to be able to offer alternatives, if the
airline does not serve that specific type of meal. Not all special
meals are available on all airlines, but the following table
describes the special meal codes and the types of food that they
relate to.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

BBML–INFANT/BABY
FOOD

Usually commercially prepared
foods are boarded. These can
include strained fruits,
vegetables, meats and desserts.
Some airlines provide a standard
baby food pack; other airlines
have the caterer board the jars
of baby food.

BLML–BLAND/SOFT
MEAL
For stomach/intestinal
problems. If a soft texture
or low fibre/residue diet is
desired, specify under

Low fat food items–low in dietary
fibre/residue. Omission of foods
or beverages causing gastric
discomfort. Omit highly
seasoned foods not well
tolerated.

Avoid fried foods: use moist heat, dry heat
or boiling cooking methods. Omit black
pepper, chilli powder, and highly seasoned
foods.
Omit “gassy” vegetables: those from the
onion and cabbage family.
Omit caffeine containing beverages and
decaffeinated coffee. Eliminate alcohol.

CHML–CHILD MEAL
Children's meals are
generally available for
children aged 2 years and
older.

Children over the age of 5 can
generally eat a regular
passenger meal, however, some
airlines allow for specific hot
entrees to be ordered, i.e.
hamburger, or a cold entrée, i.e.
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

Meals should consist of soft, easy to chew
foods with the inclusion of some finger
foods (carrot sticks, hand fruit, cheese,
crackers, etc.).
Foods should be easily identified. Several
food items in individual wrappings will allow
the child to save items to snack on at a later
time, if desired. These items can include
individual canned fruit cups or applesauce,
crackers, cheeses, juice.
Milk should be provided.
Avoid nuts, seeds, hard candy, highly
seasoned foods, rich sauces and whole
grapes.

DBML–DIABETIC MEAL
Alternate Names Sugarfree; Hyperglycaemic;
Hypoglycaemic;
Carbohydrate restricted/
low carbohydrate; No
sugar added

Increased complex
carbohydrates; high fibre; low
fat; calories approx. 2000–2400
in 24-hour period.

Do not fry foods.
Use lean meats.
Use low fat dairy products.
Use high fibre foods whenever possible:
fresh fruits and vegetables and wholegrain
breads and cereals.
Canned fruits must be water packed or in
their own juices.
Use unsweetened fruit juices.
Use polyunsaturated fats.
Omit any items with high fructose, sorbitol,
mannitol, sugar or zylitol.
Specialised, commercially produced
diabetic products and sugar substitutes are
acceptable.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

Guidelines

FPML–FRUIT PLATTER
MEAL

Prepared fresh fruit or tinned
unsweetened fruit.
No additives;
Fruit to be supplied subject to
local availability.

Orange segments, ruby red grapefruit,
melon, fig and strawberry.

GFML–GLUTEN-FREE
MEAL
Alternate Names Gliadinfree; Non-Tropical Sprue;
Ceoliac disease; Wheatfree; Gluten-restricted.

Eliminate all foods prepared with
wheat, rye, barley and oats. All
labels must be examined for
contents. Individuals sensitive to
the above foods can suffer
gastro-intestinal problems if they
consume any foods containing
these grains. Do not give any
food to a passenger where the
ingredients cannot be verified by
the manufacturer's label.

Products containing starches made from
arrowroot, corn, potato or rice starch, corn,
potato, rice or soybean flour, gluten free
bread mix are allowed.
Corn tortillas, rice cakes allowed. Cereals:
wheat, rye, barley, oats, and products
containing any one of these cereals are
strictly forbidden.
Desserts: must be made with allowed
ingredients. Check labels.
Milk and milk products are not allowed.
Fats/salad dressings: check labels on
commercial products made with milk as
they may contain gluten stabilisers.
Meats: avoid breaded meats. Check
prepared meats, sausages, cold-cut for
fillers. Avoid products with HVP or TVP
(hydrolysed or texturised vegetable
protein).
Sauces/Soups: check commercially
prepared product labels. Check soup
base/sauce labels. Sauces/soups should
not be thickened with any form of wheat
starches.
Vegetables allowed: avoid breaded
vegetables or those with sauces. Fruits
allowed. Check label if using fruit filling.
Miscellaneous: avoid most condiments;
always check labels. May contain
stabilisers or hydrogenated vegetable
protein.
Note 1: Special gluten-free products will
not be suitable for wheat free diet if wheat
is listed as an ingredient.
Note 2: An increasing number of glutenfree passengers may also have lactose
intolerance.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

Guidelines

HFML–HIGH FIBRE
MEAL
Alternate Names High
Residue; High Roughage.

Includes foods containing a
Emphasise high fibre wholegrain breads
combination of water-soluble
and cereals, raw fruits and vegetables,
and water-insoluble fibre (fruits, legumes/pulses, and nuts.
vegetables, high fibre cereal
products, legumes/pulses, nuts).

HNML–HINDU MEAL

No beef, veal or pork should be
used; lamb, domestic fowl, fish
and milk products are allowed;
prefer spicy foods; curry.
Note: If a vegetarian Hindu meal
is requested, an AVML
(Asiatic/Indian Vegetarian Meal)
can be used as a substitute.

KSML–KOSHER MEAL

All foods should be prepared
and served according to Jewish
Dietary Laws. Many caterers
purchase prepared food
products from approved
sources.

LCML–LOW CALORIE
MEAL
Alternate Names Calorierestricted, weight
Loss/Reduction.

Increased complex
carbohydrates/high fibre; low in
fat; calories approximately
1200 in 24-hour period.
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Use lean meats; do not fry foods.
Use low-fat dairy products.
Use high fibre foods whenever possible:
fresh fruits and vegetables and wholegrain
breads and cereals.
Canned fruits must be water packed or in
their own juice.
Use unsweetened fruit juices.
Avoid added fats, oils and sugar in food
preparation.
Use polyunsaturated fats.
Use specialised, commercially produced
low-calorie products and sugar substitutes.
Avoid gravy, sauces, and rich desserts.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

Guidelines

LFML–LOW
CHOLESTEROL, LOW
FAT MEAL
Alternate Names Fat-free;
Fat restricted; Gall
bladder diet; Low
saturated fat.

Increased complex
carbohydrates/high fibre; low fat;
low dietary cholesterol;
polyunsaturated fats.

Use lean meats and skinless chicken; do
not fry foods.
Use poaching, steaming, broiling, roasting
cooking methods.
Omit rich dairy products, desserts, pastries,
and bakery.
Avoid processed meats and cheeses.
Use high fibre foods whenever possible:
fresh fruits and vegetables and wholegrain
breads and cereals.
Avoid added fats and oils in food
preparation; use vegetable or olive oil to
spray to prevent sticking. When fat must be
used, use mono or polyunsaturated oils, i.e.
olive, peanut, canola, safflower, sunflower
or soybean.
Use low fat dairy products.
Omit gravies, sauces.
Omit high cholesterol foods: egg yolk, offal
(kidneys, liver, sweetbreads, tripe, heart,
etc.) prawns, shrimp, squid, fish roe, caviar,
lobster, crab, etc.
Use polyunsaturated margarine.

LPML–LOW PROTEIN
MEAL
Alternate Names Protein
restricted.

Low protein; restrict foods
containing high biological value
protein (meat, fish, eggs and
dairy products); avoid highly
salted foods; do not use salt in
food preparation.

Meat/protein portions need to be weighed
carefully because protein is limited in each
meal.
Servings of breads/starches, lentils, nuts
and vegetables are limited somewhat due
to their protein content.
Fruits, fats/salad dressings and condiments
i.e. sugar, honey, jam, syrup can be used
liberally.
Avoid using salt in food preparation.
Avoid highly salted foods: smoked, salted,
cured, or canned meats, soups, gravies,
bouillon cubes, sauces, processed
cheeses, items in brine (strong saline
solution/marinade used to flavour and
preserve, i.e. pickled meats/vegetables/
sauerkraut) and salted nuts. Limit Soya
products.
Note: Vegetarian meals cannot be
substituted for low protein meals.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

Guidelines

LSML–LOW SODIUM,
NO SALT ADDED MEAL
Alternate Names Low salt;
No added salt; Restricted
sodium.

No salt is used in food
preparation; highly salted foods
are omitted; minimum sodium
content.

Use only low sodium breakfast cereals.
Use salt-free margarine.
Omit salt substitutes, MSG, stocks, bouillon
cubes, commercial soups, sauce mixes.
Omit cured, smoked, salted or canned
meats or fish.
Omit items in brine (saline solution/
marinade used to flavour and preserve, i.e.
pickled meats/vegetables/sauerkraut).
Omit processed cheeses; use low sodium
cheeses in moderation.
Avoid bakery products using self rising flour
or baking soda.
Avoid most condiments, i.e. ketchup,
mustard, BBQ sauce, soy sauce,
Worcestershire Sauce, seasoned salt.
Avoid canned vegetables; use fresh
whenever possible.
Liberal use of pepper, herbs, spices,
vinegar, lemon and lime juice, salt-free
seasoning mixes.
Avoid olives, anchovies, gravies, sauces
and dressings. Minimise use of bread.
Note: Avoid use of garlic/onion/celery salts;
however garlic/onion/celery powders are
allowed.

MOML–MOSLEM MEAL
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No pork or pig by-products
allowed; no gelatine; no alcohol
allowed; check flavouring extract
labels for alcohol content; Halal
produced meat/poultry must be
obtained from approved sources
only, if this is not possible a
Moslem meal can be substituted
with a VLML (Lacto-ovo) or
SFML (Sea food) meal; white
meat fish allowed only from
species with scales, this is
regarded as Halal; milk is
allowed.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

Guidelines

NLML–NON-LACTOSE
MEAL
Alternate Names Lactosefree, Dairy-free, Milk-free.

Use of fresh vegetables/meats/poultry
recommended.
Milk/beverages: omit all milk, yoghurt,
cheese, ice cream, sherbet, puddings; read
all labels.
Breads/starches: omit all prepared mixes,
such as muffins, biscuits, some breakfast
cereals (check labels). Avoid any bread
containing milk, cream, butter, cheese, etc.
Desserts: check all labels of commercial
products.
Meats/fish/eggs: avoid any items creamed
or breaded. Check labels for any non fat
milk solid fillers. Avoid omelette, crepes,
and scrambled eggs, which may contain
milk, cream, and butter.
Fats: check all margarine, peanut butter or
salad dressing labels for milk product or
fillers.
Fruits and vegetables: allowed are all fresh,
canned and frozen that are not processed
with lactose. No breaded or creamed
vegetables (check labels).
Miscellaneous: avoid commercial soups
(check labels), avoid chocolate, toffee,
butterscotch, caramels, some instant
coffees, and sugar substitutes. Soy
beverages can be supplied as a substitute
for milk. Coffee creamers must be made
from non-dairy ingredients, check label for
sodium caseinate.

ORML–ORIENTAL MEAL Meat, poultry, fish based spicy
oriental-style main course.
PRML–LOW PURINE
MEAL
Alternate Names Purinerestricted (meal with low
uric acid content).

Minimum content of purine; fats Omit offal (kidneys, liver, sweetbreads,
are moderately restricted; liberal tripe, heart, etc.), anchovies, sardines,
use of fruits and vegetables.
meat extracts, gravies, shrimp, mackerel,
fish roe and eel.
Omit whole milk; use skim or low-fat milk.
Omit dried legumes/pulses and lentils.
Omit meat bouillon, broth, consommé,
soups made with meat stock base.
Omit baker's and brewer's yeast.
Use of minimum quantities of poached
poultry or lean fresh water fish allowed.

SFML–SEAFOOD MEAL Fish and/or seafood prepared
according to local specifications.
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Code/Description

Characteristics

SPML–SPECIAL MEAL

“Special Meal” requirements not
covered by specific code (to be
followed by details). SPML
should be used for any special
meal request for which there is
not a specific code;
allergy/medical requirements
must include specific details of
ingredients to be
included/avoided; some airlines
may choose to use this code for
ordering very limited special
service requirements.

VLML VGML AVML
RVML–VEGETARIAN
MEALS
Passengers may request
vegetarian meals for
religious, health,
economic or political
reasons; environmental
considerations;
humanitarian issues.
The many different types
of vegetarian meals have
been consolidated into
several categories. These
are:
(lacto-ovo) (non-dairy)
(Asian) (raw) Western
Vegan Asiatic/Indian Raw
fruits/vegetarian
vegetables Strict/pure
Lacto-ovo vegetarian No
meat/fish, No animal
products, No dairy/egg

Vegetarians are classified into
several main groups.
Lacto-ovo vegetarians: eat no
meat or meat products of any
type; no fish, fowl or products
with lard or gelatine. Dairy
products and eggs are
permitted. Cheese should be of
the vegetarian type without
rennet whenever possible.
Vegan or pure vegetarians: eat
no meat or meat products of any
type; no fish, fowl or products
with lard or gelatine. Dairy
products, eggs and honey are
not permitted.
Asiatic/Indian vegetarian meals
are spicy vegetarian
combinations, which may
include limited use of dairy
products.
Raw Vegetables: combination of
raw fruits and/or vegetables.
Some vegetarians also
incorporate restrictions on other
foods and beverages such as
alcohol, caffeinated beverages,
highly processed foods and
foods that are grown or
processed non-organically or
with certain additives or
preservatives.

Note: Any other special
vegetarian meal requests
should be noted under
SPML code with
requirements clearly
specified.

Table 9.1.3—Special meal codes and descriptions
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Guidelines

Vegetarian diets are restricted in certain
nutrients. To ensure adequate nutrition,
high protein foods and foods rich in iron
and calcium need to be included.
Protein foods include: milk, cheese,
yoghurt, eggs, lentils, beans, and tofu.
Sources of iron include: dried peas, beans,
lentils, spinach, wholegrain products, dried
apricots, egg yolks.
Calcium rich foods include: mustard
greens, kale, broccoli, navy beans, tofu,
dried figs, almonds, sesame seeds (ground
or in paste), almonds, brazil nuts, pistachio
nuts.
Note: Many of the protein and calcium-rich
foods listed above cannot be used in a
VGML.
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9.1.4 Loading of Catering
Catering kitchens are usually located outside of the airport's
secure area in the landside part of the airport. Therefore all
consignments have to comply with strict security measures before
passing through to the airside area and being loaded to the
aircraft.
The kitchens will prepare the food and service items and load
them into the correct number of boxes and carts to the airline's
galley loading plans. After the contents are security checked to
ensure that nothing has been hidden inside them, they are
collected together and loaded into a catering truck. The catering
truck may be refrigerated to ensure that the food remains at a
suitable temperature, or dry ice may be packed into and around
the food.
The trucks are sealed with numbered seals before leaving the
kitchen and the details added to the catering consignment note
which lists all the items that are being loaded to the aircraft. The
catering consignment note acts as a security declaration to
demonstrate that all required security procedures have been
complied with, as well as a receipt for the food and service items
for the airline. The security seals are checked for signs of
interference at checkpoints throughout the journey to the aircraft.
If any of them show signs that someone has tampered with them,
the consignment must be searched again before loading on to the
aircraft.
Once at the aircraft, the catering truck will normally be parked
next to the aircraft door on the right side of the aircraft for
unloading. To help make loading and unloading easier, the trucks
have a scissor mechanism built into them enabling them to be
raised to the same height as the door, where the carts and boxes
can be easily moved onto the aircraft.

Key Learning Point
The whole catering process has
to be carefully co-ordinated with
the airline so that the right
consignment is ready at the right
aircraft, as soon as it is ready for
catering.

The whole catering process has to be carefully co-ordinated with
the airline so that the right consignment is ready at the right
aircraft, as soon as it is ready for catering. The aircraft is only on
the ground for a limited time of 30 minutes or more therefore it is
important that everything runs smoothly.
Catering loading normally takes place before cabin crew board
the aircraft, but if cabin crew are on board at the time they should
remain out of the galleys while loading is taking place in order to
prevent injuring themselves and to keep away from the open
doorways.
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9.1.5 Food Safety

Key Learning Point
In addition to the direct impact
on people's health and welfare,
illnesses caused by food
poisoning are costly and may
result in fines, lawsuits and
damaged reputations.

Cabin crew must take the responsibility of the cleanliness and
sanitation of the food service very seriously. Although millions of
passengers and crew travel by air, the actual incidence of food
borne illness is very low because of the diligence of airlines,
caterers and suppliers in following strict guidelines for food
storage, preparation and delivery. Cabin crew are an important
link in the chain of maintaining those standards and ensuring the
inflight food served has been prepared and handled with the
utmost care. Although rare, food poisoning can make a person
seriously ill. In addition to the direct impact on people's health and
welfare, illnesses caused by food poisoning are costly and may
result in fines, lawsuits and damaged reputations.
Consuming contaminated food or beverages causes food-borne
illnesses or diseases. The food can be contaminated by
organisms (bacteria, viruses, or parasites), toxins, or chemicals.
Different types of food borne disease cause different symptoms.
However, since the organism or toxin enters a person's body
through the intestinal tract, the first symptoms are usually nausea,
vomiting, abdominal cramps or diarrhoea. Additional symptoms
may appear and a person's condition may worsen depending on
the type of illness or contamination. People in higher risk health
categories may also experience more severe reactions and
complications. For instance, infants, pregnant women, immune
compromised persons, elderly persons or those on medication
may experience more severe symptoms.

Key Learning Point
The most common foods that
are likely to carry food borne
illness are undercooked meat,
raw eggs and non-pasteurized
milk.
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The incubation period before symptoms appear may range from
hours to days depending on the type of organism or microbe that
has been ingested. In many cases, someone experiencing food
borne illness may be ill from something other than the food or
beverage served on the flight. As with any medical situation on
board, cabin crew will gather and report as much information as
possible about what might be causing the passenger's symptoms.
That questioning and documentation should include the food that
has recently been consumed.
In general the most common foods that are likely to carry food
borne illness are undercooked meat, raw eggs and nonpasteurized milk. Vegetables and fruits can also be sources of
illness because of improper washing with contaminated water or
fertilization with manure from infected animals.
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Cabin crew should be cautious as they consume food when
traveling. It is important to recognise food that may not have been
prepared or handled properly and abstain from consuming it to
avoid becoming seriously ill on a trip or layover.
There are 3 main factors that contribute to food borne illness
(FBI).
They are:
1. Time and temperature abuse:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Improper hot or cold holding
Improper cooking temperature
Improper cooling methods
Improper reheating

2. Cross contamination:
(a) Hands are the number one cause of cross contamination
leading to FBI
(b) Food surfaces not being washed and sanitized between
use
(c) Raw food stored above cooked food
(d) Contaminated cleaning cloths, misused side towels or
sponges
3. Poor personal hygiene:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Failure to wash hands before contact with food
Working while ill
Coughing or sneezing on food
Scratching, touching sores, cuts or other contaminated
areas and then touching food

There are several steps that cabin crew can take to prevent food
borne illness. These are:
•

•

•
•
•

Following the airline prescribed guidelines concerning
uniform and grooming standards to keep both body and
uniform clean at all times.
Keeping the galley clean; even if a single cabin crew is
assigned to galley responsibility it is everybody's job to make
sure it is sanitary and tidy. This includes keeping galley
countertops, stowage drawers and working utensils clean.
Keep soiled items (cups, trays) separate from clean items at
all times.
Do not sneeze or cough over working surfaces, utensils or
food.
Washing hands frequently and before the initiation of meal
and beverage services.
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•

•
•

•
•

Do not handle food or contact surfaces if one has a cut or
wound that is not completely protected by a waterproof
bandage that is firmly secured (bandages can be found in first
aid kits). Seek medical assistance or advice if in doubt.
Avoid hand contact with food; use the utensils that are
provided.
Do not touch rims of glasses or place fingers on the surface
of plates when serving. For example, wine glasses should be
held by the stem.
Avoid touching the hair or face during food preparation and
service.
Ensure appropriate refrigeration by following prescribed
procedures. For example, if refrigeration trolleys are available
make sure they are turned on or if dry ice is used to keep food
cold do not remove it from units or trolleys until the
appropriate time to begin food service preparation.

If a passenger becomes ill during the flight and food poisoning is
suspected cabin crew should offer care and follow company
procedures for documentation with appropriate medical and
in-flight report forms.
If a foreign object or insect is found in a meal, cabin crew should
document it and watch for insect presence in the aircraft or galley.
In addition, this should be reported to the senior cabin crew.
Airlines have specific procedures in the event that a passenger of
crew becomes ill during flight with suspected food poisoning.
There are some procedures that are common to all airlines. The
senior cabin crew and captain should be notified and a medical
incident form should be completed.
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Lesson Summary
Airline catering is a very complex, but well organized service. The
cultural, religious and health sensitivities that it incorporates is
astonishing. The key to this success is standardization and
impeccable communication. When cabin crew board the aircraft,
the exact number of servings is loaded and, to the most part,
these servings reflect passengers' preferences.
In this lesson we have described the special meals codes
adopted by IATA and applied by all airlines. Cabin crew are
expected to know these codes and serve meals accordingly.
However, for a variety of reasons, the passenger's preferred meal
may not be available. In such situations it is important that cabin
crew can find a suitable substitute and the passenger feels that
their needs are understood and met to the extent possible.
Another important issue described in this lesson was food safety.
Cabin crew are the last “quality inspectors” of the food that is
served. Any signs that the safety of the food has been
compromised need to be reported strictly according to airline
policy. At the same time, cabin crew need to follow the
recommendations described in this lesson and airline procedures
to ensure that they are not the cause of food born infection.
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Progress Check 1
1. Generally the food served onboard the aircraft is prepared
by
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Airport services
Local restaurant chefs
Contracting catering companies
The Inflight Services Department

2. The term “dry galley” refers to
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

.

Galleys that have no sinks
Galleys that are kept clean
Flights that serve only snacks
Flights that don't serve alcohol

3. What is the term used for galley equipment that is loaded only
for the purpose of transporting it to an airport to which a flight
is operated that does not have a full load of passengers?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Chiller
Deadhead
Holloware
Bulk loaded

4. Which of the flowing is a code designating baby food?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

BBML
BLML
CHML
DBML

5. Which of the following is one of the restrictions of a Moslem
meal?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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No milk
No garlic
No gelatine
No breaded meats
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9.2

Serving Meals Onboard the Aircraft

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this less,
you should be able to:
•

Identify the main steps in
preparing food for service
on an aircraft

•

Describe the key customer
service strategies applied
while serving food on an
aircraft

•

Identify best practices for
planning food service
depending on the flight
schedule and level of
service

The main objective of this lesson is to provide a detailed picture of
the process of serving meals onboard the aircraft. However,
because this process depends to a great extent on the type of
meal served we will begin with a general overview of various
types of meals served during various flights. Some food offerings
are more simple and straight forward. However, others require
more effort both during the preparation and delivery.
The process that we will describe in this lesson is more applicable
to long flights where full scale meals are served to a large number
of passengers. Because cabin crew can be assigned to any
position in the cabin, it is important that they have a clear
understanding of the process as a whole. We will describe the
tasks that are performed at each stage; what is important to keep
in mind during that stage and how best to perform those tasks.
Galley equipment and food serving can be a hazard for the safety
of the flight and well-being of the passengers. Therefore, in this
lesson we will also share strategies for safely handling the
equipment and ensuring food safety.

•

Describe requirements for
serving special meals
Identify situations when
cabin crew serve food to
flight crew

Airline meals and food varies greatly in style and substance
according to the airline business model and the duration of the
flight. The longer the flight, the more substantial and traditional is
the food service.

•

Describe the procedure for
serving food to flight crew

9.2.1 Examples of Typical Food Offerings
Onboard
Low Cost Airlines (LCA) provide food in a style that is easy to
serve and encourages passengers to purchase it as individual
items which maximizes the income earned. Beverage services
will generate additional income for the airline as the passenger
will purchase each drink and food is of a style that complements a
drink service or takes into account the time of day and the type of
passenger generally carried. Another difference for LCA is that
the aircraft will only be re-catered once or twice in a day, instead
of after each flight. Food items must therefore be able to be
carried on several flights a day and remain just as fresh for the
last flight as it was for the first.
Typical food offerings on short LCA flights are:
1. Filled sandwiches,
2. Potato Chips,
3. Nuts,
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4. Sweets and chocolates,
5. Snack boxes - these are generally either savory items such
as crackers, cheese, pate and pickles or sweet items such as
cake, chocolate or biscuits.
6. Hand held hot items may also be offered, such as pizza,
bacon or cheese sandwiches/rolls. These items are heated in
ovens on board when ordered and take around 15 minutes to
heat up to serving temperature.
7. Soups and pot noodles may also be offered which can be
heated by adding hot water.
The emergence of these snack type foods has proved very
popular on low cost and charter airline flights and more regular
airlines are starting to introduce similar services on short flights,
or adding them to the onboard sales inventory on longer flights for
passengers to purchase throughout long flights.

Did You Know?
British Airways passengers
consume 40.5 tones of chicken
per year.

A recent innovation for many airlines is the light refreshment
snack box - a disposable cardboard box containing a light meal or
refreshments. This type of meal offering takes less storage space
than the standard meal tray and as it is made of disposable paper
or card, it does not need to be washed or repacked after each
flight and can be disposed of through regular recycling facilities.
As more of them fit into the service carts, they can be delivered to
the passengers more quickly than meal trays and the simplicity of
disposal means that fewer cabin crew are needed to collect them
in afterwards. The disadvantage of them is that they can become
wet if not stored correctly, making them less attractive to
passengers, and they can create unnecessary build up of waste
in the galleys if not collected in efficiently by cabin crew.
Hand held hot items are those which can either be used to form
part of a meal, or replace a traditional meal offering. These items
are generally wrapped in oven proof wrapping and are placed
directly inside the ovens for heating for just a few minutes. Such
items are similar to those obtained from fast food restaurants and
can include for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pizza slices
Toasted sandwiches made with a variety of breads such as
panini, baguette or soft rolls
Warmed cookies/biscuits
Hot breakfast rolls
Burgers
Chicken pieces

Traditional cold meals are served on many airlines and consist of
a tray set up (TSU), typically loaded with a dish containing cold
meats and cheeses, a salad, a cold dessert, bread roll and cup
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for hot beverages. The sizes of these cold meals vary according
to the class of travel and the time available during the flight to
serve and eat it. The advantage of having a cold meal service is
that they can be served straight after take-off with no heating time
required.

Figure 9.2.1—Oven in the galley of an aircraft

Traditional hot meals are served on flights where there is time to
heat them before serving and typically consist of a tray set up
loaded with bread roll, salad, dessert and cup for hot beverage,
with a space for cabin crew to place the hot dish from the oven.
The size of the tray varies according to the space available for
storage and the class of service.
Premium classes such as Business and First class may serve the
traditional hot or cold meals detailed above, or on longer flights
may not be served on a tray, according to the airline's service
design. Some airlines have a hybrid premium service in which a
larger version of the tray set up is used, and the components of
Module 9—Airline Catering and Onboard Retail Services
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the meal brought to the passenger by the crew when they are
needed.
A typical hybrid service will require cabin crew to:
1. Provide a tablecloth and set up the passengers tray table
2. Lay out the cutlery and drinking glasses for wine and/or water
3. Provide a tray with the starter and bread rolls which may be
hot or cold
4. Monitor the passenger and take their choice of main course
to them when finished the starter
5. Clear the tray and offer a dessert and tea/coffee.

9.2.2 Loading of Meals and Food Items

Key Learning Point
Meals are loaded in each galley
according to the airline's galley
loading plans and cabin crew
are required to be familiar with
their airline's processes, as they
are the people responsible for
checking that the correct amount
are loaded for each flight.

Regardless of the type of meal offerings on board, space for
stowage is very limited. Aircraft are designed to fit as many seats
in them as they can and galleys are often an afterthought. Meals
are loaded in each galley according to the airline's galley loading
plans and cabin crew are required to be familiar with their airline's
processes, as they are the people responsible for checking that
the correct amount are loaded for each flight. These checks are
carried out as soon as the cabin crew get on board and have
completed their safety and security checks.
Where meals are loaded into carts and set up on trays, any
associated hot meals are loaded in the oven inserts inside each
oven. Each cart has a label on it giving details of the amount
loaded which the cabin crew should check and calculate towards
a total amount. Each airline has its own requirements and
procedures for cabin crew to check that the correct number of
meals are loaded, but a sensible way to check a cart is to:
1. Check the label for the stated contents
2. Open the door and push the meal trays gently to make sure
that each level is filled with trays
3. Count the number of filled levels and multiply by the number
of trays that should be on each level - two if full sized trays,
three if 2/3 sized trays etc.
4. Remove a random number of trays and check that they have
been set up correctly with the required items - this will help to
indicate if something has been forgotten in the make-up
process.
5. Note down the total number of meals and check the
remaining carts
6. Calculate the total loaded and check against the catering
consignment note.
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After checking each cart contents, each oven also needs to be
checked for the corresponding number of hot meals. Additional
meals are sometimes loaded in order to give cabin crew some
flexibility in the food offerings to passengers, particularly where
multiple meal choices are offered.
Bulk loaded items are those that are not loaded on tray set ups.
These items may include hand held hot items, snack boxes, ice
cream and snacks. Bulk loaded items are loaded in carts or
boxes, each with the contents marked on a label in the door.
Cabin crew are required to open the boxes or carts and check
that the correct number has been loaded.

9.2.3 On-Ground Preparation
As soon as cabin crew board the aircraft they will be busy
carrying out all the required checks to prepare the aircraft for
flight. Once the safety and security checks are completed, the
crew members assigned responsibility for the galleys will check
all the catering is loaded and checked against the catering
consignment note. They may also have to carry out additional
security checks to ensure that nothing untoward is loaded inside
the meal/food consignment.
Cabin crew may need to rearrange items to get them ready for
service after take-off, however they should always be mindful that
moving a large amount of items around could affect the carefully
calculated weight and balance of the aircraft, therefore they
should not move carts containing meals between each galley.

Key Learning Point
During the loading process,
strict rules on food handling are
adhered to, including keeping
the food at the correct
temperature.

During the loading process, strict rules on food handling are
adhered to, including keeping the food at the correct temperature.
On some aircraft the galley stowages are chilled with cold air and
cabin crew have to ensure that these are turned on in order to
keep the food cold. Where these chillers are not installed, meals
are often loaded with dry ice packages and cabin crew ensure
that these remain in place until the meals are needed.
Dry ice packages gradually evaporate as they warm up, leaving
empty paper packages which could create a fire hazard if they
remain inside ovens, so cabin crew should remember to remove
them before switching ovens on.
Typical on ground preparation may include:
•
•
•

Unwrapping meals and food items which are loaded in cling
film
Moving food items from carts or boxes into the ovens for
heating
Moving bulk loaded service items onto trays
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Counting all items
Preparing tea/coffee/hot beverage pots
Preparing welcome drinks and newspapers for premium class
passengers
Checking whether the special meals are loaded. A passenger
name list is often provided to the cabin crew listing any
requirements for special meals. Cabin crew should check
with the catering representative that the correct special meals
have been loaded and that they are suitable.
Preparing service trays by lining them with company logo's
tray liners.
Loading sweet baskets
Preparing hot towels

After checking all the catering with the catering company
representative, the cabin crew sometimes are required to sign the
consignment note to confirm that all ordered items are loaded.
Some airlines authorize cabin crew to order additional items such
as water or juices, but generally the pre-ordered amount is all that
will be loaded.
Once all catering is checked and prepared, it should be put back
into its stowage and secured before departure with the red
securing latch to hold it in place during taxi and take-off. If cabin
crew forget this, there is the chance that heavy catering items
may fall out while the aircraft is moving and roll down the aisle
until it hits and injures a passenger or crew member, or damages
the aircraft cabin or hits the flight deck door.

9.2.4 Conducting the Inflight Service
Once the aircraft is safely airborne and turbulence is not forecast
or expected, the cabin crew are released for duty. On short
flights, this will be permitted just a few minutes after take-off in
order to give as much time for service as possible, but on longer
flights cabin crew may not be released for duty until the fasten
seat belt signs are extinguished.
While cabin crew are preparing for services straight after take-off,
there are a couple of safety considerations to bear in mind:
1. The aircraft will still be climbing, therefore anything loaded in
the galleys facing towards the rear (aft) will be forced against
the securing latches. Cabin crew should avoid opening any
stowage, or removing any cart facing aft until they are sure
that it is safe to do so, or they could be injured.
2. Not all galley power will be available on some aircraft, as
power loading is carefully controlled by the aircraft systems.
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Key Learning Point
The senior cabin crew member
normally includes the service
briefing at the cabin crew preflight briefing carried out before
boarding the aircraft.

Services need to be delivered efficiently to the passengers
according to the expectations of the airline. On a very short flight,
the priority is to ensure that all passengers are served and the
services will be designed to allow this, for example a short flight of
40 minutes will generally only require a drink and/or hand held hot
item, whereas a flight due to take several hours may require a hot
meal with tea and coffee instead. The senior cabin crew member
normally includes the service briefing at the cabin crew pre-flight
briefing carried out before boarding the aircraft so cabin crew
know what service is to be carried out on each flight.
On long haul flights of five hours or more, services often include
more than one meal service. Depending on the type of meal
service offered by the airline and the number of passengers and
crew, a full meal service may take two to three hours to complete.
The senior cabin crew member, therefore, plans the timings of the
service so that all required duties can be completed in time to
secure the aircraft for landing.
Occasionally on long flights, the captain may advise that the flight
routing or duration has been shortened or lengthened according
to air traffic control changes, so cabin crew will always have to
remain flexible and able to adjust service timings where
necessary.
Each airline has its own desired type of service and offering,
depending on the cabin class and meal type. Serving meals on a
tray set up is sometimes referred to as a single step meal service.
This requires cabin crew to take the meal carts out into the aisle,
usually with a selection of drinks on the top and serve passengers
their meal in one step. These services start at predetermined seat
numbers, according to the number of meals in each cart. For
example, on small single aisle aircraft, these services may start at
the front, the rear, or both, allowing cabin crew to work until they
meet in the centre. On larger aircraft, they may start at specific
seat numbers, with each cabin crew member being responsible
for serving a pre-determined number of passengers in each
section. Some airlines refer to these services by the number of
starting points, for example, a two point service in a single aisle
starts from both the front and the rear (two starting points),
whereas a six point service starts from six predetermined seat
numbers, three on each aisle.
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Did You Know?
Inflight catering is an USD18
billion industry worldwide
employing up to around
200 000 people.

Cabin crew should always be careful that they communicate
effectively with each other and ensure that no-one is missed out,
particularly when they work until they meet in the middle, as this
can cause passengers to complain. Remember too that
passengers do not always stay in their seats during services so
cabin crew should always remember that a passenger who
squeezes past to visit the toilet may not be in their seat when
cabin crew serve their section, so they should always go back to
check that everyone has been served.
As mentioned earlier, Premium and Business class services do
not always include a tray set up and require a more individual and
flexible method of delivery by cabin crew. Each crew member
generally is assigned a group of passengers to care for
throughout the flight and will tailor their service to the needs of the
passengers. On long flights, there might not be any preset meal
times for passengers to eat, and cabin crew remain alert to the
passengers needs at all times, offering food and drinks regularly
throughout the flight.
The meal service generally offered to passengers in Premium
cabins is often known as a multi-step service, for example:
Step 1: Lay the tray table with tablecloth, cutlery, plate and
glasses
Step 2: Offer the starter dish and bread
Step 3: Offer Wine and/or water
Step 4: Remove finished starter plate
Step 5: Offer main course
Step 6: Remove finished main course plate
Step 7: Offer dessert and tea/coffee
Step 8: Clear all finished items

Key Learning Point
If passengers see the crew
panicking about getting
everything done, they may think
that something is wrong and
panic themselves.
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The speed at which cabin crew carry out services should be
managed so that all passengers are served in the time allowed,
but maintaining an air of calm efficiency. It's a fine balance
between getting everything done and keeping passengers
comfortable. If passengers see the crew panicking about getting
everything done, they may think that something is wrong and
panic themselves, not only that, when cabin crew work too
quickly, they are more likely to forget simple requests and cause
more upset among passengers.
Cabin crew should keep an eye on passengers that they have
already served, while continuing the services. Passengers eat
their meals at different speeds and it requires a lot of teamwork
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between the cabin crew to make sure that passengers who have
already finished eating are not looking at empty food trays for a
long time while they wait for services to finish.

9.2.5 Safety Measures when Working with
Galley Equipment
While meals and food items are loaded in carts or boxes, there
are several different types of galley equipment which cabin crew
may also use in the preparation and service of food. Each of
these items may present a safety hazard which cabin crew need
to manage carefully:
Boxes, carts and cupboards–All boxes, carts and cupboards
(stowages) in the galley have red securing latches in order to hold
them in place. These latches prevent the doors from opening and
the contents falling out and in the cases of carts and boxes they
prevent the box or cart coming loose. Cabin crew should ensure
that these latches are used each time the box, cart or cupboard is
closed in order to prevent injuries which may be caused by items
falling out during unexpected turbulence.

Figure 9.2.5—Cart in stowage
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Wet/Dry Ovens–Ovens on board aircraft are much smaller than
those found at home and are tightly packed with meals. Ovens
may be wet/steam ovens which have a supply of water built in to
generate steam to speed cooking times, or dry heat with a fan to
circulate hot air inside them around and over the meals. Cooking
instructions for each type of meal are provided by the airline and
generally heating times range from 15 to 25 minutes. As ovens
are so frequently used, cabin crew should always ensure that
they are checked before switching them on to ensure that they
are clean and that nothing except meals are loaded inside them.
Dirty ovens will create smoke and burning smells which can alarm
passengers and crew, and if there is sufficient build up of grease
or food, it can ignite and cause a fire.
Microwave Ovens–Some airlines install microwave ovens,
particularly in premium/first class cabins in order to increase the
range of food that is available for the passenger. Heating times
are much quicker in microwave ovens and this can be an
advantage to airlines. However, cabin crew have to ensure that
the recommended cooking times are adhered to and that no
metal items, including foil containers are placed inside a
microwave oven, as this can cause sparks and flames.
Boilers–Most galleys are fitted with boilers to store hot water for
tea/coffee/soup or other hot beverages. Boilers are fixed into the
galleys and have a tap/faucet on the front to allow cabin crew to
fill tea/coffee pots or cups with boiling water. As these are
connected to the aircraft water supply, cabin crew should be
careful that air pockets in the pipes are cleared before use in the
air, as otherwise hot water can be forced quickly out of the
tap/faucet causing a scald to the crew member. This can be
achieved by running the tap/faucet before switching on the boiler,
until a steady stream of water runs out. This is known as
“purging”.
Coffee makers–Many airlines like to provide passengers with
speciality coffee, such as espresso and cappuccino and have
installed purpose built coffee makers into galleys, particularly in
premium cabins. A coffee maker works by forcing steam through
a small coffee bag directly into a cup or container. A steam pipe is
also used to force steam through a jug containing milk, in order to
froth the milk to pour into the coffee. As these coffee makers are
used with high pressure steam, cabin crew have to follow the
instructions for use carefully in order to ensure that they do not
scald themselves.
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Hot cup–A hot cup is similar to a household kettle. Cabin crew
simply fill the jug with cold water and connect it to the base station
built into the galley to boil the water.
Fridges/Freezers–Items which need to be kept cold are either
packed with dry ice as mentioned above or larger aircraft may
have fridges, freezers or chilled ice boxes built into the galleys.
Cabin crew have to ensure that melted ice in these devices is
able to be drained away, otherwise they may spill onto the floor
and create a slip hazard for the crew, or for passengers.
Waste containers–Waste bins may be built into the galleys, or a
specially designed cart may be used. Whether built into the galley
or into a cart, a waste bin has a small access flap for cabin crew
to place waste through and into the bin. These flaps act as a
barrier between the air inside the bin and the surrounding air,
which in turn prevents the introduction of oxygen into the bin if a
fire started in waste material. Cabin crew must, therefore, ensure
that the waste bin flaps remain closed at all times, by ensuring
that waste is pushed far into the waste bin.
The storage of loose waste can be a hazard in the galleys as it
can obstruct access to equipment as well as cause a trip hazard
to crew or passengers. All waste items created by meal services
should be put back into the service carts where possible and
waste bins used as a last resort.

9.2.6 Customer Satisfaction and Feedback
Despite the best efforts of the airline and cabin crew, airline
catering does not appeal to everyone's taste and there are times
when passengers are not satisfied with the food that is served.
This can be for a variety of reasons, some of which are outside of
the cabin crew's control.
Cold food is one of the biggest causes for complaint regarding
airline meals and cabin crew have direct control over this factor.
When serving hot meals, cabin crew should ensure that the meals
are cooked and remain hot for service. If meals are removed from
ovens and prepared for service too early, they cool down and are
too cold for service, so cabin crew should try to keep them in the
ovens until needed for immediate service.
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Key Learning Point
Cabin crew should find out what
the passenger did not like about
their meal and report back to the
airline.

Many passengers do not complain openly about their meal, but
as service professionals, cabin crew should recognize when a
passenger is disgruntled. If a meal is returned uneaten, cabin
crew should ask the passenger if everything was alright. If an
alternative meal can be offered, it may placate the passenger and
show them willingness to help. If an alternative cannot be offered,
or there is not enough time left, cabin crew should find out what
the passenger did not like about their meal and report back to the
airline. Airlines pay a lot of money for their catering contracts and
see this opportunity to improve their product and services and
maintain a good relationship with their suppliers and passengers.
Strict health and hygiene rules apply to airline food but just
occasionally, something other than food may be found in a meal.
This is not normally a sign of an unsafe catering kitchen, as most
foreign objects are harmless insects, but nevertheless this may
cause passengers to complain and is not expected.
Food handlers in catering kitchens who touch food directly are
required to wear blue gloves and wear their hair tied back. This
avoids direct contact with the food and prevents loose hair from
finding its way into the food. If a food handler cuts themselves,
they are required to dress any cut with a blue sticking
plaster/band aid. The bright blue color means that any piece of
sticking plaster or glove which accidentally comes off and drops
into food will be noticed by the passenger.
The types of foreign objects which have been known to be found
in meals include:
1. Hair - despite best efforts at covering hair as required, any
that is not tucked in can drop into food during preparation.
2. Insects - typically these are found on salad items during
preparation and while most get washed off during food
processing, sometimes not all insects are found. Additionally,
insects can fly into the meal during transit from the kitchen to
the aircraft if left in the open air for any period of time.
3. Sticking plasters - thankfully, the bright blue color means that
these are easily identified, however if found, cabin crew
should consider the rest of that part of a meal contaminated.
4. Cockroaches, mice or vermin - these have been known to live
in or near to catering kitchens or sometimes live on board the
aircraft itself. Animals hiding and living on board can be a
hazard not only due to the food hygiene risks, but also
because they can chew through aircraft wiring. If cabin crew
suspect any animals may be resident on board the aircraft
they must report this to Engineering and Maintenance teams
so that the aircraft can be fumigated if required.
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Each airline has its own procedure to follow for the investigation
of foreign objects in food, but cabin crew are normally expected to
preserve the evidence for investigation unless it is not likely to
survive its journey to the investigating team, or deteriorate and
become a further health risk. In cases such as this, photographic
evidence can be just as useful to help the team identify the
source of contamination.
Food poisoning by airline catering is extremely rare and difficult to
prove. One of the most common causes for illness on board
aircraft is gastro-intestinal (stomach upset) but this is mainly due
to the passengers travel itself and is more likely to have been
caused by recent consumption of food rather than that consumed
on board. If several passengers on board demonstrate the same
symptoms of illness which develops during the flight, cabin crew
should identify whether they have eaten the same meal or parts
of them. This may help to point towards a conclusion of food
borne illness as a result of catering. If cabin crew suspect that the
cause of the illness can be traced to a particular meal or
component, they should report this back to the airline for
investigation.
Feedback to the airline is a very important element of customer
service. Airlines budget considerable amount of money in order to
provide the level of service that their passengers expect and they
continually strive to improve the product where costs allow.
The senior cabin crew member is responsible for completing the
cabin crew flight report in which details of any problems
encountered on board are written. As well as providing details of
passenger complaints or problems, they normally provide details
to the inflight services department of any shortfalls in the food
offering on board. Depending on the airline and the food
products, they may be required to provide details of more popular
choices of food so that the airline can adjust the loading
quantities, or information regarding passenger preferences and
what they liked or disliked about the food. As the cabin crew
serving the meals are best placed to gain this information from
their passengers, they should be able to provide comments to the
senior cabin crew member to write on the fight report.
Each airline has its own feedback process for cabin crew to
follow, but the aim is always to improve the product while
maintaining the budget.
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9.2.7 Crew Meals
Both cabin crew and flight crew are often required to eat and drink
at some point during duty. It is recommended that crew drink
regularly in order to keep themselves hydrated during their duty,
particularly as flying has a dehydrating effect on the body due to
the dry air at altitude.
Pilots eat their meals at the controls in the flight deck when
served by cabin crew. On very short flights, they may not get the
opportunity to eat except while on the ground between flights.
When taking meals or drinks into the flight deck, cabin crew
should ensure that they do not interrupt the pilots if they are
listening to the radio or talking, as this is usually important
communication relating to air traffic control. After entering the
flight deck, cabin crew should wait patiently behind the pilots until
they are able to turn and acknowledge the cabin crew's presence.
When serving drinks, cabin crew should always be careful of
spilling drinks over the flight controls as this can cause electrical
and computer failures. Wherever possible cabin crew should pass
any drinks to the outside (outboard) of the captain and first officer
and keep a tray underneath the drinks until safely in the hands of
the pilot. Some airlines may also provide special mugs or
containers which fit into the drink holders inside the flight deck
and reduces the possibility of them being knocked over and
causing a spill. It is very important that any spillage is cleaned up
immediately and carefully and reported in the aircraft log for
Engineering and Maintenance teams to check.

Figure 9.2.7—Flight deck of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner
(CC, Brandrodungswanderfeldhackbau)
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Flight crew usually are provided with meals that are different to
each other, so that if one pilot falls ill as a result of food poisoning,
the other should not and the flight is able to continue safely. The
possibility of food poisoning is extremely low due to the strict food
and hygiene rules applied to its preparation. However, some
airlines enforce strictly this rule and prohibit flight crew from
eating the same meals. As the meals are served at the controls of
the aircraft, they should also be served at different times so that
one pilot has easy and quick access to the flying controls if
necessary. As cabin crew are providing a service to the flight
crew, they should check their preferences and wishes at the
beginning of the flight to make sure that they are fed and
hydrated. Cabin crew should ask:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Key Learning Point
Cabin crew should remember to
check on the welfare of flight
crew around every 20 minutes
either in person or by using the
interphone.

What they would like to eat
When they would like to eat
What they would like to drink with their meal
What drinks they would like at regular intervals throughout the
flight

Cabin crew should remember to check on the welfare of flight
crew around every 20 minutes either in person or by using the
interphone. The airline's procedure for flight deck security should
be followed when opening the flight deck door, particularly when
doing so with trays of food and/or drinks to ensure that the flight
crew are not distracted. The regular checks are carried out in
order to ensure that flight crew remain fit, healthy and in control of
the aircraft.
Cabin crew meals are just as important and it is very easy to
forget about it while busy in the cabin. Many cabin crew find
themselves snacking on small items throughout a flight, but this is
not the best method of maintaining a healthy diet.
Cabin crew food is often provided and may vary greatly according
to the airline. Although it is still one's responsibility to eat the
appropriate food and maintain a healthy lifestyle. Hot meals are
sometimes provided depending on the length of duty, but often
high energy snacks such as crisps and chocolate are provided.
To help cabin crew manage their nutritional and health needs
while flying, they should bear in mind the following tips:
•
•
•

Some regulators require at least one meal break for cabin
crew for every six hours of duty.
Snacking on unhealthy food should be avoided.
Maintaining a regular eating pattern as close as possible to
three meals a day is vital.
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•
•

While one crew member is eating the other cabin crew
members can continue duties and serve passengers.
Cabin crew should drink water regularly - avoiding fizzy drinks
which can expand in the body during flight causing discomfort
and further dehydration.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the whole process of serving
food onboard the aircraft. We have described the cabin crew's
responsibilities from the point when food is loaded in to the
aircraft to the point of collecting feedback from the passengers
about their experience. Depending on the food service offered,
the whole process may take a significant portion of the flight time.
It is important that cabin crew have a clear understanding of the
whole process and follow each step according to the schedule
developed by the senior cabin crew.
Meals onboard the aircraft can offer a very pleasant experience to
the passengers. This is exactly why airlines are willing to spend
so much on this service item. However, it is not easy to please
everybody. The cabin crew's skills in planning, delivering and
gauging the passenger's satisfaction is vital. In this lesson we
have not only described the process, but have also shared a
number of best practices and strategies to ensure that incidents
are avoided and the service is delivered with great
professionalism. The galley equipment can become a hazard if
handled improperly. Therefore the tips shared in this lesson and
airline procedure should be followed meticulously.
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Progress Check 2
1. What is the disadvantage of the light refreshments snack
box?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The box can become wet
It can be served only on short flights
The boxes cannot be stored properly
It takes more cabin crew to collect them in

2. The distinctive feature of the hybrid premium service is
that
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

It has a distinct tray set up
It does not include a hot dish
It is served soon after take-off
Components of the meal are brought when needed

3. What is the main reason that cabin crew should avoid moving
carts containing meals between each galley?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The trays' set up may be affected
The food safety may be compromised
Cabin crew can be injured in the process
The balance of the aircraft may be affected

4. What is the main reason dry ice packages need to be
removed before switching ovens on?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Packages can be a fire hazard
Ovens will not function properly
Foods will become contaminated
Extra energy will be lost to melt the ice

5. The phrase “a single step meal service” refers to what?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Serving only snacks
Meals served on a tray set up
Meal service in a single aisle aircraft
Service that start at the front of the cabin
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9.3

Onboard Retail Services1

Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

List current trends in offering
onboard retail services

•

Describe appropriate
strategies for selling goods
onboard

•

Explain the impact of the
regulatory context on selling
goods onboard

•

Describe accounting
reporting practices for
onboard retail services

An important aspect of the services offered onboard the aircraft is
the retail service. This service can be financially profitable to the
airline, stimulating to the cabin crew and entertaining for the
passenger. A well designed product offering can easily be the
culmination point of a vacation or a business trip.
In recent years there have developed several forms of inflight
retail services. Some of these forms will probably evolve further
under the impact of market forces and government regulations. In
this lesson we will provide an overview of some of these forms
and cover some implications of government regulations of inflight
retailing.
At the same time, inflight retail can be a pleasant experience for
the passenger and a rewarding activity for the cabin crew. We will
share a number of strategies that help cabin crew be more
effective in presenting a product offering to the passenger.

9.3.1 Types of Inflight Retail Services
Most airlines see the sale of onboard goods as an integral part of
their ancillary revenue programmes. In 2012 the overall figure for
ancillary revenue was estimated at 27 billion USD. What
percentage of that comes from inflight retail is not known, but
Korean Air, which is considered as a very successful airline, has
achieved revenues of 200 million USD a year.
There are currently three different types of inflight retail service
offered to airline customers onboard the majority of the world's
airlines. These are as follows:
Duty Free–The selling of different types of boutique items to
passengers travelling to another country without having to pay the
local duty or tax. This includes:
•
•
•
•
1
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Cigarettes, tobacco and alcohol
Ladies and gents fragrances
Cosmetics
Accessories
The content of this lesson is provided by Tourvest Duty Free. Since its launch
into travel retail in April 1999, Tourvest Duty-Free has developed into one of the
world's leading in-flight duty-free operators. Tourvest Duty Free is an
international in-flight retail specialist with offices in the UK and throughout
Africa. The company offers services to airlines wishing to maximise retail sales
onboard, including strategy, warehousing, logistics, merchandising, marketing,
internet retailing, crew sales training & incentive programs, cash collection and
reconciliation. In 2013, TDF have nine accounts including British Airways,
Virgin Atlantic Airways, South African Airways and Kenya Airways.
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•
•
•

Electronics
Watches
Jewellery

Tax Free–In 1999 the EU abolished the sale of Duty Free
between its countries, now airlines sell goods at tax free prices
and can sell all the above categories with the exemption of
cigarettes, tobacco and alcohol. In this case the airline pays the
tax on behalf of the customer to the different countries it flies in
and out of.
Buy Onboard–This new concept is increasingly becoming the
more popular–airlines sell food and beverage onboard to their
customers for consumption during the flight. A number of airlines
now no longer give complimentary meals or beverages and
provide a bigger range of products which the customers have to
pay for.
VIP (Virtual inventory products)–Many airlines now sell
products through their onboard electronic point of sale devices,
examples include everything from bus and rail tickets to theatre
tickets, attraction tickets, etc.

9.3.2 Strategies for Selling Onboard

Did You Know?
The biggest single product
category is fragrances and
cosmetics at nearly 31 percent
of sales with wine & spirits at
17 percent, confectionery and
fine food 9 percent, tobacco
goods 7 percent.

Cabin crew are usually paid a commission by the airline on the
purchase of any onboard sales and are often provided with
incentives to sell more goods. These incentives can range from
bonus gift vouchers to high value prizes and gifts, along with
celebratory events to recognize those who sell the most during a
financial period. It is, therefore, important for all cabin crew
involved in onboard sales to take every opportunity to maximize
onboard sales, as it is both good for the airline and for the
individual cabin crew members.
There are five skills for successfully selling products onboard
airlines:
1. Sales awareness–There are a number of questions that
cabin crew can consider in order to improve the product
offering. Before the flight takes off, cabin crew can consider
some of the following questions:
•
•
•

Time of year: What month is it? What day is it?
Departure: Is it a morning, afternoon, evening or night
flight?
Length of flight: How long is the flight time? Is it a different
time than normal?
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•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Special occasions: Throughout the year there are a
number of different events which can impact which
products to merchandise more.
Destination trends: What products do the customers
purchase more on this route?
Customer profile: What types of customers fly on this
route? Does it change throughout the year?
Customer promotions: What special offers are onboard
for the customers? The brochure may identify products
that have extras given away free.
It's all about that first interaction with the customer that
starts the relationship.
Average passenger spent: The total revenue divided by
the number of customers indicates how current sales
compare with what this route normally generates.
Crew experience and skills: Who's good at
merchandising? Who would like to make the PA's? What
can each cabin crew do to help enhance each other's
experience?
Service planning: What are the procedures for this route?
Crew incentives: What incentives does the airline offer to
motivate the crew?

There are a number of questions that cabin crew need to
keep in mind during the flight:
•
•

•

•

Weather: Any potential weather issues like turbulence
can affect the service.
Time management: How many customers are in each
cabin? Cabin crew need to ensure that there is enough
time to do the retail service. It is important that the service
is not rushed.
Buying signals: There are a number of signals that may
indicate that passengers are ready to consider
purchasing, such as table tops down, wallets and purses
out, passengers reading the brochure, asking questions,
watching other customers buy.
Bored children: One of the ways to keep the parents
happy is to offer plenty of children's items.

2. Product knowledge–Knowing the features and benefits of a
product enables cabin crew to understand competition and
ultimately make selling a pleasant task onboard. Good
product knowledge can distinguish between a feature of the
product and its benefit. The easiest way to distinguish
between the two is that a feature is what the product does,
but a benefit is what the customer gets from the feature. A
feature is a factual statement about the product or service
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being promoted. But features rarely entice customers to buy.
A customer is motivated to purchase based on the benefit of
the product. The feature provides the customer with
something of value to them.
3. Product merchandising–This is where cabin crew set up
their bar cart before service and make it as appealing as
possible. It is helpful is the product is presented in an
appealing way.
4. Successful use of the PA–Using this powerful onboard tool
can catch the customers attention by following a few simple
rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear concise and well paced announcements
Highlighting products on offer or with unique selling
points
Use of emotive words
Savings to be made
Short, simple, effective
The brand name should be always mentioned

5. Sales techniques–There are a number of successful
techniques that a crew member can use to increase revenues
onboard.
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Relationship selling implies that cabin crew have the
customer's interest in mind and do not force a sale on the
passenger.
The first impression and the first few minutes in the cabin
are the time to start building a successful relationship.
Eye contact and a sincere smile are a good start.
However the key is to be able to ask the right questions
and listen to the passenger's preferences.
Some passengers may be more inclined to purchase if
the cabin crew share their personal recommendation;
sometimes even telling the customer what they like or
wear.
Certain products are better sold together; as for instance,
a male and female fragrance.
Another important strategy is to offer alternatives, if there
is such an opportunity. However, in most cases limited
stowage space means having only one of each product.
Sometimes it may be helpful to recommend a higher
price product when the customer has selected a similar
type product. This is generally known as up-selling.
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•

•

Key Learning Point
The airline brochure often
contains the information about
the amount of merchandize that
can be brought into the country.

Cross selling, on the other hand, is when a customer has
selected a product and the crew member recommends a
product that would suit another member of their travelling
party or asks questions to ensure that the customer isn't
forgetting anyone at home for presents, etc.
Closing the sales refers to leaving a lasting impression in
the customer's mind. This can be done by smiling and
thanking the customer for their business while placing the
product in the bag.

Each country has different limitations for what the customer can
bring into that country. This is normally found in the airline
brochure and states the exact amount of cigarettes, fragrances,
gifts and alcohol that customs will allow.
For example, when flying into the United Kingdom passengers
are allowed 200 cigarettes, goods including souvenirs up to £390
and 1 litre of alcohol above 22% or 4 litres of wine.
Also each airline has restrictions around different types of
currencies that it accepts and the limit it will allow a customer to
spend on their credit card in one transaction.

9.3.3 Financial Reporting

Did You Know?
Airport Duty Free shops sell
around 60 percent of the world's
duty free items, with airlines only
selling around 6 percent.

There are a number of indicators that companies track in order to
assess the performance of the retail service onboard the aircraft.
Here we will present the most important ones. We will describe
what the indicator means and how it is calculated.
•

•

•
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Average spent per head is the amount of revenue divided by
total number of customers on board. For instance, if the total
revenue for the flight is £300 and there have been
10 customers, the average spent per head £30.
Customer penetration is a term that refers to the percentage
of customers that bought items on the flight. It is calculated
by dividing the number of customers that made a purchase
by the total number of passengers onboard and multiplying by
100. For example, if 25 passengers made a purchase and
there were a total of 100 passengers onboard customer
penetration is 25 percent.
Average transaction value refers to the average amount of
money spent per transaction. It is calculated by dividing the
total revenue by the total number of sale transactions. For
instance, if the total revenue is $2,000 and there have been
20 transactions, the average transaction value is $100.
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•

•

Average number of products per transaction is calculated by
dividing the total number of products by the total number
of transactions. For instance, if there have been sold
50 products during 25 transaction, the average number of
products per transaction is 2.0.
Average revenue per route is calculated over a period of time.
It is calculated by dividing the total amount of revenue during
a certain period of time by the number of flights on that route
during the same period. For example, if the total revenue for
the route during the month is $70,000 and there have been
15 flights during this period, the average revenue for this
route is $4,666.

These indicators can help better understand the customer
behaviour and preference on specific routes and flights and make
appropriate changes in order to better meet customer demand.

9.3.4 Sales Accounting

Key Learning Point
Each airline has its own
requirements relating to credit
card acceptance and foreign
currencies which can be
accepted.

When making a sale on board, cabin crew are required to provide
details of the item/s sold and the price paid. Passengers pay in a
variety of different methods and each airline has its own
requirements relating to credit card acceptance and foreign
currencies which can be accepted. This is because the airline has
to transfer the funds into the bank and has its own arrangements
for money acceptance.
To help manage sales more efficiently on board, most airlines use
Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS) computers. These are small
devices which usually allow cabin crew to scan a bar code on
each item sold, calculate the price in a variety of different
currencies and provide a receipt for the passenger. The EPOS
machines usually prints a summary of all items sold and all
money taken. Cabin crew simply have to match the printout to the
money in order to “balance the bar”.
If the EPOS devices are not working, cabin crew will revert to a
manual process where they complete an inventory sheet of all
items sold and give details of the money taken.
Bars and tax free containers are required to be counted and
sealed before landing at the destination. Cabin crew have to
carefully manage the timing of the service to enable them
sufficient time to maximize the sales and complete the
documentation, while also trying to ensure that every passenger
who wants to make a purchase is able to do so.
At the end of a tax free sales period on board, cabin crew will
need to account for all items sold and count the money taken.
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Each airline has its own procedures for accounting and handing
money over to the company representatives.
Customs regulations require that each consignment of tax free
goods loaded onto an aircraft are accounted for and sealed while
the aircraft is on the ground. This is to prevent the items which
have not had tax paid on them from entering the country for sale
(entering the market). When tax free goods are removed from the
aircraft during turnaround at the airline's operational base, they
are taken to a secure location called a “bond” where they are kept
secure and prevented from entering the market.
For this reason, each time cabin crew land at the airline base, all
tax free paperwork must be completed correctly and seal
numbers noted. If landing at an airport where cabin crew will be
leaving the aircraft, they may also have to complete similar
paperwork for the local customs authorities.
Customs authorities carry out frequent checks of these seals and
paperwork and heavy fines are imposed against airlines that do
not comply with the regulations.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at several aspects of inflight retail
services. There are a number of reasons passengers make
purchases during a flight. The range of options offered by airlines
is extensive. However, a great deal depends also on the cabin
crew's ability to understand the dynamics of the environment in
the cabin and passenger preferences.
We have shared a number of selling strategies. Some cabin crew
have a natural aptitude for selling and enjoy doing it, others may
need to work more on these skills. A correct attitude is also a key
factor in the success of a salesperson. For some, up-selling may
have negative connotations, For others, is just a way to serve the
customer.
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Progress Check 3
1. The tax free retail form in Europe means that

.

(a) All goods sold during a flight are tax free for the airline
and passenger
(b) The airlines in effect pay the due taxes but the
passengers are exempt
(c) The passenger is exempt from paying taxes in the
country of destination
(d) The passenger is exempt from paying taxes in any
country of the European Union
2. True or False: Most airlines provide incentives for cabin crew
based on the revenue generated by inflight retail services.
(a) True
(b) False
3. The term “product merchandising” refers to
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

.

Product presentation
The discount offered on the product
Public announcement of the retail service
Accounting reporting on the retail activity

4. What is the correct term to refer to a situation when the cabin
crew suggest to a passenger that purchased a fragrance for
themselves to purchase a compliment fragrance for their
spouse?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Up-selling
Cross selling
Closing a sale
Relationship selling

5. If the average transaction value is low, that means
that
.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The number of products sold is low
Most goods sold were of a low price
The number of products sold on the route is low
The number of passengers that made a purchase is low
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Module Summary
Although a number of contracting companies are involved in the
design, preparation and transportation of meals, it is the cabin
crew that serve those meals and make sure that the passenger is
satisfied with the service. Airlines invest a great deal of resources
and effort to provide a large range of choices so that cultural,
religious and health needs of all passengers are met. Cabin crew
awareness of these sensitivities is important.
In this module we have described a range of meal services
offered–from snacks to full course meals. Obviously each level of
service implies a certain degree of skills on the part of the cabin
crew. Good familiarity with the process and the equipment allows
cabin crew to be relaxed and at the same time focused. Therefore
we have provided in this module an overview of the galley and the
equipment used.
The retail service is an important element of the flying experience.
Whether offering drinks and snacks or high-end products, such as
fragrances or fashion items, the cabin crew's ability to build
rapport with the passengers is key. With the recent advances in
technology and the increasing availability of wireless access to
the Internet, it is inevitable that airlines will expand their offerings.
Therefore, we have described in the last lesson a whole range of
sales skills that enable a cabin crew member to serve their
customers more effectively.
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Apply Your Learning
1. A very informative source of information about the inflight
meals offered by different airlines is the website
http://www.airlinemeals.net/index.php. Try to find information
about the types of meals that your favourite airline offers.
Afterwards compare with an airline that serves a completely
different region of the globe. Do the menus reflect the local
cultures and taste preferences?
2. There are several established companies that design and
prepare meals for inflight service. It is very helpful for cabin
crew to learn more about these companies and the processes
they use. We suggest browsing through the resources
available online of two of these companies:
http://www.gategourmet.com/ and
http://www.lsgskychefs.com/. Of special interest may be the
blog that describe the journey of the trolley
http://www.lsgskychefs.com/en/blog/single/post/545/a-day-inthe-life-of-a-trolley-at-lsg-sky-chefs.html
However, if you are aware of the company that is contracted
by your preferred airline, you may want to find their website
and compare with the companies that we mentioned.
3. Low cost airlines have made a significant impact on inflight
meal services when they decided to sell the food and
beverages during the flight. Take a look at the options that
some of these airlines offer:
http://buyonboard.easyjet.com/#book/deal5
http://www.ryanair.com/en/inflightmagazine
http://www.voegol.com.br/en-us/servicos/venda-abordo/paginas/default.aspx
http://www.jetstar.com/au/en/what-we-offer/inflight/~/_media/D0C9A16A6C77406BA38C8CA54A495E8D.
ashx
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. c
2. a
3. b
4. a
5. c

Progress Check 2
1. a
2. d
3. d
4. a
5. b

Progress Check 3
1. b
2. a
3. a
4. b
5. b
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Cabin Crew Professional Development

Module Overview
Module Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to:
•

Describe strategies for
managing stress and fatigue

•

Describe career progression
opportunities for cabin crew

•

Explain licensing
requirements for cabin crew

In the previous modules we have described the knowledge base
and the tasks that cabin crew are expected to perform. Because
the main responsibility of the cabin crew has to do with safety
procedures, there are strict regulations about the acceptable level
of performance of these tasks. There are a number of tasks that
require maximum physical, mental and emotional concentration.
In emergency situations human lives depend on the level of
performance of the cabin crew. In this module we will focus on
issues pertaining to the personal and professional life of cabin
crew.
In the first lesson we will describe several life style aspects that
have a direct impact on one's ability to perform. Cabin crew need
to have a clear understanding how their life style choices impact
their work. Of special importance is the cabin crew's ability to
manage their stress and fatigue because these have implications
for the health of the cabin crew as well as level of performance.
In the second lesson we will focus on the career and professional
development options that are available for cabin crew. Because
cabin crew develop a very valuable set of skills there are a
number of possibilities available to them. However, one key
condition is the cabin crew's ability to learn and develop their
skills. We will also describe the training requirements and
opportunities that are available for cabin crew.
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10.1 The Cabin Crew Profession and Life Style
Choices
Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Describe requirements for
adequate rest before taking
a flight assignment

•

Describe the regulation for
cabin crew's consumption of
alcohol and drugs

•

Explain the effects of fatigue
on cabin crew's
performance

•

Identify stress coping
strategies

Key Learning Point
Fatigue is a term used in
aviation to describe a reduction
in performance when a person
does not have the required
amount of sleep.
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Cabin crew are expected to maintain a certain level of
competency which includes their physical, mental and emotional
aptitude. For this reason we will look at all these three dimensions
of human personality and how they interact to impact cabin crew
performance. It is important for cabin crew to be aware of how
their emotional well being impacts their physical and mental
abilities. Similarly, physical exhaustion affects one's emotional
and mental capacities.
In this lesson we will describe how stress and fatigue impact
performance and what life style choices cabin crew need to make
in order to be able to perform at their best and develop
professionally. We will share a number of strategies that have
proven effective in coping with stress and fatigue. Stressful
situations and fatigue cannot be avoided, but they can be
managed.

10.1.1 Keeping Fit and Managing Fatigue
The role of cabin crew is predominantly safety related, with the
added requirements of excellent customer service. Regulatory
authorities cannot prescribe conditions for the service element of
the role, but they do have regulations regarding cabin crew's
ability to perform the safety related duties. If a cabin crew
member becomes unwell on board they will be unable to perform
these duties and there may not be enough cabin crew on board to
take over their role, so the rules are in place to prevent such
situations.
In order to perform effectively the safety related tasks of the role,
cabin crew must ensure that they are medically fit to fly at all
times when reporting for duty. When first employed by an airline,
cabin crew will undergo a medical assessment to demonstrate
that they do not have any underlying medical conditions which
could worsen when flying at altitude. This medical assessment
will normally include the digestive system, eyesight, hearing,
heart and lung functions as well as checks of the ear, nose and
throat to ensure that pressure changes will not be likely to cause
additional problems for the crew member. After passing this initial
medical assessment, the responsibility for maintaining physical
fitness and strength lies with the cabin crew member. Some
regulators require ongoing medical checks at regular intervals in
order to prove that crew members remain physically fit for duty.
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When reporting for a flight, cabin crew have to prepare
themselves to work for the maximum permitted number of hours,
regardless of the flight that was assigned to them as the nature of
airline operations means that things can change with very short
notice. For example, when reporting for a flight from Sydney to
Melbourne which takes a little over an hour of flying, cabin crew
could easily encounter a delay meaning that they might not arrive
until several hours later. This delay could be caused by a variety
of factors outside the airline's control (poor weather, technical
faults, etc.) and cabin crew are expected to remain focussed
throughout their time on board the aircraft. It is, therefore, vital
that cabin crew manage properly rest time to ensure that they
remain fit and prepared for every eventuality.
Fatigue is a term used in aviation to describe a reduction in
performance when a person does not have the required amount
of sleep. For example, at the end of the flight a cabin crew
member may accidentally forget to disarm the door because they
have been awake for an extended period and their attention to
tasks is reduced. This could then result in them accidentally
deploying the slide when the door is opened and cause injuries to
people outside the aircraft and delay the next departure. This is
known as inadvertent slide deployment and remains one of the
key areas of concern for many airlines.
Training in managing fatigue is gradually being introduced among
IATA member airlines. The principles are the same whichever
airline a cabin crew member works for. The important point here
is that airlines rely on the cabin crew to take action to prevent
fatigue.
Some of they key principles of managing fatigue are as follows:
1. Cabin crew should ensure that they get enough sleep. It is
generally accepted that most people need an average of eight
hours of sleep every night in order to remain free from tiredness
and fatigue. This time period may be increased or decreased
according to each individual's state of health, but eight hours is
the guide. Flying during the night means that cabin crew are not
able to achieve the required eight hours of sleep. Therefore they
should manage their rest periods before and after the flight in an
effort to catch up on any sleep that they have missed.
2. Cabin crew should ensure that they get good quality sleep.
When we fall asleep, we go through different cycles of sleep at
regular intervals. The amount of time in the deepest sleep cycle is
most beneficial to us. Therefore it is important that the place of
rest permits to fall asleep properly without interruption. For
example, the mobile phone, television or computer should be
Module 10—Cabin Crew Professional Development
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turned off so that one is not distracted or woken by noises or
calls. If the room is light, one should ensure that it is darkened or
wear eyeshades. If there are distracting noises around, wearing
earplugs may be considered. By giving oneself the best chance of
falling asleep, one is more likely to be well rested when one
wakes up.
Some people suffer from sleep disorders which may prevent them
from falling asleep, without realising. For example, a person who
snores may wake themselves up briefly at regular intervals and
then fall asleep again. This type of frequent interruption will
prevent them from falling into the deepest sleep. Often the only
way a person finds out that they snore is from a sleeping partner
such as husband, wife, boyfriend or girlfriend.
3. Cabin crew can take short naps from time to time. It is
recognised in many cultures that a short nap can be beneficial in
maintaining best performance. Our own body clock cycles reach
a low point in the mid afternoon which we should take advantage
of by taking a short nap when duties allow. Obviously this is not
possible if we are in the workplace or on duty, but can be a useful
option on rest days both at home or while away on a trip.
4. Cabin crew should recognise their natural body clock
cycle and rest where appropriate. Our own natural body clock
cycle passes through wake and sleep patterns each day. The
length of these cycles is dependent on our own lifestyle, habits
and exposure to daylight/darkness. This cycle is called the
circadian rhythm. If we are trying to get to sleep at a time when
our circadian rhythm is waking up, then our sleep will be shorter
and of poorer quality. By recognising our own circadian rhythm
and trying to sleep at the most appropriate times, our sleep will be
of a much better quality.
5. Cabin crew should manage home life and responsibilities.
It is important to manage personal responsibilities and home life,
particularly when working through a series of flights. If cabin crew
have domestic responsibilities like caring for children/partner then
they should inform others in the house that they will be resting so
to avoid interruption from sleep.
6. Managing social activities is important. Social activities and
events should be managed to avoid interfering with work duties
and allow sufficient rest and recovery time before starting work.
Any stopover time allocated to crew at a destination is counted as
rest time and should be used to catch up on rest before operating
the next sector, but it is expected that cabin and flight crew will
take the opportunity to socialize and enjoy the destination. Crew
members need to develop habits which ensure that they are able
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to catch up on rest with good quality sleep and naps before
operating the next flight.
7. Cabin crew should make sure they eat properly. A healthy
well balanced diet will help the body to recover from long duties,
aid sleep, and have enough energy to complete flying duties. An
important strategy is to eat at regular intervals, even while on
duty, and include a balance of proteins (e.g. meat/fish/egg/soya)
and carbohydrate (e.g. rice/potato/vegetables) in every meal,
rather than go for the easier option of carbohydrate snacks like
potato chips, chocolates or sugary foods. While the demands of
the cabin crew role often prevent regular eating patterns, it is vital
to create a strategy for overcoming this. The strategy may include
taking food on board. If carrying food onboard, cabin crew will
need to remember not to carry liquid based foods through security
checks otherwise these will be confiscated. Food is usually
loaded on board specifically for crew members but this may not
suit all individual tastes.

10.1.2 Drugs, Alcohol and Psychoactive
Substances
All staff involved in aircraft safety (and in most cases all other
airline staff also) are required to comply with strict rules regarding
the consumption of alcohol, drugs or other psychoactive
substances, as these negatively affect one's ability to perform
their work properly.
Generally, the requirements state that alcohol must not be
consumed within eight hours prior to starting a duty, nor while on
duty and that the a crew member's blood must not contain more
than 0.2 ml/0.007oz per litre/35oz, or 0.2 for every thousand units
of measurement when starting a duty. As this regulation allows a
very small amount of alcohol to be in the blood, cabin crew should
be very careful that they do not consume too much alcohol the
day or night before a duty. On average, the body digests
(metabolises) alcohol at a rate of 10ml/8g per hour but this varies
according to age, sex and weight. This means that it will generally
take the following time to metabolise these alcoholic drinks:
•
•
•
•
•

Small single shot of spirit based drink - 1 hour
Small glass (125ml/4oz) of wine - 1.5 hours
Bottle of beer (330ml/11oz) - 1.7 hours
Large can of beer - 2 hours
Large glass (250ml/9oz) of wine - 3 hours

Psychoactive drugs are those which affect the operation of the
brain. This includes all illegal drugs e.g. cocaine, marijuana, that,
amphetamines, solvents, etc. Cabin crew are strictly forbidden to
Module 10—Cabin Crew Professional Development
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use such substances as they will affect their ability to perform
safety duties and manage emergencies.

Key Learning Point
Random testing may be carried
out by airlines or by regulators to
check that cabin and flight crew
are not under the influence of
alcohol or drugs while at work.

Random testing may be carried out by airlines or by regulators to
check that cabin and flight crew are not under the influence of
alcohol or drugs while at work and the consequences can be
serious for the individual, along with negative publicity for the
airline.
Cabin crew should also be aware that even though various
medicines may be sold over the counter in pharmacies or
drugstores, many medicines can also affect a crew member's
ability to carry out safety duties. Whenever on a flying duty, cabin
crew should avoid taking antihistamines, anti-sickness or other
medications which could make them drowsy or sleepy. Always
read the warning and instruction labels and leaflets with any
medication taken and if it states that one should not use
machinery, then you should also not fly as operating cabin crew.

10.1.3 Managing Stress
Most jobs encounter a level of stress, but if these are not
managed and become excessive they may impact physical and
mental health. Flying as cabin crew can be a stressful job for
many reasons. Many of the advantages of the role can also add
to the stress encountered. For example:
Advantages

Disadvantages

Cabin crew do not have to do
the daily commute to work in
the rush hour. Their journey to
work will often take less time
than others who have a job
working standard daily hours.

Often not available for social
activities and family
commitments such as
birthdays, weddings, etc.

Shopping can be carried out at Will often miss public holidays,
times when shopping centres
festivals and religious
and supermarkets are quiet.
occasions
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A variety of work days and
schedules to keep interest

Irregular sleeping patterns and
sleeping in hotels

A variety of destinations and
travel to places not otherwise
seen

Irregular eating patterns
meaning that nutrition may
suffer
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Cabin crew are generally
sociable and support each
other whenever away from
home

Can be a tendency to “burn the
candle at both ends” and
become exhausted.
Disruption of circadian rhythm
can add to tiredness and
potential for fatigue.
Tiredness and fatigue can
result in mood swings and
depression if not managed.

Table 10.1.3—Advantages and disadvantages of the cabin crew working
style

Recognising stress is an important skill for cabin crew as
excessive stress can impact the ability to communicate properly
and provide excellent customer service.

Key Learning Point
Recognising stress is an
important skill for cabin crew as
excessive stress can impact the
ability to communicate properly
and provide excellent customer
service.

Cabin crew can encounter stress at any stage of a duty and will
need to look out for the symptoms so that they can step in to help
reduce stress on their colleagues. Any of the following can add
stress to cabin crew in their duties.
Time–Each flight has a predetermined flight time which means
that the cabin crew have to provide and complete the required
services to passengers within a set time period, ensuring that
everything is put away and secured in time for landing. This can
sometimes make the end of a flight a very busy and stressful
time.
Working at night, when the body clock is trying to get one to
sleep, also adds stress to the body and makes one feel more
tired.
Passengers–The more passengers carried, the busier the
workload of the crew. With more passengers come more
demands and requests and problems to solve. Passengers often
complain to cabin crew. For example, if their seat is broken, their
entertainment device doesn't work, their choice of meal is not
available or they are not sitting with their family or group
members. All passenger complaints add to the stress of the cabin
crew.
Technical problems–If any faults occur with the aircraft or the
fixtures and fittings, cabin crew may be faced with an increased
workload. For example, a faulty aircraft may cause a delay in
which passengers need helping, or a faulty toilet may result in
cabin crew having to deal with more passengers queuing in the
Module 10—Cabin Crew Professional Development
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aisles while they work. Passengers often complain to cabin crew
if their seat does not function properly.

Key Learning Point
The effects of stress should be
managed on every flight, in
order to prevent the long term
negative effects.

The effects of stress should be managed on every flight, in order
to prevent the long term negative effects. Within a duty period,
cabin crew should be alert to other crew showing the short term
physical effects such as sweating or reddening of face, anxiety or
emotional responses such as becoming tearful, aggressive or
short tempered. If one crew member sees a colleague showing
these symptoms, they should offer help. Cabin crew are generally
very team orientated and are able to share workload between
them as they have had training in Crew Resource Management
and are able to recognise where problems such as stress may
affect the smooth running of a flight.
“Letting off steam” is a universal stress coping strategy and
simply requires talking to a sympathetic colleague about the
problems encountered. Cabin crew generally feel better about a
stressful situation after talking it through with a colleague.
If not managed correctly at work, stress can often cause an
individual to suffer long term effects. These symptoms include
both mental and physical effects which can lead to significant
health problems. These symptoms can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental - Anxiety, depression, mood swings
Heart, lungs and circulation - High blood pressure, heart
disease, heart palpitations
Skin - Eczema, psoriasis, dryness
Metabolism - Increase of body fat, Insulin resistance
Muscles and joints - Loss of muscle function and structure,
soreness, stiffness, osteoporosis
Digestive system - Low appetite, irritable bowel syndrome,
ulcers
Immune system - Increased susceptibility to some infectious
diseases

Stress cannot be eliminated from our lives and there will be times
when we are more exposed to the possibility of stress than
others. The following tips are recommended for managing stress
and helping prevent the long term effects taking over.
1. An active lifestyle. Regular exercise and physical activity help
to focus on reducing some of the emotions one feels when
stressed and make them feel more able to cope with problems.
2. Taking control of the problem. People that feel that they are
not in control of a situation become more stressed. By taking
control of a problem and working towards fixing it helps become
less stressed.
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3. Connecting with people. Building a network of friends and
family that one can turn to if or when in need of help. Flying as
cabin crew can mean frequent separation from loved ones or
friends, which is why cabin crew will often stick together while on
a duty and create new friendships.
4. Using rest time wisely. One effective strategy is to make time
to do something that is not work related and is personal so that
the days off duty are a real joy.
5. Challenging oneself. Setting goals and challenges in life is
important because it creates a sense that one is working towards
a goal. This can help to increase positive thinking when the goals
are reached and keep the mind active rather than passive.
6. Avoiding unhealthy habits. Cabin crew should not rely on
alcohol, smoking or caffeine to help them cope, as these will lead
to longer term problems.
7. Adopting positive attitude. People can turn themselves into
optimistic persons by always looking for the good things in life
and the things they already have. This will require a considerable
change for a person who is not used to it.
9. Accept the things that cannot be changed. Some things
really cannot be changed and there is no benefit in using energy
or emotion to try to change them.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have looked at the challenges that the cabin
crew profession poses. Irregular working hours, challenging
interactions and stressful situations can have a significant impact
on the cabin crew performance and job satisfaction. There are a
number of circumstances that cannot be changed because they
are an integral part of the profession. What can be changed,
however, is the way cabin crew manage these challenges.
It is important that young cabin crew have a clear understanding
of the demands of the profession. The challenges, however,
should not be cause for despair. We have shared a number of
strategies and tips how to manage these challenges. These
strategies have been proven effective for many thousands of
cabin crew around the world. By stepping onboard an aircraft
young cabin crew join an environment that is very team oriented
and supportive.
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Progress Check 1
1. What is the purpose of the medical assessment of the nose
when cabin crew candidates are considered for hire?
(a) To ensure candidates can easily operate with an oxygen
mask
(b) To ensure candidates are sensitive to detect smoke in
the cabin
(c) To ensure that air pressure changes does not impact
candidate's health
(d) To ensure candidates can easily detect if food safety has
been compromised
2. True or False: The effects of stress should be suppressed
during the flight as that may impact one's performance.
(a) True
(b) False
3. Assuming an average rate of alcohol metabolism, how long
will it take to digest a large can of beer?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

One hour
An hour and a half
Two hours
Three hours

4. Which of the following is a good strategy for becoming an
optimistic person?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Setting stretch goals
Avoid stressful situations
Avoiding too much responsibility
Focusing an the positive things in life

5. Which of the following is NOT a strategy for overcoming
fatigue?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Leading an active social life
Taking naps from time to time
Adopting a diet rich in carbohydrates
Adopting a sleep pattern according to the circadian
rhythm
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10.2 Cabin Crew Professional Development
Lesson Overview
Lesson Learning
Objectives
Upon completion of this lesson,
you should be able to:
•

Explain the career
progression opportunities
for cabin crew

•

Identify licensing
requirements for cabin crew

•

Describe training
opportunities for aspiring
cabin crew

Cabin crew is a rewarding and challenging profession. Cabin
crew receive a great deal of appreciation from the passengers. At
the same tine cabin crew are expected to undergo recurring
training to ensure that their knowledge and skills reflect the
standards required by international and national aviation
authorities. Therefore in this lesson we will look at some of the
options that cabin crew have either to progress as cabin crew or
to assume other positions with the airline. It is important that
beginning cabin crew are aware of their options for professional
development.
Cabin crew training is regulated by international and national
aviation authorities. Therefore in this lesson we will describe in
some detail the requirements that exist both for beginning cabin
crew and for those that have been in this position for many years.
These training requirements should be considered as an
opportunity to develop and grow.

10.2.1 Cabin Crew Career Progression and
Professional Development
The cabin crew role is unique as it encompasses a variety of
skills. It is often said that cabin crew have to be firefighters,
nurses, doctors, carers, waiters and waitresses, security agents,
baggage handlers and ticket sales staff. All of these elements
exist in the job role and cabin crew have the opportunity to use a
variety of these skills in their professional activities.
A cabin crew member's motivation for working with an airline
varies according to their age and experience. Many younger
cabin crew join the airlines because they like the idea of a job that
isn't based in an office and which has variety every day, without
the routine and boredom that many others experience. Often,
younger people take the role intending to do so for a short period
of one to three years while they continue with education or plan
for their long term work, whereas some older people join the
airlines after their children have grown up and they can use their
life experiences in dealing with passengers. Both ages are just as
useful to airlines and have a lot to offer the passengers.
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Key Learning Point
As the job is so varied, it also
means that cabin crew develop
their skills in a variety of areas.

As the job is so varied, it also means that cabin crew develop their
skills in a variety of areas. This in turn makes them desirable in
the wider job market and there are often recruitment campaigns
from high end companies hoping to attract ex cabin crew to work
for them.
When people start working as cabin crew, it takes at least six
months to become comfortable and efficient in the role. Working
on a short haul airline, after six months cabin crew will have
operated on around 180 flights or more and will have enough
experience to cope with most situations encountered. On long
haul services they will have completed around 60 flights. In some
countries cabin crew are required to log each flight carried out in a
log book, but where this is not the case cabin crew should create
their own record of flights and working positions operated, along
with a record of their training dates so that they can ensure that
their training is carried out at the right time. Cabin crew have to
undergo safety training at least every 12 months and as time
literally flies in the role, it's very easy to lose track of when to
prepare for recurrent training.
Most airlines recognize the long-term service of their employees
and cabin crew generally earn advantages over others the longer
they remain with the airline. For example:
•
•

•

•

Promotion to senior cabin crew member position or other
management roles
Trip bidding - where cabin crew can request to operate
specific flights or roster patterns to certain destinations. This
is usually based on seniority with the cabin crew member with
the longest service winning the bid over others.
Leave and holiday bidding - in the same way cabin crew
request specific trips, they can request specific blocks of
leave or days off.
Flexible working patterns - part time contracts of varying
degrees which allow the longer serving crew members to
have more time off for other commitments. This often allows
them to take a secondary job, set up their own business or
take further education.

Many airlines offer distance learning programs for cabin crew to
develop their skills in the key areas appropriate to their job. These
will help in the selection process for promotion within the cabin
crew ranks. E-learning is a very common method of delivering this
training and allows cabin crew to study in the time between flights
and to put into practice what they learn.
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The nature of the role and unusual hours can also make it easier
for cabin crew members to pursue further education opportunities
outside of their employment at colleges or night schools and
some airlines will sponsor cabin crew with additional qualifications
which may be useful in their role, for example, learning another
language or skill such as sign language for communicating with
deaf passengers.
The types of training courses which may be useful for the cabin
crew role include:
•

•
•

•

Additional languages–For some airlines it is a requirement
that cabin crew are fluent in a second language other than
their own.
Customer Services–This includes a variety of different
subjects with an aim to improving customer care.
Negotiation/influencing skills–This will help cabin crew to
become more proficient at dealing with difficult passengers or
crew members.
Giving and receiving feedback–This will help cabin crew
develop skills in guiding other cabin crew in how to perform
their role better, particularly if they intend to become a senior
cabin crew member.

As well as progressing through the cabin crew career, there are
many opportunities within airlines for cabin crew to progress
within the airline environment. Airlines often view their employees
as a useful resource who are interested in working throughout the
business. For example, cabin crew often take a position in the
following departments:
•

•

•

•

Cabin crew training–Who better to teach and train existing
or new cabin crew than cabin crew themselves? They know
the subject, and the challenges that crew face on a day to day
basis while at work and can impart their knowledge and
experience to help others.
Inflight services–Cabin crew often give valuable insight to
service development to make sure that services can be
correctly and easily delivered onboard the aircraft.
Safety and security procedures–Although regulators give
guidance and requirements for procedures on board, cabin
crew are more readily able to work out how to put new
regulations into practice. Many airlines use cabin crew to
formulate realistic procedures which comply with regulators
requirements.
Cabin crew management–Airlines need cabin crew
managers on the ground to manage the operating cabin
crew's sickness records and general day to day employment
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•

issues. It is often beneficial for airlines to employ those with
experience of the role to understand the unique challenges
that operating cabin crew face and to come up with solutions
which benefit both the crew and the airline.
Reservations–Cabin crew with experience of operating on
aircraft can be very useful in dealing with passengers making
reservations as they can answer questions and make
suggestions which best suit the passenger.

10.2.2 Cabin Crew Licensing Requirements
The national aviation authorities of some countries require all
cabin crew to be licensed. This means that cabin crew have to
undergo mandatory training and examinations and be granted a
license to operate as cabin crew for any airline based in that
country. The license is issued in the form of a paper document
which the student must present to the employing airline before
they start work and it must be revalidated at regular intervals in
order to continue to be employed as cabin crew. Another feature
of licensing is that a medical examination is likely to be required to
demonstrate that the student is fit to fly as a cabin crew member.

Key Learning Point
The advantages of licensing for
cabin crew mean that the role is
valued and recognised for its
importance in airline safety

The advantages of licensing for cabin crew mean that the role is
valued and recognised for its importance in airline safety and for
the skills involved in the job and this is useful for cabin crew
unions and trade associations.
Although subject to change without notice, the following countries
require cabin crew to be licensed: Argentina, Chile, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, Mauritius, Norway,
South Africa, Spain, Thailand and the United States.
Most regulators require a medical assessment of cabin crew to
ensure that they are and remain fit to perform their duties. Where
licensing is a requirement, it may be necessary for cabin crew to
undergo a full medical examination with an approved doctor. The
medical examination includes some or all of the following
aspects: abnormalities, disabilities and functional capacity,
mental fitness, nervous system, cardiovascular system,
respiratory system, alimentary system and metabolic disorders,
reticulo-endothelial system, genito-urinary system,
gynaecological and obstetrical, skeletal system, ear, nose and
throat, hearing, vision, including color perception. As can be seen
from this long list, the approach to medical examination of
licensed cabin crew is quite comprehensive. An example of a full
list of organs and systems that are part of the medical
examination can be accessed in the section Applying your
learning at the end of this module.
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10.2.3 Cabin Crew Training
Regardless of whether licensing by the national aviation authority
is required or not, cabin crew training generally comprises of the
following elements as required by ICAO:
Initial training–Covers the subjects that are the same for all
airlines and aircraft types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dangerous Goods
Theory of flight
Terminology
Pressurization and altitude physiology
Emergency procedures, including practical fire fighting
First Aid
Survival

In countries where licensing of cabin crew is required, the initial
training detailed above may be carried out by an airline, or an
approved training provider, who is authorized by the national
aviation authority to provide training to the required standard,
otherwise the airline is responsible for ensuring that training
complies with regulations.
A hopeful cabin crew member may be sponsored by an airline to
undergo this training, or they may pay their own costs and fees in
the hope of being able to obtain employment with an airline.
Aircraft type conversion–Covers the aircraft systems and
equipment for each type of aircraft, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Cabin communication systems such as interphone, Public
Address, Passenger call, etc.
Emergency Oxygen system
Cabin fixtures and fittings
Evacuation devices
Operation of exits

The aircraft type conversion training generally is provided by the
airline operating the aircraft, as the operating procedures are their
responsibility and the location of equipment and cabin layout is
specific to each airline.
Recurrent Training–This is a requirement that cabin crew
undergo training every 12 months and again at every 36 months,
covering the subjects required by ICAO and the national
authority.
There are many different types of training providers for the role of
cabin crew and even where licensing is not required, attendance
of the training courses will normally provide sufficient knowledge
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for a candidate to gain an advantage in seeking employment, as
the airline will understand that the candidate already has a high
level of knowledge and is more likely to pass examinations with
ease.
Where licensing of cabin crew is required, the initial training
detailed above may be carried out by an airline, or an approved
training provider, who is authorized by the national aviation
authority to provide training to the required standard. Either the
airline, the authority, or the training provider will carry out
examinations covering all the mandatory subjects and a high
pass mark must be obtained.
Pass marks for examinations are generally set at 75 percent or
higher, according to the authority and the airline. Failure to
achieve a passing mark will prevent the hopeful cabin crew
member from obtaining their license and if they fail to achieve a
mark close to the pass mark, they may be unable to apply for
another examination immediately. For example, South African
regulators state:
1. The pass mark for any written examination referred to in CAR
64.02.3 is 75%.
2. A candidate who fails with a mark of between 71% and 74%,
may apply in writing for a remark within 30 days from the date
of receiving the examination results, on payment of the
appropriate fee. If the re-mark is successful, the fee will be
refunded.
3. A candidate who fails with a mark of above 68%, may apply
to be entered for the following (next) examination sitting.
4. A candidate who fails with a mark of between 60% and 68%,
has to wait for six months before applying to enter again.
5. A candidate who fails with a mark of less than 60%, will have
to wait for 12 months before applying to enter again.
Fees and costs may be sponsored by the employing airline, or the
student may have to pay themselves. In addition to the fees for
training and examinations, there is often a fee for a personal
medical assessment to ensure that the student is suitably fit to be
employed as cabin crew. Once a license is issued, a student has
permission to operate as a cabin crew member, but they must
continue to undergo recurrent training at least every 12 months
and complete a logbook with their flight details each time they
operate as a cabin crew member. The license must be presented
to inspectors and representatives of the authority upon request.
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Key Learning Point
Cabin crew licensing is not the
same from country to country
and is relatively new in many.

Cabin crew licensing is not the same from country to country and
is relatively new in many. Some authorities require full licensing
processes as detailed above, whereas others operate differently,
preferring the airlines to manage the crew training records and to
prove that the crew members remain qualified by issuing a
license, attestation or certificate to them. Whichever document is
issued, it is cabin crew member's responsibility to keep it safe and
present it for inspection when asked by an inspector.
Whichever way training or licensing is carried out, it remains the
joint responsibility of the individual crew member and the airline to
ensure that medical information and training is up to date.
Authorities frequently carry out inspections at airports, on aircraft
and in training centers to ensure that records are maintained and
that cabin crew members do not fly if their permission has
expired.

Lesson Summary
In this lesson we have provided a detailed description of the
career and professional development opportunities of the cabin
crew. The options that we have outlined provide a wide range of
possibilities either as senior cabin crew member or a position in
one of the departments of the same airline, or even moving into
another or related industry.
Regardless of the career path that one chooses, it is crucial to
adopt a life-long learning attitude. In this lesson we have outlined
the training requirements that international and national
authorities have adopted. The advances in technology and the
requirement for high performance standards for the cabin crew
imply a recurring training pattern.
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Progress Check 2
1. Which of the following is NOT offered to cabin crew based on
seniority?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Request for specific destinations
Request for a specific roster pattern
Request for specific holiday or vacation days
Request to operate on specific model of aircraft

2. True or False: The diversity of skills that cabin crew have puts
them at a career development disadvantage because they do
not have specialized skills.
(a) True
(b) False
3. Which of the following is a fair description of licensing
requirements for cabin crew established by national aviation
authorities in some countries?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

It is adopted by all IATA member states
It is viewed with suspicion by cabin crew unions
Leads to greater respect for cabin crew members
The licensing requirements lead to shortage of cabin
crew

4. True or False: In countries where licensing is required by the
national aviation authorities cabin crew are also required to
undergo recurring training every 12 months.
(a) True
(b) False
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Module Summary
After a century of aircraft development and incredible advances in
technology, cabin crew are still considered to play a key role for
ensuring safety onboard the aircraft. Aviation has become one of
the safest means of passenger transportation, in part because of
the high level of qualification that is provided for cabin crew. In
this module we have looked at the requirements that impact life
style choices as well as training and development. Because at
critical moments human life depends on the level of performance
of the cabin crew, the standards are high. To maintain these
standards cabin crew need to manage appropriately their
physical, mental and emotional capacities.
The skills and professionalism acquired by cabin crew are in high
demand both in the airline industry and in other industries.
Experienced cabin crew have a range of options when it comes to
career progression. However, the key element is their ability to
develop their skills through training. Initial training is required
before cabin crew can be hired by airlines. Once hired,
reoccurring airline training is an excellent opportunity to develop
one's skills.
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Apply Your Learning
1. Although airlines provide a range of resources intended to
help cabin crew cope with stress and fatigue, it is important
that crew members also take the initiative and inform
themselves as much as possible about this challenges. Here
is a resource that will provide additional information:
http://www.helpguide.org/mental/work_stress_management.
htm
2. Medical examinations should be taken very seriously
because they help cabin crew avoid health related risks. Here
are two resources that will provide some general
understanding of the comprehensiveness of the examination.
In addition it may be helpful to research and identify what are
the requirements in your country.
Q&A regarding Medical examinations for Cabin Crew in
South Africa http://www.caa.co.za/Public/FAQ/index%20
updated.html#medical
European Medical requirements for cabin crew can be found
on page 49 of the following:
http://www.easa.europa.eu/agency-measures/docs/agencydecisions/2011/2011-015-R/AMC%20and%20GM%20on
%20the%20medical%20certification%20of%20pilots%20
and%20medical%20fitness%20of%20cabin%20crew.pdf
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Answer Key
Progress Check 1
1. c
2. b
3. c
4. d
5. c

Progress Check 2
1. d
2. b
3. c
4. a
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Conclusion
Despite air travel being available to most of the world's
population, it is still an exciting environment to work in and airlines
are viewed as prestigious companies to work for. There continues
to be countless TV documentaries made regarding air travel,
aircraft, airports and air crew lifestyle because of the high level of
public interest in everything related to aviation.
When observing cabin crew at work on board an aircraft, most
passengers will be surprised to know that in most cases, the
cabin crew team will not have met before, yet somehow they
manage to maintain smiles, good humour and efficiency in all
their interactions with other crew and passengers and continue to
maintain a safe environment for all onboard. This is because
cabin crew are highly trained and understand the importance of
teamwork and communication to get the job done. For the
duration of the flight, cabin crew generally behave as lifelong
friends because they have a unique set of skills to work with.
Being employed as airline cabin crew is a highly sought after
position in many countries and is far more than just work. It is a
lifestyle decision, which allows the successful applicant to
exercise a lot of personal skills every day, see more of the world,
experience different cultures and work with many different people.
Because of this, advertised cabin crew positions are quickly filled
when they become available and some airlines have a long list of
enthusiastic and successful applicants waiting for a starting date.
By studying this course, students will have learned the key
responsibilities, duties and procedures that are generally
standard between all airlines. They will also have a clear
understanding of some of the difficulties that are encountered in
day to day operations, and a substantial degree of technical
knowledge regarding medical, safety and emergency procedures,
which many applicants find difficult to understand and learn in the
intensive airline training course that is required before starting
flying duties. This will help to give them advantages in launching a
successful application to work for an airline and passing any
examinations that will be required.
Working as cabin crew also has its challenges and some of these
have been outlined in this course. By understanding these before
starting work, students will be better prepared to cope with them
both mentally and physically and should be able to successfully
manage a work/life balance that will not prevent them from being
able to provide a service that they can be proud of every day.

Conclusion
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The serious side of cabin crew is rarely seen on airline advertising
as this might imply that flying is dangerous. To the passenger,
cabin crew are providing a service, but to the airline, cabin crew
are ensuring safety. After completing this course, students should
have learnt that safety is paramount at all times in aviation and
that cabin crew are responsible for managing this on board so
that passengers only see it where absolutely necessary. Armed
with the knowledge gained from studying this course, they will
understand that prevention is better than cure and will be more
able to manage a safe environment on board for both colleagues
and passengers and preventing any hazard from escalating into
an emergency.
In today's competitive industry, airlines are looking to provide the
best service at the most reasonable cost. The most important part
of the service on board an airline is the way in which it is delivered
by a genuine caring personality. Sincere and genuine customer
service is more than just giving a customer what they have paid
for, it requires understanding and empathy and recognizing what
a customer needs, even before they do. The customer service
elements of this training course emphasize the needs of the
passenger onboard an aircraft and highlights how cabin crew can
provide excellent service and gain most pleasure in delivering it.
By studying this course and learning the course material fully,
students will be able to give themselves the best advantage over
other candidates in seeking employment with airlines and will be
more likely to succeed in their airline training, giving them the best
foundation for their desired role as cabin crew and an insight into
their own personal development ambitions in years to come.
Applying and adapting some of the skills learned throughout this
course, students will be able to take pride in carrying out this
exciting role and ensure that their smiles when saying goodbye to
passengers at the end of each flight are warm and genuine.
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Glossary of Frequently used Terms in the Airline Industry
A
ABLE BODIED PASSENGER
Person who is physically and mentally able to assist the cabin crew in the event of an emergency.
ABORT
Emergency procedure when an aircraft is stopped because there is danger in continuing. To cut short or
end a pre planned aircraft manoeuvre (i.e. aborted take off or aborted landing).
AUTOMATIC EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR (AED)
An AED is a device about the size of a laptop computer that analyses the heart's rhythm for any
abnormalities and, if necessary, directs the rescuer to deliver an electrical shock to the victim. This shock,
called defibrillation, may help the heart to re-establish an effective rhythm of its own.
AILERONS
A movable surface at the trailing edge of each airplane wing. They provide roll control and work opposite
each other–when one goes up the other goes down and this provides the aircraft with the capability to turn
either left or right.
AFT
The area of the aircraft that is at the tail section of the aircraft–or–toward the tail section of the cabin.
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
The official authority in charge of the safe, orderly, and expeditious flow of air traffic in-flight or operating in
the area of a runway.
AIRBORNE
When an aircraft is free from contact with the ground and is supporting itself in the air.
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE LOGBOOK
A continuous written record of all maintenance discrepancies and corrections, documented by the captain,
first officer, cabin crew and maintenance department. This document must remain with the aircraft at all
times.
AIRCRAFT MARSHALING
A method of visual signalling between ground personnel and pilots for the purpose of guiding the aircraft
into and out of the parking position.
AIRCRAFT NUMBER (AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION, TAIL NUMBER)
A combination of letters and numbers used to identify an aircraft. It must be displayed on the aircraft and is
generally found on the aft fuselage or near the tail of the aircraft. All ICAO countries require that aircraft
over a certain weight must be registered with a national aviation authority.
AIRLINE ALLIANCE
An integrated form of cooperation between alliance member airlines that allows them to offer better and
expanded range of services with the same resources.
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AIRPORT
Location where aircraft take-off and land, as well as load and unload passengers and cargo. Many of the
larger airports have their own fire and law enforcement departments, customs and immigration and
medical facilities along with retail and hotel establishments.
AIRPORT CODE
The three letter code given to each airport. Used in all airline schedules, manuals, and on baggage tags.
AIRSHIP
A type of aerostat or lighter-than-air aircraft that can be steered and propelled through the air using rudders
and propellers or other thrust mechanisms.
AIRSIDE
The part of the airport that has controlled access and is kept secure. Airside areas include all runways,
taxiways and aprons leading to the ramp adjacent to the airport terminal building.
AIRSPEED
The speed of an aircraft relative to the speed of the air that it is moving through. The actual speed of the
aircraft travelling through the air, measured in knots (nautical miles) or kilometres per hour.
AIRSTAIRS
Some aircraft may have a set of folding stairs at the main boarding door instead of an escape device.
AIRWAY
A controlled pathway or corridor of a flight.
AIRWORTHY
The conditions for safe flight; an airworthiness certificate is issued by government authorities to indicate
that an aircraft and its systems meet standards for safe operation.
ALTERNATE AIRPORT
An airport other than the one originally scheduled as the destination airport. The alternate airport is used in
the event that the aircraft cannot land at the original destination, usually due to weather.
ALTIMETER
An instrument in the cockpit that shows the altitude (height above sea level) of the aircraft.
ALTITUDE
Measurement of the aircraft in-flight above sea level.
APPROACH PHASE
Final portion of the flight when the aircraft is about to land. Also referred to as initial approach and final
approach. When an aircraft is on “final approach” it is in direct line with the runway for landing.
ARMED
To prepare an exit for operation in an emergency. When an armed exit is opened, a slide or slide raft will
automatically deploy and inflate allowing passengers and crew to use this as a means to exit the aircraft
quickly.
ARRIVALS
Passengers enter this area of the airport as they leave the aircraft where they will encounter immigration,
customs and baggage claim.
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AUTO PILOT
Part of the automatic flight control system, controls the primary flight controls as designated by the pilot,
i.e., used to maintain a heading or altitude.
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT (APU)
An alternate power plant located in the tail and is used to provide internal power while the aircraft is on the
ground.
AVIATION
The science and practice of flight and airplanes. Aviation is grouped into three broad classes: Commercial,
General and Military.

B
BAGGAGE CLAIM
A place at the airport terminal where passengers locate and retrieve their luggage.
BANK
When a pilot turns an aircraft. It is achieved when the wing is raised or lowered. This is also referred to as
“roll”.
BEVERAGE TROLLEY
Contains cocktail and beverage supplies used for beverage service delivery, also known as the liquor cart.
BIDDING
The process by which flight attendants select the flight schedule or vacation they prefer. All flight
attendants submit their bids or preferences, and the bids are awarded to the flight attendants in order of
flight attendant seniority.
BLOCK IN
When blocks are placed at the aircraft wheels upon arrival or parking of the aircraft.
BLOCK TO BLOCK (BLOCK TIME)
The time from removal of the blocks at flight departure to placement of the blocks at flight arrival.
BLOCK OUT
When blocks are removed from the aircraft wheels for departure and movement of the aircraft begins.
BLOCKS, CHOCKS
Rubber or wooden stops that are used to keep the aircraft from rolling when parked.
BOARDING PASS
The ticket given once a customer has checked in. It tells the customer the seat, gate assignments and
departure time. It must be presented by the passenger in order to board the aircraft. It contains the
following information: customer name, flight number, date, class of service, seat number, departure and
arrival information, and any special requests (meal, wheelchair assistance, etc.).
BOARDING STAIRS
Steps used to enter or leave an aircraft. The stairs are a moveable unit that is placed at the aircraft door
when an aircraft does not have access to a jetway at the terminal. Airline personnel also use these stairs
when the aircraft is being maintained in a hangar or at a remote location.
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BRACE POSITION
A protective sitting position that minimises the forces of an impact increasing the chances of survival.
BRIEFING
A meeting conducted prior to the flight by the captain and/or senior cabin crew with entire crew giving a
general overview of what is expected during the flight (safety, weather, delay, etc.). Briefings may also
refer to meetings between the crew and other airline personnel or authorities following an incident or other
situation where information must be gathered or shared.
BULKHEAD
A partition separating the different areas of the aircraft.

C
CABIN ALTITUDE
The air pressure maintained inside the aircraft cabin through pressurization. For instance, an airplane may
be flying at altitudes over 10,000 metres but must maintain a cabin altitude under 2400 metres to provide
an environment that allows adequate oxygen for a person to breathe.
CABIN CONFIGURATION
The way in which an aircraft cabin is fitted.
CALL LIGHT
A light signalling the cabin crew to respond to a passenger's needs, usually located above the passengers'
seats, or on the armrest.
CATERING
Food, beverages and galley supplies brought to the aircraft for a flight. Catering or Commissary also refers
to the department responsible for handling all food, beverages and supplies.
CHARTER FLIGHT
A revenue generating flight that is not operated on a regularly published schedule. Charter flights are
“contracted for carriage” of a large group of passengers or freight to meet a party's special needs.
CHECK-CALL-CARE
The three steps to remember when providing first aid. These steps give the responder an easy and safe
approach to providing first aid for a victim.
CHECK-IN CONCOURSE
Another term for the departure section of the airport terminal.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Switches that automatically interrupt the flow of electrical current to the aircraft and are located in a panel.
The main panel of circuit breakers is located in the cockpit. Some galleys will also have circuit breakers.
CLIMB
The ascent of an aircraft just after take-off until and until the aircraft levels off at its cruising altitude.
COCKPIT (FLIGHT DECK)
The area of the aircraft where all the controls and navigational equipment to fly the aircraft are located. It is
where the pilot and co-pilot sit.
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COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER
Piece of equipment that records conversations within the cockpit on an aircraft. Useful when investigating
incidents and accidents.
CODESHARING
An agreement between airlines by which one airline could sell seats using its own flight code on a flight
operated by another airline.
CONTROL TOWER
An airport building where air traffic controllers can oversee and direct aircraft movement.
CONTROLS (INSTRUMENTS)
The mechanical and hydraulic devices used by the pilots to fly the aircraft.
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR)
An emergency first-aid procedure used to deliver oxygen-carrying blood to the heart and brain in a person
whose breathing and heartbeat have stopped.
CUSTOMS
Authority in a country responsible for collecting taxes on imported merchandise or merchandise brought in
from outside that country. This authority is also responsible for processing the flow of people, animals and
goods including personal property and hazardous materials in and out of their country. They work to
prevent smuggling and prevent forbidden goods from entering or leaving the country.
CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT (PASSENGER SERVICE AGENT)
Staff that assists with the passenger and operational related functions of an airline at the airport.
CREW SCHEDULING
The department responsible for projecting and scheduling all trips for the crew. Often involves two areas of
responsibility: crew planning, which organises all advance schedules, including training, vacation and hotel
needs and crew scheduling, which handles responsibilities such as, ensuring appropriate staffing,
coverage and assignments to reserve, or on call flight attendants.
CREW PATTERN
A term that refers to a schedule of assignments in sequence of one or more duty periods (working days)
that begin and end in one's domicile.
CROSS CONTAMINATION
The transfer of undesirable elements from one surface to another such as bacteria and virus.
CRUISE
To fly at a constant altitude with a power setting, which provides optimum speed and fuel economy.

D
DEADHEAD
Term used to refer to positioning or relocation of staff or equipment. A member of the crew may be required
to travel to or from a location as a non-working crew for the purpose of going to or returning from a flight
assignment. The term also refers to movement of empty equipment to another location - catering
equipment and carts are often “deadheaded” from one location to another to accommodate inventory or
supply needs.
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DEBRIEF
A meeting following an event that requires authorities to get information about what happened, what
procedures were used and what could have been done differently. Depending on the situation it may also
involve advice or counselling.
DECOMPRESSION
Loss or reduction of cabin pressure or altitude within the aircraft. (may be slow or rapid).
DE-ICE
Removing ice from the wings of the plane with pneumatic boots or chemicals.
DEPARTURE LOUNGE (GATE AREA)
Area where passengers wait before boarding the aircraft.
DEPLANE (DISEMBARK)
Term used to denote passengers leaving the aircraft.
DESCENT
Downward path of an aircraft; gradual decrease in the aircraft's altitude.
DISPATCH
The department responsible for providing specific information to the cockpit crews, such as, flight plans,
weather reports and other important information regarding the flight.
DITCHING
An emergency landing on water. A ditching may be planned with the flight crew knowingly making a
controlled landing on water, or the aircraft may unexpectedly come to rest in the water after landing on a
runway.
DIVERSION
When a plane is not allowed to land at its destination and is directed to land elsewhere, usually because of
weather or a medical emergency on board.
DOMICILE (BASE, CREW BASE)
Location where crew members trips originate and end. Airlines base or domicile the crew in cities where
they have largest number of flights arriving and departing.
DOWNLINE/DOWNROUTE
Any location other than the domicile.
DRESSING THE CABIN
Cleaning and preparing the cabin for the passengers.
DUTY
A tariff or tax paid on imported or exported goods.
DUTY FREE
Goods sold at ports or airports that are free of government taxes and customs duties. Some countries have
allowances of how much duty free merchandise a person may bring back into their country. These
restrictions usually apply to liquor, wine, tobacco, perfume, jewellery and other gifts and souvenirs.
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DUTY FREE CART (DUTY FREE KIT)
A cart or compartment that contains merchandise for sale which is duty free to passengers during the flight;
this service is offered on international flights.
DUTY TIME
The period of time while cabin crew are at work. On duty refers to the period of time that cabin crew are
working, off duty refers to the time when they are not working.

E
ECONOMY CLASS
The least expensive seats in an aircraft, in the US it is referred to as Coach Class.
ELECTRONIC POINT OF SALE
A piece of computerized equipment that performs all tasks of a store checkout counter.
ELEVATORS
Elevators are mounted on hinges on the aft portion of the horizontal stabilizer. Elevators control the
up/down attitude of the aircraft. Together, with the horizontal stabilizer, the elevators aid in climbing,
descending and level flight.
EMERGENCY BRIEFING CARD
Card or pamphlet kept in the pocket of an aircraft seat that gives safety instructions.
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT CHECK
The act of checking the serviceability and location of emergency equipment on the aircraft prior to flight
departure, this check includes checking the galleys, lavatories and an aircraft security check.
ENFORCEMENT NOTICE
A document issued generally by the national aviation security authority that indicates any shortcomings
identified during a security inspection.
ENROUTE
Along the way to a destination.
ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME
The overall general flight time between the point of departure and the point of arrival.
ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL (ETA)
The time at which a flight is expected to arrive at the destination.
ESTIMATED TIME OF DEPARTURE (ETD)
The time at which a flight is projected to depart from a particular airport.
E-TICKET
Electronic ticket is a digital form of a reservation. A passenger is issued a receipt from a machine or via
email that contains a record locator or reservation number that confirms a booking or reservation.
EQUIPMENT
The type of aircraft that an airline flies.
EVACUATION
Emergency deplaning of passengers using all available exits.
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EVACUATION SLIDE (SLIDE)
Inflatable slide or chute that inflates automatically in the event of an emergency that allows passengers to
slide to the ground. It is usually part of the door of an aircraft.

F
FERRY FLIGHT
To fly a plane from one point to another without passengers onboard.
FINDING (OBSERVATION, NON-COMPLIANCE)
A notice issued by the national aviation authority upon inspection when cabin crew are not following the
procedures correctly.
FLAPS
Flaps provide additional lift when needed and therefore have various degree settings. Flaps are
hydraulically actuated and are used for take off and landing. Flaps are mounted on hinges on the trailing
edge of the wing.
FLIGHT DATA RECORDER
A device that records aircraft performance parameters. It is an aid to study air safety issues, material and
jet performance and is also used in aircraft accident analysis.
FLIGHT PATH
The direction of an aircraft in the air.
FLIGHT PLAN
Detailed document completed by the captain prior to every flight. It includes the planned routing, flying
time, altitude and amount of fuel on board and an alternate airport if the plane is unable to land at the
original destination airport.
FLIGHT RELEASE
A required verification by a qualified release officer that the flight meets certain requirements such as: the
pilot in command is qualified, the passengers on board are legal to be on board, the specific aircraft and
timeframe in which the flight is to be operated. This information must be confirmed before the flight can
operate.
FLIGHT SCHEDULE
The timetable showing all flights of an airline, and their scheduled departure and arrival times.
FREQUENT FLIER PROGRAM
A loyalty program offering airline customers enrolled in the program to accumulate frequent-flyer miles that
can be can be redeemed for free air travel, class upgrade and other goods or services.
FURLOUGH
An indefinite layoff from employment to do loss or reduction of business.
FUSELAGE
The main body of an aircraft but not including the wings and the tail.
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G
GALLEY
The area on the aircraft where food and beverages are stored and prepared.
GATE
The exit in the departure lounge that leads to the aircraft.
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
A computerized reservation system for booking and selling airline tickets, hotel rooms and rental cars.
GROUND CONTROL
Are responsible for the management of all airside ground areas.
GROUND POWER UNIT (GPU)
A portable unit attached to the plane when on the ground that provides power to the aircraft when the
engines or Auxiliary Power Unit are not operating.
GROUND SPEED
This is the speed of the aircraft in relation to the ground, which is the sum of the airplanes actual airspeed
plus or minus the wind speed and current weather conditions.
GROUND TIME
Period of time an aircraft and/or crew spend on the ground between flights.

H
HANGAR
A building where aircraft are sheltered and serviced by maintenance personnel.
HEADWINDS
Wind blowing directly toward the airplane's nose, decreasing the ground speed.
HEIMLICH MANOEUVRE (ABDOMINAL THRUSTS)
A first aid procedure used when a person has an obstructed airway or is choking and cannot breathe.
HOLDING (HOLDING PATTERN)
When an aircraft has to wait in the air for landing clearance and fly in a “holding pattern” circling around the
airport. This is usually due to weather or heavy air traffic during arrival at the airport.
HUB (HUB AND SPOKE)
This is the base or homeport of an airline. Passengers will fly in from other airports to this hub to connect
with other aircraft to get to their destinations.

I
IMMIGRATION
Official point of entry to a country, where the visas and passports of crew and passengers are checked.
IMMIGRATION AUTHORITY
Agency that monitors persons entering or leaving the country by validating appropriate documentation to
allow entry to the country or to forbid entry to the country. The immigration authority has the right to forbid
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entry into the country because of missing documentation or because the person is a possible threat. In
some countries Immigration is a separate agency from Customs.
INBOUND
Those passengers or flights coming into an airport.
INBOARD
Means a position closest to the centre of the aircraft.
INTERLINE
When a passenger travels and connects to a different airline to reach a destination.
INTERMEDIATE STOP (TRANSIT)
Any city where a flight stops between its originating and terminating points.
INITIAL OPERATING EXPERIENCE (IOE)
A required amount of time a newly hired crew member must fly with a check airman or person qualified by
the airline to observe performance of duties during flight.

J
JET STREAM
A narrow band of very high-speed winds, usually found at altitudes between 20,000 and 40,000 feet.
These winds usually blow from west to east and can reach speeds as high as 200 miles per hour.
JETWAY (JETTY, JETBRIDGE)
Enclosed tunnel like passageway brought to the aircraft that allows entry and exit from the aircraft.
JUMP SEAT
Seats for flight and cabin crew that are of specific and regulated design located in the cockpit and cabin.

L
LEADING EDGE
Curved front edge of the wing.
LANDING
When an aircraft touches down on the runway after a flight or returns to the ground.
LANDING CARD
Form completed by passengers and handed to immigration upon arrival in a country.
LANDSIDE (GROUNDSIDE)
The landside of an airport is the part accessible to everyone who comes to the airport. It includes the
general entry areas to the airport, such as access roads and ground transportation access (i.e., buses,
trains, taxis, limousines), parking areas, car rental businesses, traveler drop-off points, restaurants, stores,
currency exchanges and flight check-in.
LAYOVER
To a passenger this term refers to the time between flights at an airport. To an airline cabin crew this term
refers to the time they are off duty at a city other than their domicile. In regards to crew, a layover period is
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the amount of time that separates two on-duty periods within a pattern or assignment. The layover station
or city refers to the actual location of where crew are off-duty for their rest period.
LEG
Term used to refer to the in-flight portion of a journey to a destination.
LIQUOR CART (LIQUOR KIT, WINE CAR, WINE KIT)
A cart or compartment that contains liquor and wine that is used for service during the flight. Depending on
the class of service in which it is being used, the contents may be complimentary to the passenger or the
cabin crew may be required charge for the selection made by the passenger.
LINE EVALUATIONS
Inspections conducted by airlines to check cabin crew understanding of procedures and policies on board
the aircraft.
LOW COST CARRIER
Is an airline that generally has lower fares and fewer comforts, also known as a no-frills, discount or budget
carrier.

M
MANIFEST
List of passengers and cargo.
MANUAL (INFLIGHT HANDBOOK, INFLIGHT MANUAL)
A handbook issued by the airline to the cabin crew. It contains all the regulations and procedures that are
to be followed.
MINIMUM CREW REQUIREMENTS
Civil aviation regulations specify the minimum number of cabin crew that must be on board the aircraft if it
is operating a scheduled service.
MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST (MEL)
A list published by the aircraft manufacturer, giving details of the minimum amount of equipment that is
required for the safe operation of the aircraft. It gives details of the amount of equipment that may be
missing or damaged, along with any changes to procedures which may be required to be carried out if the
aircraft is permitted to depart.

N
NARROW-BODY AIRCRAFT
This is a single-aisle aircraft. In general, this refers to a smaller aircraft but some single-aisle airplanes
such as the Boeing 757 are “stretched” or long and are configured to accommodate up to 200 people.
NAVIGATIONAL LIGHTS
Coloured lights on the wing tip to indicate the direction of flight; also referred to as position lights. The light
on the left wing tip is red and the right wing tip is green. A person can tell which direction an aircraft is flying
by those two lights.
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NO SHOW
Can refer to a passenger who reserves a seat on a flight but does not check in or travel; or it can refer to a
member of the cabin crew who fails to report for a flight assignment.
NON REVENUE PASSENGER
A person travelling on a free or service charge only ticket. Airline employees travelling as part of their
benefits are referred to as non-revs or pass riders.
NOSE
Front end of the aircraft.

O
OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDE (OAG)
A publication containing all airline routes, schedules and airport information.
OFFLOADING
A term referring to preventing intoxicated passengers from boarding the aircraft.
ON THE LINE
Term used to refer to active cabin crew working a schedule. When an individual completes training and
begins working as cabin crew they are considered “on the line”.
OUT AND BACK (TURN)
The scheduled pairings of one or more flights that return cabin crew to his/her home base on the same
day.
OUTBOARD
Refers to the position furthest from the centre of the aircraft.
OUTBOUND
Refers to a flight or passengers departing from an airport.
OVERHEAD LOCKERS (OVERHEAD BINS)
Compartments installed above the seats in an aircraft that are used by passengers to place their
belongings including carry-on luggage.

P
PA
Public address system used to make announcements.
PASSENGER (PAX)
Person travelling and is often referred to in shortened form as PAX.
PASSENGER INFORMATION LIST
A document that contains details about the passengers that checked-in for the flight. It contains
passengers' special requests such as seating requests and special meals, and special assistance that may
be required.
PASSENGER LOAD
Total number of passengers on the aircraft.
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PASSENGER SERVICE UNIT (PSU)
Located above the passenger seats, it contains all or part of the following: Reading lights, air outlets,
oxygen outlet, cabin crew call button, emergency oxygen mask and No Smoking and Fasten Seat Belt
signs.
PASSPORT
A formal document issued by a government that identifies the holder as a national or citizen of that country.
PER DIEM
Money earned while away from base to cover expenses.
PIC
Pilot in command.
PRESSURIZATION
The process of pumping air into the fuselage to maintain the atmospheric conditions inside the aircraft the
same as those on the ground. Pressurization occurs at 2400 meters.
PORT
A term used to refer to the left hand side of the aircraft; also referred to as aircraft left.
POSITIVE SPACE
A confirmed reservation or guaranteed seating, which may or may not be a revenue passenger. For
example, those cabin crew who are deadheading are considered “positive space” as they must have a seat
to get to their assignment.
PRESSURIZED CABIN
Type of aircraft cabin in which air pressure is controlled by the aircraft systems.
PUSHBACK
The act of pushing the aircraft backwards away from an airport gate using ground equipment like a
pushback tractor or tug when there is limited room for the aircraft to turn or move backwards under its own
power.
PURSER
The person who is in charge of the cabin crew. Some airlines refer to this position as Lead or Number One
or Senior Flight Attendant. The purser is responsible for coordinating the crew and their duties, completion
of paperwork and international customs documents.

Q
QUARANTINE
When humans or animals are kept away from others to reduce the spread of disease.

R
RADAR
Radio signal system used to identify the position and speed of objects or weather when they cannot be
seen.
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RAMP (APRON, TARMAC)
The paved area on the field side of the terminal building where aircraft are parked to load and unload
passengers.
RAMP SERVICE AGENT
A person who handles and loads the aircraft with luggage and cargo.
RANGE
Refers to the distance an aircraft can fly carrying maximum weight without refuelling.
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE
Any specification that includes, physical characteristics, configuration, materials, performance, personnel
or procedures. The application of the recommended practice is recognized as desirable in the interest of
safety, regularity or efficiency of international air navigation but is not necessarily required.
RECURRENT TRAINING
Yearly training which flight crew and cabin crew must attend to maintain their qualification.
REPORT TIME (SHOW TIME)
The time the flight crew or cabin crew is required to report for duty at the airport.
RESERVE
The status of cabin crew who is on-call for the entire month. He or she may be requested to work a trip
when someone is sick, on vacation, or late for his or her or assigned flight.
REVENUE
Refers to customers who have paid a fare for air transportation.
ROOT
The part of the wing attached to the fuselage.
ROSTER (CREW LIST)
List of the scheduled crew for a flight.
RUDDER ASSEMBLY
Mounted on hinges on the aft portion of the vertical stabilizer; it aids in compensating the left or right
turning tendencies of the aircraft. Together the rudder and vertical stabilizer control yaw (the fishtail like
action of the aircraft).
RUNWAY
The specially prepared concrete surface used for takeoff and landing, usually aligned so aircraft can
takeoff into the wind.

S
SCHEDULE FLIGHT TIME
The total projected time of a flight from take-off to landing.
SEAPLANE
A powered fixed-wing aircraft capable of taking off and landing on water.
SEAT ASSIGNMENT
Specified seats assigned to passengers at the time they check in prior to boarding.
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SEAT BELT EXTENSION
Extension belt used for larger passengers that attaches to a regular seatbelt.
SECURITY CHECK
A point in the airport where all passengers, crew and airport personnel are screened before boarding a
flight or gaining access to the gate area.
SERVICE FLOW
The direction in which cabin service is performed.
SILENT REVIEW (30 SECOND REVIEW)
Time during takeoff and landing in which cabin crew focus on their emergency procedures and steps to
responding to an incident. It provides an opportunity to focus on safety and not be distracted by
conversation during this critical phase of flight.
SLATS
Work in conjunction with wing flaps to provide lift. Slats are mounted on hinges on the leading edge of the
wing. Slats are retracted in the climb phase and extended during the descent phase.
SLOT
Refers to the pre-arranged time that a flight is scheduled to take off, fly and land at the next destination.
SPECIAL MEAL
Meals that meet special dietary requirements. Passengers request special meals for religious reasons,
health requirements or personal preferences and are ordered in advance of a flight.
SPOILER
Spoilers are like speed brakes. Spoilers are used during the descent and landing phases at which time
they “pop up” increasing drag dramatically. Spoilers are located just forward of the trailing edge topside of
each wing.
STANDARD
Any specification for physical characteristics, configuration, material, performance, personnel or procedure. The application of a standard is recognised as necessary for the safety or regularity of international
air navigation.
STANDBY DUTY (RESERVE DUTY)
These are pre-assigned times when a cabin crew member has to be ready for duty at short notice, either at
home or at the airport.
STARBOARD
A term used to refer to the right side of the airplane; also referred to as aircraft right.
STERILE FLIGHT DECK PROCEDURE
A short period of time during the critical stages of the flight (i.e. during take-off and landing) when cabin
crew must not interrupt the flight crew in any way.
STOW
Storing articles in a safe, secure place for takeoff and landing.
SKY MARSHAL (AIR MARSHAL OR FLIGHT MARSHAL)
An undercover law enforcement or counter terrorist agent on board a commercial aircraft to counter aircraft
hijackings.
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T
TAIL ASSEMBLY (EMPENNAGE)
Consists of the vertical stabilizer, the rudder, horizontal stabilizer and vertical elevator.
TAILCONE
Cone shaped section of the tail of certain aircraft. It can be released in an emergency to provide an
additional means of escape. (Generally found on DC-9 and MD-80 type aircraft).
TAILWIND
Wind blowing directly at the back of the aircraft and increasing its ground speed.
TAXI
The movement of an aircraft on the ground while operating under its own power.
TAXIWAY
The pavement that connects the ramp and the runway.
TELEPHONE SPELLING ALPHABET
The common name for the NATO phonetic Alphabet, which is a form of code used in the aviation industry
that aids in communication. Code words are assigned to letters of the English alphabet to spell out parts of
a message or call signs that are critical or might be hard to recognize with voice communication.
TERMINAL BUILDING
A building at the airport where passengers check-in, depart or arrive from a flight.
TERMINATING STATION
The city where a flight makes its last stop for the day.
THROUGH PASSENGER
A person continuing on through an intermediate stop to a further destination.
TICKET
A coupon or series of coupons issued by an airline that confirms a passenger's reservation and allows
them to board the aircraft.
TIME OF USEFUL CONSCIOUSNESS
The amount of time an individual is able to perform flying duties efficiently in an environment of inadequate
oxygen supply. The term is generally used in connection with decompression.
TIP
The edge of the wing that is farthest from the fuselage.
TOP OF CLIMB
The point at which the aircraft has reached its cruise altitude.
TOP OF DESCENT
The point at which the aircraft is preparing to descend.
TRAILING EDGE
The rearmost section of the wing.
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TRANSIT PASSENGER
A person continuing on a flight through an intermediate (transit) stop. Also referred to as a “throughpassenger”.
TURN TIME
Refers to the amount of time between an arrival and an aircraft's next flight. Used by staff to reference how
much time they have to “ready” the airplane for the next flight.
TURNAROUND (TURNS, OUT AND BACK)
Term used by cabin crew to describe a type of trip that departs and returns to a domicile in the same day.
TURBULENCE
Random or erratic airflow that causes uneven flight.

U
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR (UMNR)
A child travelling without an adult.
UNIT LOAD DEVICE
A pallet or container used to load luggage, freight, and mail on wide-body aircraft and specific narrow-body
aircraft. It allows a large quantity of cargo to be bundled into a single unit.

V
VERTICAL STABILISER
This is a part of the vertical tail structure of an airplane and provides directional stability much like a shark's
dorsal fin works in the water. This is on the aft topside part of the fuselage and is the tallest feature on the
aircraft.
VISA
Document issued by a country giving a person the opportunity to request entrance to a country during a
specified period of time and for a specified purpose. A visa does not guarantee admission to the country.
Visa's are generally attached into a passport or may be issued as a separate piece of paper.
VIP
Very important person or passenger, who usually requires extra attention and has special requests
regarding their travel.

W
WAKE TURBULENCE (WASH)
The disrupted air or turbulence caused by one aircraft in front of another.
WEATHER
Differences in air density caused by changes in air temperature, which in turn cause changes in
atmospheric pressure. This creates air currents and wind.
WEIGHT AND BALANCE
A mathematical calculation done prior to the departure of a flight to assure aircraft stability and flight safety.
It takes into account load factor (passenger, cargo, and fuel) and other conditions of the flight.
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WHEELS UP
Refers to actual takeoff time of the aircraft as it leaves the runway.
WIDE-BODY AIRCRAFT
A high capacity aircraft that has two aisles.
WIND SHEAR
A change in wind direction or speed that adversely affects the ability to fly the aircraft, which is often found
with thunderstorms.
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